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This dissertation is intended to provide a formalism for those generics

that trigger nonmonotonic inferences. The formalism is to reflect intentional-

ity and exception-tolerating features of generics, and has an emphasis on the

axiomatization of generic reasoning that encodes nonmonotonicity.

A modal conditional approach is taken to formalize the nonmonotonic

reasoning in general at the level of object language. A serial of logic systems

— MN, NID, NCUM , NSTCUM — are constructed in an increasing strength

of the characterized nonmonotonic inference relation. In these systems, two

binary modal operators > and > are introduced in their syntax, and a ~ func-

tion lifted from the traditional ∗ function is deployed in their semantics. These

systems are shown to be sound and complete with respect to certain classes of

frames defined in the semantics. They are decidable as well. The nonmono-

tonic inference is argued to be a ternary relation “[Φ], Γ |∼ α”, and is defined
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in the system NSTCUM . Many widely discussed nonmonotonic inference pat-

terns such as Defeasible Modus Ponens, Defeasible Transitivity, the Penguin

Principle etc. are justified. The specificity rule is proved to be a theorem of

the system NSTCUM . The impact of negated defaults on an inference is also

investigated and accounted for.

A canonical form to read off generics is proposed: All generic sentences

with subject-predicate (SP ) structure can be re-written into their canonical

form S (normally P ). If S is a plural noun phrase, it can be further refined to be

(normal S) (normally P ). Normal objects are selected based on the “meaning”

of the subject and predicate terms. The second parameter provides an aspect

with respect to which certain objects of a kind are considered normal. Due to

such a way to select normal objects, the drowning problem is solved.

The inference behaviors of generics are axiomatized in the system G,

which is a quantificational extension of the system NSTCUM . It is proved

to be sound and complete with respect to the class of L>,G-frames. Those

benchmark examples of generic inferences are examined in the system G.
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Chapter 1

A bird view of this thesis

1.1 The mission statement

This dissertation is devoted to provide a formal analysis of generics, a

rigorous account of generic meaning, and an axiomatization to capture their

behaviors in reasoning. I begin with indicating the issues that motivate this

study and then describe the scope of the thesis.

Our knowledge about the world where we live consists mostly of state-

ments like “Birds fly”, “Potatoes contain vitamin C”, “The sun rises in the

East”, “Snow is white”, and so on so forth. They are called generic sen-

tences, or characterizing statements, of which a precise definition can hardly

be found, though. The existence of massive generic sentences indicates that

much of our information about the world is captured by these characteriz-

ing statements. Characterizing statements often express the generalization or

regularity of connections between natural kinds and their prototypical prop-

erties. People observe the regularities in the world and codify them in the

generic sentences to express the law-like nature. They predict what future is

about to bring based on the observed regularities and act on these predictions

accordingly. Perhaps this reflects the human intelligence and helps them to
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survive. All natural languages have generic sentences. They consist of a big

chunk of our knowledge.

The observations of the massive existence and of prominent usages of

generics inspire us to believe that generic sentences have a truth value. That

is, with respect to what they are characterizing, they are either true or false,

just like the episodic statement “The potato I am holding contains vitamin C”

having a truth value. It would be harsh to deny that all generic sentences even

like “Snow is white” have a truth value. Nor does it ease our mind, if we claim

that they are just sloppy ways of talking and that strictly speaking they are all

false. Putting aside the issue of truth value of generics shakes our confidence on

the credibility of our knowledge. If generic sentences consisting of the major

portion of our knowledge cannot be considered as truth, then, in virtue of

what, knowledge that we rely so much on is indeed qualified to be knowledge.

Pelletier and Asher [1997] criticizes that taking generics as having no truth

values or sloppy talkings are two bad attitudes. I share the same intuition

as theirs on this matter, and have a motivation to provide a semantics for

generics which accounts for the truth conditions of generic sentences.

The truth value of a generic sentence seems, on the one hand, related to

its corresponding episodic statement; one the other hand, it is not determined

by the truth value of all or some of its instances. The connection between these

two ends is sort of loose, but not completely irrelevant. For instance, some

birds like sparrows fly, but some others like penguins do not. Nevertheless

they do not to the same degree support or detriment the truth value of the
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generic statement “Birds fly”. People tend to grant “Birds fly” rather than

“Birds do not fly”, regardless of non-flying penguins. Our semantics will have

to account for this phenomenon by explaining where the truth conditions of

generics stem from. A simple-minded universal reading of generic quantifier,

which takes “Birds fly” to mean “All birds fly” , is too strong to justify any

generic sentences. Turning to an existential reading of generic quantifier be-

comes too weak to falsify “Birds do not fly” , while verifying “Birds fly” as

expected. The semantics aimed to establish should find a better candidate

– reading “Birds fly” as typical birds under normal circumstances fly – than

these two readings that are mentioned above.

The loose connection between the truth value of a generic statement

and that of its instances admits exceptions. The sentence “Birds fly” is true

even though there are birds that do not fly. This exception-tolerating feature

introduces the nonmonotonicity of the inferences involving generics. Non-

monotonicity is a property of a kind of inferences whose conclusions do not

increase monotonically with the increase of premises. From the general state-

ment “Birds fly”, it is predicted that Tweety, as a bird, flies. However, after

learning that Tweety actually does not fly because she is a penguin, the pre-

vious judgement of Tweety being a flier has to be retracted. One who does

not have complete information about the world is able to jump to reasonable

conclusions deploying generic statements, and thereby to act intelligently in

situations in which no further information gathering is available. Knowing

that Tweety is a bird, it is better to set up a cage for it without being further
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explicitly told whether it flies or not. That the genericity gives rise to such

reasoning demonstrates its cognitive significance, and explains in some way

why genericity plays such an important role in natural language.

The semantics to be established has this twofold task: It has to as-

sign truth values to generic sentences in the way that the truth-assignment

fits our intuitive understanding of generic sentences; It accounts for the non-

monotonic features of inferences that involve generics. They are two sides of

one coin, closely related but also having their own focuses of attention. Both

of them start with and rely on a logical formalization of generic sentences.

The truth conditions of generics are about how their “meanings” get to be

determined, while the nonmonotonic inference patterns that are to be discov-

ered guide what we may expect in reasonings based on what generic sentences

mean. The reasoning that consists of nonmonotonic inferences is referred to as

nonmonotonic reasoning or default reasoning. Hereafter we label generic sen-

tences that give rise to this kind of nonmonotonic reasoning as nonmonotonic

reasoning encoded generics.

Speaking of generic sentences in general, they consist of a large spec-

trum ranging from describing kind-level objects to attributing to individual-

level objects or somewhere in between. The following examples that have been

discussed by many researchers provide a glance of generic sentences, though

there rarely exists an all-covered definition.

(a) Dinosaurs are extinct.
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(b) The giant panda is an endangered species.

(c) Dogs are common.

(d) Dogs come in many different sizes.

(e) The Frenchman eats horsemeat.

(f) Chinese are good table tennis players.

(g) Peacocks lay eggs.

(h) Peacocks have colorful feathers.

(i) Birds fly.

(j) Seeds germinate.

(k) A tiger has stripes.

(l) Gold is a shiny metal.

(m) Snow is white.

(n) The whale is a mammal.

(o) Bachelors are unmarried men.

Sentences (a)-(d) state some properties of kind-level objects. It is not

acceptable to infer “Fido comes in many different sizes” from “Dogs come in

many different sizes and “Fido is a dog”. The failure of the inference is caused

5



by two different notions of dog used in two premises. One refers to a dog-

kind, while the other refers to an individual dog. Dogs, as a kind of animals,

come in many different sizes, but this is not true for each individual dog. If

two different notions of dog are formalized into two different terms, say, dog-

kind and individual-dog, then there will not be a common term shared by two

premises. Thus, the classical syllogism doesn’t apply in this case and the

unwelcome conclusion is blocked. It is not surprising to see the inference fail,

since it is an instance of some invalid inference pattern in the classical logic

after rewriting the premises more precisely. I am not concerned with this type

of generics sentences, since their behavior in inferences is not very interesting.

In the literature of the researches on generics, a useful distinction is

made between genericity referring to a kind and referring to individuals within

the kind. This is what Krifka calls d-generic and i-generic sentences. D-

generic sentences attribute to a kind a property which could not, without

making a category mistake, be attributed to an individual of that kind. “Di-

nosaurs are extinct” is an example of a d-generic sentence, since to say of any

particular dinosaur that it is extinct would be to make a category mistake.

Kinds of animals can be extinct, but individuals of those kinds can only be

dead. A similar analysis applies to sentences (b)-(d). I-generic sentences are

those in which the property attributed to a kind could in principle also be held

by individuals of that kind. “Birds fly” is an example of an i-generic sentence,

and so is any of other sentences (e)-(o).

D-generic sentences do not require a nonmonotonic inference mecha-
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nism, illustrated in the above example of dogs having different sizes, as i-

generic sentences do. Inferences involving d-generic sentences fall into the

scope of classical logic. On the other hand, the story runs differently for

sentences (e)-(o). For example, people are more than ready to draw “Tweety

flies” from “birds fly” and “Tweety is a bird”, unless they are explicitly told

that “Tweety is a penguin”. The classical logic does not provide us an an-

swer to explain this kind of inference activities. The difference between the

example of dogs having different size and the example of flying birds is that

people tend to accommodate the conclusion “Tweety flies”, though it is defea-

sible, but reject “Fido comes in different sizes.” Therefore, there is a need to

justify some defeasible inference patterns which can support the conclusions

drawn from i-generic sentences. Backing up the inferences like the example of

flying birds with the theory of nonmonotonic reasoning is to differentiate our

inference involved activity regarding generics from a merely guessing game.

Heyer [1990] also makes a distinction among generics that is similar,

but not exactly identical, to the one that is introduced by Krifka. Heyer’s

research of generics is mainly focused on the definite generic sentences that

contain definite noun phrases such as “the lion”, “the Scotsman” and so on.

He calls those definite generic sentences in which the generic description is used

to refer to individuals personal generics ; and those definite generic sentences

in which the generic description is used to refer to kinds, absolute generics. To

see that Heyer’s distinction is not identical to that of Krifka, we may consider

the statement “The Frenchman eats horsemeat” in the above example. Under
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Heyer’s distinction, “The Frenchman” arguably denotes the group of people

whose nationality is French, rather than any representative individual. Thus,

statement (e) is absolute generic. In terms of Krifka’s distinction, applying the

property “eating horsemeat” to any individual Frenchman does not cause any

categorical mistake. Then we can decide to classify statement (e) as i-generic.

This illustrates that, though all d-generics are absolute generic, some i-generics

could still be absolute generic. In other words, the notion of absolute generic

has a broader range than that of d-generic does, and it takes over some of

generics that are under the name of i-generic. For a given generic sentence like

(e), sometimes, it is not obvious whether the generic term denotes to a kind or

individuals of that kind. There could possibly exist two ambiguous readings

shown in (e’) and (e”). That’s why we said it was arguably true that “The

Frenchman” has kind-level denotation.

(e’) The nation of France has a property that its people eat horsemeat.

(e”) Every typical Frenchman eats horsemeat.

The generic term “The Frenchman” in (e) is understood as a kind-level de-

notation in (e’), while it is interpreted to denote an individual Frenchman in

(e”). Similarly, the statement (f) could have the following two readings:

(f’) The nation of China has good table tennis players.

(f”) Every typical Chinese person is a good table tennis player.

8



In the readings of (e’) and (f’), no default reasonings will be triggered. Under

such readings, people do not bother to infer “Richard eats horsemeat” from

“The Frenchman eats horsemeat” and “Richard is a Frenchman.” Similarly,

people will not be surprised to know that “Yi, as a Chinese, is not a good table

tennis player” simply because they do not build up such an expectation on the

reading of (f’). On the other hand, people tend to draw conclusions, though

defeasible, like “Richard eats horsemeat” and “Yi is a good table tennis player”

based on readings of (e”) and (f”). The nonmonotonic and exception-tolerant

reasoning is encoded only in the readings of (e”) and (f”), but not in (e’) and

(f’).

While the classical syllogism does not apply to d-generic sentences,

it does successfully apply to some of i-generics or personal generics like (n)

and (o). While the classical logic is not sufficient to guarantee the validity

of flying birds example, it is nevertheless sufficient to guarantee the validity

of inferences like “Andrew is a mammal” from “The whale is mammal” and

“Andrew is a whale”, and “John is an unmarried man” from “Bachelors are

unmarried men” and “John is a bachelor”. There is no need to retract these

conclusions, even though later on people realize that Andrew is actually a blue

whale, and John is indeed an American bachelor, or something like this.

I do not attempt to provide a uniform semantic analysis for all sorts of

generics, unlike Carlson [1978, 1982], Heyer [1990], Cohen [1999] etc. My goal

is rather modest and inference-oriented. I intend to study those generics that

encode nonmonotonic reasoning and that can be used for making predictions.
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In terms of the familiar d-generic and i-generic distinction or absolute and per-

sonal generic distinction, the scope of generics that I single out for the studies

carried out in this thesis is a subset of the i-generics, excluding statements like

(e) and (f) with readings of (e’) and (f’). Statements like (n) and (o) will stay

in the scope of my study, but are not the main focus. In other words, I will

only consider personal generics, plus statements like (e) and (f) with readings

of (e”) and (f”). Though the personal generics, according to Heyer’s definition,

are restricted to definite generics, I remove this restriction.

Though the scope of generics that I want to study has been narrowed

down, with respect to the distinction of nonmonotonic reasoning, it does not

seem to lower the level of difficulty. The crucial puzzling things about generics

remain in the narrowed scope: their truth conditions connect them at best only

very loosely with particular facts about the world. They tolerate exceptions.

It is the phenomenon manifested by them that has attracted the researchers’

interests. The term “generics” hereafter is meant to be used in a limited

sense, referring to nonmonotonic reasoning encoded generics.

I think it may be appropriate to conclude the goal of this thesis by the

following quotation from Pelletier and Asher [1997]:

From a semantic point of view, there are central goals of an

analysis: (a) The analysis should give some account of the truth

conditions of generic sentences, preferably one that accords with

intuitive views of the truth conditions of sample generic sentences,

showing how exceptions arise and in which way they can affect the
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truth of such statements; (b) The analysis should explain the facts

about intensionality, especially the law-like nature of generic sen-

tences and how they differ from quantified, extensional sentences;

(c) The analysis must give an account of how generic sentences are

used in reasoning, especially reasoning that involves the fact that

such sentences admit exceptions.

1.2 Why taking a modal conditional approach

Generic sentences are not the only type of trigger of nonmonotonic

reasoning, though the “flying birds” example is called by Reiter canonical ex-

ample and everyone uses it as their stock example of a default. Nonmonotonic

reasoning in the face of uncertainty is ubiquitous. It demonstrates its useful-

ness in almost everywhere we need tentatively draw a conclusion. According

to the typology of nonmonotonic reasoning given in  Lukaszewicz [1990], it may

be classified as default reasoning and autoepistemic reasoning, based on the

criteria that they accept in explaining derivable conclusions. Default reasoning

refers to the kind of inferences that draw conclusions in the absence of evidence

making them implausible. Autoepistemic reasoning explains a conclusion α

like this: According to my subjective opinion or some explicit convention, I

would know if α were false. Because I lack this information, α must be true.

The key property of nonmonotonic reasoning is its defeasibility: Any

conclusions derived by default can be invalidated by providing new evidence.

We are all not paralyzed by our incomplete information, rather we are capable
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of drawing conclusions, acting on them, and then retracting them if necessary

in the face of new evidence. This type of reasoning is not covered by traditional

deductive logics which are always monotonic: Adding new premises will never

invalidate old conclusions.

Researchers have produced a lot of intensive work in this area, though

their approaches diverse. Each of them proposes a framework for “jumping to

conclusions”, that is, for tentatively inferring from given information rather

than being deductively implied. In what follows I will very briefly review

some major existing theories on nonmonotonic inference. This short review

is to touch upon ideas only, and not intended to bring about any technical

details. These details can be consulted with Ginsberg [1988], Besnard [1989],

Brewka [1991], or Davis [1990]. What I would particularly like to keep in mind

is that I am looking for some work done on nonmonotonic reasoning that fits

in a theory of generics I aim to establish.

Reiter’s default logic [1980] sets up one of major frameworks for the

studies of nonmonotonic inference. According to Reiter, generic sentences are

default inference rules. These rules have the form A:B
C

, where A, B, and C are

ordinary first-order formulas. According to Reiter, a default theory is formed

by adding default rules to a first-order theory. There is a striking disadvantage

to this approach: Defaults, and hence generics included, appear only as rules,

not as formulas that enter into logical constructions to form more complex

formulas. Nor can themselves enter into inferential relations as premises or

conclusions. In the default logic, contrary to intuition, generic sentences do not
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have truth values. It does not seem to have an easy way to express and study

negated generics, embedded generics, or generics that conjoin with something

like belief context. Though the default logic is important in its own right,

and represents one of the better developed areas in nonmonotonic logic, it is

not sufficient for providing a platform for the studies of generics, of which to

account for their nonmonotonic behaviors in inferences is especially expected.

Circumscription is another approach to nonmonotonic reasoning. It

is initiated by McCarthy [1980], and much of its technical work is developed

by Lifschitz [1986, 1989]. In general, nonmonotonic inference pursues the

maximizing of the set of conclusions that can be reasonably, though may not

logically, inferred. Model theoretically, conclusions can be maximized by al-

lowing them to be true only in some chosen “good” models of the premise

set, rather than in all of models that satisfy the premise set. Circumscription

theories propose that models of a theory (a set of formulas) are considered

“good” if they interpret certain predicates in a minimal way. The motivation

for minimizing the extensions of certain predicates that circumscription aims

at is a sort of closed world assumption. It is assumed that objects that can

be shown to satisfy a certain predicate are the only objects belonging to the

extension of this predicate.

Syntactically, circumscription is a transformation process of taking a

sentence A into a stronger sentence A∗, such that the models of A∗ are precisely

the minimal models (chosen to be good models) of A. The circumscription

of A infers all formulas that are entailed by A∗. Understanding A as A∗,
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circumscription reduces default reasoning to classical logic by deriving the

“circumscriptive consequences” of A.

To strengthen a sentence A by circumscription to A∗, the second-order

logic provides the logical foundation for expressing the minimization con-

straints on predicates. For instance, to claim that P is the smallest predicate

that satisfies certain property Φ can be expressed by a second-order formula:

Φ(P ) ∧ ∀p(Φ(p) ∧ ∀x(p(x) → P (x)) → ∀x(p(x) ↔ P (x)))

Given a sentence A and a predicate constant P , circumscription of P with

respect to A amounts to obtain A∗ by adding to A a special second-order

sentence similar to the above one (may sometimes be simplified to a first-order

formula) capturing the desired minimization.

In the framework of circumscription, default rules like “Birds fly” have

first-order representation via the way of abnormality predicate constant Ab:

∀x(Bird(x) ∧ ¬Ab(x) → Flies(x))

Intuitively, the extension of Ab, standing for “abnormal”, is interpreted as

those abnormal objects that violate the default rule. In this example, non-

flying birds are considered abnormal. Given this interpretation, “Birds fly”

can be represented by the above sentence as all normal birds fly.

Suppose that, incorporating the default rule that birds fly, we are also

given additional premises claiming that Tweety is a bird and Opus is a non-

flying bird. Then we use circumscription to minimize Ab with respect to the

premise set and get that Tweety flies. The minimization of Ab excludes Tweety
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to be an abnormal bird, since it is not explicitly said so, and consequently leads

to the desired conclusion that Tweety flies. This cannot be done in the classical

logic without the operation of circumscription, because we seem to have no

way concluding that Tweety is normal.

Unlike the Default Logic, default rules and hence generics are repre-

sented as formulas in Circumscription theories. Nevertheless, this way of rep-

resentation relies on a first-order predicate constant Ab. Treating the notion

of abnormality (and hence normality) as a first-order predicate suggests that

“being a normal (or an abnormal) something” is an absolute matter, just as

simple as “being a bird or not”. However, I tend to believe that normality

is a relative notion. Something is normal in a certain aspect, but nothing

will be absolutely normal in all aspects. For example, Tweety is normal as a

penguin, but abnormal as a bird. Thus, it is not feasible to cover all kinds of

abnormalities by initially one first-order predicate constant. Though, in later

improved versions of Circumscription theories, a number of predicate constants

of abnormalities “Abi” (subscribed by the aspect index i) may be introduced

with respect to different properties under consideration, they are after all still

first-order predicates. As a first-order predicate, Abi is supposed to take an

individual variable or individual constant as its argument. In the ordinary

language, “normal” or “abnormal” are adjectives. They get combined with

(natural) kind nouns to restrict the class of objects that are denoted by the

original nouns. For example, “normal birds” consist of a subset of birds, and

“normal penguins” refers to a portion of penguins. It is hardly understandable
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if “normal” goes with a proper name that indicates an individual such as “nor-

mal Tweety”. Under this circumstance, people will naturally raise a question:

Tweety is normal as what? The first-order logic does not distinguish kind

nouns and adjectives in their logical representations. Both of them are treated

as first-order predicates. In Montague’s more precise work on English as a

formal language, adjectives belong to the category that takes a noun phrase

and returns another noun phrase in the hierarchy of types. The first-order

logic seems too limited to provide a formalization for the notion of normality

and related generics. In accord with Montague’s analysis, “normal” should be

an operator that syntactically transfers a noun phrase to its restricted form,

and semantically selects a subset out of a class of objects.

Besides giving the first-order representation of generic sentences (i.e.,

default rules), Circumscription theories have another feature: It is always the

task of the user to specify predicates whose extensions are to be minimized.

It is also the user’s responsibility to decide an order in which a sequence of

predicates are to be circumscribed with a decreasing priority. The imposed

priority order is to resolve the conflicts among default rules, if necessary. What

Circumscription theories provide is a general method which can be applied to

arbitrarily chosen predicates and externally determined order among predi-

cates. The conclusion from a set of premises could vary based on different

choices of circumscribed predicates and decisions of which default rules take

precedence. The latter is determined by the order in which the extensions of

chosen predicates are minimized.
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I do not set the family of Circumscription theories as the foundation

of the theory on generics that I wish to establish for two reasons discussed

above: (1) I tend not to take “normal” or “abnormal” merely as a first-order

predicate; (2) I wish to have a formal system for generics and its related

inferences where, given a set of premises, conclusions are determined without

the help from outside the system.

Pearl and his colleagues employ probability theory to study generics

and its related inference patterns. The probabilistic analysis is essentially

extensional and based on statistical observations. However, I agree that generic

sentences are inherently intensional, a claim that is argued for in Pelletier and

Asher [1997]. That the number of birds that fly is higher than the number

of birds that do not is not the reason to make us think that “birds fly” is

true. Imagine that all birds except penguins die out due to some unexpected

disaster. “Birds fly” will likely remain to be a true statement. The example

about flying birds illustrates features of prototypical reasoning, which requires

no probabilistic numbers. The probability of the proposition “Birds fly” is not

important to support the conclusion that Tweety is a flier. Rather, what is

crucial in the inference is whether Tweety is a typical bird. The probabilities of

different generic sentences could vary. For instance, “Turtles live to a hundred

years old” is less possible than “Birds fly”, according to our observations.

Nevertheless, they demonstrate the same kind of behaviors in inferences. It

seems not the case that an inferred conclusion “Turtle t lives to a hundred

years old” is less probable than “Tweety flies”. The probabilistic approach
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does not reflect the intensional feature of generics.

Several logics of normality are presented in the framework for condi-

tional logics and modal logics. The conditional approach is first started by

Delgrande [1986, 1987, 1988] and later followed by Asher and Morreau [1991],

Morreau [1995], Boutilier [1994], Asher and Mao [2001], and Veltman [1996],

to name a few. This approach reads generics like “Birds fly” as a conditional

of normality: If x is a bird, then x normally flies. In turn, “If α then normally

β” is formalized as α > β1.

There are some features of this approach: (1) Defaults are represented

in a compelling manner via a binary conditional connective. Since the default

rules are now merely sentences in the theory, their negations and interaction

with other default rules can be expressed. The conditional formalism invites

nested defaults, unlimited embedding into other constructions that are well

understood in modal setting such as propositional attitudes, deontic contexts,

counterfactuals etc. (2) The intensional features and normative force of de-

faults are captured in conditionals. The intensional representation of defaults

enables statements about kinds to be sufficiently independent of what happens

to be going on in the actual world. (3) The conditional connective > encodes

“nonmonotonicity”. As pointed out by Boutilier [1994], a number of desirable

properties of default reasoning are true of the conditional connective in most

conditional logics. In particular, the following rules that are not acceptable in

1Different authors may use different notations. Here I choose the one that seems to be
commonly used. Another often used symbol for conditional connective is ⇒.
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default reasoning do not hold in the majority of conditional logics, either.

Strengthening. From α > β, infer (α ∧ γ) > β.

Transitivity. From α > β and β > γ, infer α > γ.

Contraposition. From α > β, infer ¬β > ¬α.

Modus Ponens. From α and α > β, infer β.2

These features overcome difficulties that arise in other theories men-

tioned above, and thus the conditional approach seems more promising and

appealing. It fits well with the objective of establishing a theory of generics

with a focus on their inference features. In next section, let us take a closer

look at various theories under this approach and sketch a brief road map of

where we are and how to proceed.

1.3 Theories in the modal conditional approach

Conditional logics are developed in Stalnaker [1968], Lewis [1973], Pol-

lock [1976] and Nute [1980, 1984] etc. Delgrande is the first researcher taking

them as a source of solutions to problems in nonmonotonic reasoning. He

has produced a mature system of defeasible reasoning that maintains a strong

connection with its conditional logic roots. According to Delgrande, “Birds

fly” is formalized as (∀x)(Bird(x) ⇒ Fly(x)), where α ⇒ β is interpreted

2This is valid under Stalnaker’s or Lewis’ semantics.
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as “in the normal course of events, if α then β.” In the semantics, α ⇒ β

is true if β is true in the “least exceptional” worlds where α is true. The

“least exceptional” worlds are selected by a selection function f that takes as

two arguments the current world against which α ⇒ β is evaluated and the

proposition ‖α‖ (that is, the set of possible worlds where α is true). Formally,

α ⇒ β is true at w in model M iff f(w, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M. In this framework,

defaults together with their exceptions can be consistently asserted without

the difficulties that are encountered using the material conditionals. For in-

stance, no contradiction arises from “Birds fly” and “Tweety is a bird”, but

“Tweety does not fly.” Also, some other groups of sentences that we accept

in our daily life are shown to be satisfiable in Delgrande’s semantics. We

may safely assert, indeed we do say, that “Ravens are normally black” and

“Albino ravens are normally not black.” We may coherently describe the fact,

if we wish, that “Adults are normally employed”, “University students are

normally adults”, yet “University students are normally not employed.” Up

to this point, we shall say that Delgrande has quite successfully exploited, for

defaults, an analogy with conditional logics. Nevertheless the system N that

Delgrande proposed lacks any mechanism for defeasible reasoning. Defeasible

Modus Ponens (α ∧ (α ⇒ β)) ⇒ β is not validated or allowed to be a rule of

inference, and hence we have no way to conclude something like normally β

from α⇒ β and α. Nor are Defeasible Strengthening of the Antecedent and

Defeasible Transitivity valid.

To solve this problem, Delgrande introduces Assumption of Normal-
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ity and Assumption of Relevance, which are implemented as an extra-logical

machinery with conditional logics, to affect appropriate default inferences.

Delgrande developed two formulations of nonmonotonic consequence relation

based on these two assumptions, respectively. For the purpose of future com-

parisons, I will give a few technical details. Delgrande defines a default theory

as an ordered pair 〈D,C〉 where D is a set of necessary and default statements

about how the world must or could be, and C is a set of contingent sentences,

constraining how the world is. While elements of D must have the form

α ⇒ β or ¬(α ⇒ β), C can contain only propositional sentences. One way

to define a nonmonotonic consequence relation (denoted as |∼ in the first defi-

nition and |∼′ in the second one) between a default theory T and a statement

α is that T |∼ α iff E(D) `N C ⇒ α. Another definition is that T |∼′ α

iff ∩E ′(C) `FOL α). E(D) and E ′(C) are extensions of D and C, respec-

tively. These extensions are obtained via different processes, each of which

is based on one of the two assumptions. These two formulations are proved

equivalent (so only |∼ will be referred to hereafter). So defined |∼ leads to

some reasonable default inference rules such as Defeasible Modus Ponens and

Defeasible Transitivity and also ensures that the more specific defaults take

a higher priority. The Assumption of Normality implicitly encodes a partial

ordering of defaults.

There are several criticisms of Delgrande’s approach. One of them is

that Delgrande’s theory does not adequately permit us to reason about de-

faults. He has to appeal to complicated mechanisms to test for “irrelevance.”
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Another is that his theory lacks a corresponding semantics for this extra-logical

machinery.

Asher and Morreau [1991] proposes a unique solution to the problem

of irrelevance. They take over the modal conditional approach for defaults

that is tried out by Delgrande. The truth-conditional part of their semantics,

together with its standard notion of entailment, accounts for valid argument

forms. On the basis of this truth-conditional account, they develop an account

of the defeasible patterns of reasonable inference. They view the patterns of

defeasible reasoning as arising essentially in this process: assume their premises

and no more than that, then assume individuals to be as normal as possible,

and finally check whether one has ended up assuming their conclusions. Such

a process is modeled by updating and normalizing a sequence of information

states starting from the minimal state with those premises and assumptions of

individuals being normal if consistency is maintained. The minimal informa-

tion state supports no contingent sentences about what the world is actually

like. It is the empty state of information which verifies nothing other than

tautologies. Technically, Asher and Morreau choose it to be the set of all pos-

sible worlds in the canonical model of their system. A normalization function

N(s, p) takes an information state s and a proposition p that assumes a single

individual to be as normal as possible in a single aspect, provided that p is

consistent with s. N(s, p) returns a state where p holds, and which is normally

the case where p holds. When the updating and normalization process reaches

its fixed points, the conclusions are checked against them. The iterated nor-
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malization turns out to be order sensitive. Different enumerations of the same

set of propositions can give rise to different fixed points. Commonsense en-

tailment cancels out the order sensitivity of normalization by requiring that a

conclusion should be drawn from a given set of premises only if it is supported

by the fixed points of all normalization chains to which those premises give

rise. Roughly, a defeasible entailment relation holds between a set of premises

Γ and a conclusion α (denoted as Γ |≈ α) if α is true at all of these fixed points

that are obtained from the normalization process after updating the minimal

state with Γ. Nevertheless the “ordering” of default statements are handled

by introducing a specificity axiom ((α > β)∧(α > γ)∧(β > ¬γ)) → (β > ¬α).

This treatment is intrinsic to the system itself, without relying on anything

external. Reasonable inference patterns like Defeasible Strengthening of the

Antecedent are accounted for naturally from assuming no more premises of an

argument than what are given and the normalization process. The normaliza-

tion process can be viewed as “applying” default rules. The updating function

only adds to an information state the consequent of an “applied” default rule.

Since the original information state is minimal, the outcome is much like as-

suming that irrelevant information does not affect a default. Moreover, the

justifications of patterns are provided by semantics. There are no proofs for

them given from the syntactic point of view.

This solution, as Boutilier describes, is more “process-oriented”, rather

than declarative. One drawback of this approach is that the proof of jus-

tifying each defeasible pattern via normalization process depends heavily on
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the existence of fixed points in certain models that satisfy some frame con-

straints. Though the bottom logic is in a sense modular since it is built on the

general modal conditional logic framework and possible world semantics, each

time adding one more frame constraint and its corresponding axiom will cause

the needs of re-constructing proofs for previously justified defeasible patterns.

Checking the backwards compatibility of justifications for reasonable inference

patterns is a rather complicated task to carry out.

Morreau [1995] introduces a dual notion of Allowed Consequence in

syntax and Allowed Entailment in semantics. His goal is to provide an at-

tractive syntactic characterizations of nonmonotonic reasoning that matches

the semantic analysis. While the advantages emerging in Asher and Morreau

[1991] are preserved intact, he intends to give a simpler solution both concep-

tually and technically. The technique that Morreau uses is to add instants

of formula (α > β) → (α → β)3 wherever possible to the premise set. The

formula enables the consequent β of conditional α > β to be detached in the

presence of α > β and α. Let MP denote all of its instances. Any subset F

of MP represents, using Morreau’s terminology, reasoner’s focus of attention.

In particular, MP itself can well be a focus. To include an instance of con-

ditional (α > β) → (α → β) in the focus set F is in a sense to let it matter

that normally β if α. Morreau’s system does not include specificity axiom.

Yet it has to be sensitive to the fact that some defaults take precedence over

3Morreau calls this formula Modus Ponens (MP for shorthand). There could be several
versions of MP regarding connective >. One of them could be ((α > β) ∧ α) → β, or
(α > β) → (α → β). Aother weaker way to spell it out is that ((α > β) ∧ α) > β.
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others in nonmonotonic reasoning. He converts the priority of defaults into

the ordering encoded in a sequence of focuses, upon which defeasible reason-

ing relies. Any instances of (α > β) → (α → β) included in an earlier focus

appearing in a focus sequence takes precedence over those that are included

in later focuses.

Let F be a sequence of focuses, Γ |∼F α, meaning that Γ allows the

consequence α to be drawn with respect to F , if and only if Γ ∩Ω ` α, where

Ω is any maximal subset of MP determined (the reader is referred to Morreau

[1995] for details) by F that is consistent with Γ. Its semantic counterpart

Γ |≈F α is defined something like this: if Γ is satisfied in any model world

pair together with a maximal subset of MP based on F , then so is α. In

other words, the underlying semantics states that a consequence α which we

can draw from a given set Γ of premises is just what is true in all of the least

irregular worlds (i.e., those worlds that verify a maximal number of elements

in MP according to F ) where the premises are true. Morreau proves the

syntactic notion of (prioritized) Allowed Consequence is sound and complete

relative to the semantic notion of (prioritized) Allowed Entailment.

The strategy, which Morreau deploys, to arrange a sequence of focuses

in such a way that priority of defaults are reflected, once again has specificity

handled outside of the system. It becomes an exotic ingredient on the meta-

language level. Moreover, Morreau’s treatment of defaults is essentially for

positive ones. He does not say anything about how to deal with negated

defaults in the form of (α ≯ β) in a nonmonotonic reasoning. Let us consider
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an example:

(a) If I drop the rubber ball then normally it bounces.
(b) It’s not the case that if I drop the rubber ball and

the ball has a temperature less than −100◦C, then normally it bounces.
(c) I drop the rubber ball and the ball has a temperature less than −100◦C.

Intuitively, we don’t want to conclude from premises (a), (b) and (c) that the

ball bounces, nor do we want to conclude that the ball does not bounce. We

would rather leave the resulting conclusion undetermined. The premise (b)

is a negated default. It has to do something to block us from drawing the

conclusion that the ball bounces, which we would otherwise have had from

(a) and (c). But it is not supposed to do more than blocking the unwanted

inference. For example, it is not proper to convert negated defaults ¬(α > β)

like (b) into (α → ¬β). If this were the case, together with the specificity

principle that more specific information takes precedence, then we would end

up with the conclusion that the ball does not bounce. This issue is addressed

and solved in Asher and Mao [2001].

Asher and Mao [2001] defines a reasonable consequence relation |∼ on

the top of a propositional modal conditional logic via transformation processes.

They introduce two transformation rules: (1) From α > β, infer �(α→ β); (2)

From ¬(α > β), infer (�α→ ¬�β). The basic idea behind the transformation

is this: in order to exploit defaults and negated defaults in inferences, we try to

replace (α > β) by �(α→ β) and ¬(α > β) by (�α→ ¬�β). Transformation
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rules carry out the replacement in an inference, but the use of transformation

rules is restricted to not bringing about inconsistency. Transformation rules

are restricted, or perhaps more intuitively “tentative”, inference rules. They

can be applied only when doing so will not raise inconsistency. Introducing

the modal operator � into the transformation rules is necessary because of

the inadequacy of reducing > to the material implication →. Essentially, >

is a modal notion and it is interpreted in terms of possible world semantics,

but → is a truth functional notion. It does not make much sense to compare

> with →. Neither one is stronger nor is weaker than the other. The role

played by the modal operator � is important. By putting → within the

scope of a � we transform our translation of > from material implication to a

strict implication, which is a modal notion. The attempt to find a connection

between (α > β) and �(α→ β) is plausible.

From the semantic point of view, the concept of normality expressed

by > is a context sensitive concept as well as an antecedent dependent notion.

(α > β) is true at a world w if in all α-normal worlds with respect to w β is

true. Necessity is a notion that is sensitive only to the world of evaluation.

Our notion of transformation blurs the distinction between ∗ , which interprets

>, and R , which interprets �, when no harm is caused. Γ |≈ α (read as Γ

reasonably entails α) if and only if Γ |= α holds within neutral regions of models

related to Γ (for detailed definition, the reader is referred to Asher and Mao

[2001]). A neutral region is a place where the antecedent dependency vanishes,

and the notion of normality (regionally) coincides with that of necessity. It
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is shown that the reasonable consequence relation |∼ is characterized by the

reasonable entailment relation |≈.

There are several advantages of the work that Asher and Mao present.

Negated defaults of the form ¬(A > B) is nicely handled. |∼ thus defined is

cumulative and captures nonmonotonic argument patterns familiar from the

artificial intelligence literature. The idea that more specific information takes

precedence is intrinsic to the system and is formulated in the specificity axiom

in the underlying logic.

Some common strategies are generally shared by Delgrande, Asher Mor-

reau, and Mao. The underlying thinking for accommodating defeasible (al-

lowed / reasonable) inference patterns in the proof theory is to augment the

premise set with additional premises in such a way that the expected conse-

quences become derivable in the system from the enlarged premise set. The

basic constraint for any augmentation is to preserve the consistency of the

premise set, though each of approaches discussed above has their own unique

way to manipulate the premise set. In particular, while Delgrande [1988] de-

fined extension functions E (for defaults set) and E ′ (for contingent fact set),

Morreau [1995] introduced instances of what he called Modus Ponens, and

Asher and Mao [2001] deployed transformation rules. In the semantic coun-

terpart, if there is one, the permission to grant defeasible (allowed / reasonable)

entailments is achieved by narrowing down the scope of possible worlds in a

model or just choosing a subset of models against which a default entailment

is evaluated. This enables us, as a general result, to infer more propositions
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nonmonotonically than we can monotonically, though again different authors

go through different ways to get there. Asher and Morreau [1991] used a

normalization process. Morreau [1995] had a notion of the least irregular

world which maximally satisfies a premise set. Asher and Mao [2001] set the

evaluation space only on neutral regions. Even though the criteria both for

augmenting the premise set and for cutting down the evaluation scope are all

supported by solid intuitions, they are nevertheless implemented externally to

the formal logic systems.

The crucial question is whether it is possible to have all these floating

around intuitions internally coded into the system. Boutilier [1994] provides

such a system, that is, CT4O. When we ask if α is defeasibly derivable from

a finite set of premises Γ, we could equivalently ask whether `CT4O Γ > α

(here Γ is understood as the conjunction of all its elements) holds. Unlike

Delgrande, Boutilier suggests that it is not necessary to distinguish defaults

from extensional facts beyond giving them an appropriate expression. We may

put background and evidence on logically equal footing, and thus eliminate

this discrimination altogether. It is worth noting that in Boutilier’s design,

the premise set maintains its pure original form. No manipulation of the

premise set is called before a related CT4O theorem is proved. This feature

is rather attractive. However, there is a price paid for it. The trade-off

of getting this feature is to sacrifice the context sensitivity of > operator.

Boutilier’s theory commits that the sentence α > β is true at some world in

a model if and only if it is true at all worlds in that model. The semantics
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provided for defaults α > β by Boutilier might better be thought of, in his

own words, as acceptance conditions rather than truth conditions. Boutilier

takes unary modal operators as primitives, in term of which > is defined. In

his semantics, modal operators are interpreted via a reflexive transitive binary

ranking relation (understood as the normality relation) defined on the set of

possible worlds. While the selection function semantics seems to capture the

notion that the truth of a conditional is dependent upon an “actual” world

where its truth value is questioned, the normality relation semantics cancels

out differences among distinct worlds. At different worlds, the same set of

conditionals are true. This is more like describing the circumstances under

which an agent will adopt a default. These circumstances are differentiated

by their normality relations, which are determined by an agent’s belief state.

Instead of giving a stand-alone theory for default reasoning in the most broad

sense, it seems that Boutilier has already tailored his theory towards belief

contexts with a goal of setting up a uniform treatment of default reasoning

and belief revision.

1.4 What to be expected

What I will present in this thesis contributes to the line of work along

the modal conditional approach. It is intended to (1) provide truth conditions

to generic statements, and (2) account for their behavior in defeasible reasoning

on the object language level rather than in the meta-language. The first goal

is the same as what Delgrande, Asher and Morreau have aimed at, whereas
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the second goal has been pursued by Boutilier to some extent.

To achieve these goals, the following strategies will be carried out: (a)

Instead of using the traditional conditional connective > to represent default

statements, two distinct but closely related connectives > and > (the former

is primitive and the latter is defined in terms of the former) are introduced

to capture two splitted steps of “forward inferring” and “back tracking” in

nonmonotonic inference. (b) (α ∧ (α > β)) > β (named as >-MP) is taken

as an axiom to give the Modus-Ponens-like dispatching power to “normally

follow” connective >. (c) To ease the expression of the frame condition

that validates >-MP, the selection function that is rooted in semantics of

conditional logic and inherited by Delgrande, and Asher and Morreau in their

semantics, is lifted to be a set selection function. The difference lies in the

aspect that the first argument of the selection function is lifted to be a set

of possible worlds instead of a single possible world. (d) The traditionally

understood binary relation Γ |∼ α between a set of premises Γ and a conclusion

α is extended to be a ternary relation [Φ], Γ |∼ α, meaning that α is defeasibly

derivable from Γ under condition Φ. So, the defeasible inference relation is

captured by formal systems in the object language in the way that [Φ], Γ |∼ α

if and only if Φ ` ∧Γ > α (hereafter ∧Γ is the conjunction of all elements in

Γ).

The plan is to implement all above listed ideas in a serial of propo-

sitional logic systems MN, NID, NCUM , and NSTCUM that are dedicated to

capture nonmonotonic reasoning with an increasing strength. These systems
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stand-alone are to characterize nonmonotonic inference relations and to pro-

vide justifications for nonmonotonic inference patterns. They are not specially

oriented for inferences involving generics. Rather, it is, for their own sake, in-

tended to be a general framework of logics on defeasible reasoning that is raised

from all sorts of sources. Having the theory and systems on nonmonotonic rea-

soning set up as a foundation, the formalism of generics and its related logic

system G is developed upon extending NSTCUM with quantifiers, λ operator

and a high order predicate operator N . System G and its semantics is the

fulfilment of the promised formal theory of generics that (1) provides a for-

malization of generic sentences; (2) explains what composes the truth value

of a generics sentence; and (3) accounts for the nonmonotonic behaviors of

inferences involving generics and passes the test of all examples of generics in

reasoning that are widely discussed in the literature.

On the one hand, the modal conditional approach that is taken for

the study of nonmonotonic logic is shaped by the ultimate goal of this thesis,

which is to pursue a formal theory on the analysis of generics and its related

inferences. On the other hand, system G can be viewed as an application

of the theory and systems, which independently developed for nonmonotonic

reasoning, in the area of investigating generics. To explore more applications

of nonmonotonic logics obtained in this thesis is left to be a future research

topic.
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1.5 The structure of the thesis

This thesis consists of two major parts: Chapters 2-5 present a formal

treatment on nonmonotonic reasoning on the object language level, and pro-

pose a serial of logic systems to characterize the nonmonotonic inference with

an increasing strength. These four chapters set up a foundation for the appli-

cations of nonmonotonic reasoning, in particular, for the study of the inference

features of generics. Chapters 6-9 address a theory on generics with focuses

on its logical representation, truth assignment and nonmonotonic behaviors in

inferences, and come up with an axiomatization of generics.

In detail, Chapter 2 is an introduction to the building blocks of the

coming logic systems of nonmonotonic inferences. It gives a conceptual anal-

ysis on what are the basic components of an inference to be nonmonotonic,

and prepares for a formalization that reflects the intuitive analysis. An intu-

itively acceptable nonmonotonic inference will act as if monotonic inference

when there does not arise incompatible information. In case that there is in-

deed an inconsistent situation after conclusions are tentatively drawn, certain

rules of thumb must be respected to decide which concludes can remain and

which ones should be withdrawn. These rules of thumb can be “facts first” and

“more specific information having the higher priority” etc. In the framework

of the two-phase analysis of nonmonotonic inference given in this thesis, the >

operator is allowed to be pushed as close as possible to monotonic inference. In

the meantime, the definition of > has the responsibility to guarantee the ba-

sic nonmonotonic inference features like Defeasible Modus Ponens, Defeasible
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Transitivity, Facts First, the Penguin Principle etc. In Chapter 3, a defini-

tion of > is introduced. It contains an effective but oversimplified control to

license what conclusions can come out in situations where there are “poten-

tial conflicts”. With this definition of >, the expected patterns of acceptable

nonmonotonic inference can get supported, but it comes with some unwanted

side-products. A minimal logic MN for axiomatizing “normally follows” in-

ference relation is developed in this chapter. The system MN is proved to be

sound and complete with respect to the specified class of frames in semantics.

It is also decidable. Several extensions NID, NCUM , and NSTCUM of system

MN are discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 shows that system NSTCUM justifies

inference patterns like Defeasible Modus Ponens, Defeasible Transitivity, De-

feasible Strengthening of Premise, the Penguin Principle, the Nixon Diomand

etc. that have been used as test stones for any theories on nonmonotonic

reasoning in the literature. Especially, to support the Penguin Principle, the

Specificity is proved as a theorem of NSTCUM . An extra care has been taken

to illustrate what effects will be brought about to the original derived conclu-

sions when a negated default is added to the premise set. The impact that a

negated default will bring to an inference is shown to fit in our expectation.

At the end, the drawbacks of the definition of > used in chapters 2 through 5

are discussed. A modal version of the definition of > is proposed. The new

definition has a more sophisticated emulation of “consistency check”. It is

predicted to solve the problems that the simple definition of > brings about.

To ease the reading, most of proofs for lemmas, propositions and theorems
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mentioned in chapters 2-5 are given in Appendix A.

The work presented on generics concentrates on two main concerns:

representing generic statements via logic formulas, and axiomatizing the logic

that supports inferences involving generics. Chapter 6 analyzes habitual sen-

tences — a subclass of generics and offers a conditional representation. In

Chapter 7, the analysis of habitual sentences is extended to cover all gener-

ics and a canonical form of generics is proposed. A formal logic system G is

developed in Chapter 8. G is built upon system NSTCUM with quantifiers, λ

operator and N operator. The soundness and completeness of G are proved.

Chapter 9 is a concluding chapter. Several benchmark examples are illustrated

and discussed in the framework of system G, to show the achievement of ini-

tially set goals. Proofs of most lemmas and theorems for this part can be

found in Appendix B.
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Chapter 2

Several novel features to come

2.1 Analyzing defeasible inference

The striking feature of generics is that they tolerate exceptions. This

causes the defeasibility of conclusions drawn from the inferences that involve

generics. To have a theory on generics with a focus on its inference features

requires to have a well-developed mature theory on defeasible reasoning at the

first place as the backbone. I have given a brief survey on several existing theo-

ries on nonmonotonic reasoning in the previous chapter and showed their pros

and cons. There is a need to formalize some features of certain nonmonotonic

inference relation within the object language. Such a formal system could

be easily extended to manage generics, and overcome difficulties lie in other

theories. Thus, to establish a formalism in the object language for defeasible

inference relation is a corner stone of the ultimate goal of this thesis.

Nevertheless, this is not a trivial task. All attempts that have been

tried out use one binary sentential connective > (regardless the specific no-

tation) as formalism for defaults, and this one connective only. Previous

attempts have failed. Let us backtrack a little to view the problem at hand

in a distance.
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Starting all over again, we use a conditional connective > to represent

default statements, reading α > β as “If α then normally β.” A default α > β

is to express a normality implication: a connection between its antecedent and

consequent. However, this connection is “softer” than that is expressed in

material implication→. With the assertion of their antecedent α, while α→ β

leads people to conclude β, a default α > β does so tentatively and leaves room

for people to retract the conclusion β if it conflicts incoming information later

on. The inference of the first kind is monotonic, while that of the second

kind is nonmonotonic. A nonmonotonic inference has a twofold task: it infers

conclusions from premises just as a monotonic inference does on the one hand,

but it retracts conclusions whenever a contradiction is encountered on the

other hand. The fundamental difference between a monotonic inference and

nonmonotonic one lies in the situation where a contradiction is encountered.

We welcome and readily accept whatever comes out of monotonic inference

with α→ β involved. Nevertheless we are quite cautious about what we may

get from α > β and α.

The behavior of α→ β in a monotonic inference just described is cap-

tured by a valid formula (α ∧ (α → β)) → β in the classical Propositional

Calculus (PC). (α ∧ (α → β)) → β is a valid form no matter what formu-

las substitute α and β. β could well be ¬α, or α itself could even be ⊥

(stands for falsity). It is because we make →, for the purpose of capturing

inference activities, a truth-preserving connective between its antecedent and

consequent. A true implication α → β transfers the truth of its antecedent
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to its consequent. If the antecedent of an implication is true then the en-

tire implication is true if and only if the consequent is true. With respect

to the truth-preserving mission, it does not matter much what conclusion we

draw when the antecedent is false. The convention made is that when the

antecedent of an implication is false, the implication is always true regardless

what its consequent is. Logicians have long debated as to whether material

implication→ indeed captures our intuition about inference. Some, who think

not, propose other connectives such as relevant implication, strict implication

etc., to formalize our intuitive (monotonic) inference relation. I will not move

to discuss here the characterization of (monotonic) inference relations. As far

as material implication → is concerned, people quite generously allow any con-

clusion to follow from contradictory premises. They remain confident with the

truth-preserving link between antecedent and consequent: if the consequent

goes wrong, it must be that the antecedent was not right in the first place.

The story runs differently about α > β and the related nonmonotonic

inferences. All discussions regarding nonmonotonic inference in the literature

spell out a common intuition: the inference must stop at the stage where a

contradiction is encountered and the conclusion must be retracted. Instead

of saying that anything may be inferred from a contradiction as in the mono-

tonic inference setting, here nothing should be inferred from a contradictory

situation in a nonmonotonic one. Monotonic inference ends when there are

no more inference rules applicable. Nonmonotonic inference has one more

check point — the consistency check. The reason that the consistency check
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is needed is because nonmonotonic inference admits loosely truth-preserving

inference rules. When we hope that we may get β from α > β and α, we do

not indeed expect to have that consequent all the time. On the contrary, we

are willing to give it up when necessary. For instance, we are reluctant to

claim ¬α from α > ¬α and α for ¬α contradicts α. Since the post-condition

of applying one step of nonmonotonic inference is to preserve consistency, the

prerequisite of such an application must be consistency as well. If the premise

α itself were inconsistent, there would be no way to have the consistency back

after adding more conclusions whatever they are. Thus, no nonmonotonic

inference should start with contradictory premises. In the case of inconsistent

premises, no inference is triggered, and hence no conclusion follows. Is not

even ⊥ > ⊥ allowed? This question may be asked. Intuitions may waver on

this point, but I intend to say, “No, not even ⊥ > ⊥.” There is arguably a

distinction between being asserted and being inferred. Given a premise, this

premise is asserted. To be also inferred, there is supposedly some inference

rule applied and a certain result (may or may not be the same as the premise)

obtained. ⊥ is the dead end of all defeasible inferences. Given ⊥, none of

defeasible inferences can possibly be invoked, and hence ⊥ cannot be inferred.

Thus, ⊥ ≯ ⊥. There is another argument to support this claim. If we allow

it were the case that ⊥ > ⊥, and also we assume that defeasible inferences

are closed under logical consequences, then ⊥ > α holds for any α. Without

the loss of generality, let α not be ⊥. α > α seems acceptable. It is in fact

referred to as identity axiom in most of logic systems of defaults, including
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Delgrande’s, Asher and Morreau’s, and Boutilier’s. However, if we add one

more premise ¬α, the previous conclusion should now be blocked. That is,

(α ∧ ¬α) ≯ α (an abbreviation for ¬((α ∧ ¬α) > α)). The withdrawing α as

a conclusion in the presence of ¬α fits the spirit of being nonmonotonic. If

our intuitions agree on this analysis, then we would have rejected ⊥ > α, and

in turn reject ⊥ > ⊥ in the first place.

The crucial point that leads us to reject ⊥ > ⊥ is that we understand

the connective > as “normally follows”, and this connective is intended to

model the nonmonotonic inference relation. we expect to have some sort of

deduction theory to connect > and |∼, similar to the one that we have between

→ and monotonic inference relation `. For people who take ⊥ > ⊥, and α > α

in general, for granted, they view > as merely a conditional connective “if ...

then normally ... .” Their > does not carry the flavor of inference as heavy as

mine. Embracing α > α costs them giving up any kind of deduction theorem

between > and |∼, with which they probably are not much concerned.

If we break down one application of nonmonotonic inference into fine-

grained stages it goes through, we find there are three steps. The first step

is to check the consistency of the given premises. If consistent, then an infer-

ence rule may be tentatively applied. The consistency of the resulting stage

is checked in the third step. If not consistent, the conclusion is discarded.

Nonmonotonic inference may be identified as consistency-preserving reason-

ing, while monotonic inference is viewed as truth-preserving. Two kinds of

operations are carried out during three steps: making an inference and check-
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ing consistency. To model the nonmonotonic inference relation within such a

fine structure, let us introduce two binary operators > and >. In the logics

for defaults that will be established in the next section, > is taken as primi-

tive, and > is defined in terms of > together with a consistency check. The

operator > is to capture “normally follows”that does not have backtracking.

Just as (α ∧ (α → β)) → β describes the Modus Ponens for →, we have

(α ∧ (α > β)) > β to delineate a similar Modus Ponens for > (hereafter

this formula will be referred to as >-MP). The operator >, having a non-

restricted inference power, is designed to boldly carry the inference forward by

applying >-MP without regard to consistency check. By “non-restricted in-

ference power”, I mean that the inference continues even when a contradiction

is reached. The first phase of the inference expressed via > is actually mono-

tonic. The operator > integrates the operator > with a consistency check: it

captures the defeasible feature of the nonmonotonic inference relation. The

operator > is defined via > and a consistency check. It is like > but with a

filter. It acts like >, unless there is a contradiction, so that the conclusions

causing inconsistency are ruled out. > is used in a similar sense to Asher and

Morreau, and to Delgrande’s and Boutilier’s ⇒. The operator > does not

have a counterpart in natural language. we use it as a vehicle to help us reach

an accurate depiction of >.

To highlight the difference and connection between > and >, here is a

summary: > is the primitive connective for which the semantics and formal

systems are dedicated to establish. > is a derived symbolism and serves
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as an abbreviation of a restricted >-formula. It is introduced to match our

integrated intuition of “nonmonotonically infer”, especially the defeasible part.

All axioms introduced in the next chapter are given in terms of >-formulas. All

theorems regarding > formulas are proved by unfolding them into > formulas.

It is proved that formulas like (α > ¬β) → ¬(α > β) and ¬(α ∧ (α >

¬α) > ¬α) etc. are theorems of the formal systems to come. There is

also a neat way to handle negated defaults as well as specificity without any

exotic assumptions. What have been discussed here is merely a big picture

to give a rough idea about why introducing two connectives > and >. We

will understand better the properties of > and > and the relationship between

them as we proceed.

2.2 The lifted selection function

In order to guarantee the “going forth” inference power of the operator

>, (α∧(α > β)) > β must be a valid formula in the semantics to be developed.

Boutilier’s semantics validates (α ∧ (α > β)) > β, but Delgrande’s and Asher

and Morreau’s do not. Because of the reasons discussed in the section 2.1, we

intuitively do not view (α ∧ (α > ¬α)) > ¬α and (⊥∧ (⊥ > β)) > β as valid.

Thus, instead of validating (α ∧ (α > β)) > β, we only expect our semantics

to validate (α ∧ (α > β)) > β. Under some restrictions like ¬(β → ¬α) and

¬(α→ ⊥), (α ∧ (α > β)) > β may also be validated.

Let us start from the existing selection function semantics of conditional

logics and re-used by Delgrande, Asher and Morreau for default statements.
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If we take over the original clause for > to interpret >, we have α > β is

true at w in model M iff ∗(w, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M1. Without imposing any

frame constraints, (α ∧ (α > β)) > β is not yet valid. A simple frame

condition like if w ∈ S then w ∈ ∗(w, S) could validate (α ∧ (α > β)) > β2.

However, this frame condition will in the meantime make (α ∧ (α > β)) ∧ ¬β

incompatible3. The frame condition that does work on this issue is rather

complicated: ∗(w, (S ∩ {w | ∗(w, S) ⊆ T})) ⊆ T . The nested calculation on

∗ function is formidable. We need to a semantics in which (α∧ (α > β)) > β

is valid but (α ∧ (α > β)) ∧ ¬β is still compatible. In the meanwhile, the

frame condition is kept as simple as possible.

Think back to what the selection function provides us: if α > β is

true at w, then ∗(w, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M, and vice versa. This applies to all

possible worlds. Choosing another possible world w′, again, α > β is true

at w′ if and only if ∗(w′, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M. What matters is not that it is a

particular possible world that validates α > β. Rather, it is the “meaning”

of α > β, which can be expressed as a proposition ‖α > β‖M (i.e., a set of

1We adopt here Asher and Morreau’s symbolism of selection function.
2Here is a proof for (α ∧ (α > β)) > β being valid under the frame condition if w ∈ S

then w ∈ ∗(w,S). For any w, w′, suppose that w′ ∈ ∗(w, ‖α ∧ (α > β)‖). By the facticity
(∗(w,S) ⊆ S), w′ ∈ ‖α ∧ (α > β)‖ = ‖α‖∩‖α > β‖. Since w′ ∈ ‖α > β‖, ∗(w′, ‖α‖) ⊆ ‖β‖.
Since w′ ∈ ‖α‖, w′ ∈ ∗(w′, ‖α‖) ⊆ ‖β‖. Therefore, ∗(w, ‖α ∧ (α > β)‖) ⊆ ‖β‖. Hence,
w ∈ ‖(α ∧ (α > β)) > β‖.

3A proof for (α∧(α > β))∧¬β being inconsistent, under the frame condition if w ∈ S then
w ∈ ∗(w,S), can be constructed like this: For any w, suppose w ∈ ‖(α ∧ (α > β))‖ = ‖α‖∩
‖α > β‖. Then, since w ∈ ‖α > β‖, ∗(w, ‖α‖) ⊆ ‖β‖. Since w ∈ ‖α‖, w ∈ ∗(w, ‖α‖) ⊆ ‖β‖.
Therefore, ‖α ∧ (α > β)‖ ⊆ ‖β‖. Hence, ‖(α ∧ (α > β)) ∧ ¬β‖ = ‖α ∧ (α > β)‖ ∩ ‖¬β‖ =
∅.
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possible worlds where α > β is true). It inspires the idea that the first

argument of ∗ might be lifted to a proposition as well. Denoting the new

selection function as ~, lifting ∗ to ~ makes the latter to be a function from

℘(W )×℘(W ) to ℘(W ). To differentiate the new selection function from what

is used in the literature by Nute, Stalnaker, Delgrande, Asher, Morreau etc.

(i.e., ∗: W × ℘(W ) → ℘(W )), let us call the new one set selection function

and theirs point selection function.

~(‖α > β‖M , ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M suggests a reading that, in all worlds

where α > β “applies” to α, β is true. In other words, applying default

rule α > β onto its antecedent α, we can get its consequent β. This fits

our intuitive meaning of α > β very well. Unfortunately, we cannot use

it as a truth condition; e.g., α > β is true at w iff w ∈ ‖α > β‖M where

~(‖α > β‖M , ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M. Otherwise, we will find ourselves in a circular

situation in which the truth value of α > β depends on the value of ~ func-

tion which in fact takes the overall truth value of α > β in all the possible

worlds as input. The best we can do to avoid this circularity is to make

~(‖α > β‖M , ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M be the provable property naturally falling out

of the truth condition for α > β via ~ function. we propose that

‖α > β‖M =
⋃
{X ⊆ W | ~(X, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M},

viewing that every X satisfying ~(X, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M is an “area” where α > β

should have been committed. Intuitively, ‖α > β‖M “collects” all “areas”

where α > β is true, and sets up the largest boundary possible for α > β
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being true. In order to prove ~(‖α > β‖M , ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M, we need to make

sure that set {X ⊆ W | ~(X, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M} is closed under union. This

will require some frame constraints on the ~ function. The details of the

semantics will be worked out in section 3.2.1.

To have a better understanding of the lifted selection function ~, we

may draw an analogy with the ternary relation used in Meyer and Routley’s

semantics for relevance logic. Meyer and Routley explain the intuition behind

the use of Rw1w2w3 in this way (cf., Belnap Entailment II, p164)4: relative

to the laws in w1, Rw1w2w3 means that w3 is accessible from w2; i.e., if the

antecedent of an w1-law is realized in w2, then its consequent is realized in

w3. This is to say that if a relevant implication α 7→ β is true at w1 and

its antecedent α is true at w2 then its consequent β must be true at w3.

The function ~ can be converted to a ternary relation R~: ~(X, Y ) ⊆ Z iff

R~XY Z. We may phrase the following reading for R~XY Z: if a default

law α > β is true at all worlds in X, and its antecedent α is true at all worlds

in Y , then its consequent β is true at all worlds in Z. Given any formula ϕ

and any proposition X, if X exactly contains those possible worlds where ϕ

is true, then we say that ϕ expresses X. A proposition X is expressible if

there is a formula ϕ such that ϕ expresses X. If X, Y and Z, arguments in

the relation R~XY Z, are seen not only literally as sets of possible worlds, but

also propositions that are expressible by particular formulas, then R~XY Z

4a, b and c in their original writings are replaced with w1, w2 and w3 respectively, to
stand for the possible worlds.
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can be understood as this: if X is a proposition expressible by a default law

α > β and Y expressible by α, then the proposition that β expresses must be

included in Z. The combination of the information regarding a default law

and its antecedent brings about the corresponding consequent. This is how

we apply a default law to the places where its antecedent is realized. The

“applying” procedure to combine a default law to its antecedent may take

various forms; one of them can simply be that α > β and α are true in the

same world. In that case, we can adopt the following as a frame constraint:

For all Z ⊆ W , if ~ (X, Y ) ⊆ Z, then ~ (W,X ∩ Y ) ⊆ Z.

Since X ∩ Y holds the combined information regarding the default law α > β

and its antecedent α, no more additional information is needed elsewhere.

Thus, the first argument of ~ in the “then” clause is trivialized to W (where

no specific information is held). This constraint validates (α ∧ (α > β)) > β.

A detailed proof will be shown in Section 3.2.2. The frame condition for

(α∧(α > β)) > β in terms of ∗ function is so complicated that even ∗ function

has to be nested, as we discussed above. Using the ~ function, the frame

condition for (α ∧ (α > β)) > β is quite simple. In addition, there is also a

clear intuition supporting behind this constraint. Recall the distinction made

by Delgrande between defaults (considered as background knowledge) and

contingent facts (considered as evidence). The constraint blurs the distinction

by allowing to merge some defaults into facts (since they are expressed by
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sentences just like facts are). There is a clear increase in expressive power

offered by such a conflation, for it allows one to achieve a degree of interaction

between the two components that is otherwise unobtainable. Besides various

putative advantages of the set selection function ~ may bring to us, its main

contribution is to remove the distinction between background and evidence at

this logical level.

2.3 Putting a guard on inference relations

An inference relation has been customarily viewed as a binary relation.

It connects a set of premises and a conclusion. For the inference that is made

under sufficient information, this binary relation is stable. Namely, with the

increase of premises, the inference and hence its outcome conclusion hold.

However, this is not the case for the class of nonmonotonic inferences. There

are inferences that are made in lack of information, or using default rules. One

major feature of these kind of inferences is that the relation between the set of

premises and the conclusion is not stable. When more information is gained

later on, the previous conclusion may have to be retracted. Let us suppose

that {α} |∼ β to start with. There are three possible outcomes to augment α

with other information. One possibility is that the newly added information

does not affect the conclusion β. Another possibility is that β is not inferred

any more with respect to the new premise set. The other possibility is that

an opposite conclusion ¬β is inferred from the new premise set. Putting it in

a formal way, what we have just said is: suppose that {α} |∼ β, and that γ,
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δ, and σ are additional pieces of information at different occasions, we could

have {α, γ} |∼ β, {α, δ} 6|∼ β, and {α, σ} |∼ ¬β. The last two cases are the

origin of the nonmonotonicity.

How do we account for it? First of all, we tend to believe that there

are certain inference rules that guide our reasoning. What can be inferred and

what cannot is not an arbitrary matter. Then, do inference rules successfully

support {α} |∼ β at one time, but fail to do so at another time? We would

better not admit this explanation. If it were the case, then in what sense we

call them inference rules in the first place? Inference rules are supposed to

be formal patterns which should not vary from case to case. An alternative

account could be this: the inference rules of this kind come with a scope of

usage. Just like the truth of mathematical statement “
√
x2 = x” has to respect

its application scope “x ≥ 0”, just like the law in Physics “the boiling point of

water is 100oC” has to be stated together with the condition “under the normal

air pressure”, can we also cope inference rules with their application scope?

Along this line of thinking, though inference rules are valid ones, there is still

a question of whether they are applicable under certain circumstances. The

same rule can be applicable in one situation, but not in the changed situation.

The inference rules of this kind are not absolute rules that apply anywhere.

Rather, they are context sensitive. This could explain why {α} |∼ β at the

beginning, but {α, δ} 6|∼ β, or even {α, σ} |∼ ¬β. When we formalize these

inference rules, we should specify the scope of their usage as well. Since the

inference rules are the basic cases of inference relations, the latter in general
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should also be stated with respect to a certain condition. Thus, the inference

relation is no longer a binary relation, but a ternary relation that can be

written as [ϕ], {α} |∼ β. The idea that nonmonotonic inference rules are not

universally substitutable appears in some researchers’ writings. For example,

Pelletier and Asher [1997] says something like this: {α, α > β} |∼ β cannot

have any arbitrary substitution, since {α, α > ¬α} |∼ ¬α is not considered as

an acceptable rule. Though the term of “the scope of usage” for an inference

rule was not explicitly proposed there, it is clear that only “good” substitutions

are allowed to be carried out. Under a general view that an inference relation

is a ternary relation, the classical inference relation ` can be accommodated

as a special case of the general notion. That is, {α} ` β if and only if [>],

{α} |∼ β (here > stands for truth).

There is a nice deduction theorem connecting the proposition that α

infers β (i.e., {α} ` β) on the one hand and the proposition that α → β is

a theorem of PC on the other hand. That is, α ` β iff `PC α → β. Since

we try to characterize features of the |∼ relation via > operator in the object

language, do we expect α |∼ β iff `S α > β, which is similar to what we

have for ` and →, where S is any system for defaults to be established? The

answer is probably not. It is because few formulas in the form α > β of

are considered valid, nor does α |∼ β hold for some formulas α and β. For

instance, (α ∧ (α > β)) > β does not seem to be valid. Two special scenarios

challenge its validity. The first scenario is that α and β together consist of

a contradiction (i.e., β → ¬α). The second scenario is when α itself is a
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contradiction (i.e., α→ ⊥). We intuitively do not view (α∧ (α > ¬α)) > ¬α

and (⊥ ∧ (⊥ > β)) > β as valid. Also, {α, α > β} |∼ β does not seem to

be an all time long acceptable rule, either. In particular, Pelletier and Asher

exclude {α, α > ¬α} |∼ ¬α to be an acceptable rule. As a result, that α |∼ β

iff `S α > β will likely be vacuously true simply because both α |∼ β and

`S α > β are false statements. This does not help us to find out all defeasible

inference patterns that are considered acceptable. This situation changes if

|∼ is to be introduced as a ternary relation. With a guard attached to restrict

its usage, [(α ∧ (α > β)) � ⊥], {α, α > β} |∼ β can be safely considered as

a good rule. Then it makes more sense to ask, in what kind of system S,

(α ∧ (α > β)) � ⊥ `S (α ∧ (α > β)) > β. In general, could this be done to

come up with a formal system in which that [Φ], Γ |∼ β iff Φ `S ∧Γ > β holds.

If such a system is obtained, then we could presumably say that system S

unveils a correlation between > and `, on the one hand, and |∼, on the other

hand. The classical deduction theorem that α ` β iff `PC α → β fits in this

picture of guarded inference as a special case where Φ = >.

In the next chapter, I will implement these new features in system MN

and its semantics. They will be carried out through all extensions of MN in

the later chapters.
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Chapter 3

Logic system MN

3.1 Logical preliminaries

The language L> contains a denumerable set of propositional variables

P = {p0, p1, ...}, a sentential constant ⊥, a truth-functional operator →, and a

binary operator >. Formulas are defined as usual. p, q, r etc. will be used for

atomic sentences, α, β, γ etc. for formulas, Fla for the set of all formulas, and

Φ, Ψ, Γ etc. for sets of formulas. >, ¬, ∨, ∧, ↔, >, � and ≯ are introduced

as abbreviations. In particular, > is defined via > as follows:

Definition 3.1 α > β =df (α > β) ∧ (α > ⊥ → α ∧ β)

α � β and α ≯ β abbreviate ¬(α > β) and ¬(α > β), respectively.

There is a precedence order assumed from the strongest to the weakest among

connectives like this: ¬, ∧, ∨, >, >, →, ↔. If the context is not ambiguous,

some parentheses may be omitted.

> so defined is intended to characterize the defeasible feature of non-

monotonic inference relation. It imposes on > an additional restriction.

When α > ⊥ (meaning that α causes inconsistency and conclusions from

α are by no means reliable), though α > β, whether α > β holds depends on
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whether α ∧ β is true. If α ∧ β is true, then α and β are compatible and it is

thought to be okay to claim α > β. Otherwise, α > β should be discarded.

It is worth noting that if α ∧ β is true then α ∧ β is satisfiable and hence

α ∧ β must be consistent (provided that the semantics matches up the logic

system), but not the other way round. The request that α ∧ β be true in

the case of α > ⊥ is much stronger than an expected consistency check. The

requirement of having α ∧ β to be true when α > ⊥ is a simplified approxi-

mation to emulate the consistency check. An implication of this definition is

to claim α ∧ β from α > β and α > ⊥. Some people may feel uncomfortable

with this implication of Definition 3.1, for it allows us to infer unconditional

information about the actual world from conditional information, which seems

quite dangerous. This unintuitive consequences of Definition 3.1 is noticed. I

will use this preliminary definition for the moment to show what good things

it could bring about. Some drawbacks of this definition will be discussed in a

later chapter. An improved definition will also be proposed there.

3.2 Semantics

3.2.1 Set selection function, frame, model

Formulas of L> are interpreted in L>-models, each of which consists

of an L>-frame and a truth value assignment function. An L>-frame is an

ordered pair of a set of possible worlds and a set selection function (i.e., ~:

℘(W ) × ℘(W ) → ℘(W )) defined upon it. Detailed definitions of L>-frame

and L>-model are given below.
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Definition 3.2 An L>-frame is an ordered pair F = 〈W,~〉 where

1. W is a non-empty set of possible worlds;

2. ~ is a set selection function defined on W : ℘(W ) × ℘(W ) → ℘(W ),

satisfying

(a) If X ⊆ X ′, then ~(X, Y ) ⊆ ~(X ′, Y )

(b) If ~({w}, Y ) ⊆ Z for every w ∈ X , then ~(X,Y ) ⊆ Z

(c) If ~(X, Y ) ⊆ Z then ~(W,X ∩ Y ) ⊆ Z.

Let I be a set of indexes. From the frame conditions 2(a) and 2(b)

listed above, we can prove that the following condition is satisfied on an L>-

frame:

For any Z, if ~ (Xi, Y ) ⊆ Z for every i ∈ I then ~ (
⋃
{Xi : i ∈ I}, Y ) ⊆ Z

(Frame Condition (d))

which is equivalent to1

~(
⋃
{Xi : i ∈ I}, Y ) ⊆

⋃
{~(Xi, Y ) : i ∈ I} (Frame Condition (e))

1Proof: From Frame Condition (d) to Frame Condition (e).
Let Z =

⋃
{~(Xi, Y ) : i ∈ I}. Then ~(Xi, Y ) ⊆ Z for every i ∈ I. By the Frame

Condition (d), ~(
⋃
{Xi : i ∈ I}, Y ) ⊆ Z. Thus, ~(

⋃
{Xi : i ∈ I}, Y ) ⊆

⋃
{~(Xi, Y ) : i ∈

I}.
Proof: From Frame Condition (e) to Frame Condition (d).
Suppose that ~(

⋃
{Xi : i ∈ I}, Y ) ⊆

⋃
{~(Xi, Y ) : i ∈ I}. For any Z, if ~(Xi, Y ) ⊆ Z

for every i ∈ I then
⋃
{~(Xi, Y ) : i ∈ I} ⊆ Z. So ~(

⋃
{Xi : i ∈ I}, Y ) ⊆ Z.
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Here is a proof by contradiction for the Frame Condition (d) based on

2(a) and 2(b): Suppose, for some Z, that ~(Xi, Y ) ⊆ Z for every i ∈ I and

that ~(
⋃
{Xi : i ∈ I}, Y ) * Z. By 2(b), there exists w0 ∈

⋃
{Xi : i ∈ I} such

that ~({w0}, Y ) * Z. Thus, there must be some i0 ∈ I such that w0 ∈ Xi0 .

By the assumption that ~(Xi0 , Y ) ⊆ Z and 2(a), we get ~({w0}, Y ) ⊆ Z.

This contradicts our previous result ~({w0}, Y ) * Z.

The set selection function ~ deployed here is closely related to the point

selection function. Given a point selection function ∗ on W : W × ℘(W ) →

℘(W ), we can convert it into a set selection function ~∗ as follows:

~∗(X,Y ) =
⋃

w∈X

∗(w, Y )

This set selection function obtained from conversion will automatically

satisfy the frame condition 2(a) and 2(b) in Definition 3.2.

Conversely, given a set selection function ~, we can convert it into a

point selection function ∗~ as well:

∗~(w, Y ) = ~({w}, Y )

The conversion from ~ to ∗~ loses some information. ∗~ is ~ restricted

on singleton sets as its first argument. As a result, the flexibility provided by

the first argument of ~ disappears in ∗~, and hence the counterpart of some

simple condition for ~ will look quite awkward in terms of ∗~. For example,

condition ~(W,X ∩ Y ) ⊆ ~(X,Y ) for ~ becomes its counterpart below for
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∗~: ⋃
w∈W

∗~({w}, X ∩ Y ) ⊆
⋃

w∈X

∗~({w}, Y )

We have shown that ~ is a more general function than ∗ in the sense

that the former accommodates the latter as a special case. This enhanced

power facilitates to spell out the frame condition 2(c), which, we will see

shortly, validates (α ∧ (α > β)) > β.

Definition 3.3 An L>-model is an ordered pair M = 〈F, σ〉 where

1. F is an L>-frame, and

2. σ is a truth value assignment function from P to ℘(W ).

We can also write M as a triple 〈W,~, σ〉. Given M, we use WM,~M

and σM to denote three components of M, respectively.

Definition 3.4 For any formula α, the symbolism ‖α‖M is used to stand for

the set of worlds in M in which α is true, satisfying:

1. ‖⊥‖M = ∅

2. ‖p‖M = σ(p)

3. ‖α→ β‖M = (W − ‖α‖M) ∪ ‖β‖M

4. ‖α > β‖M =
⋃
{X ⊆ W | ~(X, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M}
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Items 1-3 in the above definition are straightforward. Item 4 needs

some explanation. The Frame Condition (e), which is proved from Definition

3.2-2(a) and 2(b), guarantees that ~(‖α > β‖M, ‖α‖M) ⊆
⋃
{~(X, ‖α‖M) |

~(X, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M} ⊆ ‖β‖M. The equation in item 4 actually says that

‖α > β‖M is the largest set X such that ~(X, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M. Any set

X ′ satisfying ~(X ′, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M should be a subset of ‖α > β‖M, that is,

α > β is true on X ′. The intuition behind this is that if β is true in all

selected possible worlds relative to the proposition α by function ~ from the

point of view of X ′, then α > β is a default that holds on X ′. On the other

hand, for any X ′ ⊆ ‖α > β‖M, we have ~(X ′, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M due to the first

property of ~ (see Definition 3.2-2(a)). This is to say: if α > β is a default

that holds on X, then “applying” the default α > β onto α will get us back

the conclusion β. With ‖α > β‖M so defined, it has two important properties:

~(‖α > β‖M , ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M (‖α > β‖ property 1)

X ⊆ ‖α > β‖M iff ~ (X, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M (‖α > β‖ property 2)

This may be a good place to explain and highlight the advantage of

using a set selection function instead of a point selection function. The first

parameter of the set selection function is intended to capture the set of possible

worlds where α > β is true. It makes sense to take the intersection of two

arguments X and Y of function ~, which are now two sets. Thinking of X

and Y in terms of propositions, if X and Y are places where α > β and α are

true respectively, then X ∩ Y represents the place where (α > β) ∧ α is true.
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This is not possible when X is not a set but a single possible world.

The set selection function makes it easy to express the third frame con-

dition ~(W,X ∩ Y ) ⊆ ~(X, Y ) (see Definition 3.2-2(c)). ~(W,X ∩ Y ) ⊆

~(X, Y ) is equivalent to, for all Z, if ~(X,Y ) ⊆ Z then ~(W,X ∩ Y ) ⊆

Z. When X, Y and Z are propositions of α > β, α and β (i.e., X =

‖α > β‖, Y = ‖α‖ and Z = ‖β‖) in particular, this condition says that

W ⊆ ‖((α > β) ∧ α) > β‖. This means that ((α > β) ∧ α) > β is true

everywhere. It is not surprising that the third frame condition validates

((α > β) ∧ α) > β. Using a point selection function whose first argument is

a single possible world, this idea cannot be spelled out so easily (instead if it

is not impossible).

Proposition 3.5 It is easy to verify that the following hold for the introduced

abbreviations:

1. ‖>‖M = W

2. ‖¬α‖M = W − ‖α‖M

3. ‖α ∧ β‖M = ‖α‖M ∩ ‖β‖M

4. ‖α ∨ β‖M = ‖α‖M ∪ ‖β‖M

5. ‖α > β‖M = ‖α > β‖M ∩ ((W − ‖α > ⊥‖M) ∪(‖α‖M ∩ ‖β‖M))

Item 5 in the above proposition shows that ‖α > β‖M is a subset of

‖α > β‖M. α > β does not have to be true on a possible world which makes
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α > β true. For any β, α > β could be trivially true just in the case that there

are no “normal” possible worlds that could be picked out by ~ with respect to

α. Since there is no α-normal world, α must be quite absurd and could have

been followed by any β (similar to ⊥ → β for material implication). We do

not want that this happens to > as well. For us, if α > β then α and β must

at least be compatible to each other. So, technically the additional restriction

for α > β being true at X, when ~ picks out an empty set for α standing at

X, is to require that both α and β are true at X. We discard those elements

from X for α > β, where α > β is trivially true at X (e.g., ~(X, ‖α‖M) = ∅

) but α ∧ β is not true.

3.2.2 Satisfiability and validity

The symbolism M �X α is introduced to assert that α is true at the

set of worlds X in the model M.

Definition 3.6 Let M be an L>-model, X be a non-empty subset of WM and

α be a formula. M �X α iff X ⊆ ‖α‖M.

Proposition 3.7 The following hold due to the definition of M �X α, where

X in 3, 4, 6 is {w} for some w ∈ WM and in 1, 2, 5 is any non-empty subset

of WM.

1. M �X ¬α iff X ∩ ‖α‖M = ∅.

2. M �X α ∧ β iff M �X α and M �X β.
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3. M �X α ∨ β iff M �X α or M �X β.

4. M �X α→ β iff if M �X α then M �X β.

5. M �X α > β iff ~(X, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M.

6. M �X α > β iff

(a) ~(X, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M, and

(b) if ~(X, ‖α‖M) = ∅ then X ⊆ ‖α‖M ∩ ‖β‖M.

Here is a proof for item 5. The rest are left to the reader.

Proof. of 5 (if part): Suppose that M �X α > β. By Definition 3.6,

X ⊆ ‖α > β‖M . By ‖α > β‖ property 2, ~(X, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M .

(only if part): Suppose that ~(X, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M . By Definition 3.4(4),

X ⊆ ‖α > β‖M . By Definition 3.6, M �X α > β.

Proposition 3.8 For each X ⊆ WM, M �X α → β iff X ∩ ‖α‖M ⊆ ‖β‖M.

In particular, M �WM
α→ β iff ‖α‖M ⊆ ‖β‖M.

Proposition 3.9 M �WM
α iff M �{w} α for all w ∈ WM.

Definition 3.10 (Validity) Given a formulas α, we say that α is valid (writ-

ten as � α) if and only if α is true at every world in all models (i.e., M �WM
α,

for all M).
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Definition 3.11 (Satisfiability) Given a formulas α, α is satisfiable if and

only if ¬α is not valid.

Two theorems below show the validity of two groups of formulas. The

first group of formulas is regarding the properties of the operator >, and the

second group is more focused on the features of the operator >.

Theorem 3.12 Here is a list of valid formulas regarding >:

1. (α > (β → γ)) → ((α > β) → (α > γ))

2. ((α > β) ∧ (α > γ)) → (α > (β ∧ γ))

3. (α ∧ (α > β)) > β

4. (α > ⊥) → (α > β)

5. (α > β) → ((α � ¬β) ∨ (α > ⊥))

6. ((α > ¬β)∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α∧¬β))) → ((α � β)∨ ((α > ⊥)∧¬(α∧ β))

Theorem 3.12(5) is equivalent to (α > β)∧ (α > ¬β) → (α > β ∧¬β),

which is a special case of Theorem 3.12(2), where γ = ¬β.

Theorem 3.13 Here are a list of valid formulas involving >:

1. (α ∧ (α > β)) > β

2. ((α > β) ∧ (α � ⊥)) → (α > β)
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3. ((α ∧ (α > β)) � ⊥) → (α ∧ (α > β) > β)

4. (α > ¬β) → (α ≯ β) (but (α ≯ β) → (α > ¬β) is not valid)

5. (α ∧ (α > ¬β) ∧ (α > β)) ≯ β

Theorem 3.13(1) expresses unrestricted Modus Ponens for > operator.

Basically it says that β can always be obtained from α and α > β if we

even allow that β might cause inconsistency. Theorem 3.13(3) is a much

rigorous version of Modus Ponens for >. It filters out from Theorem 3.13(1)

all troublesome cases where an inconsistency is reachable from α ∧ (α > β).

Theorem 3.13(4), of which Theorem 3.12(6) is an unfolded >-formula,

tells us that (α > ¬β) → (α ≯ β) is valid, nevertheless its converse (α ≯

β) → (α > ¬β) is not valid. It is easy to construct a model M where M �{w}

(α ≯ β) but M 2{w} (α > ¬β). This could be either ~({w}, ‖α‖M) 6= ∅ and

~({w}, ‖α‖M) * ‖β‖M but ~({w}, ‖α‖M) * ‖¬β‖M , or ~({w}, ‖α‖M) = ∅

and {w} * ‖α‖M ∩ ‖β‖M but {w} * ‖α‖M ∩ ‖¬β‖M . This result shows that

(α > ¬β) is not treated equally to (α ≯ β) in our semantics, which is desired.

The “lottery paradox” presented by Poole [1991] arises if the formalization

of the lottery is to write L > ¬Wi, the i-th ticket normally loses for any i.

However, we can avoid the inconsistent expectations between there must be

one lottery ticket that wins and any i-th ticket will normally lose, if we use

a more appropriate formalization: L ≯ Wi, the i-th ticket doesn’t normally

win. It is good news that our semantics is able to differentiate a stronger
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formalization of (α > ¬β) from a weaker one (α ≯ β). This distinction is

crucial to a proper treatment of negated defaults.

Replacing β and ¬β with ¬β and β respectively in Theorem 3.13(5),

we can get that (α∧ (α > ¬β)∧ (α > β)) ≯ ¬β is valid. This is an interesting

result regarding the > operator. Theorem 3.13(5) tells us that neither β nor

¬β will be the consequence of α ∧ (α > ¬β) ∧ (α > β). β (or ¬β) could have

possibly followed from α ∧ (α > β) (or α ∧ (α > ¬β)), but definitely not from

α ∧ (α > ¬β) ∧ (α > β). This reflects the nonmonotonic feature of the >

operator, which fits well in our expectation.

The semantics for normality presented in this chapter provides an in-

terpretation for sentences of the form of A > B on the one hand, and explains

the behavior of these sentences in the inferences on the other hand. Unlike

default rules of Reiter’s system, all formulas of the form of A > B or that

contain subformulas with this form have truth values. Some of them are valid

formulas, which express the rules of defeasible reasoning. They can be used

to guide commonsense inferences. Theorem 3.13(3), (4) and (5) are examples

of this type. The default rules of Reiter’s system can be from my point of

view classified into two levels. The first level of rules are some regulations

expressed by normality conditionals that people have generalized from their

daily life. They are folk laws about the world rather than inference rules.

They can be either true or false. They can be used in an inference as a given

premise and that is all how they get involved. The second level of rules are

indeed rules of inferences. They are not any arbitrary formulas with > as
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one of their connectives. They are valid and expected provable formulas from

some logic systems that state the behavior of formulas of the form A > B in

the inferences.

The semantics presented here fulfils the twofold task: (1) it accounts

for what A > B means, and (2) it unveils how they should be used in the

inferences. These two tasks are linked to, rather than independent of, each

other. Their meaning is the basis of their usage in an inference. The semantics

that Asher and his co-authors provide via a point selection function interprets

the meaning of A > B. Nevertheless, it does not validate any kind of restricted

version of formula (A∧(A > B)) > B. Though Boutilier’s semantics validates

(A ∧ (A > B)) > B, the interpretation of A > B is rather an acceptance

condition than a truth condition. According to Boutilier, A > B is true at

one possible world only if it is true everywhere in the entire model. Thus, he

admits the the semantics he has given is better understood as the condition

under which an agent accepts A > B. The new semantics seems to have hit

two birds with one stone.

3.3 Logic system MN

3.3.1 Axioms, rules, and theorems

The logic system MN intended to capture the notion of “normally fol-

low” is the smallest logic containing the standard propositional calculus (PC),

and closed under the following axiom schemata and rules of inference.
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Ck (α > (β → γ)) → ((α > β) → (α > γ))
>-Mp (α ∧ (α > β)) > β

Mp From α and α→ β, infer β.
Rcea From β ↔ γ, infer (β > α) ↔ (γ > α).

Rn From β, infer α > β
Rm From α > β, infer (α ∧ γ) > β

The system MN so named is meant to be the minimal normality logic.

We stipulate that any system about normality is supposed to be closed under

logical consequence and to have Modus Ponens for >. Let ϕ be any formula

and Γ be any set of formulas. `MN ϕ is defined in the customary manner.

Γ `MN ϕ iff there is a finite subset Γ′ of Γ such that `MN

∧
Γ′ → ϕ. When

there is no ambiguity, ` abbreviates `MN .

Reading α > as if it is the modal operator �, instantly we can have

Cr and Cc as theorems of MN2.

Cr (α > (β ∧ γ)) → ((α > β) ∧ (α > γ))

2If proofs are in need, here they are:
Proof of Cr:
(1) (β ∧ γ) → β PC
(2) α > ((β ∧ γ) → β) (1),Rn
(3) (α > (β ∧ γ)) → (α > β) (2),Ck,Mp
(4) (β ∧ γ) → γ PC
(5) α > (β ∧ γ → γ) (4),Rn
(6) (α > (β ∧ γ)) → (α > γ) (5),Ck,Mp
(7) (α > (β ∧ γ)) → ((α > β) ∧ (α > γ)) (3),(6),PC
Proof of Cc:
(1) β → (γ → (β ∧ γ)) PC
(2) α > (β → (γ → (β ∧ γ))) (1),Rn
(3) (α > β) → α > (γ → (β ∧ γ)) (2),Ck,Mp
(4) (α > (γ → (β ∧ γ))) → ((α > γ) → α > (β ∧ γ))) Ck
(5) (α > β) → ((α > γ) → α > (β ∧ γ)) (3),(4),PC
(6)((α > β) ∧ (α > γ)) → (α > (β ∧ γ)) (5),PC
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Cc ((α > β) ∧ (α > γ)) → (α > (β ∧ γ))

From the system MN, also, we can derive the following rules of inference.

Rcec From β ↔ γ, infer (α > β) ↔ (α > γ).
Req From β ↔ γ and α, infer α[γ/β], where β is a subformula of α.

Rcec follows from Ck and Rn. Req follows from Rcea, Rcec, and

Req of PC.

Ric From α→ (β > γ), infer (α ∧ β) > γ

Proof. Suppose that ` α → (β > γ). Then ` α ↔ (α ∧ (β > γ)),

and also ` (α ∧ β) ↔ (α ∧ β ∧ (β > γ)), by PC. By axiom >-Mp, we have

` (β ∧ (β > γ)) > γ. By Rm, ` (α ∧ (β ∧ (β > γ))) > γ. Then by Req,

` (α ∧ β) > γ.

Rck From β1 ∧ ... ∧ βn → β,
infer (α > β1) ∧ ... ∧ (α > βn) → (α > β), for every n > 1.

Proof. Suppose that ` (β1 ∧ ... ∧ βn) → β. By Rn, we have ` α >

(β1∧ ...∧βn → β). By Ck and Mp, we have ` (α > (β1∧ ...∧βn)) → (α > β).

By Cc, we have ` (α > β1) ∧ ... ∧ (α > βn) → (α > (β1 ∧ ... ∧ βn)). Hence,

by PC, we have ` (α > β1) ∧ ... ∧ (α > βn) → (α > β).

Ram From α→ β and β > γ, infer α > γ

Proof. Suppose that ` α → β and ` β > γ. By Rm, ` (α ∧ β) > γ.

By Req, ` (α ∧ (α → β)) > γ. Since ` α → β, ` (α ∧ (α → β)) ↔ α. By

Req, ` α > γ.

Theorem 3.14 We can prove the following theorems of MN regarding >:
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ThMN1 (α > ⊥) → (α > β)

ThMN2 (α > β) → ((α � ¬β) ∨ (α > ⊥))

ThMN3 ((α > ¬β)∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α∧¬β))) → ((α � β)∨ ((α > ⊥)∧¬(α∧β)))

This theorem is the proof-theoretical counterpart of Theorem 3.12(4),

(5) and (6), where validity of these formulas are verified.

Theorem 3.15 We can prove the following theorems of MN involving >:

ThMN4 ((α > β) ∧ (α � ⊥)) → (α > β)

ThMN5 ((α > β) ∧ (α ∧ β)) → (α > β)

ThMN6 (α ∧ (α > β)) > β

ThMN7 ((α ∧ (α > β)) � ⊥) → (α ∧ (α > β) > β)

ThMN8 (α > ¬β) → (α ≯ β)

ThMN9 (α ∧ (α > β) ∧ (α > ¬β)) ≯ β

ThMN10 α ≯ ⊥

ThMN11 ((α > β) ∧ (α > γ)) → (α > (β ∧ γ))

ThMN12 (α > (β ∧ γ)) → ((α > β) ∧ (α > γ))

The validity of formulas ThMN4, ThMN6-ThMN9 have been shown in

Theorem 3.13. Here we see that they are also theorems of system MN.
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3.3.2 Soundness and completeness of MN

As the hinted correspondence relation between validity and provability

that we have seen, the system MN is sound and complete with respect to the

semantics laid out in the proceeding section. The results are stated in next

two theorems.

Theorem 3.16 (Soundness) Given any formula α, if `MN α then � α.

The proof for soundness is routine: each of axiom schemata is valid

under the semantics and each of inference rules preserves validity. The former

is proved in Theorem 3.12. For the latter, the proofs to show that rules

involving > (i.e., Rcea, Rn, Rm) preserve validity are in Appendix A.

Theorem 3.17 (Completeness) Given any formula α, if 0MN α then 2 α.

Completeness of MN is proved by constructing a canonical structure

〈WMN , ~MN〉 and a small (finite) model 〈WΓ, ~Γ ,σΓ〉 with Γ = {¬α}, where

α is a given formula not provable in MN. Then ¬α is true at some world in

WΓ.

The standard technique of constructing a canonical model generally

done for the completeness of propositional conditional logics and modal logics

does not have a simple application here because of the third frame condition in

Definition 3.2. The standard canonical model takes all maximally consistent

sets of the system as the entire set of possible worlds Wcan. For any subset S
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of Wcan, if S is expressible by some formula, then ∗ function on S is defined

in a “canonical” way that all frame conditions get satisfied. Otherwise, value

of ∗ function on S is trivialized just to be S itself, or some constant value, say

∅ or Wcan, whichever one satisfies frame conditions. This trick of defining ∗

cannot be simply borrowed to define the function ~ in the canonical model

due to the frame condition “If ~(X, Y ) ⊆ Z then ~(W,X ∩ Y ) ⊆ Z.” It is

because X ∩ Y could be expressed by some formula even if Y is not, or vise

versa.

The solution to be presented is to define ~MN merely on those express-

ible subsets of possible worlds. This is not yet a canonical frame. It is called a

canonical structure. Three frame conditions given in Definition 3.2 are fortu-

nately satisfied in such a structure for all expressible subsets of WMN . Then

we can construct a small model by coercing the big canonical structure into a

finite frame via a homomorphism. Each subset of possible worlds in the small

model is expressible. This overcomes the difficulty that we encounter in the

big canonical structure. The requested frame conditions can be guaranteed by

the fact that every possible world in the small model is a maximally consistent

set of system MN and thus contains all theorems of MN. The construction of

the small model depends on the given unprovable formula α. Unlike the stan-

dard canonical model that satisfies the negations of all unprovable formulas,

the small model changes accordingly when α varies. What I will show is a

weak version of completeness. The decidability of the system MN, neverthe-

less, comes out as a side product of this completeness proof. Since we can
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construct a finite model to satisfy any unprovable formula α of the system

MN, the system MN is decidable.

In what follows, I will only sketch the main definitions, lemmas, propo-

sitions and intermediate theorems that lead to the proof of completeness the-

orem. Proof details can be found in Appendix A. |α|MN will be used to stand

for the class of maximally consistent sets of MN containing α.

Definition 3.18 The canonical structure SMN = 〈WMN ,~MN〉 for MN is

defined as follows:

1. WMN = {w | w is an MN maximally consistent set of formulas},

2. ~MN(X, |α|MN) =
⋂
{|β|MN | X ⊆ |α > β|MN}

Note that ~MN is not a total function defined on ℘(WMN)×℘(WMN).

SMN is not a frame. Let us call it canonical structure.

Lemma 3.19 If Γ is a consistent set of formulas of L> that contains the

formula α � β, then {γ | α > γ ∈ Γ} ∪ {¬β} is consistent.

Theorem 3.20 Let SMN = 〈WMN ,~MN〉 be the canonical structure for MN.

Then for each α > β ∈ L> and each X ⊆ WMN , ~MN(X, |α|MN) ⊆ |β|MN iff

X ⊆ |α > β|MN .

Theorem 3.21 The canonical structure SMN = 〈WMN ,~MN〉 satisfies:
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1. If X ⊆ X ′ ⊆ WMN , then ~MN(X, |α|MN) ⊆ ~MN(X ′, |α|MN).

2. If ~({w}, |α|MN) ⊆ |β|MN for every w ∈ X ⊆ WMN , then ~(X, |α|MN) ⊆

|β|MN .

3. If ~MN(|γ|MN , |α|MN) ⊆ |β|MN then ~MN(WMN , |γ|MN ∩ |α|MN) ⊆

|β|MN .

This theorem states that three frame conditions are satisfied in the

canonical structure for those subsets of WMN that are expressible by formulas.

This is a good result, but not strong enough to justify the completeness theo-

rem that we seek for. Next I will construct a finite model based on canonical

structure and have this good result preserved to the finite model where all

subsets of its possible worlds are expressible.

Definition 3.22 (closed under single negation) Given a formula α, ∼ α is

defined as the following formula: ∼ α =

{
β , if α is of the form ¬β,
¬α, otherwise

A set of formulas Γ is closed under single negations if ∼ α belongs to Γ when-

ever α ∈ Γ.

Definition 3.23 (component closure) Given a set of formulas Γ, the compo-

nent closure of Γ, written as CCL(Γ), is the smallest set of formulas containing

Γ that is closed under subformulas and single negations.

It is crucial to note that if Γ is finite, then so is CCL(Γ).
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Definition 3.24 (restricted MCS) Let Γ be a set of formulas. A restricted

maximally consistent set A over Γ is

1. a subset of CCL(Γ);

2. a consistent set;

3. if A ⊆ B ⊆ CCL(Γ) then A = B.

Let WΓ denote all restricted maximally consistent sets over Γ. When

Γ is finite, so are WΓ and each element of WΓ. It is worth noting that, for

any A ∈ WΓ and α ∈ CCL(Γ), α ∈ A or ∼ α ∈ A.

Definition 3.25 Given any α ∈ CCL(Γ), let |α|Γ denote all restricted maxi-

mally consistent sets over Γ that contain α. That is, |α|Γ = {A ∈ WΓ | α ∈ A}

An analogy of Lindenbaum’s Lemma holds:

Proposition 3.26 Given each α ∈ CCL(Γ), if α is consistent then there exists

some A ∈ WΓ such that α ∈ A.

Proposition 3.27 For each α ∈ CCL(Γ) and each α→ β ∈ CCL(Γ), we have

1. |¬α|Γ = WΓ − |α|Γ

2. |α→ β|Γ = (WΓ − |α|Γ) ∪ |β|Γ
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Definition 3.28 Let Γ be a set of formulas. Given any A ∈ WΓ, we define

that ϕA = α1 ∧ α2 ∧ ... ∧ αn, where A = {α1, α2, ... , αn}.

Definition 3.29 Let Γ be a set of formulas. Given any X ⊆ WΓ, we define

that ϕX = ϕA1 ∨ ϕA2 ∨ ... ∨ ϕAm, where X = {A1, A2, ... , Am}.

Proposition 3.30 According to Definition 3.29 above, we have:

1. for any X, Y ⊆ WΓ, if X ⊆ Y then |ϕX |MN ⊆ |ϕY |MN ;

2. for each α ∈ CCL(Γ),
∣∣ϕ|α|Γ∣∣MN

= |α|MN .

Definition 3.31 Let Γ be a set of formulas. Define a mapping f : WMN −→

WΓ, satisfying, for each wMN ∈ WMN , f(wMN) = wΓ if wΓ ⊆ wMN .

It is clear that this mapping f is a function and is indeed a surjection.

Let f [X] (for each X ⊆ WMN) denote the set {f(wMN) | wMN ∈ X}. That

is, f [X] = {f(wMN) | wMN ∈ X}.

Definition 3.32 The inverse of f is a mapping f−1: ℘(WΓ) −→ ℘(WMN),

satisfying, for any XΓ ∈ ℘(WΓ), f−1[XΓ] = {wMN ∈ WMN | ∃xΓ ∈ XΓ(f(wMN) =

xΓ)}

f−1 is a function and is indeed an injection.

Proposition 3.33 Here are some properties of function f and f−1:
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1. For any XMN , X ′
MN ⊆ WMN , if XMN ⊆ X ′

MN then f [XMN ] ⊆ f [X ′
MN ]

2. For any XΓ, X ′
Γ ⊆ WΓ, XΓ ⊆ X ′

Γ iff f−1[XΓ] ⊆ f−1[X ′
Γ]

3. For each XΓ ⊆ WΓ, f [ f−1[XΓ]] = XΓ

4. For each XMN ⊆ WMN , XMN ⊆ f−1[ f [XMN ]]

5. For any XΓ, X ′
Γ ⊆ WΓ, f−1[XΓ ∩X ′

Γ] = f−1[XΓ] ∩ f−1[X ′
Γ]

6. For each XΓ ⊆ WΓ, f−1[XΓ] =
∣∣ϕX

Γ

∣∣
MN

7. f [|ϕXΓ
|MN ] = f [f−1[XΓ]] = XΓ

8. WMN = f−1[WΓ] = |ϕWΓ
|MN

9. For any XΓ, X ′
Γ ⊆ WΓ, |ϕXΓ

|MN ∩ |ϕYΓ
|MN = |ϕXΓ∩YΓ

|MN

10. For each α ∈ CCL(Γ), f−1[|α|Γ] = |α|MN

11. For each α ∈ CCL(Γ), f [|α|MN ] = f [f−1[|α|Γ]] = |α|Γ

Lemma 3.34 Given a set of formulas Γ, we can construct a frame FΓ =

〈WΓ,~Γ〉, where ~Γ is a function ℘(WΓ)× ℘(WΓ) −→ ℘(WΓ), satisfying: for

any XΓ, YΓ ⊆ WΓ, ~Γ(XΓ, YΓ) = f [~MN(|ϕXΓ
|MN , |ϕYΓ

|MN)]. ~Γ satisfies

conditions 2(a)-2(c) in Definition 3.2.

Lemma 3.35 Given a set of formulas Γ, we can construct a model MΓ =

〈WΓ,~Γ, σΓ〉, where σΓ is an assignment function satisfying: for each proposi-

tional variable p, σΓ(p) = {wΓ ∈ WΓ | p ∈ wΓ}. Then, for each ϕ ∈ CCL(Γ),

we have ‖ϕ‖MΓ = |ϕ|Γ. That is, for each XΓ ⊆ WΓ, MΓ �XΓ
ϕ iff XΓ ⊆ |ϕ|Γ.
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The completeness theorem (Theorem 3.17) follows from the above Lemma

3.34 and Lemma 3.35.

From the soundness of MN, we know that every L>-model is a model

that validates all MN theorems, and hence it is also an MN-model. The

completeness of MN states that every non-theorem of MN can be falsified by

an L>-model. System MN characterizes the class of L>-frames, and it is the

minimal logic that contains all formulas valid on L>-frames. For a comparison

between system MN and its extensions in next chapter, hereafter we will use

L>-frame (L>-model) and MN-frame (MN-model) interchangeably.
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Chapter 4

Extensions of MN

4.1 System NID

Since MN is the minimal logic to reflect the “normally follows” oper-

ator, some formulas of our interests are not its theorems. I will study some

extensions of MN in this chapter. One of the most important extensions of

MN is called NID (standing for system of “normally follows” with Identity

axiom) here.

NID is the smallest logic containing MN and closed under an additional

axiom scheme:

Id α > α

α > α is considered by many authors (e.g., Delgrande, Asher etc.) as

an axiom and it is called Identity axiom. The corresponding frame condition

in their semantics is Facticity : ∗(w, S) ⊆ S for each S ⊆ W . Almost without

an exception, α > α is a widely accepted axiom which seems so straightforward

that it even does not deserve much explanation. Nevertheless, α > α does

tell us something which is indeed not trivial as it appears. Thinking of >

as capturing an inference relation, α > α asserts that every premise is also a

conclusion of itself. This assertion might be taken for granted for monotonic
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inferences captured by the material implication →, but it could be wrong when

this assertion applies to nonmonotonic inferences. As I have argued in Section

2.1 that ⊥ > ⊥ does not hold, when α is ⊥, in the setup of nonmonotonic

inference, nothing including α itself should be inferred. > is a loose > with

the consistency check removed. Accepting ⊥ > ⊥ does not have the similar

difficulty as accepting ⊥ > ⊥ does. In contrast, α > α sounds a fine axiom

just like α→ α does.

Having α > α as an axiom, α > ⊥ has a slightly new content. Before

we reach this point, α > ⊥ means that ⊥ must be caused by the existence

of some β such that α > β and α > ¬β. Now this β could just be α itself.

There is a subtle difference between these two cases: the former says that there

is a contradiction among conclusions of α, while the latter says that α has a

conclusion that contradicts the premise α itself. The difference is so slight

that it vanishes under the assumption α > α. System NID is in favor of the

tendency that given premises normally imply themselves.

With Id added, we can prove that the following rule of inference can

be derived in NID.

Rin From α→ β infer α > β

Proof. By rule Rck, we can from α→ β infer α > α→ α > β. Since

α > α is an axiom now, we have α > β.

Theorem 4.1 The following formulas are theorems of NID:

ThNID
1 ((α ∧ β) > α)
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ThNID
2 (Restricted >-Id) (α ∨ (α � ⊥)) → (α > α)

ThNID
3 α ≯ ¬α

ThNID
4 ⊥ ≯ α

ThNID
5 (α ∧ ¬β ∧ (α > β)) ≯ β

ThNID
6 (α ∧ (α > ¬α)) ≯ ¬α

ThNID
3-ThNID

6 demonstrate that a certain conclusion cannot be drawn

in the situations where inconsistency arises. This is exactly the defeasible

features that we would like the operator > to have.

The semantics counterpart of the added axiom Id, which is a frame

condition to validate axiom Id, is:

Facticity: ~(X, Y ) ⊆ Y

NID-frame is an MN-frame whose set selection function satisfies Fac-

ticity. NID-model is an NID-frame together with a truth assignment func-

tion.

Completeness of NID can be proved from the proof of completeness for

MN with a slight modification.

Definition 4.2 The canonical structure SNID
= 〈WNID

,~NID
〉 for NID is de-

fined as follows:

1. WNID
= {w | w is an NID maximally consistent set of formulas},
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2. ~NID
(X,|α|NID

) =
⋂
{|β|NID

| X ⊆ |α > β|NID
}.

Theorem 4.3 Given SNID
= 〈WNID

,~NID
〉, ~NID

satisfies ~NID
(X,|α|NID

) ⊆

|α|NID
.

Proof. Suppose that w ∈ ~NID
(X, |α|NID

). Since α > α is an axiom

of NID, X ⊆ |α > α|NID
= WNID

. Thus, α ∈ w, and hence w ∈ |α|NID
.

Modify the definition of f in Definition 3.31 as: WNID
−→ WΓ, satis-

fying for any wNID
∈ WNID

, f(wNID
) = wΓ if wΓ ⊆ wNID

. Similarly, modify

the definition of f−1in Definition 3.32 as: ℘(WΓ) −→ ℘(WNID
), satisfying for

any XΓ ∈ ℘(WΓ), f−1[XΓ] = {wNID
∈ WNID

| ∃xΓ ∈ XΓ(f(wNID
) = xΓ)}.

Properties of f and f−1 that are stated in Proposition 3.33 still hold for them

after the modification of their definitions.

Lemma 4.4 Let FΓ = 〈WΓ,~Γ〉, where ~Γ is a function from ℘(WΓ)×℘(WΓ)

to ℘(WΓ), satisfying: for any XΓ, YΓ ⊆ WΓ, ~Γ(XΓ, YΓ) = f [~NID
(|ϕXΓ

|NID
,

|ϕYΓ
|NID

)]. ~Γ satisfies ~Γ(XΓ,YΓ) ⊆ YΓ.

Proof. Given any XΓ, YΓ ⊆ WΓ, ~NID
(|ϕXΓ

|NID
,|ϕYΓ

|NID
) ⊆ |ϕYΓ

|NID

(Theorem 4.3). By the property of f , f [~NID
(|ϕXΓ

|NID
,|ϕYΓ

|NID
)] ⊆ f [|ϕYΓ

|NID
]

= f [f−1[YΓ]] = YΓ. By the definition of ~Γ, ~Γ(XΓ,YΓ) ⊆ YΓ.

Theorem 4.5 (Completeness) Given any formula α, if 0NID
α then there is

an NID-model MΓ = 〈WΓ, ~Γ ,σΓ〉 that satisfies ¬α, where Γ = {¬α}.

Proof. Lemma 3.34 and Lemma 3.35 remain true for NID-model MΓ.

This theorem follows from Lemma 3.34, Lemma 3.35 and Lemma 4.4.
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4.2 Systems NCUM and NSTCUM

If we extend NID with additional axioms Wmon, Wcut and Ad, the

resulting system NCUM is cumulative.

Wmon (α > γ) → ((α > β) → ((α ∧ γ) > β))
Wcut (α > γ) → (((α ∧ γ) > β) → (α > β))
Ad ((α > γ) ∧ (β > γ)) → ((α ∨ β) > γ)

Theorem 4.6 The following formulas are theorems of NCUM :

ThNCUM
1 ((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → (α > ¬β)

ThNCUM
2 ((α > β) ∧ ((α ∧ β) > ⊥)) → (α > ⊥)

ThNCUM
3 (Cmon) (α > β) → ((α > γ) → ((α ∧ β) > γ))

ThNCUM
4 (Cut) (α > β) → (((α ∧ β) > γ) → (α > γ))

Gabbay proposes three basic features that nonmonotonic inference re-

lation should have to differentiate itself from monotonic inference relation on

the one hand, and from arbitrary non-inference relation on the other hand.

Makinson seconds Gabbay’s proposal. These three basic features are:

Inclusion: ϕ |∼ ϕ
Cautious Monotony: If Γ |∼ ϕ and Γ |∼ ψ then Γ, ϕ |∼ ψ
Cut: If Γ |∼ ϕ and Γ, ϕ |∼ ψ then Γ |∼ ψ

Logic systems or semantics that are developed to study nonmonotonic

inference relation have quite diverse results on this issue. Some of them satisfy

one or two of them but lack the rest. The operator > in the system NCUM

is cumulative because of ThNID
2 (Restricted >-Id), ThNCUM

3 (Cmon), and
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ThNCUM
4 (Cut). This illustrates that the operator > captures basic features

that we expect nonmonotonic inference relation |∼ to have.

If we strengthen Wmon with Mon in NCUM and name the resulting

system as NSTCUM , we can get Tran and Rmon as its theorems.

Mon (α > β) → ((α ∧ γ) > β)

Theorem 4.7 The following formulas are theorems of NSTCUM :

ThNSTCUM
1 (Tran) (α > β) → ((β > γ) → (α > γ))

ThNSTCUM
2 (Rmon) (α ≯ ¬β) → ((α > γ) → ((α ∧ β) > γ))

ThNSTCUM
3 (Specificity) ((β > α) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)) → (α > ¬β)

Note that axiom Mon and ThNSTCUM
1 (Tran) are different from An-

tecedent strengthening and Transitivity that were discussed in the literature.

Discussions about Antecedent strengthening and Transitivity in the works by

Boutilier, Asher and Morreau are concerned with the operator >.

Antecedent strengthening: (α > β) → ((α ∧ γ) > β)
Transitivity: (α > β) → ((β > γ) → (α > γ))

Recall the distinction between two operators > and > that we made. It

is safe to take Mon as an axiom and have Tran as a theorem. In the mean-

while, we do not commit ourselves to Antecedent strengthening and Transi-

tivity. This comparison once again shows that the defeasibility is involved in

the operator > but not in >.
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ThNSCUM
2 (Rmon) corresponds to the rational monotonicity of relation

|∼,

Rational Monotony: If Γ 6|∼ ¬ϕ and Γ |∼ ψ then Γ, ϕ |∼ ψ ,

that some researchers like Delgrande [1987] include it as an axiom in their

systems when they intend to formalize |∼. We have proved that it is actually

a theorem of the system NSTCUM .

The best thing coming out of the system NSTCUM probably is ThNSTCUM
3

(Specificity). People are inclined to apply the most specific default in order

to adjudicate among conflicting defaults which are pervasive in commonsense

reasoning. For example, given that “Adults are employed”, “University stu-

dents are not employed” and “University students are adults”, if Sam is a

university student then we probably think that Sam is not employed. The

preference or priority among conflicting defaults is roughly handled in two

ways in theories on commonsense reasoning: (1) imposing an ordering on de-

faults to specify which one should be used before which one else; (2) accepting

Specificity as an axiom. The first approach has to rely on some exotic ma-

chinery that is not intrinsic to the system. The second approach has a burden

to provide a corresponding frame condition in the semantics to validate the

specificity axiom. In the work done by Asher and his co-authors, they intro-

duce the following frame condition to guarantee the validity of the specificity

axiom.

For each w ∈ W and S, T ⊆ W , if S ⊆ T and
∗(w, S) ∩ ∗(w, T ) = ∅, then ∗(w, T ) ∩ S = ∅.
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This frame condition looks complicated. If it were not dedicated to validate

the specificity axiom, the condition itself would not be intuitive. Based on

more basic axioms we choose, Specificity naturally falls out of the system

as a theorem. Thus, on the one hand, Specificity is intrinsic to the system

NSTCUM and the system is well equipped to handle preference of defaults; on

the other hand, there is no need to introduce the complex frame condition into

the semantics.

Alternatively, we can obtain NSTCUM by extending NID with Tran

and Ad because of the theorem below.

Theorem 4.8 The following formulas are probable in the extended system of

NID with Tran and Ad.

1. (Mon) (α > β) → ((α ∧ γ) > β)

2. (Rmon) (α ≯ ¬β) → ((α > γ) → (α ∧ β > γ))

3. (Cmon) (α > β) → ((α > γ) → ((α ∧ β) > γ))

4. (Cut) (α > β) → (((α ∧ β) > γ) → (α > γ))

To make the proof for the completeness of NSTCUM more transparent,

let us choose Ad and Tran to be the axioms of NSTCUM . The frame condi-

tions that should be added to the semantics to validate axioms Ad and Tran

are:
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Antecedent Distribution:
If ~(X, Y ) ⊆ Z and ~(X, Y ′) ⊆ Z then ~(X, Y ∪ Y ′) ⊆ Z;

Transitivity:
If ~(X, Y ) ⊆ Y ′ and ~(X, Y ′) ⊆ Z then ~(X, Y ) ⊆ Z.

NSTCUM -frame is an NID-frame whose set selection function satisfies

Antecedent Distribution and Transitivity. NSTCUM -model consists

of an NSTCUM -frame together with a truth assignment function.

Completeness of NSTCUM can be proved from the proof of completeness

for NID with some modifications.

Definition 4.9 The canonical structure SNSTCUM
= 〈WNSTCUM

,~NSTCUM
〉 for

NSTCUM is defined as follows:

1. WNSTCUM
= {w | w is an NSTCUM maximally consistent set of formulas},

2. ~NSTCUM
(X, |α|NSTCUM

) =
⋂
{|β|NSTCUM

| X ⊆ |α > β|NSTCUM
}.

Theorem 4.10 Given SNSTCUM
= 〈WNSTCUM

,~NSTCUM
〉, ~NSTCUM

satisfies

1. If ~NSTCUM
(X, |α|NSTCUM

) ⊆ |γ|NSTCUM
and ~NSTCUM

(X, |β|NSTCUM
) ⊆

|γ|NSTCUM
then ~NSTCUM

(X, |α ∨ β|NSTCUM
) ⊆ |γ|NSTCUM

;

2. If ~NSTCUM
(X, |α|NSTCUM

) ⊆ |β|NSTCUM
and ~NSTCUM

(X, |β|NSTCUM
) ⊆

|γ|NSTCUM
then ~NSTCUM

(X, |α|NSTCUM
) ⊆ |γ|NSTCUM

.

Modify the definition of f in Definition 3.31 as: WNSTCUM
−→ WΓ,

satisfying for each wNSTCUM
∈ WNSTCUM

, f(wNSTCUM
) = wΓ if wΓ ⊆ wNSTCUM

.
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Similarly, modify the definition of f−1 in Definition 3.32 as: ℘(WΓ) −→

℘(WNSTCUM
), satisfying for anyXΓ ∈ ℘(WΓ), f−1[XΓ] = {wNSTCUM

∈ WNSTCUM
|

∃xΓ ∈ XΓ(f(wNSTCUM
) = xΓ)}. Properties of f and f−1 in Proposition 3.33

still hold for them after the modification of their definitions.

Lemma 4.11 Let FΓ = 〈WΓ,~Γ〉, where ~Γ is a function from ℘(WΓ) ×

℘(WΓ) to ℘(WΓ), satisfying: for any XΓ, YΓ ⊆ WΓ, ~Γ(XΓ,YΓ) =

f [~NSTCUM
(|ϕXΓ

|NSTCUM
, |ϕYΓ

|NSTCUM
)]. ~Γ satisfies

1. If ~Γ(XΓ, YΓ) ⊆ ZΓ and ~Γ(XΓ, Y
′
Γ) ⊆ ZΓ then ~Γ(XΓ, YΓ ∪ Y ′

Γ) ⊆ ZΓ;

2. If ~Γ(XΓ, YΓ) ⊆ Y ′
Γ and ~Γ(XΓ, Y

′
Γ) ⊆ ZΓ then ~Γ(XΓ, YΓ) ⊆ ZΓ.

Theorem 4.12 (Completeness) Given any formula α, if 0NSTCUM
α then

there is an NSTCUM -model MΓ = 〈WΓ, ~Γ ,σΓ〉 that satisfies ¬α, where Γ =

{¬α}.

Proof. This theorem follows from Lemma 4.11, together with Lemma

3.34 and Lemma 3.35.

The system NSTCUM is very important. I will define |∼ in the next

chapter based on the system NSTCUM .
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Chapter 5

Defeasible inferences

In section 2.3, I argued that the nonmonotonic inference relation is bet-

ter to be understood as a ternary relation. Nonmonotonic inference patterns

are guarded inference patterns. The justifications are provided by the the-

orems of system NSTCUM . Nevertheless, their applicability is a case-by-case

issue, depending on the concrete situations where such patterns are called

for. The following definition bridges the nonmonotonic relation |∼ and the >

operator in the system NSTCUM .

Definition 5.1 [Φ], Γ |∼ α, where Φ and Γ are sets of formulas and Γ is

finite, iff Φ ` ∧Γ > α.

Strictly speaking, ` should be `NSTCUM
here. Since it is specified that

the |∼ relation is defined in the system NSTCUM and all discussions in this

section are also restricted in this system, the subscription NSTCUM
is omitted

from `NSTCUM
. When Φ is placed inside [.] with its elements enumerated, I

conventionally omit the set notation {.} and write down a sequence of for-

mulas instead. For instance, if Φ = {α1, α2, α3}, then [α1, α2, α3] abbreviates

[{α1, α2, α3}]. With |∼ so defined, I will show that |∼ is cumulative in the

theorem below.
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Theorem 5.2 |∼ is cumulative.

1. Inclusion: [∧Γ � ⊥], Γ |∼ α for each α ∈ Γ.

2. Cautious Monotony: if [Φ1], Γ |∼ β and [Φ2], Γ |∼ γ, then [Φ1 ∪ Φ2],

Γ ∪ {β} |∼ γ.

3. Cut: if [Φ1], Γ ∪ {β} |∼ γ and [Φ2], Γ |∼ β, then [Φ1 ∪ Φ2], Γ |∼ γ.

If it is right to say that a nonmonotonic inference rule [ϕ], {α} |∼ β is

a ternary relation stating that β can be inferred from α if the condition ϕ is

satisfied, then what condition can this be? With a changed premise set, we

may still try to “tentatively” infer β from α (to keep the previous conclusion).

If we are not lucky enough, we may find that keeping β will contradict the new

premise ¬β. Since we are not willing to accept a contradiction, we have to give

up either β or ¬β. If there were no contradiction there would be no need to

consider whether or not to keep the previous conclusion. In other words, if α

can “tentatively” infer β and all conclusions that can be “tentatively” inferred

from α do not contradict each other, then no retraction needs to be done

and this “tentative” inference can be asserted as a final one. So a sufficient

condition for a “tentative” inference from α to β to be kept as a final one is

that α does not have “potential” to infer a contradiction at all.

In the object language that has been set up, that α does not “poten-

tially” imply a contradiction can be expressed as α � ⊥. Taking the widely

discussed defeasible Modus Ponens as an example, if we take (α∧(α > β)) � ⊥
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to be the condition ϕ, we can have defeasible Modus Ponens in the form of

[(α ∧ (α > β)) � ⊥], {α, α > β} |∼ β. When β is substituted by ¬α,

(α ∧ (α > ¬α)) > ⊥. Hence the condition for using defeasible Modus Ponens

is not satisfied, and Modus Ponens does not apply to premises α and α > ¬α.

On the contrary, we have the theorem (α ∧ (α > ¬α)) ≯ ¬α. With this

theorem, we can be pretty much sure that [ϕ], {α, α > ¬α} 6|∼ ¬α under any

condition ϕ.

To ensure that the premise set does not “potentially” imply a contra-

diction is one of a few possible conditions, but sometimes this restriction is too

strong for our practice of commonsense reasoning. In those circumstances,

we need to find some other conditions as guards. For example, the premise set

like {α, α > β,¬β} does “potentially” imply a contradiction, which, in this

case, consists of β and ¬β. Even so, people tend to think that ¬β should be

inferred since it is the given information. Then, what is the guide [Φ] such

that [Φ], {α, α > β,¬β} |∼ ¬β? [Φ] cannot be (α∧ (α > β)∧¬β) � ⊥, which

will never be satisfied. We will find out what thid guard is as we proceed. An-

other example of which the premise set implies a contradiction is the Penguin

Principle. {β > α, β > ¬γ, α > γ, α ∧ β} does “potentially” imply γ and ¬γ.

Nevertheless, people tend to claim the conclusion ¬γ which is “tentatively”

inferred by the more specific premise β. We need to discover an appropriate

guide for this pattern as well. In what follows, let us find out what those

guards are for expected nonmonotonic inference patterns under the definition

of |∼.
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5.1 Patterns

We now come to the point to discuss and illustrate a list of nonmono-

tonic inference patterns in the framework of newly developed logics for “nor-

mally follow” in the previous chapters. Many of them have been used as testers

for any theory that aims to account for nonmonotonic inferences.

5.1.1 Specificity

In a monotonic inference, every premise plays an equal role. This is

not the case for a nonmonotonic inference. In the former, if a contradiction

derives from a set of premises, then the set of premises itself is contradictory

and it is allowed to have whatever formulas follow it. In the latter, if there

is a potential conflict between consequences that could be derived from the

premises, there is a decision to make regarding which consequence to keep

and which one to discard. People seem to have tendency to follow the more

specific information in their reasoning. This tendency is characterized in

terms of well-known Penguin Principle:

Birds fly.
Penguins do not fly.
Penguins are birds.
Tweety is a penguin.
Tweety is a bird.
Tweety does not fly.

People tend to conclude “Tweety does not fly” rather than “Tweety

flies”. “Tweety does not fly” is a conclusion drawn from “Tweety is a penguin”

and “Penguins do not fly”, while “Tweety flies” follows from “Tweety is a bird”
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and “Birds fly”. Since it is given that “Penguins are birds”, being a penguin is

more specific than being a bird. People’s expectation is that the more specific

information wins when there is a conflict. This explains why Tweety does not

fly as a penguin overweights that Tweety flies as a bird. Without an order of

precedence over information, people feel unable to draw any conclusion from

the conflicting defaults. This can be seen clearly in another famous example

called the Nixon Diamond:

Nixon is a Quaker.
Nixon is a Republican.
Quakers are pacifists.
Republicans are not pacifists.

?

Both the Penguin Principle and Nixon Diamond are inference patterns

that any theory of nonmonotonic reasoning in the literature pays many efforts

to account for. I will now show that Penguin Principle is a valid pattern, based

on ThNSTCUM
3 (Specificity) that has been proved in the system NSTCUM .

Let ϕ = (α ∧ β) ∧ (β > α) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ) be the conjunction

of premises in the example of Penguin Principle. In a broad sense, Penguin

Principle states that ϕ > ¬γ. It is not this board version that I am trying to

prove. Since ⊥ ≯ α is proved in ThNID
4, any fomula in the form of ⊥ > α does

not have any chance to be true. Thus, without any restriction, no >-formula

is valid. The formalism of Penguin Principle that I will prove as a theorem

of the system NSTCUM is a restricted version: ϕ → (ϕ > ¬γ), as stated in

Theorem 5.7. The following theorems are needed to prove Theorem 5.7.
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Lemma 5.3 ((α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)) → ((α ∧ β) > ⊥)

Lemma 5.4 ((α ∧ β) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)) > ⊥

Lemma 5.5 ((α ∧ β) ∧ (β > α) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)) > ¬γ

Lemma 5.6 ((β > α) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)) → ¬γ

Theorem 5.7 ϕ→ (ϕ > ¬γ)

Theorem follows from Lemma 5.5 and Lemma 5.6.

The proof of Lemma 5.6 above uses ThNCUM
2, which is also a theorem

in the system NSTCUM . The premise β > α, which spells out the precedence

between α and β, is used in the application of ThNCUM
2, and it leads to ϕ→ ¬γ

but not ϕ → γ. This makes all the differences. Otherwise, ϕ → (ϕ > γ)

could have been proven in the same way as ϕ → (ϕ > ¬γ) had been, since

((α ∧ β) ∧ (β > α) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)) > γ has a similar proof as that

for Lemma 5.5. The reader must be warned here that Lemma 5.6 allows us to

monotonically infer unconditional information ¬γ about the actual world from

conditional information ϕ. Once again we see a similar phenomenon that we

have seen immediately after Definition 3.1. Lemma 5.6 is a direct consequence

of the way in which the > operator is defined. In fact you should also flag

If we switch the roles played by α and β, and make α be more specific

than β, we will see that the conclusion follows after α will win over its “rival”.
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Let ψ = ((α∧β)∧ (α > β)∧ (α > γ)∧ (β > ¬γ)) be almost like ϕ except that

it contains α > β instead of β > α to assert the precedence between α and β.

We can prove that ψ → (ψ > γ), similarly to the preceding proof with slight

modifications: in the places of Lemma 5.5 and Lemma 5.6, we should prove

the following two lemmas instead:

Lemma 5.8 ((α ∧ β) ∧ (α > β) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)) > γ

Lemma 5.9 ((α > β) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)) → γ

Once again the result exactly shows the spirit of Specificity (or the

Penguin Principle): the consequent of the more specific antecedent comes out

as the consequent of the entire set of premise. The above proof for Penguin

Principle does not rely on the Specificity axiom and there is no burden of

justifying its complicated frame condition. This proof does not require an

ordering external to the language, either. Specificity gets proved naturally

as a side-product of the way that the > operator is defined, and axioms Id,

Ad and Mon are chosen. Thus, I think it is quite a successful solution to

handle Penguin Principle. Let us now write down the first justified, as well as

important, nonmonotonic inference pattern:

Penguin Principle Let ϕ = (α ∧ β) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ) ∧ (β > α). We

have [ϕ], {ϕ} |∼ ¬γ.

Intuitively speaking, Penguin Principle states that if ϕ is confirmed

(regardless the conflicting defaults), then ¬γ defeasibly follows from ϕ.
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5.1.2 Negated defaults

In this section, I will examine how the negated defaults of the form

α ≯ β interfere with other premises in an inference. In section 3.2.2, it has

been shown that α ≯ β is not semantically equivalent to α > ¬β. This

is a very promising start to differentiate negated defaults and defaults with

negated consequent. Since they are not equivalent, one is not replaceable

by the other. Then the question of what impact a negated default has on an

inference arise. I will take a closer look at this issue, which many researchers

have neglected or do not have a satisfactory outcome from their theories.

There are two sets of premises involving negated defaults, as listed in

I(a)-(c) and II(a)-(c) below, which are particularly interesting. Let us investi-

gate what conclusions we may draw from them, respectively.

I(a) (α ∧ β) > γ II(a) α > γ
I(b) α ≯ γ II(b) (α ∧ β) ≯ γ
I(c) α ∧ β II(c) α ∧ β

γ or ¬γ or neither? γ or ¬γ or neither?

I(a)-(c) can be exemplified by the following premises:

Example I:

I(a) If plants get enough sunlights and water,
then normally they grow well.

I(b) It’s not the case that if plants get enough sunlights,
then normally they grow well.

I(c) Plants get enough sunlights and water.

We expect that the conclusion that plants grow well stays intact if it can be

drawn from I(a) and I(c) in the first place, regardless the existence of I(b).
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On the other hand, we probably should expect nothing—neither ¬γ

nor γ—from II(a)-(c). We repeat the example that we used on page 26 here

to illustrate this intuition:

Example II:

II(a) If I drop the rubber ball then normally it bounces.
II(b) It’s not the case that if I drop the rubber ball and

the ball has a temperature less than −100◦C, then normally it bounces.
II(c) I drop the rubber ball and the ball has a temperature less than −100◦C.

Though we may conclude that the ball bounces from premises II(a) and II(c),

II(b) forces us to retract such a conclusion. But it is not supposed to bring

us a conclusion that the ball does not bounce, either. In the presence of the

negated default II(b), the resulting conclusion is rather left undetermined.

The question that how an additional negated default affects the pre-

viously drawn conclusion is related and can be extended to a more general

question: how does any additional information impact on the conclusion that

is drawn previously? Let us look for conditions for augmenting premises in a

defeasible reasoning. In the system NSTCUM , we can prove the theorem below:

Theorem 5.10 In the system NSTCUM , we have:

1. ` ((ϕ > ψ) ∧ ((ϕ ∧ ξ) � ¬ψ)) → ((ϕ ∧ ξ) > ψ).

2. If ` (ϕ→ ⊥), then ` (ϕ ≯ ψ).

3. If ` (ϕ ∧ ξ) → ¬ψ, then ` (ϕ > ψ) → ((ϕ ∧ ξ) ≯ ψ).
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The first clause says that if the additional piece of information does not

bring about the opposite conclusion against the previous one, then the previous

conclusion remains. The second clause tells us that if ϕ is inconsistent then

nothing defeasibly follows from it. The third clause states that if the joint

information does imply an opposite conclusion, then the previous conclusion

will have to be retracted. We use Theorem 5.10 to provide explanations for

example I and II.

To account for example I, let ϕ = (α ∧ β) ∧ ((α ∧ β) > γ), ψ = γ,

and ξ = α ≯ γ. According to ThMN6, ` ϕ > ψ. Since α ≯ γ does not

imply α > ¬γ, we cannot infer that (ϕ ∧ ξ) > ¬ψ. In situations where indeed

(ϕ∧ ξ) � ¬ψ holds, we can get (ϕ∧ ξ) > ψ. In the example I, The conclusion

that plants grow well preserves since the negated default — it is not the case

that if plants get enough sunlight then normally they grow well — does not

imply that plants do not grow well. If it were α > ¬γ, then it is the penguin

principle case. The final result is still the one that follows from the more

specific antecedent. That is, r, in our case.

To account for example II, let ϕ = (α ∧ β) ∧ (α > γ), ψ = γ, and

ξ = (α ∧ β) ≯ γ. By ThMN6 and Rm, ` ϕ > ψ. There can be two sub-cases

where (α ∧ β) ≯ γ. One is that (α ∧ β) � γ, and the other is ((α ∧ β) >

⊥)∧¬(α∧β∧γ). If that ξ holds is due to (α∧β) � γ, then (ϕ∧ ξ) → ⊥. It is

because, according to Theorem 5.10(2), (ϕ∧ ξ) ≯ γ and (ϕ∧ ξ) ≯ ¬γ. If that

ξ holds is due to ((α∧β) > ⊥)∧¬(α∧β∧γ), then (ϕ∧ξ) → ¬γ. By Theorem

5.10(3), (ϕ∧ ξ) ≯ γ. Regarding the conclusion γ, we have (ϕ∧ ξ) ≯ γ in both
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of above sub-cases. Regarding the conclusion ¬γ, we have (ϕ ∧ ξ) ≯ ¬γ in

the first sub-case. This result is exactly what we expected for the example II.

We would like to block the conclusion that the ball bounces, but we do not

want to achieve this by drawing the opposite conclusion that the ball does not

bounce.

In general, consider any inference which has {(α∧γ), (α > β), (γ ≯ β)}

as a premise set. If ` α → γ, then ` α ↔ (α ∧ γ). Then the premise set

becomes {(α ∧ γ), ((α ∧ γ) > β), (γ ≯ β)}, which is the same pattern of

the premise set as what we discussed in the example I. If ` γ → α, then

` γ ↔ (α∧ γ), and the premise set becomes {(α∧ γ), (α > β), ((α∧ γ) ≯ β)}.

This is the same pattern of premise set as what we discussed in the example

II.

5.1.3 Other patterns and examples

Besides the Penguin Principle and negated defaults, the system NSTCUM

also supports and justifies a list of widely discussed nonmonotonic inference

patterns. In this section, I will examine these patterns against the system

NSTCUM and the definition of |∼.

Theorem 5.11 The followings are provable in the system NSTCUM :

1. (α ∧ (α > β)) � ⊥ ` (α ∧ (α > β)) > β

2. (α ∧ (α > β) ∧ (β > γ)) � ⊥ ` (α ∧ (α > β) ∧ (β > γ)) > γ
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3. If ϕ � ⊥ ` ϕ > β, then (ϕ ∧ ψ) � ⊥ ` (ϕ ∧ ψ) > β

4. ` ((ϕ ∧ ψ) � ⊥) ↔ ((ϕ � ⊥) ∧ (ϕ ≯ ¬ψ))

5. ` ((α ∧ β) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ ((α ∧ β) ≯ γ)) > ⊥

6. If ϕ � ⊥ ` ϕ > β, then {(ϕ � ⊥), ϕ, ψ, (ψ > ⊥), (ψ ≯ ¬β)} ` (ϕ∧ψ) >

β

7. {α, α > β,¬β} ` (α ∧ (α > β) ∧ ¬β) > ¬β

Theorem 5.11 provides justifications for the defeasible inference pat-

terns I-III, VI and IX (in the corresponding order) that I will discuss below.

Inference Pattern I (Defeasible Modus Ponens)

Let ϕ = α ∧ (α > β). We have [ϕ � ⊥], {ϕ} |∼ β.

This pattern holds due to Theorem 5.11(1) and the definition of |∼. It

has been mentioned earlier that this pattern does not apply to the premise

set {α, α > ¬α}, since the condition α ∧ (α > ¬α) � ⊥, obtained by a

subsititution by this particular premise set, is not satisfied. An example of

using this pattern with the condition satisfied can be this:

If it rains, normally the ground gets wet. α > β
It rains. α
The ground gets wet. β

Inference Pattern II (Defeasible Transitivity)
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Let ϕ = α ∧ (α > β) ∧ (β > γ). We have [ϕ � ⊥], {ϕ} |∼ γ.

This pattern holds because of Theorem 5.11(2). This pattern is used

in the following example:

If it snows, the roads normally get slippery. α > β
If the roads get slippery, normally it is dangerous for driving. β > γ
It snows. α
It is dangerous for driving. γ

With the same guide, the conditional form of the Defeasible Transitivity

also holds: [ϕ � ⊥], {α > β, β > γ)} |∼ α > γ.

Inference Pattern III (Defeasible Strengthening of Premise)

If [ϕ � ⊥], {ϕ} |∼ β then [(ϕ ∧ ψ) � ⊥], {ϕ, ψ} |∼ β.

This pattern says that if additional information does not cause “po-

tential” conflict, then the previous conclusion can be carried over. Theorem

5.11(3) supports this pattern. There is an equivalent way to express this pat-

tern: If [ϕ � ⊥], {ϕ} |∼ β then [ϕ � ⊥, ϕ ≯ ¬ψ], {ϕ, ψ} |∼ β. It is because we

can prove that ` ((ϕ∧ψ) � ⊥) ↔ ((ϕ � ⊥)∧ (ϕ ≯ ¬ψ)) in Theorem 5.11(4).

A derived pattern from this pattern and Pattern I (Defeasible Modus

Ponens) is this:

Inference Pattern IV (Consistent Irrelevant Information)

Let ϕ = (α > β) ∧ α ∧ γ. [ϕ � ⊥], {α > β, α, γ} |∼ β
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We can illustrate how this pattern is used in the natural language via

the following example:

If it rains, normally the ground gets wet. α > β
It rains, and it is windy. α ∧ γ
The ground gets wet. β

In this particular example, the conclusion that “The ground gets wet”

can be derived from two out of three premises. The additional information

that “It is windy” is irrelevant, and it does not cause conflict, either. So the

conclusion preserves.

Inference Pattern V (Negated Defaults I)

Let ϕ = (α∧β)∧ ((α∧β) > γ)∧ (α ≯ γ). We have [ϕ � ⊥], {ϕ} |∼ γ.

This is another derived pattern from the Pattern I (Defeasible Modus

Ponens) and III (Defeasible Strengthening of Premise). Let ψ = (α ∧ β) ∧

((α ∧ β) > γ). According to the Pattern I, we have [ψ � ⊥], {ψ} |∼ γ. By

the Pattern III, we get [ϕ � ⊥], {ϕ} |∼ γ. We have already given an example

of this type of pattern on page 92. Another natural language inference to

exemplify this pattern can be this:

If Tom goes to the party (α ∧ β) > γ
and Amy goes to the party as well,
then normally the party is good.

It’s not the case that if Tom goes to the party, α ≯ γ
then normally the party is good.

Tom goes to the party α ∧ β
and Amy goes to the party as well.

The party is good. γ
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Negated Defaults I is an example that illustrates the successful use of

Pattern III (Defeasible Strengthening of Premise) to preserve the previously

drawn conclusion. The pattern of Negated Defaults II that we have already

discussed on pages 93 and 94 is an opposite case. It fails to apply the In-

ference Pattern III. To offer an analysis, let ψ = (α ∧ β) ∧ (α > γ) and

ϕ = (α ∧ β) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ ((α ∧ β) ≯ γ). According to the Pattern IV, we

have [ψ � ⊥], {ψ} |∼ γ. Adding an additional premise (α ∧ β) ≯ γ to ψ, we

get ϕ. Had ϕ � ⊥ held, by applying the Pattern III, we might have obtained

[ϕ � ⊥], {ϕ} |∼ γ and preserved the previous conclusion γ. Unfortunately,

Theorem 5.11(5) proves that indeed ϕ > ⊥ is the case, and hence the condi-

tion of applying Inference Pattern III (Defeasible Strengthening of Premise)

will never get satisfied. Thus, the previous conclusion γ is blocked in the face

of additional information (α ∧ β) ≯ γ.

Inference Pattern VI (Inconsistent Irrelevant Information)

If [ϕ � ⊥], {ϕ} |∼ β then [ϕ � ⊥, ψ > ⊥, ψ ≯ ¬β, ϕ, ψ], {ϕ, ψ} |∼ β

This pattern is a complement of what Pattern III covers. Intuitively,

this pattern describes the situation where the additional information itself

contains incompatible components. Nevertheless, if the additional information

does not imply the opposite conclusion, then it does no harm to the previous

inference and the conclusion preserves. To be more precise, the conditions in

the square bracket single out situations where (1) ϕ ∧ ψ having “potentially

” conflict (i.e., (ϕ ∧ ψ) > ⊥) only if ψ alone has “potential” incompatible
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information (i.e., ψ > ⊥); (2) ϕ and ψ can be true at the same time and do

not contradict each other; (3) ψ does not infer the opposite conclusion that ϕ

will infer. In those situations where the conditions are satisfied, the previous

conclusion is kept as before. Theorem 5.11(6) provides a justification for this

pattern.

With some particular substitutions, we can derive Pattern VII and

Pattern VIII from this one.

Inference Pattern VII (Irrelevant Exception)

Let ϕ = α ∧ (α > β) and ψ = α ∧ (α > ¬γ) ∧ γ. [ϕ � ⊥, ψ ≯

¬β, ϕ, ψ], {ϕ, ψ} |∼ β.

According to Pattern I, [ϕ � ⊥], {ϕ} |∼ β. Apply Pattern VI, we

have the derived patter [ϕ � ⊥, ψ > ⊥, ψ ≯ ¬β, ϕ, ψ], {ϕ, ψ} |∼ β. Noting

that ψ > ⊥ is true for this particular case, we can simplify the pattern to be

[ϕ � ⊥, ψ ≯ ¬β, ϕ, ψ], {ϕ, ψ} |∼ β. An example below shows the use of this

inference pattern in our natural language:

If an exam is difficult, normally more students fail. α > β
If an exam is difficult, normally good students do not fail. α > ¬γ
The exam is difficult. α
Good students fail. γ
More students fail. β

Inference Pattern VIII (Irrelevant Conflicting Defaults)

Let ϕ = α∧(α > β)∧(β > s) and ψ = α∧(α > β)∧(β > γ)∧(α > ¬γ).

[ϕ � ⊥, ψ ≯ ¬β, ϕ, ψ], {ϕ, ψ} |∼ s.
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According to Pattern II, [ϕ � ⊥], {ϕ} |∼ s. Apply Pattern VI, we

have the derived patter [ϕ � ⊥, ψ > ⊥, ψ ≯ ¬s, ϕ, ψ], {ϕ, ψ} |∼ s. Since

ψ > ⊥ is true for this particular case, we can simplify the pattern to be

[ϕ � ⊥, ψ ≯ ¬β, ϕ, ψ], {ϕ, ψ} |∼ s.

This pattern is used in the following example:

If John is sleepy, normally he smokes. α > β
If John is sleepy, normally he does not think well. α > ¬γ
If John smokes, normally he thinks well. β > γ
If John smokes, normally he goes out of the building. β > s
John is sleepy. α
John goes out of the building. s

Inference Pattern IX (Facts First)

Let ϕ = α ∧ (α > β) ∧ ¬β. We have [ϕ], {ϕ} |∼ ¬β.

The pattern states that the given information has higher priority than

what could otherwise be inferred. ϕ indicates those situations that have

“potential” to infer β with the absence of the “hard” fact ¬β. ¬β prevents

the “potential” conclusion β from being realized. Theorem 5.11(7) supports

this pattern and the example below uses this pattern.

If economy turns down, normally unemployment increases. α > β
Economy turns down. α
Unemployment does not increase. ¬β
Unemployment does not increase. ¬β

Inference Pattern X (A Variant of Penguin Principle)

Let ϕ = (α ∧ β) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > (α ∧ ¬γ)). We have [ϕ], {ϕ} |∼ ¬γ.
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It is because, due to ThMN11 and ThMN12, (β > (α∧¬γ)) is equivalent

to (β > ¬γ)∧(β > α). Hence, this pattern is reduced to the pattern of Penguin

Principle. If an example is called for the purpose of illustration, here is the

one taken from Veltman [1996]:

If it rains, normally the temperature is below 15oC. α > γ
If there is an easterly wind, then normally it rains, β > (α ∧ ¬γ)
but the temperature is 15oC or higher.
It is raining and there is an easterly wind. α ∧ β
The temperature is 15oC or higher. ¬γ

Inference Pattern XI (Nixon Diomand) What is called Nixon Diamond

shown below is another variant of Penguin Principle, where the condition

is not satisfied.

Quakers are pacifists. α > γ
Republicans are not pacifists. β > ¬γ
Nixon is a Quaker, and Nixon is a Republican. α ∧ β
Nixon is a pacifist, or not? γ or ¬γ ??

Since we are not told the relationship between Quakers and Republicans

(e.g., Quakers are normally Republicans, or the other way around.), Penguin

Principle does not apply. Let ψ = (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ) ∧ (α ∧ β). It is not

difficult to construct an NSTCUM model to falsify ψ → (ψ > γ) and another

one to falsify ψ → (ψ > ¬γ). So, [ψ], {ψ} 6|∼ γ, and [ψ], {ψ} 6|∼ ¬γ. This is

what we expected.

5.2 Concluding remarks

Summing up, in the analysis, defeasible inferences are broken down into

two phases: going forth “boldly” to infer whatever conclusions come out of
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the defaults and coexisting facts, and then drawing back “cautiously” those

conclusions that cause inconsistency. These two phases are modeled by two

separated but closely related operators > and >. The point selection function

∗ is lifted to a set selection function ~, which facilitates to express the frame

condition for validating the axiom >-MP (i.e., (α∧(α > β)) > β). This axiom

carries inferences to go forward by detaching the consequents of conditionals.

I have argued that the inference relation is a ternary relation with a

condition added to control the applicability of the inference pattern. From

the perspective of ternary relation, we can gain a uniform understanding of

nonmonotonic as well as monotonic inferences. The classical inference rules

have tautology as their guards. They apply everywhere without any restric-

tions, and hence demonstrate monotonic inferences. Nonmonotonic inference

patterns, on the other hand, have non-trivial guards to ensure the applicable

“environments”.

A serial of logic systems MN, NID, NCUM and NSTCUM with an increas-

ing strength have been constructed for the notion of “normality follow”. The

matching semantics has a modularity that allows it to fulfil the requirements

of defining corresponding frames and models, so that we can straightforwardly

prove soundness and completeness for the various systems. Based on system

NSTCUM , we defined the nonmonotonic inference relation as [Φ], Γ |∼ α iff

Φ ` ∧Γ > α, where Φ and Γ are sets of formulas and Γ is finite. Since

the definition does not have any external meta-level procedure involved, thus,

the nonmonotonic inference relation is captured by the system written in the
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object language, and importantly the Deduction Theorem holds.

So defined nonmonotonic inference relation accounts for the impact

of negated defaults in an inference and the specificity rule that requires the

more specific information has precedence over others in an inference. Many

nonmonotonic inference patterns such as Defeasible Modus Ponens, Defeasi-

ble Transitivity, Penguin Principle, Nixon Diamond, Defeasible Strengthening

of Premise with Irrelevant Information etc. are justified and examples are

analyzed in the newly developed framework.

Nevertheless, as a first approximation of the definition of >, Definition

3.1 leads to some undesireable results. Besides the starlting results of inferring

information about the actual world from conditionals as I pointed out earlier on

after Definition 3.1 and Lemma 5.6, we cannot have the iterated applications

of the Penguin Principle, either. The following example illustrates this point.

Penguins do not fly. α > ¬δ
Birds fly. β > δ
Animals do not fly. γ > ¬δ
Penguins are birds. α > β
Birds are Animals. β > γ

The above premise set Γ = {α > ¬δ, β > δ, γ > ¬δ, α > β, β > γ} should be

consistent. Ideally, if we know that Tweety is a penguin, we should be able to

nonmonotonically derive that Tweety flies. Unfortunately, Γ is inconsistent in

the system NSTCUM . By Lemma 5.6, we can get ¬δ from {α > ¬δ, β > δ, α >

β}, and δ from {β > δ, γ > ¬δ, β > γ}. We have to blame Lemma 5.6 for this

result. The proof of Lemma 5.6 depends on Definition 3.1 and the transitivity
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of the > operator. To make Γ consistent in the system NSTCUM as it should

be, we will have to give up either Definition 3.1 or the transitivity of the >

operator.

If it is Definition 3.1 that causes this trouble, then what is wrong with

this definition? The definition 3.1 states that the > operator is stricter than

the > operator. To claim α > β, an extra requirement of α ∧ β being true

is imposed on α > β when α > ⊥ happens. It means that α > β contains

a fairly covert reference to what happens, as a matter of brute fact, in the

actual world. From α > β and α > ⊥, we can then monotonically derive

α ∧ β. This sounds too strong. It is this built-in strong capability of referring

to what actually happens that makes {α > ¬δ, β > δ, α > β} imply ¬δ, where

α > ⊥ holds. To avoid the inconsistency of Γ, we could get rid of the unfitted

reference to what happens in the actual world. The modified definition of >

will be

α > β =df (α > β) ∧ (α � ⊥) (Definition of > (2))

With the modified definition of >, the contradictory pair of ¬δ and

δ seems to be blocked, but the situation is not getting better. From {α >

¬δ, β > δ, α > β}, we can now derive α > ⊥ and α � ⊥, which also consists of

a contradiction. Even worse, not only the premise set Γ of the iterated Penguin

Principle is inconsistent, but also the premise set {α > ¬δ, β > δ, α > β} of

the single Penguin Principle becomes inconsistent. In addition, this modified
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definition of > will make the > operator transitive, which is unwelcome. This

attempt of solving the problem is not successful.

If we try to avoid the inconsistency of Γ by removing the transitivity of

the > operator from the system NSTCUM , then we need to weaken axiom Mon.

Replacing Mon with Wrmon ((α � ¬β) → ((α > γ) → ((α ∧ β) > γ))) , we

will still have Rmon and Specificity, but Tran is no longer a theorem of

system NSTCUM . Without the transitivity of the > operator, Lemma 5.6 will

be gone. This has both positive and negative effects. Without Lemma 5.6,

Γ will be consistent, but the Penguin Principle will not be supported. In the

meantime, the Defeasible Transitivity Pattern cannot be kept, either.

If the > operator is not allowed to be monotony and transitive, then

its inference power will be reduced quite a bit. The attempt of restricting

the inference power of > is not in accord with the two-phase analysis of non-

monotonic inference. The first phase that is represented by the > operator is

supposed to go forward “boldly”. If we worry ahead of time about what will

be coming out from the first phase of inference and ensure nonmonotony and

non-transitivity, then we are doing two steps in one. We should leave the duty

of deciding what to do when inconsistency arises to the second phase. It is the

combined result of two phases, which is represented by the > operator, that is

expected to show nonmonotonicity and non-transitivity. With the expectation

of inferring as many consequences as possible in the first phase, the > operator

could be and should be monotonic and transitive. If we were to forbid that the

> operator be monotony and transitive, there would be no difference to trace
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between > and >. This is on the opposite of my initial intention. I intend to

insist that the > operator should be given the full inference power. It is not

an ideal solution to retract axiom Mon, and hence Tran for the > operator.

It is mentioned earlier on when Definition 3.1 is proposed that the

clause α > ⊥ → (α ∧ β) is an approximation to capture the intuition that,

even when α “potentially” contains conflict, β might still be inferred from the

premise α if they are compatible. When α > ⊥, I do not want to say that no

conclusion can be defeasibly derived from α, nor do I want to admit that any

conclusion defeasibly follows from α. These are two extremes. I would like to

find a criteria according to which some conclusions can still come out while

others will be blocked. The intention of making this distinction stems from

the following intuition: Let ϕ = α ∧ (α > ¬β) ∧ β. In this case, ϕ > ⊥. From

ϕ, we tend to infer α, α > ¬β, β, since they are the asserted premises. ¬β

should not come out as a conclusion of ϕ, though. The clause α > ⊥ → (α∧β)

in Definition 3.1 serves the purpose of providing such a criteria.

The > operator defined in Definition 3.1 is justified as the result of

adding an approximation of “consistency check” to the > operator. The

problem we encounter here reflects the fact that the requirement of α ∧ β is

not precisely the “consistency check” we expect to have. The approximation is

stronger than the real consistency check. What we see from the inconsistency

of the premise set Γ of the extended Penguin Principle is the drawback coming

from the oversimplification of using the truth functional formula α ∧ β to

replace the consistency check. To be more closer to the intended consistency
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check, we may use the following definition of >.

�α =df > > α
3α =df ¬�¬α
3α↔ > � ¬α
α > β =df (α > β) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → 3(α ∧ β))

(definition of > (3))

The modal operators � and 3 are defined in terms of the > operator.

To guarantee that �α (i.e., > > α) means that α is true everywhere in a given

model, we need to introduce a frame condition ~(X,W ) = W . Then its dual

formula 3α means that α is true somewhere in a given model, which is the

notion of model satisfiability This frame condition validates formulas �α→ α,

�α → ��α, and 3α → �3α. The operator � functions like the necessity

operator in the modal logic S5. The system MN and its extensions should be

strengthened to S5 with respect to the operator �, to keep the completeness

theory. The modalized definition of > requires to have 3(α∧β) when α > ⊥.

3(α ∧ β) implies that α ∧ β can be true somewhere in a model. This also

means that α and β are compatible. It is more closer to the idea of having a

consistency check. With this version of definition of >, Lemma 5.6 is no longer

true. It will be replaced by a modalized version stating that if the conditionals

in the Penguin Principle are true then “Tweety does not fly” is satisfiable.

This is more acceptable. The premise set Γ of the iterated Penguin Principle

will be consistent, because now Γ can only infer that both “Tweety does not

fly” and “Tweety flies” are satisfiable.

All of >-formulas that are theorems of systems MN, NID, NCUM and
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NSTCUM will remain to be theorems in the original or slightly modified form

as listed below.

1. (α ∧ (α > β)) > β

2. ((α > β) ∧ (α � ⊥)) → (α > β)

3. ((α ∧ (α > β)) � ⊥) → (α ∧ (α > β) > β)

4. (α � ⊥) → ((α > ¬β) → (α ≯ β))

5. (α � ⊥) → ((α ∧ (α > ¬β) ∧ (α > β)) ≯ β)

6. α ≯ ⊥

7. 3(α ∧ β ∧ γ) → (((α > β) ∧ (α > γ)) → (α > (β ∧ γ)))

8. (α > (β ∧ γ)) → ((α > β) ∧ (α > γ))

9. 3α→ (α > α)

10. α ≯ ¬α

11. ⊥ ≯ α

12. (α ∧ ¬β ∧ (α > β)) ≯ β

13. (α ∧ (α > ¬α)) ≯ ¬α

14. (Cmon) 3(α ∧ β ∧ γ) → ((α > β) → ((α > γ) → ((α ∧ β) > γ)))

15. (Cut) (α > β) → (((α ∧ β) > γ) → (α > γ))
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16. (Rmon) (α � ⊥) → ((α ≯ ¬β) → ((α > γ) → ((α ∧ β) > γ)))

17. (Specificity) (α � ⊥) → (((β > α)∧(α > γ)∧(β > ¬γ)) → (α > ¬β))

The following guided inference patterns are still supported:

18. (Penguin Principle) Let ϕ = (α∧β)∧ (α > γ)∧ (β > ¬γ)∧ (β > α).

We have [3(ϕ ∧ ¬γ)], {ϕ} |∼ ¬γ.

19. Inference Pattern 1 (Defeasible Modus Ponens)

20. Inference Pattern I1 (Defeasible Transitivity)

21. Inference Pattern 1II (Defeasible Strengthening of Premise)

22. Inference Pattern 1V (Consistent Irrelevant Information)

23. Inference Pattern V (Negated Defaults I)

24. Inference Pattern V1 (Inconsistent Irrelevant Information)

25. Inference Pattern V1I (Irrelevant Exception)

26. Inference Pattern V1II (Irrelevant Conflicting Defaults)

27. Inference Pattern IX (Facts First)

This modalized definition of > is more complicated and has to be de-

fined in the more sophisticated system. With the price of the simplicity, the

characterization of the nonmonotonic inference relation via the > operator
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will be more accurate and undesired Lemma 5.6 will be avoided. In the mean-

while, almost all of the > operator related theorems and the nonmonotonic

inference patterns (except that the Penguin Principle has a different guard)

can be justified in a similar way. Yet the modalized definition of > does not

seem to be perfect, for it requires a guide 3(ϕ ∧ ¬γ) to support the Penguin

Principle. If this guard can be requested, then it seems also reasonable to

request the guard to be 3(ϕ ∧ γ), which supports [3(ϕ ∧ γ)], {ϕ} |∼ γ. This

implies that “Tweety flies” may also be defeasibly inferred from the penguin

premises provided that the guide could be satisfied. A convincing solution to

the Penguin Principle depends on whether we will be able to prove that the

guide 3(ϕ ∧ ¬γ) can be satisfied while the guide 3(ϕ ∧ γ) is not satisfiable,

given the penguin premises and some other tools like specificity etc.

The basic goal of this thesis is to establish a deduction like theorem so

that the properties of nonmonotonic inference relation |∼ can be stated within

the object language via the > operator as theorems of formal systems, and to

get all possible nonmonotonic inference patterns. I have tried to push this view

as far as I can. The strange consequences that the simple definition of > has

and the difficulty with the Penguin Principle that the modalized definition of

> encounters indicate that there is an inevitable tension to completely achieve

the initial goal. This tension does not seem to have an easy way to get resolved.

It is a possible negative result for this thesis.

I will explore system of generics based on system NSTCUM and Defini-

tion 3.1, to show that what the consequences of the simple definition of > may
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bring there. As all nonmonotonic inference patterns (except that the Penguin

Principle has a different guard) are preserved under the modalized definition

of >, and definition of > is relatively independent of the underlying logic of >,

all patterns that are justified in the system of Generics to be developed will

stay to be justified with possible changes on the guards under the modalized

definition of >.

A complete worked-out version of the nonmonotonic logic based on the

modalized definition of > and a system of generics based on this will be left

as future projects.
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Chapter 6

A subclass of generics: habituals

Much of our knowledge and most of our beliefs about the world, are

couched in terms of generic sentences. Generic sentences could express the

habit of an individual as in (1) and (2), and could express common proper-

ties of individuals within a kind as in (3) and (4). Generic sentences are

also known as characterizing sentences opposed to particular sentences, which

express particular events, properties of particular objects, and the like.

1. Fido barks.

2. John smokes a cigar after dinner.

3. Dogs bark.

4. Violinists smoke after concerts.

These sentences are listed as examples of generic sentences and widely

discussed in the literature (see Pelletier and Asher [1997] etc.). In (1) and

(2), a regularity of actions are predicated of ordinary individuals like Fido (a

particular dog) and John. They report habits established by the regularity at

different times. (3) and (4) generalize over objects. (3) can be seen as saying
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a typical dog is such that it has the habit of barking (just like Fido does). A

similar reading applies to (4), with an increased complexity due to multiple

generic noun phrases. (4) suggests that a typical violinist is such that s/he

normally smokes after a typical concert.

The source of genericity expressed in (1)-(4) comes from generic pred-

ications (the term is from Pelletier and Asher), or predications in “generic

tense”(a term used by Östen Dahl), or generic noun phrases. In particular,

“bark” and “smoke” are generic predications whereas “dogs” and “violinists”

are generic noun phrases.

There are several sources for a formalization of the meaning of generics.

For a general overview over the discussion of genericity and a large variety of its

semantics, the readers are referred to the comprehensive survey article of Krifka

et. al. [1995] as well as Pelletier and Asher [1997]. I will briefly review two

approaches in this area: the theory of prototypes and the modal conditional

formalization of generics. Based on them, I will propose my solution with

combines strengths from the both sides.

The prototype approach that I am interested in assumes that, among

the entities which are categorized as instances of a certain concept, we can

choose those entities which are the best representatives of that concept. All

the entities which are the most typical representatives of a concept are called

prototypes. The fundamental idea behind this approach is that a charac-

terizing sentence is seen as a universal quantification over the prototypical

elements of a concept. For example, a sentence such as “Dogs barks” can be
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paraphrased as “Every prototypical dog barks.” Regine Eckardt [2000] is in

this direction.

The modal conditional approach uses a possible world semantics in

the analysis of generic sentences, especially treating such sentences as modal

conditionals. It is introduced first by Delgrande [1987] to analyze generics in

terms of some sort of quantified conditional. Delgrande proposes that generic

statements might have the logical form of a quantified conditional, and his

ideas have certainly been influential in the AI community and his descendants.

Along this line of thinking, Asher and Morreau [1991] takes the logical form

of sentences like “Dogs bark” has the following intuitive meaning:

For any object x if x is a dog and x is in an appropriate circumstance

then this circumstance will normally contain an event of barking by x.

The major difference between these two approaches lies in the scope

of the quantification. The prototype approach and its worked out version

quantifies over normal objects while the normal-world approach quantifies over

all objects. Again, take “Dogs bark” as an example. Unlike that only whether

normal dogs bark has contribution towards the truth value of “Dogs bark” in

the first approach, all dogs (no matter whether normal or not) have equal

rights in the second evaluation process. Due to some “magical” power of a

normal world, an abnormal object t (say, Tweety, as a penguin, is an abnormal

bird) could become a normal one in t-normal world (e.g., a Tweety-bird-normal

world.) There is a seemingly hidden transmission between two approaches.

This may explains the non-distinguished talking of normal individuals and
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individuals in their normal worlds in Morreau’s work. In the conceptual

analysis potion in his dissertation [1992] (Chapter2: The conditions for Generic

Sentences), Morreau defends the idea that generics quantify universally over

normal individuals. Nevertheless his technical treatment of generic sentences

is normal world semantics which takes all individuals into account instead of

focusing only on normal ones.

I will show that the transmission between two theories raises philo-

sophical difficulties. They do not provide two independent solutions from

each side to the same question. I would like to argue that neither the proto-

type approach nor the normal world semantics standing alone is adequate to

handle generics sentences in a uniform manner. The thesis I will propose in

the coming chapters is the possibility of reducing all generic sentences into a

canonical form “normal something normally does something”. This thesis is

to some extend a combination of ideas presented in prototype approach and

normal world semantics. To reach that point, let us start the analysis from a

subclass of generics — habituals, as shown in (1) and (2).

6.1 Habituals vs episodics

Habitual sentences like (1) and (2) lack generic terms, but the choice of

a simple rather than a progressive tense necessitates a generic reading. They

seem to express law-like, or nomic, regularities or generalizations of some kind,

and seem to attribute to their subjects some tendency, or pattern of behavior.

They are different from particular or occasional sentences in the following ways.
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First of all, unlike episodics, habitual statements are not spatially disjoint.

5a. John is smoking at home, at 2pm on Dec. 7 2002.

5b. John is smoking at school, at 2pm on Dec. 7 2002.

While (5a) and (5b) could not be true simultaneously (provided that John’s

home and John’s school are not at the same location), (6a) and (6b) could.

6a. John smokes at home.

6b. John smokes at school.

Secondly, habitual statements are not temporally disjoint, either. The contrast

is shown in (7a-b) and (8a-b).

7a. John is smoking a cigar now, five minutes after dinner.

7b. John is smoking a cigar now, five minutes after lunch.

8a. John smokes a cigar after dinner.

8b. John smokes a cigar after lunch.

At the time of utterances, at most, one of (7a) and (7b) can be true, but not

both. This restriction does not apply to (8a) and (8b), which can well be both

true.

Thirdly, habitual sentences can describe something which does not actually

have a chance to happen.
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9. This machine crushes oranges.

(9) is still true even if the machine is broken immediately after coming out of

the assembly line and never gets a chance to crush oranges. In this imaginary

scenario, (10) has little hope to be true.

10. This machine crushed oranges.

Finally, habitual sentences cannot have a bound on the number of similar

events, or on an specific occasion that are under the description. Bounding a

habitual statement results in the loss of the genericity, and it will fail to be a

habitual sentence. (11a) and (11b), obtained from imposing a bound onto the

habitual sentence (1), are no longer habituals.

11a. Fido barks five times.

11b. This morning, Fido barks.

What we have seen is one side of a coin. Namely, habituals are different

from particular sentences. The other side of the coin shows a close relationship

between the two. One of the important connections linking them together is

that the habitual statements predict the happenings of corresponding events.

Suppose that John is your boss and you try all the best to please him. More-

over, you observe that John smokes a cigar after dinner. What will you do

after you two have dinner together in one evening? Of course, offer him a
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cigar. The statement about John’s habit that you believe guides you through

an inference. Does the truth value of “John smokes a cigar after that par-

ticular dinner” inherit from the truth value of the habitual statement “John

smokes a cigar after dinner?” To make this link precise, we need to establish

a formal semantics for habitual statements.

6.2 Habitual vs adverbial quantified sentences

Habituals are often compared with the sentences with adverbial quan-

tifiers like examples below:

12a. John always smokes a cigar after dinner.

12b. John usually smokes a cigar after dinner.

12c. John often smokes a cigar after dinner.

12d. John sometimes smokes a cigar after dinner.

12e. John rarely smokes a cigar after dinner.

12f. John never smokes a cigar after dinner.

It has been pointed out by many researchers that the quantifier ex-

pressed by the habituals cannot be a universal one like “always”. The univer-

sal quantifier reading is both too strong and too weak for habitual statements.

It is too strong in the sense that habitual statements tolerate exceptions while
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the corresponding “always” version sentences do not. This is illustrated in the

following examples (the habitual sentence (1) is repeated here as (13b)):

13a. John does not smokes a cigar after dinner while his parents are visiting

him.

13b. John smokes a cigar after dinner.

13c. John always smokes a cigar after dinner.

(13a) is compatible with (13b), but it is not compatible with (13c). In the

presence of (13a), (13b) can still be true but (13c) seems false. On the other

hand, an “always” sentence could be true merely because all instances acciden-

tally have the coincidence. Nevertheless, there are no nomic rules in a law-like

nature supporting all these coincidences. Let us imagine that John is such an

out-of-luck guy that, each time when he visits Mary, she is unfortunately out

of town. Generalizing over all events of John’s visiting Mary, people come up

with a conclusion:

14a. John always visits Mary when she is out of town.

This sounds like a true statement that reflects the fact of John’s visiting Mary.

Taking off “always” from (14a), we get (14b).

14b. John visits Mary when she is out of town.
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(14b) indicates that John deliberately pick up a time when Mary is out of

town and pay a visit to Mary. This does not seem to be John’s intention. On

the contrary, we tend to believe that this poor John, as a matter of fact, would

like very much to visit Mary when she is in town. Thus, we may judge (14b)

to be false, regardless John’s unsuccessful experience of visiting Mary so far.

Switching from the universal reading to an existential reading does not

seem to provide a way out. Again, we find that the existential reading for

habituals is both too strong and too weak. It is too strong in the case that the

kind of episode described by the habitual statement does not have an instance

realized in our actual world. For instance,

15a. John handles the mail arriving from Antarctica.

15b. John sometimes handles the mail arriving from Antarctica.

Considering a job description for John, (15a) is a true statement though John

never had a chance yet to receive any mails from Antarctica, which makes

(15b) false. It is rather straightforward that the existential reading is most

of time too weak for habituals. The fact that an event under description did

happen once or twice or even a couple of times is not sufficient to support

a habitual statement to be true. Sometimes John walked from school back

to home because he missed the last bus. These several exceptional instances

that John walked from school back to home does not grant us the truth of the

following habitual sentence:
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16. John walks from school back to home.

Based on these observations that the implicit quantifier in habitual

statements is not synonymous with any of the usual adverbs of quantification,

Carlson concludes in [1982] that a quantificational approach is simply wrong,

for the adverbial quantifiers do not exhibit any similar type of behavior. He

writes:

Let me try and clarify what I think is going on by an analogy.

Suppose it is our task to determine if a certain object is red or not.

Suppose further that we have as an hypothesis that an object x is

red just in case for all times t (x exhibits redness at t). Of course

this hypothesis fails under any number of circumstances. In the

dark, this object does not exhibit redness, nor if viewed through

green-tinted sunglasses; it looks a muddy brown under the new

street lights, and appears gray in twilight. There are many times

that it will not exhibit redness, yet it can still be red. So we must

back off on our hypothesis. Let the universal quantification over

times must be modulated somewhat: let us change it now to read

“for most times t...” Of course, this criterion is bound to fail, as

well, for it too will count many red objects that are customarily

kept under certain lights, or in darkness (as at the bottom of the

sea), as not red. Very well, then, most is too strong. Shall we

weaken it further?

The whole project is misguided from the start, it seems. What

counts in determining if something is red or not is not the quan-

tity of circumstances under which redness is perceived by some
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observer, it is rather the quality of the circumstances. What of

our semantic representation of a sentence claiming x is red? There

seems little point on going beyond a simple formula like Red(x).

This makes the claim that x is in the set of red things. How we

go about figuring out if x is red or not is our problem, not the

semantics’. We cannot ask that the semantics have built into it a

theory of epistemology.

Though he is criticizing the means of analyzing habituals via an implicit

quantifier binding the time variable. Similar criticisms can be constructed vir-

tually at will towards an implicit quantifier binding the case variable. If we

agree upon Carlson’s criticism, we will end up with having Bark(Fido) and

Smoke(John), respectively, as the logic representations for habitual state-

ments like “Fido barks” and “John smokes”, where Bark and Smoke are

simply one-place predicates. There is nothing wrong with that. As a matter

of fact, we indeed give this kind of formalism in the first order logic. It does

no harm to even abstract the remaining predicate-object structure away and

have P and Q for their propositional representations. However, doing so, we

have totally lost the vision of our goal. After all, why do we bother to seek

a fine-structured logic representation for habitual statements? We want to

account for their involvement with the commonsense reasoning. According to

Carlson, the dispositional sentences like “The object x is red” is analyzed in

terms of habitual statements like “The object x exhibits redness”, and for-

malized primitively as Red(x). Looking back at our goal, it does not help
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much to accept formalism like Red(x) as the primitive logic representation of

habitual statements. We need to find a new logic representation for habituals

with a finer structure.

A moment of reflection on our discussion on the comparison between

habituals and sentences with adverbial quantifiers like “always” and “some-

times”, we find that all discrepancies converge on two fundamental differences

between these two types of statements. One major difference is that habitual

statements are intensional with a modal flavor, but sentences with “always” or

“sometimes” are extensional. While the latter is all about real happenings in

our actual world, the former is not limited to this scope. Habitual statements,

with a law-like or nomic force, go beyond what really happened and cover

potential or future happenings that have not yet been or even will not ever

be realized in our actual world. Formally, the cases under the consideration

of habitual statements consists of a superset of those cases that are covered

by “always” or “sometimes”. This explains, in some of our above mentioned

examples, why “always” appears too weak on the one hand and “sometimes”

sounds too strong on the other hand to interpret habituals.

The other major difference is that habitual statements tolerate excep-

tions. In the enlarged domain of cases over which the habitual statements

are about, there is still a dispute of universal reading versus extensional read-

ing. The exception tolerance feature of the habituals speaks for itself that the

universal reading is too strong and the existential reading is too weak. The uni-

versal reading does not allow any exception at all, and the extensional reading
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can mistakenly identify the exceptional cases as evident instance to support an

opposite habitual sentence as exemplified in (16). Neither of them can appro-

priately account for the exception tolerating feature of habitual statements.

Not only the habitual statements tolerate exceptions, but also the range

of exception tolerance appears sensitive to the nature of the topic that the

sentences are about. As to John’s habit of smoking, it tolerates non-smoking

instances when John is sick, when John’s parents are around, when John is

in his office, so on and so forth. In other occasions, however, one exception is

sufficient to falsify a habitual sentence. This especially applies to mathematical

statements like “any number devided by 0 is 0”. This statement is false just

because there is one exception where 0 dividing 0 is not defined rather than

0 — the return value that is claimed to be. This suggests that the habitual

statements are closer to a universal reading than the existential reading. After

enlarging the domain from containing the actual cases to including all possible

cases, we now need to narrow it down a little bit by selecting a subset of it so

that a universal reading ranging over it provides us the expected meaning of a

habitual sentence. The difficulties lie in (1) whether we can find a philosophical

notion that justifies the deployment of the technique to scale down the domain

size towards our needs, and (2) whatever notion we favor, it should account

for a large variety of selecting a suitable subset of cases as problem domain for

different habitual sentences.

Despite that the implicit quantifier in the habitual statements cannot

be “always” or “sometimes”, it does have a meaning similar to “normally” as
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shown in (17a) and (17b).

17a. Fido normally barks.

17b. John normally smokes after dinner.

(17a) and (17b) share the high similarity of the syntactic structure of sentences

(12a)-(12f). I will follow the analysis that is proposed in Lewis’ theory for

adverbial quantifiers in general, and tailor it to fit to constructing a logic

formalism for habituals.

6.3 Formalizing habitual sentences

It has been argued for, in many authors’ writings (Cf. Lenhart K.

Schubert and Francis Jeffry Pelletier [1989], etc.), that adverbial quantifiers

like “always”, “usually”, “often” do not quantify over time variable. Rather,

they gather a certain class of “reference situations”. Schubert and Pelletier

[1989] uses sentence (18a) as an example, to show the difference between bind-

ing moments along the time line and binding situations.

18a. John usually beats Marvin at ping pong.

(18a) does not say that most of the time John is beating Marvin at ping

pong. Instead, it states that, out of all those situations in which John and

Marvin play a game of ping pong, most of them are such that John beats

Marvin. The “usually” is evaluated with respect to the class of situations
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in which John and Marvin play a game of ping pong. If (18a) were binding

over a time variable, then (18a) would obviously be false because most of

time John is doing something else other than playing ping pong with Marvin.

Dropping “usually” from (18a), we get a habitual statement (18b). The same

argument applies to (18b). It is about whether or not John beats Marvin in

the situations that are relevant to the topic addressed in the sentence. It is

not referring to any arbitrary moment of time.

18b. John beats Marvin at ping pong.

David Lewis [1975] offers a semantic analysis of sentences containing

adverbs such as “usually”, “always”, “sometimes”, “often”, “seldom”, “rarely”

and others. He considers examples such as

19a. The fog usually lifts before noon here.

19b. Caesar seldom awoke before dawn.

19c. A man who owns a donkey always beats it now and then.

Based on these and other examples, Lewis initiates a view that these adverbs

are devices of quantification, binding whatever free variables they should have

chance to find in their scopes. This view has now been accepted as a standard

for analyzing the semantic role of adverbs that they play. In Lewis’ theory,

“always” in English is analyzed as a universal quantifier “∀” which relates two

open propositions. They are called the restrictor and the matrix, respectively.

For example,
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18c. John always beats Marvin at ping pong.

What (18c) means could be represented, in a formal way, as something like

∀xP (x, j,m)B(x, j,m). Here “P (x, j,m)” is a restrictor and “B(x, j,m)” is

a matrix. Combining Lewis’ theory with the view that adverbial quantifiers

range over a class of situation references, we could read “P (x, j,m)” as “x is

such a situation in which John plays ping pong with Marvin”. The restrictor

P (x, j,m) serves as a filter to leave out all irrelevant situations in which John

is having a meeting, John is travelling, John is sleeping, etc., and to pass only

those situations in which John is play ping pong with Marvin (i.e., P (x, j,m)

is true) onto the next open sentence B(x, j,m) for evaluation. If B(x, j,m)

is true with respect to all x that passes the check of the restrictor P (x, j,m),

then (18c) is true.

We have observed in the proceeding section that, given a sentence con-

taining a quantificational adverb, deleting the adverb results in a habitual sen-

tence. Furthermore, the habitual statements like (1) and (2) have the strong

similarity in meaning of the corresponding sentences containing “normally”

as shown in (17a) and (17b). These observations suggest that the underlying

form of habitual sentences without an overt quantificational adverb have a

covert, unpronounced one. I would like to justify that Lewis’ general analysis

for adverbial quantifiers also fits the implicit quantifier in habituals.

Sentences (20a)-(20c) have multiple readings as shown in (20a’–c’) and

(20a”–c”). The monadic operator treatment that is proposed in Carlson [1982]
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is not able to explain how this could possibly happen. Carlson [1989] has a

change in his view about how to analyze habituals, where he proposes to

replace the monadic operator with what he calls a “relational” analysis.

20a. Typhoons arise in this part of the pacific.

20b. A computer computes the daily weather forecast.

20c. A cat runs across my lawn every day.

20a’. Typhoons in general have a common origin in this part of the Pacific.

20b’. Computers in general have the task of computing the daily weather fore-

cast.

20c’. Cats in general run across my lawn every day.

20a”. There arise typhoons in this part of the Pacific

20b”. The daily weather forecast is computed by a computer.

23c”. Every day, a cat runs across my lawn.

These observations lead Carlson to conclude that generic sentences,

habituals in particular, require two elements to be related to one another in

order to have a complete generic interpretation. In Carlson’s words, the first

element is a nongenerically interpreted matrix sentence or predicate contain-

ing the sentence main verb; then “something else” is required to complete the
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generic interpretation. “something else” can be introduced, by no means of be-

ing exhaustive, via locative phrases, direct objects, time adverbs, and subjects.

If the genericity is introduced via subjects, it turns out to be the “standard

generics”. Carlson calls this “something else” “the related constituent”. Char-

acterizing sentences use a specific relation to relate two semantic constituents

to each other. The different readings exhibited in (20a’–c’) versus (20a”–c”)

can be obtained by varying which of these constituents is related to the other

in that way. Viewing the implicit generic operator, particularly in habituals,

as rather dyadic, but not monadic, matches the general theory of adverbial

quantification by Lewis. The notion of the matrix sentence stays the same.

The idea of having a class of situations (called problem domain) filtered by a

restrictor will remain the same as well. What needs to be made precise, with

possible modifications, is the boundary of the domain from which the variable

picks up a reference and the function of the restrictor. According to the survey

in Krifka et al. [1995], similar dyadic operators have been proposed earlier in

Kamp [1981], Kratzer [1981], Heim [1982], Farkas and Sugioka [1983], Rooth

[1985], ter Meulen [1986a], Schubert and Pelletier [1987 / 1989] and Declerck

[1988], for characterizing sentences which contain a conditional or a when-

clause as in “John smokes when he comes home”. The survey itself seconds

this position as well.

Unlike adverbs like “always”, “usually”, “sometimes” etc., we have ar-

gued that situations under the consideration for habitual statements include

all possible ones that are not yet, or even will never be, realized. For the
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habituals, the domain of situations that we consider contains all possible situ-

ations rather than those actual ones. The restrictor is responsible for selecting

“normal” situations among all possible ones and pass them to the matrix sen-

tence for evaluation. Exceptions are tolerated in the way that they are not

chosen as “normal” situations. Thus, their truth values do not affect the truth

value of the habitual statements in question. What situations are considered

as “normal” situations is a question that needs to be answered separately.

The answer could go lengthy and become quite complicated by examining the

scientific definitions in many disciplines, by factors from context, etc. I leave

the discussion on this issue on other occasion.

Many authors like Cohen [1999] are reluctant to embrace the notion

of normal situations (or normal worlds) into their theories, in fear that the

notion of normality introduces the suspicion of circularity. However, as long

as the normal situations are not defined as exactly those that make the matrix

sentence true, the circularity can be safely avoided.

In order to introduce possible situations in the semantic analysis, the

syntactic representation for habitual statements could have a modal operator

as the trigger. This modal approach is taken and presented in Dahl [1975].

Dahl posits possible worlds as primitive points of reference, and defines ha-

bituals (as well as generics) over those possible worlds. A modal operator �

emerges in his logic formalism for generics. He does not go into depth to give

a logic formula to represent the habitual statement like “Fido barks”, though

he suggests that it should be understood as that in all alternative worlds, Fido
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barks sometimes. What Dahl does is one of two things that we want to ac-

complish. That is to enlarge the domain of situations to contain all possible

ones. The enlarged domain supports the intensionality that habituals appear

to have. Nevertheless, Dahl does not specify a mechanism for the restrictor to

filter out “abnormal” situations. He leaves that to a loosely expressed term

“sometimes”, which we have demonstrated earlier its insufficiency. It is not

surprising that the issue of exception tolerance is not well treated in Dahl’s

modal approach. As a matter of fact, with a unary modal operator �, it is

actually impossible to have it done.

The binary modal operator > used in many conditional logics matches

much better with the analysis of implicit Gen quantifier being a dyadic op-

erator which relates two open formulas — a restrictor and a matrix. The

interpretation of > is also in the modal setting. In addition, the antecedent

of > can be used as a restrictor to select a set of “normal” situations where

this antecedent is true, and then these “normal” situations are passed on to

evaluate the consequent of >. For example, “John smokes a cigar after din-

ner” can be formalized using the > operator as After-dinner(j) > Smoke(j),

meaning that in all normal situations in which John had dinner, John smokes

a cigar. If you just had dinner with John, you may predict with a success

that he would smoke a cigar. This is exactly the solution offered by Asher and

Morreau [1995], and Pelletier and Asher [1997] for generic sentences in general.

Their solution of course covers habituals, though they do not particularly view

habituals as a special subset that consists of more basic building blocks in the
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family of generics. I will elaborate this point in a later chapter. Habitual

sentences with “if” or “when” clause fit very well with this scheme. It does

not have much trouble to formalize examples (21a-f) taken from Cohen [1999]

to (21a’-f’) as follows:

21a. Tristram trembles when he is angry.

21b. The barrel rolls when pushed.

21c. John eats when he is hungry.

21d. Mary smokes when she gets home.

21e. John smokes cigars if he is in Asia.

21f. John smokes pipes if he is in Australia.

21a’. Angry(t) > Tremble(t)

21b’. Pushed(b) > Roll(b)

21c’. Hungry(j) > Eat(j)

21d’. Get-home(m) > Smoke(m)

21e’. In-Asia(j) > Smoke-cigar(j)

21f’. In-Australia(j) > Smoke-pipe(j)

So much being said, people may think it is difficult to find an antecedent of >

for bare habituals like “John smokes”. I suggest to formalize it as (j = j) >

Smoke(j). That is, John being John himself, normally he smokes.
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Chapter 7

Generic sentences

7.1 Quantification over normal objects

When we switch gear to investigate generic sentences with bare plural

nouns listed in (22a)-(22e), we find exactly the same type of problems that we

encountered in the analysis of habituals.

22a. Whales are mammals.

22b. Birds fly.

22c. Ducks lay eggs.

22d. Turtles live to an old age.

22e. Unicorns have one horn.

Sentences (22a)-(22e) are all presumably true, but what is it that makes

them true? As noted by many researchers (Pelletier and Asher [1997], Cohen

[1999] etc.), the truth of these sentences calls for different relative numbers or

proportions of instances of the subject term satisfying the predicate term. Sen-

tence (22a) seems to hold for all whales, (22b) for most birds, (2c) for most

adult female ducks (presumably less than half the total number of ducks),
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(2d) for rather few turtles (the majority of turtles die when they are still

quite young) and (2e) for not a single existing unicorn. Facing such a flex-

ible range, there is no univocal quantifier among usual quantifiers like “all”,

“most”, “many”, “some”, “few” which will be able to cover all needs and pro-

vide a uniform interpretation for such generics. In this sense, the universal

reading is too strong and the existential reading is too weak.

On the other hand, due to the intensional feature, or nomic power of

generics, the universal reading could sometimes be too weak and the existential

reading, in contrast, could be too strong. If it just so happens that all dogs in

the world get a weird disease which causes them to lose one leg, then all dogs in

our world have three legs. Even so, this accidental universality does not make

the generic statement “Dogs have three legs” true. “Club members help each

other in emergency” is true even none of club members has actually done that

because they have never run into an emergency. We see the same argument for

habituals can run exactly parallel here for generics, but to replace situations

with objects. Generic sentences take all possible objects into account. Actually

existing objects only consist of a subset of the domain that a generic sentence

covers.

To require the implicit “Gen” quantifier to range over all actual objects

has been shown too demanding and leaves no room for exceptions. It is out

of the question to request it to range over all objects even including possible

ones. However, generic sentences do sometimes show a quite heavy flavor of

a universal reading. In the following examples (23a) and (23b), a very few
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numbers or a very small portion of counter-examples can destroy the truth

of the generics and make them false. This is the feature demonstrated by

universal type of quantifiers. Thus, it is a strong evidence to support that

a universal reading within a limited scope overweighs any kind of existential

reading.

23a. Bees are sexually sterile.

23b. Prime numbers are odd.

The example (24a) below from Lewis [1975] also supports the view that

a generic sentence is true only when all instances satisfying certain condition

have the property that the prediction of the generic sentence is about.

24a. When m and n are positive integers, the power mn can be computed by

successive multiplication.

24b. When m and n are positive integers, most of the power mn can be

computed by successive multiplication.

24c. When m and n are positive integers, many of the power mn can be

computed by successive multiplication.

(24a) does not mean the same thing as (24b) or (24c). It would not be true

if there is one pair of positive integers m and n whose power mn could not

be computed by successive multiplication. The claim I would like to make is
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that the generic statements are about all instances in a restricted subset of

the domain which contains all possible objects relevant to the main assertion

of the statement. This claim is nothing new. The same position can be

found in a number of writings such as Morreau [1990], Krifka et al. [1995],

Pelletier and Asher [1997] etc. The Gen(x)[restrictor,matrix] scheme that is

used in the analysis of habituals can be repeated here, except that the Gen

operator quantifies over objects instead of situations. Nevertheless, there is

not a unanimous vote on this intuition. Some people like Cohen still argue for

a probability analysis of generics.

The simple-minded “a significant number” or “majority” reading for

generics is obviously wrong because of the examples listed in (22a-e). To

save the quantificational view, the theory becomes quite sophisticated. Both

views agree that the domain should take into account all possible objects. The

difference lies in the answer to the question whether “a significant number” of

instances or “majority” of instances satisfying the predicate term is enough to

support the corresponding generic statement. I would like to, together with

other authors like Asher etc., answer “no” to this question. We think that

it has to be “all”, but “all” with respect to a narrowed scope rather than

the entire domain (i.e., an appropriate subset of the domain). For us who

think it must be all of objects in a restricted subset of the domain, we should

find a notion to support the action of selection or restriction and convince

our opponents that this is the right notion to rely on. For those who think

“significantly many” is enough to support the truth of generic statements
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should show us how this “significantly many” is defined so that it serves as a

univocal quantifier.

Many authors including myself find it quite natural to use the notion of

“normal” to select a set of normal objects out of all possible objects addressed

by the subject term in the generic statement which is under the consideration.

So, “Birds fly” means “all normal birds fly”. “All” indicates that the generic

statement has a universal reading at a certain level. “Normal birds”, being

a subset of the set of birds, narrows down the domain of all possible birds.

There is a suspicion of “normal objects” being defined in a circular way, which

counts normal those and only those objects that satisfy the predicate term in

the generic statement. For instance, the definition that states “normal birds

are those birds that fly” is a circular definition. This kind of criticism can

be seen as a warning or a stop sign for going on that direction, but nothing

crucial. It does not put us in a position that we find ourselves no way out in

face of such a criticism. It is surely possible to have a separate definition of

normality without having circularity. I will get back to this point later.

In what follows, I will go into some detail to investigate Cohen’s theory

of generics, as a sophisticated representative of the taking “significantly many”

approach. It is intended to show that, regardless how sophisticated the theory

is, the bottom line of the “significantly many” approach is on the wrong track.

In the meanwhile, I will respond to the criticisms that are imposed on the “all

normal objects” approach, and also give a formal definition of the “normal”

operator.
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7.2 Cohen’s probability account

Cohen proposes that the meanings of generics are probability judg-

ments. He argues that generics are not evaluated in isolation, but with respect

to a set of alternatives under the consideration. The set of alternatives is de-

rived by the focus, the presupposition, and the topic of a generic statement.

For example,

25a. People have a hard time finding Carnegie Mellon University.

25b. Mammals bear live young.

The set of alternatives for (25a) contains various levels of difficulty in

finding CMU such as very easy, easy, a little difficult, very difficult etc. (25a)

is true, because the ratio of these people who experience difficulties is higher

than that of those who find it easy. Thus, people are likely to experience

difficulties if they try to find CMU, even though the vast majority of people

have never tried to do that. For (25b), the alternative fashions of procreation

are bearing live young, laying eggs, or undergoing mitosis etc. The truth of

(25b) entails that those mammals which procreate in some fashion are likely

to bear live young. Cohen formalizes the notion of likelihood in terms of

probability. The probability judgements expressed by generics are interpreted

as statements of limits on relative frequencies. A formal definition based on

this intuitive understanding of the truth condition for generics is shown in the

definition below.
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Definition 7.1 Let Gen(ψ, ϕ) be a generic sentence, where ψ and ϕ are prop-

erties. Let A = ALT (ϕ), the set of alternatives to ϕ. Gen(ψ, ϕ) is true iff

P (ϕ | ψ ∧
∨
A) > 0.5, where P (α | β) indicates the conditional probability of

α given β, and
∨
A is the (possibly infinite) disjunction of all the properties

in A.

There is an advantage provided by this probability account over the

simple-minded, purely extensional, quantificational account which naively claims

that Gen(ψ, ϕ) is true is because the majority of ψ’s are ϕ’s. According to

the above definition, (25a) and (25b), which will be otherwise false under the

simple-minded account, are correctly predicted true even though the vast ma-

jority of people never try to find CMU, and more than half of mammals do

not procreate at all. Moreover, since it is emphasized that the probability is

of limits on relative frequencies, the higher ratio of head-up tosses so far does

not leads to the assertion that coins are head-up when tossed.

However, Cohen’s probability account still cannot avoid problems that

come with using quantificational measurement to interpret generics. Mistaken

predictions lie in both directions. Namely, with P (ϕ | ψ ∧
∨
A) > 0.5, the

generic sentence Gen(ψ, ϕ) could still be intuitively false, whereas the generic

sentence Gen(ψ′, ϕ′) might well be true with P (ϕ′ | ψ′ ∧
∨
A′) < 0.5. The

following group of examples illustrates the first kind of problem with Definition

7.1.

26a. People are over three years old.
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26b. Primary school teachers are female.

26c. Bees are sexually sterile.

26d. Books are paperbacks.

26e. Prime numbers are odd.

Intuitively, (26a)-(26e) are false. On the contrary, Definition 7.1 pre-

dicts they are true, since (26a)-(26e) are all so much more likely to happen

than their alternatives. Consider (26a), in the past, at the present, facing the

future, along unbounded time line, people are much likely over three years old

than they are not. Our intuition, nevertheless, stands so strongly that (26a)

is an incorrect statement. After all, there are people who are three years old

or less, and we feel we could not exclude them from the consideration of the

truth of (26a). The similar difficulty is encountered in (26b)-(26e).

The solution that Cohen provides to this problem is to introduce the

homogeneity constraint on the reference domain. This constraint basically

states that, in calculating P (α | β), the reference class β is homogeneous with

respect to the property α iff it cannot be partitioned in such a way that the

probability of α given one of the subsets of the reference class induced by the

partition is different from the probability of α given β as a whole. Cohen

requires the domain of the generic quantifier to be homogeneous. Relying on

such a constraint, Cohen explains that the reason that (26a)-(26e) are false is

that they violate the homogeneity constraint. People can be partitioned into
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different groups depending on their ages, or genders. A specific group will

have extremely high probability of being at a certain age or gender than other

groups or on average. This is to say that, with respect to age or gender, the

domain of people is not homogeneous, and hence statements like (26a) and

(26b) are not sound. Also, bees can be classified as female bees and male bees.

They show very different probability of being sexually sterile. Since the drones

are not sexually sterile, Definition 7.1 does not apply to (26c) to predict its

truth, either. The similar argument goes to (26d) and (26e) as well, since

books are either paperbacks or hardcovers and since numbers are either odd

or even. On the whole, Definition 7.1 is not responsible for assigning a true

value to (26a)-(26e).

However, the homogeneity requirement as stated is far too strong. The

homogeneity constraint can virtually exempt applying Definition 7.1 to most

generic sentences, even including sentences like (27), of which the definition is

supposed to provide truth.

27. Birds fly.

The domain of birds can be partitioned into biological families, one of which

is penguin family. Since the penguin family shows an extreme incapability of

flying, once again, the domain of birds does not satisfy the homogeneity con-

straint. Cohen realizes this problem, and couples the homogeneity constraint

with a notion of salient partition. A domain of reference is considered homoge-

neous if it is so with respect to all salient partitions rather than all partitions.
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The saliency of partitions is argued to vary across cultures, contexts and indi-

viduals. According to Cohen, differences in the judgments of saliency among

individuals lead to disagreements about the truth conditions of generics, and

this explains why people have conflicting truth judgments of generics. People

who consider the partition of the biological families of birds as salient would

judge (27) false. The claim that by and large different people have different

judgements on the truth value of generics is hardly acceptable. There must be

a core “meaning” of a generic sentence, which is independent of who is making

the judgement, and in virtue of which the generic sentence is true or false.

The distinction made among partitions that some are salient and some

are not does not help much to solve the problem in hand, except that it

makes the problem look more complicated. Regardless of how the notion

of saliency is defined, which may take all pragmatic and contextual factors

into account, the truth of (27) seems not to be affected by whether or not

to admit the biological partition of birds families to be salient. People do

think penguins are an exceptional birds family, yet they tend to claim that

birds fly regardless of the non-flying penguins. If the recognition of the class

of exceptional individuals as salient cancels the legitimacy of the truth of a

generic sentence, then no room is left for the exception tolerance feature of

generics. Let Gen(ψ, ϕ) be a generic sentence. According to Definition 7.1,

its truth value is evaluated against the domain ψ ∧
∨
A, where A is a set

of alternatives to ϕ. Without the loss of genericity, let us suppose that all

alternatives are pairwise disjoint. For example, the alternatives to walking
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to school could be riding a bicycle to school, riding a motorcycle to school,

taking a bus to school, driving to school, flying to school, etc. Each of them

is disjoint with the rest. Then the very set of alternatives also brings about a

partition of the domain, that is, Par(A) = {ψ ∧ϕ′ | ϕ′ ∈ A = ALT (ϕ)}. Now

the question is whether this partition is salient. If it is not, then why this set

of alternatives is introduced in the first place. Very much like the notion of

saliency, the set of alternatives is also context sensitive and varies from people

to people with respect to a given generic sentence. It seems that the factors

to determine the set of alternatives also determine a salient partition. Any set

of alternatives appears to be a salient partition of the domain in question. If

it is so, then, whenever P (ϕ | ψ ∧
∨
A) > 0.5 and hence Gen(ψ, ϕ) should be

true, the partition Par(A) based on the set A of alternatives indicates that

the domain violates the homogeneity constraint and the truth of Gen(ψ, ϕ)

is not guaranteed. This is self-contradictory. There is one way out to avoid

this contradictory situation. That is, all individuals in the domain uniformly

have the claimed property. When P (ϕ | ψ∧
∨
A) = 1, Par(A) is not a proper

partition of ψ∧
∨
A because ψ∧ϕ contains all elements in ψ∧

∨
A and all other

alternative sets ψ ∧ ϕ′ are empty. In this case, the domain is homogeneous

as required and Gen(ψ, ϕ) should be true. However, this only case in which

Definition 7.1 is truly applicable leaves no room to accommodate exceptions.

The other problem with Definition 7.1 is that the generic sentence

Gen(ψ, ϕ) might still be true even with P (ϕ | ψ ∧
∨
A) < 0.5. (28a) and

(28b) exemplify this problem.
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28a. The Frenchman eats horsemeat.

28b. Bulgarians are good weightlifters.

Even though a very few Frenchmen (definitely less than fifty percent of French-

men) eat horsemeat among Frenchmen who eat all sorts of alternative foods

such as pork, chicken, beef, fish, vegetable, fruit etc., people consider (28a) as a

true generic statement. Similarly, regardless of the fact that far more than half

the population of Bulgarians is not good at weightlifting at all, (28b) seems to

be true. To solve this puzzle, Cohen argued for a relative reading of these kind

of generics. He showed that generics were ambiguous between two readings:

absolute versus relative. The dominant reading of (25a,b) is the absolute one.

The truth of the sentence (25a) relies on the likelihood that those people who

attempt to find CMU experience difficulties. It is irrelevant to those people

who never try to do that. Likewise, the truth of (25b) hinges on the likelihood

that procreating mammals bear live young, independently of the properties

of other animals. The truth of sentences like (28a,b), on the other hand, is

dependent on the properties of people of alternative nationalities. Thus, the

truth value of (28a,b) is determined by the relative reading.

The basic idea of the relative reading is that the elements in the set

of alternatives are introduced not only by the predicate term of the generic

sentence, but also by the subject term of the generic sentence from which the

relative reading stems. Given a generic sentence Gen(ψ, ϕ), now the set of

alternatives under the consideration is extended to be A = {ψ′ ∧ ϕ′ | ψ′ ∈
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ALT (ψ), ϕ′ ∈ ALT (ϕ)}. Though the probability P (ϕ | ψ ∧
∨
ALT (ϕ)) of

being ϕ among ψ ∧
∨
ALT (ϕ) is quite low, it is nevertheless higher than

the average probability P (ϕ |
∨
A) of being ϕ among A. Note that P (ϕ |

ψ ∧
∨
ALT (ϕ)) = P (ϕ | ψ ∧

∨
A). Thus, the truth definition of generic

sentences under a relative reading becomes the following:

Definition 7.2 Let Gen(ψ, ϕ) be a generic sentence, where ψ and ϕ are prop-

erties. Let A = {ψ′ ∧ϕ′ | ψ′ ∈ ALT (ψ), ϕ′ ∈ ALT (ϕ)}, the set of alternatives

to ϕ and to ψ. Gen(ψ, ϕ) is true iff P (ϕ | ψ ∧
∨
A) > P (ϕ |

∨
A).

It is the relatively high probability of being ϕ on the condition of being

ψ (comparing with other ψ′) that guarantees the truth value of sentences

like (28a) and (28b). Applying Definition 7.2 to (28a), it is true because the

likelihood of a Frenchman’s eating horsemeat is greater than the likelihood

that a person of an arbitrary nationality eats horsemeat, though it might be

the case that the Frenchman very unlikely eats horsemeat if there are other

kinds of food around. The explanation applies parallel to (28b): it is true if

and only if the likelihood that a Bulgarian weightlifter is a good one is greater

than the likelihood that a weightlifter of some arbitrary nationality is good.

With a separate Definition 7.2 for the relative reading, it does make

(28a,b) come out to be true, but in the meanwhile it opens a back door for

all those generic sentences that are false under Definition 7.1 to become true

under the modified definition. For example,
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29a. Tulips are black.

29b. Sheep clone their offsprings.

It is quite obvious that (29a) and (29b) are false under Definition 7.1.

The chance of tulips being black is so slim. It only happens when tulips are

cultivated in a garden for scientific experiment with special care. In the entire

human history, there is only one sheep named Dolly that is cloned using the

most advanced DNA clone technology by some scientists in Scotland. However,

it could be argued that (29a) and (29b) are true under the relative reading.

Except very few black tulips, there are no other black flowers. Thus, the like-

lihood of tulips being black, though very low, is still higher than other flowers

being black (which has zero probability). This makes (29a) true, relative to

other flower families. Since no other animals other than sheep Dolly has ever

been cloned, the likelihood of a sheep being cloned, no matter how rare it is, is

still higher than zero probability of other kinds of animals. (29b) is, relatively

speaking, true. The truth of (29a,b) is against our intuition. In order to save

(28a.b) but block (29a,b), Cohen owes us a decision procedure based on which

the preferable reading (between absolute and relative) of a given generic sen-

tence is determined. This decision maker is not supposed to act like this: I

want this generic sentence to be true, so I pick the relative reading. Other-

wise, the absolute reading is preferred. Doing this is begging the question of

what makes generics true. The answer to which reading is preferred, which

definition is applicable lies nowhere other than the pragmatic context.
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Summing up, Cohen’s first version of probability truth condition for

generics under the absolute reading encounters all sorts of counter-examples.

To accommodate these counter-examples, Cohen imposed the homogeneity

constraint on the domain and introduced relative reading of a given generics.

These repairment strategies again face their own problems. On the one hand,

the homogeneity constraint may block a lot more true generics than those that

need to be blocked. On the other hand, the relative reading lowers the bar for

generics being true. When the homogeneity constraint takes effect and when

the relative reading should be chosen are all subject to the pragmatic context

and even the culture background of the interpreter. At the bottom line, to

know the truth value of (30a), the probability of (30b-g), to name a few, have

to be considered and compared. Cohen’s theory hints that without knowing

a set of alternatives, the truth of a generic sentence is quite in the air. This

request is much too demanding and unnecessary.

30a. Students walk to school.

30b. Students ride a bicycle to school.

30c. Students ride a motorcycle to school.

30d. Students drive to school.

30e. Students take a bus to school.

30f. Students take a boat to school.
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30g. Students fly to school.

Nevertheless, three fifth students walking to school can make (30a) true. The

requirement from this perspective is too weak and insufficient. All these phe-

nomena indicate that the probability approach is on the wrong track. I agree

that the meaning of a generic sentence is affected by the context where it

occurs. However, the core part of the meaning should be provided by the

semantics. Independent of any concrete context, there should be a relatively

stable meaning interpretation of generics.

Having shown the problems with Cohen’s theory, I intend to argue that

the heart of generic statements is saying that all normal individuals have the

property expressed by the predicate term. Cohen has several criticisms on this

view, which are mostly towards Pelletier and Asher’s results. I will give a brief

review of Pelletier and Asher’s theory, and then go over those criticisms from

Cohen and some more from Eckardt. At the end, I will propose an upgraded

theory on normal individuals in response to those criticisms on the target.

7.3 The modal conditional approach

The formalization of generics and its semantics proposed in Asher and

Morreau [1991], Morreau [1995] and Pelletier and Asher [1997] is often referred

as a modal conditional approach. It introduces a binary modal operator in the

formalism of generics and set their semantics in terms of possible worlds. A

very brief summary can go like follows. (1) The logical form obtained from
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the analysis of generic sentences like “Dogs bark” is ∀x(D(x) > B(x)). (2)

Intuitively, the formula ∀x(D(x) > B(x)) means: for any object x if x is a dog

and x is in an appropriate circumstance then this circumstance will contain an

event of barking by x. (3) The interpretation of > is via a selection function

∗ from W × P(W ) to P(W ). (4) Given a formula α > β, it is true at a

possible world w in a model M if and only if ∗(w, ‖α‖) ⊆ ‖β‖, where ‖ϕ‖ is

the proposition expressed by ϕ (i.e., ‖ϕ‖ = {w | w ∈ W such that M, w � ϕ}).

(5) Intuitively, the truth of α > β requires that β is true in all of the possible

worlds that are selected by the current evaluating world w and the proposition

‖α‖ expressed by the antecedent of >. (6) ∀x(D(x) > B(x)), meaning “dogs

bark”, is true, if and only if for any object x in the domain, D(x) > B(x) is

true. Formally, let “M′ being a variant of M on a (a ∈ D)” mean that M′

is just the same as M except that the truth assignment function V ′ in M′ is

a variant of the truth assignment function V in M on a, where V ′ is just like

V except that V ′(x) = a. Then, M, w � ∀x(D(x) > B(x)) iff for any a ∈ D,

M′, w � D(x) > B(x), where M′ is a variant of M on a.

The strong side of this theory is that it reads generic sentences like

“Dogs bark” as “Dogs normally bark”, where “normally”, as a modal operator,

reflects the intensional nature of generics. There is a convincing argument

given in Pelletier and Asher [1997] to show the intensionality of generics.

31a. This machine crushes oranges.

31b. John handles the mail from Antarctica.
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31c. Members of this club help one another in emergencies.

Examples like (31a-c) can be true despite there never being an opportunity for

the generic episodes to take place. The interpretation for > via a binary selec-

tion function depending on the antecedent makes exception tolerance possible.

Since the selection function takes the antecedent into account and selects dif-

ferent sets of possible worlds for evaluation based on different antecedent, “if

Tweety is a bird then it flies” is quite compatible with “if Tweety is a penguin

then it doesn’t fly” even with the common understanding that penguins are

birds.

There are mainly four criticisms by Cohen against the theory developed

by Asher and his co-authors. First, Cohen accuses that Pelletier and Asher

have not suggested any way of determining normal worlds. Cohen gives rise

to doubts on the analysis of long-lived turtle example, shown below in (32), in

the modal conditional framework.

32. Turtles are long-lived.

We can formalize (32) in Asher’s terminology as ∀x(T (x) > L(x)) and it

is true because, for any particular turtles like t1 and t2, T (t1) > L(t1) and

T (t2) > L(t2) are all true. Since the normal world selection is antecedent

sensitive, the set of normal worlds selected by T (t1) could be different from

those selected by T (t2). Cohen asks what makes some world normal with

respect to turtle t1 but abnormal with respect to turtle t2. The worry is that
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if one claims that for, t1, the normal worlds are just those in which it reaches an

old age and different turtles reach their old ages in their own different ways,

then ∀x(T (x) > L(x)) would be trivially true, and normal worlds do not

actually play an explanatory role that we expect. There is clearly a danger

of circularity here, if we include into the defining qualities of a normal world

for t1 that it is long-lived. Nevertheless, some such “normality” condition is

probably hidden in most nomic statements without causing any trouble of

being circular. A normal world for t1 could be a world in which it does not get

eaten, in which no earthquake happens, in which there is air, enough water

and food, in which the temperature is suitable for living etc. t1 reaching an

old age in such a normal world comes out as a consequence rather than being

included as a condition, with which a normal world must comply. Under the

same notion of “normality”, a normal world for a cat Mimi could be the one

in which, just like the normal world for turtle t1, Mimi does not get eaten, in

which no earthquake happens, in which there is air, enough water and food,

in which the temperature is suitable for living etc. In short, Mimi could live

as happily as it likes. Yet, it does not reach an old age as turtle t1 does. It

is this difference that makes the statement “Turtles are long-lived” true but

“Cats are long-lived” false. Though there is a need to systematically study

the “normality” conditions hidden in generic statements, but the circularity

danger is not unavoidable. Thus, this criticism is not fatal to the theory in

the direction of modal conditional approach. As a formal semantics, Asher’s

theory provides an interface to work with any theory of normality via an
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abstract selection function. The selection function indicates that the notion

of normality is integrated as one ingredient of the entire theory. A conceptual

analysis or a mechanical procedure to implement the selection function can be

developed separately, without having an impact on the formal semantics.

The second criticism Cohen brings about is that the quantification over

normal individuals runs into considerable empirical problems when it comes

to handle (28a,b), repeated here as (33a,b):

33a. The Frenchman eats horsemeat.

33b. Bulgarians are good weightlifters.

It seems hardly the case that all normal Frenchmen eat horsemeat or that all

normal Bulgarians are good weightlifters. Asher’s theory does have difficulties

with (33a,b), as it is not their intention to handle these examples. Never-

theless, Cohen’s probability account does not handle them well, either. He

introduces a relative reading to have his theory account for (33a,b). Instead

of inventing a new distinction of absolute reading versus relative reading, as

Cohen chooses to do, we may couch (33a,b) under the distinction of kind-

denoting and individual-denoting generics. Though (33a) and (33b) do not

look so obvious that they denote kinds, they have meanings that are close to

what are expressed by (34a) and (34b):

34a. The Frenchman is such a group of people that some of them eat horse-

meat.
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34b. The Bulgarian is such a group of people that some of them are good

weightlifters.

(34a) and (34b) are kind-denoting generics. They are about properties of the

Frenchman, and of the Bulgarian, as a unit of group. Whether there is a subset

of a certain group doing such and such or having such and such property is

itself a property that is only applicable to a kind rather than an individual.

The modal conditional approach is mainly dedicated to individual-denoting

generics. It is not surprising that the theory does not offer kind-denoting

generics a desired interpretation. Said that, the boundary of the kind-denoting

reading and the individual-denoting reading of (33a,b) could sometimes be

quite blurring. For example,

33a’. The Mongolian eats lamb.

(33a’) has exactly the same syntactic structure as that of (33a). It appears

that (33a’) does state that all normal Mongolians eat lamb. If (33a) and (33b)

were to have individual-denoting reading, they would be covered by Asher and

his co-authors’ theory. The modest goal set for modal conditional approach is

to account for individual-denoting generics. The fulfillment of the goal is not

defeated by the out of scope examples (33a,b) with kind-denoting reading.

The third criticism by Cohen is that sentences which express relations

pose a problem for this modal conditional approach. Cohen judges that sen-

tence (35a) clearly does not mean (35b).
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35a. Women live longer than men.

35b. Every normal woman lives longer than every normal man.

According to Cohen’s probability account, (35a) means that out of all possible

woman-man pairs, those pairs of which woman lives longer than the man in

the same pair have a higher probability. Cohen’s interpretation seems best fit

for (35c):

35c. On average, women live longer than men.

A statistic fact, without having causes investigated, like “More than fifty per-

cent women live longer than fifty percent men” could make (35c) true, but

it does not not sufficient to make (35a) true. This reflects the fundamental

debate on whether a probability account is appropriate for generics. Some

researchers do think that (35a) means (35b) to capture the law-like, nomic

power of (35a), which (35c) lacks. Asher’s theory represents this intuition.

This is not a defect, but rather a feature of the theory. Cohen’s criticism can

actually be turned into a question about his own probability account, for those

people who do think that (35a) means (35b).

Regine Eckardt is also concerned with how modal conditional approach

can correctly handle relations expressed by generics. Using the example below,

she shows her worries about the exception tolerance feature that an theory for

generics is supposed to provide.
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36a. Dogs bite postmen.

36b. Dogs do not bite postman Otto.

Eckardt tried to formalize (36a,b) as (37a,b):

37a. ∀x∀y((D(x) ∧ P (y) ∧M(x, y)) > B(x, y))

37b. ∀x((D(x) ∧ P (Otto) ∧M(x,Otto)) > ¬B(x,Otto))

Observing that instantiating y with Otto in (37a) runs into a contradiction

with (37b), Eckardt concluded that Asher’s theory did not tolerate exceptions

like postmen Otto. Also, she tried another formalism for (36a,b):

38a. ∀x∀y(D(x) > (P (y) > (M(x, y) > B(x, y))))

38b. ∀x(D(x) > (P (Otto) > (M(x,Otto) > ¬B(x,Otto))))

Again, y in (38a) cannot be instantiated by Otto without causing a contradic-

tory result with (38b). This seems to have strengthened her original conclusion

that Asher’s theory is incapable of handling exceptions. Moreover, based on

the second version of formalism, she questioned on the stepwise selection of

normal worlds due to the embedded >. A dog is normal in a world selected

by the first > may not keep being a normal dog in a world selected by the

second > and even the third >. She claimed that the stepwise normalization

not only complicated things, but also did not help. Some scientific results

report that normal wolves do not attack normal men. That wolves attack
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men only happens when the wolf is in an abnormal hungry stage or the man

is abnormally weak or frightened. Thus, a normal wolf and a normal men

together do not necessary consist of a normal pair of wolf and man when they

meet each other. From Eckardt’s point of view, even the complicated stepwise

normalization goes through, it does not help to construct a normal meeting

pair of wolf and man. Our response is simply that Eckardt does not get the

correct formalism for (36a,b) shown in (39a,b):

39a. ∀x∀y((D(x) ∧ P (y) ∧M(x, y)) > B(x, y))

39b. P (Otto) ∧ ∀x((D(x) ∧M(x,Otto)) > ¬B(x,Otto))

Asher’s semantics works fine with exceptions with respect to the formulization

given in (39a,b). After instantiating y with Otto in (39a), since antecedents

D(x)∧P (Otto)∧M(x,Otto) and D(x)∧M(x,Otto) are different, the ∗ function

selects different sets of worlds to be considered for instantiated (39a) and for

(39b) respectively. It is perfectly acceptable that B(x,Otto) is true in the

first set of normal worlds selected by the proposition expressed by D(x) ∧

P (Otto)∧M(x,Otto), but false in the second set of normal worlds selected by

the proposition expressed by D(x) ∧M(x,Otto). They are not contradictory.

The postman Otto in the instantiation of (39a) is considered as a normal

postmen who, say, has not received special trainings to protect himself from

dogs’ biting. Thus, the normal worlds selected by the proposition P (Otto)

together with other components are those in which Otto is not trained specially

and ends up with dogs’ biting him. On the other hand, in (39b), Otto is indeed
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an exception from (39a), and in the normal worlds where Otto meets some dog,

Otto could have special skills which help him not to be bitten by the dog. This

fits our intuitions regarding how exceptions occur and how they get tolerated.

Stepwise normalization is not even involved here.

The last problem that Cohen pointed out for the modal account has

something to do with examples below:

40a. Lions have manes.

40b. Lions give milk to their young.

Both sentences seem true, and yet there is no normal lion which has a mane

and gives milk to its offsprings. The problem, called drowning problem, is

recognized by Asher and his co-authors. Their own examples, similar in the

spirit to (40a, b), are:

40a’. Ducks lay eggs.

40b’. Ducks have brightly colored feathers.

Since no normal duck has both properties under the same normal circumstance,

Asher’s semantics cannot verify both sentences in one model. An solution they

propose is to restrict the antecedent of sentences like (40a’, b’), as given in

(41a,b):

41a. ∀x((D(x) ∧ Female(x)) > L(x))
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41b. ∀x((D(x) ∧Male(x)) > C(x))

This solution is not quite successful because sometimes it is not clear how to

explicitly give out the suitable restrictors for the following examples:

42a. Cats meow.

42b. Cats catch mice.

This drowning problem will be solved in the new formalism of generics in the

next chapter, which is along the vein of modal conditional approach, but with

significant improvements based on Asher’s theory.

The disagreement on interpretations for generics between Cohen’s prob-

ability account and Asher’s normality approach is expected. Two theories are

apart from the beginning. Cohen views generic quantification as one of ad-

verbial quantifications. Regardless that the “Gen” quantifier is special in its

covert appearance, as far as semantics goes, they share the same treatment.

The only difference lies in the quantity of probability. While the generic sen-

tence “birds fly” is true if the probability for an arbitrary bird to fly is greater

than 0.5, “birds always / sometimes / never / rarely fly” is true in case the

probability is 1, greater than 0, equal to 0 or “small” respectively. Asher’s

theory especially object to the attempt to put the generic quantifier on the

same par as other adverbial quantifiers like “always” and “sometimes”. They

are essentially different in the sense that the generic quantifier is intensional
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while other adverbial quantifiers are extensional. Though, as a covert adver-

bial quantifier or overt ones, they share a common tripartite formal structure

— quantifier, restrictor and matrix, what portions of the domain get passed

through the restrictor and affect the truth value of the matrix sentence are

different. For the generic quantifier, it ranges over all possible normal indi-

viduals. For other adverbial quantifiers like “always” and “sometimes”, they

quantify over all existing individuals in our real world. To choose between two

approaches: probability and normality, be note that the normality approach

better fits two major features of generics: intensionality and exception tol-

erance. I think all probability-oriented theories like Cohen’s do not help to

explain them. The new formalism for generics share the same fundamental

intuitions with Asher’s theory regarding generics.

Asher’s theory does have its weak side, though. Besides the drowning

problem that has been pointed out, there is a gap between the conceptual

analysis and formal semantics. I agree with Asher and his co-authors on their

conceptual analysis of generics. What I intend to do is to enhance the formal

semantics that they initiated and work out an upgraded version that will be

faithfully congruent with their conceptual analysis of generics.

The weak side of their formalization and semantics is that the universal

quantifier ranges over all of individuals of a kind like “birds” and hence all of

individual birds are taken into account to evaluate the truth value of ‘Birds

fly’. For any exceptional bird that does not fly, it will be brought to a “bird-

normal” world and make it fly there. This uniform treatment of exceptions
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makes no difference between “being an abnormal something” and “a normal

something in an abnormal environment”. Let us illustrate this point by

following examples.

Suppose that Tweety doesn’t fly because its wings have been tied up.

It is fairly easy to imagine a possible world w1 where Tweety’s wings are set

free and it flies there. As a matter of fact, it could very much resemble this

world except that Tweety doesn’t have its wings tied up. Now suppose that

Tweety doesn’t fly because it is a penguin. What kind of possible world w2

we should find for Tweety in which it flies? In the possible world w2 in which

Tweety does fly, there are two options: either Tweety is no longer a penguin,

or even penguins fly there. Compared with w1, w2 is more unlike our actual

world. In w2, we need change some fundamental properties of Tweety or

penguins.

The semantics provided by Asher and his co-authors does not distin-

guish intuitively different types of exceptions. All exceptions are tolerated

in the same way: a bird that does not fly will be flying in an imagined nor-

mal world for this bird, either by removing external obstacles that prevents it

from flying, or by changing its internal properties that determines it unable

to fly. For the exceptions that are caused by external obstacles, the strategy

of evaluating the statement against a normal world where all these external

obstacles do not occur is quite acceptable. However, the attempt to save

the exceptions caused by internal properties via the same strategy suggests a

view like this: what is abnormal of Tweety if it doesn’t fly is not because it
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is abnormal of being a bird (suppose Tweety is a penguin), but because it is

in an abnormal world/situation/environment where it was born as a penguin

(not, say, a sparrow). To handle the second type of exceptions via normal

worlds strategy is an extra burden imposed on the semantics.

During the informal analysis, researchers (including Asher, Morreau,

Pelletier) kind of agree upon that generic sentences are universally quantified

over the prototypical individuals, rather than over all individuals in the kind.

Prototypical individuals are those that are the most typical representatives of a

concept. Under this view, ‘Birds fly’ is short for ‘Normal birds fly’. Abnormal

individuals regarding a certain generic sentence (say, penguins regarding “birds

fly”) are excluded from the consideration of the truth value for the sentence.

If Tweety is a penguin, but not a normal bird, we need not even bother to

look for some possible world in which Tweety may fly. Their formal semantics

does not reflect well this point of conceptual analysis. Only in the case that

Tweety is indeed a normal bird, still it doesn’t fly because of its wings being

tied up, it’s proper to think of some possible world that closely resembles

this actual world where Tweety flies. This analysis is equivalent to say that

Tweety normally flies.

In the informal interpretation for ‘Birds fly’, sometimes it’s read as

‘Normal birds fly’, and sometimes it’s read as ‘Birds normally fly’. They are

used interchangeably. I think that all exceptions to a certain generic sentence

like ‘Birds fly’ are not equal in their essence. A closer reading of ‘Birds

fly’ may better be ‘Normal birds normally fly’. The current semantics using
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selection function for generics provides an interpretation for “normally”, but

an account for “normal” doesn’t come along for free.

If we try to squeeze the meaning of “normally” (in “normally fly”)

and the meaning of “normal” (in “normal birds”) under one > operator and

let the semantic counterpart ∗ function take care of both of them, then the

> operator is polymorphic in representing “Birds fly” and “Tweety, being a

bird, normally flies”. It is because the > operator in “B(t) > F (t)” will only

have the meaning of “normally”. The generic force of “Birds fly”comes from

two origins: the generic noun phrase and the generic tense. The habituals with

generic tense have already been represented by the > operator. The genericity

introduced by the generic noun phrases should be an additional layer on the top

of habituals with a singular subject. Relating the interpretation of a generic

noun phrase to the interpretation of the generic tense, “Birds fly” should be

read something like this: All normal birds can be said about the same thing

regarding their flying activity as is said of Tweety provided that Tweety is a

normal bird. Similarly, the relation between “Dogs bark” and “Fido barks”

is that the latter is a normal instance of the former, which requests that

the interpretation of the > operator in their representations should remain

unchanged. What is the difference between “Fido barks” versus “Normal dogs

bark?” Is the latter not saying that every normal dog is such that it barks

(just like Fido does)? If yes, then the latter is a generalization over individual

normal dogs like Fido. This layer of generalization is an additional one to the

generalization over barking events associated to a particular normal dog like
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Fido.

The attempt to collapse two layers of generalization into one flat notion

of normality expressed only in term of “normally” or in term of “normal”

demands an argument to equate “normal things” with “normally do”. If such

an argument exists and helps to transfer the meaning conveyed by normal

something into normal doing of something, then it might be acceptable to

leave out the consideration and technical treatment of “normal things” in the

formal semantics. In the next chapter, I would like to argue that being “normal

something” is conceptually different from “normally do such and such.”

7.4 Normal doings vs normal things

I agree with Pelletier and Asher that generic sentences must be either

true or false, and that they are not indeterminate or figurative or metaphorical

or sloppy ways of talking. “Birds fly” is a true generic statement. Any more

precise readings that try to provide an equivalent meaning for “Birds fly”

should have the same truth value as that of “Birds fly”. That is, were they

to be candidates for the meaning of “Bird fly”, they must be first of all true

statements. Let us consider the following two candidates:

43a. Normal birds fly.

43b. Birds normally fly.

Is (43a) a true statement? No, it is not. We can imagine that Tweety,

as a bird, is very normal in all aspects. It has strong wings, good vision,
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perfect bone structure. It’s not too fat to stay in the air. It’s not too light to

be blown away by the wind. In a short word, every piece of its body perfectly

matches the scientific definition of being a normal bird. Nevertheless, Tweety

does not fly. Why? It’s because this poor creature is locked inside a tiny cage

that just fits its size. The counter-example we can come up with to argue

against (43a) is that there is a nonflying normal bird because it is caught in a

cage. One might object: there is an ambiguity in the word “fly”, between the

sense that birds have the ability to fly and the sense that they are flying. If

we are concerned with the sense of “the ability to fly”, the normal bird Tweety

still has the ability to fly even though it is locked in a cage. Thus, non-flying

Tweety is not a counter-example.

To reply to this objection, let us modify our example. Instead of

putting Tweety into a cage, Tweety now is in a weird environment in which

air vibrates at a certain rate of frequency and the existing air vibration is just

strong enough to cancel out the potential air vibration which will be caused

by the movement of its wings while it’s trying to fly. Due to the existing air

vibration in this weird environment, there will be no difference on air pressure

at the up side and down side of its wings. As a result, no matter how hard

Tweety tries to fly and no matter how normal each part of its body is, Tweety

is just unable to fly. An abnormal circumstance makes a normal bird lose its

ability to fly. (43a) cannot bypass this modified example and become a true

statement.
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Our opponents could further argue that the word “fly” in the sentence

“Birds fly” should actually be understood as “the ability to fly in normal

circumstances”. This clarification in fact is welcome because it helps us to

get the point that I am trying to dig out: besides the notion of being a

“normal bird”, there is a notion of “normal circumstance”. No matter how

normal a bird is, it is out of its control to be always in a normal circumstance.

Being a normal bird itself does not guarantee a normal circumstance in which

it is present. To identify a bird abnormal merely because it is in an abnormal

circumstance seems absurd. Insufficiency of keeping only the layer of “normal

birds” but leave out the layer of “normal circumstance” is the hole left open

for counter-examples.

Let us turn to examine if it is possible to hide “normal something” inside

“normally do such and such.” In another word, is (43b) a good candidate to

provide a precise meaning for “Birds fly?” Unfortunately, (43b) does not have

better luck than (43a) in being a true statement. Here is a counter-example

for (43b): Suppose that Tweety this time is a penguin. As a penguin, Tweety

has degenerated small wings, but he is fat and heavy. Tweety’s wings are too

weak to support himself up in the air. Even though Tweety is freely walking

around under sunshine without slight wind, nevertheless Tweety just cannot

fly.

A possible objection for this counter-example we could imagine is this:

Tweety is not in a normal world (normal environment/normal circumstance)

where it could actually have strong wings and slim body and indeed it flies
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there. This objection is likely raised by the theory of Pelletier and Asher.

Their theory is a logical formalization of (43b), and reads “Birds fly” as

“∀x(Bird(x) > Fly(x))”, where “>” is understood as modal component “nor-

mally”. Since the formula is a universal quantification over all individual

birds, there is a time that Tweety is picked up for x during the evaluation.

The theory evaluates “(Bird(Tweety) > Fly(Tweety))” to be true and hence

so is “∀x(Bird(x) > Fly(x))”. To make “(Bird(Tweety) > Fly(Tweety))”

true, Tweety has to be brought to those worlds where Tweety is a normal bird

(not penguin any more) and Tweety flies there.

Now the question is whether Tweety is still the same penguin “Tweety”

in question while its properties are dramatically changed in such a magical

normal world where it flies. If it were acceptable for penguin Tweety to get

on a magical normal world and flies there, would it be equally acceptable to

have the same thing happen to a dog, Fido? Our intuition strongly rejects

Fido could fly in some “birds normal circumstance”. The environment, if

there were one, where Fido would fly will be so abnormal that it would have

changed Fido from a dog to be a flying object, say, bird. So will be our

intuition against Tweety being a normal flying bird in some “birds normal

circumstance”.

For people who insist that Tweety does not normally fly (in fact, it

never flies), they have a concept of what normal circumstances that should be

examined concerning whether Tweety flies there. What they consider is the

statement whether “Tweety normally flies”, where normal circumstances are
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those that Tweety is the same Tweety as in our actual world, but there are no

external factors that prevent Tweety from flying (if Tweety has the ability to

fly) such as putting Tweety in a cage, clipping his wings, or fastening his feet

etc. For people who follow Pelletier and Asher, what needs to be evaluated

is “If Tweety is a bird, then Tweety normally flies”. As Tweety is a penguin

and being a penguin is being a bird, then “Tweety is a bird” is taken for

granted. With the background knowledge that “Tweety is a bird”, “If Tweety

is a bird, then Tweety normally flies” is supposed to be equivalent to “Tweety

normally flies”. However, they do not converge to the same truth value.

There is a hidden item to be spelled out in the antecedent “if Tweety is a

bird”. What is actually assumed is “if Tweety is a normal bird”. Though,

as a penguin, Tweedy is a bird, nevertheless it is not a normal bird. Even

with the background knowledge “Tweety is a bird”, “If Tweety is a normal

bird, it normally flies” is not equivalent to “Tweety normally flies”. It is the

assumption made about Tweety being a normal bird that appears plausible to

bring Tweety to a normal bird world in which its properties are dramatically

changed and which would otherwise not be counted as a normal circumstance

for Tweety. Employing a counterfactual conditional “If Tweety were a normal

bird, it would normally fly” can make things more clear. “Birds fly” expresses

a law-like statement, which licenses the counterfactual conditional to be true.

This applies to other counterfactual conditional like “If Fido were a normal

bird, it would normally fly.”
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Since the logical form of generic sentences like “Birds fly” provided by

the theory of Pelletier and Asher is a universal quantification over all individ-

uals in the kind, the exceptions of non-flying birds, no matter whether Tweety

does not fly due to being a penguin or due to broken wings are treated equally.

The theory tolerates all exceptions in the same way without distinguishing two

different exceptions in nature. The notion of “normal things” occurs in nat-

ural language does not get properly reflected and have a counterpart in the

theory. As a result, to overcome exceptions like “Tweety does not fly”, Tweety

has to be brought to some Tweety-normal-bird worlds, which appears to be a

very abnormal environment for Tweety from the point of view of people who

are outside of the theory.

7.5 A canonical form of generics

According to the discussions given above, we have seen that, to falsify

(43a) and (43b), people come up with different groups of counter-examples.

(43a) and (43b) call for different types of relevant cases, and therefore deter-

mine different sorts of legitimate exceptions. There are two kinds of exceptions

that the generic sentence “Birds fly” is expected to tolerate. These two kinds

of exceptions differ in their essence. The reason that Tweety does not fly

(or does not have the ability to fly) could be either the external environment

(as the counter-example provided in (43a) ), or its internal properties (when

Tweety is a penguin). A fine-grained and full-fledged theory that gives a better

justification to the intuitive difference between exceptions caused by intrinsic
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essences and external factors needs to have explicitly separated treatments for

“normal things” and “normal doings”.

In the process of rejecting (43a) and (43b) as the possible candidates

for a precise understanding of “Birds fly”. A new form (43c) is emerging up

to the surface and stands itself as a correction for both (43a) and (43b).

43c. Normal birds normally fly.

It is (43c) that I would like to exhibit as a sample of the canonical form

for generic statements like “Birds fly.” For generic statements with plural noun

phrases like “birds” in general, here is my working thesis:

Canonical form thesis: All generic sentences with subject-predicate (SP )

structure can be re-written into their canonical form S (normally P ). If

S is a plural noun phrase, it can be further refined to be (normal S)

(normally P ).

Under this canonical form, “Birds fly” means “normal birds normally

fly.” This form has an outer layer of universal quantification over normal in-

dividuals with respect to the subject term S and the predicate term P , and an

inner layer of universal quantification over normal circumstances with respect

to a statement that something x is a normal S. The exceptions of non-flying

abnormal birds are excluded in the first layer of quantification. The exceptions

of normal birds that do not fly because they are in abnormal environments are
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taken care of by the restriction placed by “normally”. This analysis suggests

a clear generalization relation between “Birds fly” and “Tweety flies”. The

former is a generalization over instances like the latter. I would like to argue

for the canonical form as an enhanced and refined version of the work done by

Asher and his co-authors.

Splitting “normal things” from “normal doings” presupposes a dis-

tinction between “things being normal” and “environment being normal” and

a distinction between intrinsic properties of an individual and external ef-

fects. When we look at the extremes, the distinction is striking. However,

the boundary is sometimes blurry. Suppose that Tweety flew well yesterday.

But Tweety does not fly today because his wings are broken; he fell down to

the ground from a tree. We tend to think that “Tweety normally flies” is

true since Tweety would fly in a normal circumstance where his wings were

not broken. Having broken wings is an external event that accidently hap-

pened to him. Now suppose that Tweety was born with broken wings. Will

our intuition permits us to say that “Tweety normally flies” is true, because

were Tweety in normal circumstances where its wrings were not born broken

Tweety would fly? The answer seems to be “no”. Since Tweety was born in

such a way that the broken wings and the lack of ability to fly seems intrinsic

to him. Let us change our story one more time: Suppose that Tweety’s having

broken wings was caused by the gene mutation, which was in turn caused by

nuclear exposure that affected his mother bird. It becomes unclear whether

Tweety’s broken wings is an intrinsic property or an external incident to him.
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The story can be continued in this line, and it will be more and more difficult

and complicated to decide whether Tweety is an abnormal bird or a normal

bird in an abnormal environment. However, this difficulty does no harm

to the canonical form and the theory that will be developed upon it. The

burden of how to identify a normal bird versus a normal environment is not

at the side of insisting on the canonical form. The norm form supports us to

block two kinds of exceptions, regardless into which category an exception is

actually falls.

This canonical form that I have proposed captures features of generic

sentences that both the theory of prototypes and modal and conditional ap-

proach attempt to capture.

7.6 Eckardt’s theory on normal objects

Eckardt [2000], labelled as a “normality based theory”, is in the di-

rection to provide a semantics for the canonical form of generic statements,

though she is not aware of such a canonical form (at least she does not ex-

plicitly put her theory underneath such a framework). Eckardt has a similar

goal to capture in her semantics the analysis that generic sentences univer-

sally quantify over normal or prototypical individuals. There are two main

ingredients in her theory. One is “a family of functions Nn”, and the other

is “dispositional orbit of the world of evaluation”. Nn is designated to select

normal objects in a kind out of all objects in the kind (e.g. select normal

birds from all birds). The use of dispositional orbit is a semantic wheel to
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explain the modal component “normally”. Her analysis for generics can be

summarized in the following semantic truth condition:

w � GENx1, ..., xn(Φ; Ψ)

iff

∀w′(w ≈ w′ → ∀x1, ..., xn(((Nn(λsλx1, ..., xnΦ))(x1, ..., xn))(w′) → Ψ(w′)))

To determine whether a generic sentence GENx1, ..., xn(Φ; Ψ) is true

at a world w is to go to any world w′ that is related by ≈ to w, and then to

check for all objects a1, ..., an that are normal Φ in w′ whether they are also

Ψ. ≈ is a binary relation on the set of possible worlds. w ≈ w′ means that

w′ is like w with respect to all dispositions, causal and statistical dependencies

and regularities but may differ in other facts.

This formal analysis for generics has the following three drawbacks:

First of all, the logical form of generics are mixed with its interpretation under

semantics. For example, possible worlds, a constituent of semantics, is also

a variable occurring in the logical form of generics. In a syntax-semantics

distinguished set up, probably, what Eckardt tried to say is this:

(1) GENx1, ..., xn(Φ; Ψ) =df

2∀x1, ..., xn((Nn(λsλx1, ..., xnΦ))(x1, ..., xn) → Ψ),and

(2) w � GENx1, ..., xn(Φ; Ψ) iff

w � 2∀x1, ..., xn(Nn(λsλx1, ..., xnΦ)(x1, ..., xn) → Ψ) iff
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for any w′, w′ � ∀x1, ..., xn((Nn(λsλx1, ..., xnΦ))(x1, ..., xn) → Ψ)) if

w ≈ w′.

Secondly, it can be clearly seen (especially in the re-written form) that

the modal operator takes a wider scope over the quantifier on prototypical

individuals. Under this analysis, generic sentences like “birds fly” should be

read as “it is normally true that all normal birds fly”. It seems pretty close

to the reading “all normal birds normally fly”, but there is a fundamental

difference of dere versus dedicto use of the word “normally”. In the litera-

ture, generic sentences have been viewed as some kind of quantified sentences,

though opinions diverse on what elements of the sentences to be quantified

over and what’s the properties of this quantification. Letting the modal oper-

ator rather than a quantifier take the wider scope is totally different from the

common view, and thus deserves a convincing argument to justify why this

should be so. However, the author seems not to be aware of that an argument

here is needed.

Thirdly, the modal operator is a necessary-like operator, which is in-

dependent of any propositions. Even though the author expressed the nice

wish that the binary accessibility relation ≈ should intuitively preserve all dis-

positions, causal dependencies and regularities etc., nevertheless there is no

technical counterpart to guarantee that ≈ is indeed placed between worlds

that are in accord with our intuitive restrictions. Neither Φ nor Ψ contributes

to the settlement of ≈.

Thus, I think the semantics that Eckardt has provided is still far away
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from the initial goal. These are at least two improvements of Eckardt’s theory

that can be desired for:

(i) We need a clear interface between syntax and semantics. The formal-

ization of generics is a syntactic issue. The meaning of generics is a

semantic concern. They should match each other in a nice way so that

the meaning of a generic statement is what the semantics interprets its

corresponding logic representation. Embracing semantic components as

part of formalization of generic sentences, as Eckardt did, looks awkward

and obscure.

(ii) We should invent an axiomatized system in which inference patterns

that are appropriate to generics hold. Generics are a major source

where nonmonotonic reasoning thrives. A theory about generics must

give an account of how they are used in inferences, especially those that

demonstrate nonmonotonic features due to the fact that their premises

admit exceptions.

In the next chapter I will present a formal semantics and the logic

system G for generics, in which all these desired features are achieved.
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Chapter 8

System G: a formalization of generics

8.1 Syntax

System G is an quantificational extension of the system NSTCUM . Let

us first of all specify its object language L>,G, which contains the following

symbols:

1. a denumerable set of individual variables V ar = {v0, v1, ...};

2. a denumerable set of individual constants C = {c0, c1, ...};

3. a denumerable set of n-ary (n ≥ 0) predicate variables

Pred = {P n
0 , P

n
1 , ...};

4. two binary operators: λ and N ;

5. a sentential constant ⊥, a truth-functional operator →, and a binary

sentential operator >;

6. universal quantifier ∀;

7. separators ‘,’ and ‘;’.
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A term t is either an individual variable or an individual constant. λ−→x α

is called a lambda expression, where −→x is a vector of free variables x1, x2, ..., xn

of α and λ−→x is a short-hand notation for λx1λx2...λxn to keep our formalism

a little tight. Formulas are defined as usual with an additional clause given

below:

If α and β are formulas and x is an individual variable and t is a term,

then N(λxα, λxβ)t is a formula. α and β are subformulas of N(λxα, λxβ)t.

We will use x, y, z etc. for any individual variables; c, d, e etc. for

any individual constants; p, q, r etc. for any predicate symbols; α, β, γ etc.

for formulas, Form(L>,G) for the set of all formulas, and Φ, Ψ, Γ etc. for sets

of formulas. >, ¬, ∨, ∧, ↔, >, ∃, and G are introduced as abbreviations.

Like λ−→x , we will use ∀−→x and ∃−→x , as a short version, for ∀x1∀x2...∀xn and

∃x1∃x2...∃xn to increase the readability. The > opeartor is defined via the

> operator in Chapter 3 and repeated here, together with a new abbreviation

for G−→x (α; β).

Definition 8.1 α > β =df (α > β) ∧ (α > ⊥ → α ∧ β)

Definition 8.2 G−→x (α; β) =df ∀−→x (N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)−→x > β−→x )

N is a function symbol that is designated on the level of binary predi-

cates. It takes two lambda expressions as arguments and returns a predicate

level expression. By “predicate level expression”, I mean those expressions
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that can combine with terms and get back formulas. Lambda expressions,

denoting certain properties, are abstracted from formulas via the λ operator.

Let Bx be “x is a bird” and Fx be “x flies”, then N(λxBx, λxFx)

denotes those birds that are normal in the aspect of flying capability. The

reason why N is a binary function instead of a unary function is that the

notion of normality is always relative to some aspect. The relativity of the

normality is exhibited in the examples like “Ducks lay eggs” and “Ducks have

blight colored feathers”. A similar example is “Lions have mane” and “Lions

give living young”. The ducks that are considered normal with respect to the

procreation capability will be rather different from those that are under the

consideration of having colorful feathers. For the former, adult female ducks

will be candidates for normal ducks, while male ducks are more suitable for

the latter. The similar analysis applies to the lion example. When we say that

lions have mane, we are talking about male lions as normal representatives of

the lion family. We naturally switch to think of female lions about how lions

reproduce their offsprings. The normal objects consist of a sub-class of the

original class of objects. Which sub-class to be selected is shaped by which

feature or property is under the current consideration. The first argument of

N function provides an origin of objects from which normal ones are to be

selected. Its second argument gives the information of which particular aspect

is in the focus of interest and normal objects are expected to compliant with

this aspect.
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The λ operator is to turn a compound formula into a predicate level

expression. In the statements like (44a-c), we will have to handle the class of

individuals that are constructed from other classes.

44a. Teachers and students have discounts to visit museums.

44b. Frogs live in water and on land.

44c. Dogs bite postmen.

For (44a), if we, formally, use Tx ∨ Sx to mean that x is a teacher or a

student, then λx(Tx∨Sx) denotes the class of people who are either teachers

or students. λx(Wx ∧ Lx) could be used to denote the property of living in

water and living on land, expressed in (44b). Suppose that Dx is for “x is a

dog” and Py for “y is a postman”, then λxλy(Dx ∧ Py) refers to the class of

all dog-man pairs, with which (44c) is about.

G−→x (α; β) is intended to be the formalism for generics. That “α’s are

generally β’s” is understood as “all normal α’s with respect to the property

expressed by β are β’s”. This formalism reflects the canonical form of generics

that I have argued for: the outer layer of the universal quantifier ranges over

all normal individuals, and for all such normal α, in all normal circumstances,

it is β. The negation of a generic statement is ambiguous, depending on which

scope the negation picks up. For example, to negate a generic statement “birds

fly”, we may get one of the followings:

45a. It is not the case that birds fly.
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45b. Birds do not fly.

(45a,b) can be formalized as:

46a. ¬∀x(N(λxBx, λxFx)x > Fx)

46b. ∀x(N(λxBx, λxFx)x > ¬Fx)

In terms of Gx(Bx;Fx), (46a) and (46b) can be abbreviated as ¬Gx(Bx;Fx)

and Gx(Bx;¬Fx), respectively.

I could be accused of circularity in choosing normal objects when I

loosely said that objects of α’s are considered as normal with respect to the

property expressed by β. I definitely do not want to commit that α’s are

normal with respect to the property expressed by β if and only if they are

also β’s. The role that is played by the phrase “with respect to the property

expressed by β” is to single out a topic. It is not required, and indeed is not

the case, that all normal α’s with respect to β must have the property β.

Rather, the selection of normal α’s take the factors relevant to the property β

into account, but the resulting normal α’s that are selected could or could not

have property β. As a matter of fact, I will impose on the interpretation of

the N function in the semantics a constraint stating that normal objects that

are selected under N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β) are the same as those to be selected under

N(λ−→x α, λ−→x ¬β). This is to say that only the aspect or topic expressed by β

has impact on the selection of normal individuals. Whether or not a certain

individual does have the property does not contribute to being selected. In
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such a way, I am innocent for the accuse of circularity. What I just clarified is

what not to do for selecting normal objects, but I have not yet explained how

to select normal objects.

Normal objects of kind α with respect to property β are expected to

be selected based on the “meaning” of “being α” and “being β”. In the

semantics, the meaning of “being α” is interpreted as the intension of α, a

function which determines the extension of α in every possible world. I use

the term “intension” in the same sense as that is used in Montague Grammar

and in the intensional logics. In the flying birds example, we are not restricted

to the class of existing birds to select a sub-class as normal birds that will be

relevant to evaluate the statement “birds fly”. The set of normal birds in a

certain possible world is the extension obtained from applying the “meaning”

of being normal birds to this particular world. The meaning of normal birds

(i.e., the intension of normal birds) is determined based on the meaning of

being birds and of being capable of flying. Intuitively, normal birds have all

of properties that birds have. In addition, if a bird is normal in the aspect

of flying capability, then its wings should not be retarded, muscles to support

flying activities are well developed, etc. In the semantics introduced below, I

will first of all define an intension space, which is a set of all intensions that

can be constructed from a given set of possible worlds and a give domain of all

possible objects. I will then give the interpretation of N function and discuss

constraints that the interpretation should respect in the setup of the intension

space.
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8.2 Semantics

Definition 8.3 (Intension space INT of W and D) Given a set of possible

worlds W and a set of objects D, let INT(W,Dn) denote the set containing

all functions from W to ℘(Dn), for n > 0. Namely, INT(W,Dn) = {int | int

is a function from W to ℘(Dn)}. Let INT(W,D) be the union of all such

INT(W,Dn). That is, INT(W,D) =
⋃∞

n=1 INT(W,Dn).

INT(W,Dn) contains the intension int of each n-ary predicate, and each

lambda expression that is obtained from applying λ abstractions on free vari-

ables x1, x2, ... , xn of a formula. The intension int of an n-ary predicate or

a lambda expression determines it extension on every possible world in such

a way that it selects a subset of n-tuples of objects from the domain Dn (i.e.,

for each w ∈ W , int(w) ⊆ Dn) that satisfy the property or relation depicted

by the predicate or the lambda expression. INT(W,D) is a collection of all

intensions regardless of the arity.

Definition 8.4 (Inclusion of two intensions) Given any int1, int2 ∈ INT(W,D),

int1 ⊆ int2 iff int1(w) ⊆ int2(w) for all w ∈ W .

Definition 8.5 (Complement of two intensions) Given any int1 ∈ INT(W,D),

and any int2 ∈ INT(W,D), int1 = int2 iff int1(w) = int2(w) for all w ∈ W .

Definition 8.6 (Union of two intensions) Given any int1, int2 ∈ INT(W,D),

(int1 ∪ int2)(w) = int1(w) ∪ int2(w) for all w ∈ W .
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Inclusion, complement and union of intensions are defined in terms of

the same operations on their extensions on each possible world. Intuitively,

people may tend to define the inclusion of intensions the other way around:

int1 ⊇ int2 iff int1(w) ⊆ int2(w) for all w ∈ W . Taking two expressions like

“birds” and “birds with colorful feathers”, since, in any possible world, birds

with colorful feathers are birds, the intension of “birds” is included in the

intention of “birds with colorful feathers.” In other words, the intension of the

latter is richer than that of the former. I could have followed this intuition

and use this alternative definition. Which definition to choose as the inclusion

of intensions will not effect any theorems that will be proved in later sections.

All proofs for the alternative definition can run parallel to those that are given

under the currently choosen definition. Technically, I found Definition 8.4

rather easier and less confusing because the same direction of the inclusion

relation ⊆ is used both in the comparisons of extensions and intensions.

Definition 8.7 (Normal object selection function N) N is a function taking

two inputs from INT(W,D) and returning an output in INT(W,D): INT(W,D)×

INT(W,D) → INT(W,D) satisfying

1. For all int1, int2 ∈ INT(W,D), N(int1, int2) ⊆ int1;

2. For all int1, int2 ∈ INT(W,D), N(int1, int2) = N(int1, int2).

The normal object selection function N is designed to interpret the

N operator in the language L>,G. There are two conditions desired for the
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function N to select normal objects, given meanings of two predicate level

expressions. One is that, at any possible world, whatever selected as a normal

object must first of all belong to the extension of the first expression at this

particular world. Putting it non-technically, normal birds with respect to the

flying capability must first of all be birds. Similarly, normal lions under the

consideration of whether or not have mane should be at least lions. The other

constraint requires that the second argument of the function N only provides

an aspect with respect to which normal objects are selected, but it has no

impact whatsoever on whether the selected objects have or do not have that

property or relation.

Definition 8.8 (Proposition construction function [
−→
d , int]) [

−→
d , int] is a func-

tion taking two inputs from Dn×INT(W,Dn) and returning an output in ℘(W ):

Dn × INT(W,Dn) → ℘(W ), satisfying

[
−→
d , int] = {w ∈ W |

−→
d ∈ int(w)}

−→
d stands for an n-tuple 〈d1, d2, ..., dn〉 of objects from Dn. Given a

formula α(x1, x2, ..., xn) with n free variables, we can construct the intension

of this formula in a model by collecting, at each possible world, its extensions

whose elements (i.e., n-tuples from Dn) satisfy the formula α. The proposition

construction function [
−→
d , int] is roughly an inverse of the above described

process. It starts with a given intension and an n-tuple 〈d1, d2, ..., dn〉, and

ends up with a proposition that can be expressed by α(x1, x2, ..., xn), where
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x1, x2, ..., xn have been assigned values of d1, d2, ... , dn, respectively, in the

model. We say that α(−→x ), with −→x having value of
−→
d , expresses [

−→
d , int].

Definition 8.9 (Generalization function g) g is a function taking two inputs

from INT(W,Dn) (n > 0) and returning a set of possible worlds as output:

INT(W,Dn)× INT(W,Dn) → ℘(W ), satisfying

g(int1, int2) = {w ∈ W | For all
−→
d ∈ Dn, ~({w}, [

−→
d ,N(int1, int2)]) ⊆

[
−→
d , int2] and if ~({w}, [

−→
d ,N(int1, int2)]) = ∅ then w ∈ [

−→
d ,N(int1, int2)] ∩

[
−→
d , int2]}.

Globally thinking, generic statements are about relations between two

concepts expressed by the subject term and the predicate term. Once again,

taking “birds fly” as an example, it states a generic relation between being

birds and being capable of flying. Suppose that the meaning of “birds” denoted

by int1 (i.e., its intension in the model), and the meaning of “fly” is denoted

by int2, then g(int1, int2) are those possible worlds where the generic relation

holds between being birds and being capable of flying. In general, given two

intensions int1 and int2, suppose that α(−→x ) and β(−→x ), when
−→
d is assigned

to −→x , are formulas that express the propositions [
−→
d , int1] and [

−→
d , int2], then

g(int1, int2) denotes those places where G−→x (α; β) is true.

Definition 8.10 (Universalization function u) u is a function taking two in-

puts from INT(W,Dn) (n > 0) and returning a set of possible worlds as output:

INT(W,Dn)× INT(W,Dn) → ℘(W ), satisfying
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u(int1, int2) = {w ∈ W | For all
−→
d ∈ Dn, ~({w}, [

−→
d , int1]) ⊆ [

−→
d , int2]

and if ~({w}, [
−→
d , int1]) = ∅ then w ∈ [

−→
d , int1] ∩ [

−→
d , int2]}

Suppose that, given two intensions int1 and int2, α(−→x ) and β(−→x ), with

−→x having value of
−→
d , are formulas that express the propositions [

−→
d , int1] and

[
−→
d , int2], then u(int1, int2) refers to those possible worlds at which ∀−→x (α > β)

is true.

~ used in the above definition is a set selection function. As the prepa-

ration of defining L>,G-frame, ~ is expected to satisfy the conditions given in

the following definition.

Definition 8.11 ~ is a set selection function defined on W : ℘(W )×℘(W ) →

℘(W ), satisfying, for all X, Y ⊆ W ,

1. If X ⊆ X ′, then ~(X, Y ) ⊆ ~(X ′, Y );

2. If ~({w}, Y ) ⊆ Z for every w ∈ X , then ~(X, Y ) ⊆ Z;

3. If ~(X, Y ) ⊆ Z then ~(W,X ∩ Y ) ⊆ Z;

4. ~(X, Y ) ⊆ Y ;

5. If ~(X, Y ) ⊆ Z and ~(X,Y ′) ⊆ Z then ~(X, Y ∪ Y ′) ⊆ Z;

6. If ~(X, Y ) ⊆ Y ′ and ~(X, Y ′) ⊆ Z then ~(X, Y ) ⊆ Z;

7. For all int1, int2 ∈ INT(W,D), if Y = g(int1, int2), then ~(X, Y ) ⊆

u(int1, int2);
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Conditions (1)-(6) are frame conditions from the system NSTCUM . The

logic system G that I will establish is a quantificational extension of NSTCUM .

All frame conditions for NSTCUM are carried over to be the frame conditions

for the system G as well. Condition (7) is new and specifically for validating

the new axiom G−→x (α; β) > ∀−→x (α > β) in the system G.

Definition 8.12 An L>,G-frame is a quadruple F = 〈W,D,N,~〉 where

1. W is a non-empty set of possible worlds;

2. D, called domain, is a non-empty set of objects;

3. N is a normal objects selection function defined in Definition 8.7;

4. ~ is a set selection function defined in Definition 8.11;

Definition 8.13 (interpretation η for non-logical symbols) Given a set of pos-

sible world W and a domain D, η is a function that interprets individual con-

stants and predicate symbols with respect to D such that:

1. For each individual constant c ∈ C, η(c) ∈ D;

2. For each n-ary predicate symbol P n ∈ Pred, η(P n, w) ∈ Dn.

Definition 8.14 An L>,G-structure is an ordered pair S = 〈F, η〉 where

1. F is an L>,G-frame, and
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2. η is an interpretation function for non-logical symbols defined in Defini-

tion 8.13.

Definition 8.15 An L>,G-model is an ordered pair M = 〈S, σ〉 where

1. S is an L>,G-structure, and

2. σ is an assignment function from V ar to D.

We may write M as a ternary 〈F, η, σ〉, or as a six-tuple 〈W,D,N,~, η, σ〉.

Given M, we can use SM and σM to denote its two components, or use FM and

ηM to denote its frame and interpretation function, or even further use WM,

DM, NM, and ~Mto spell out in detail four components of its frame FM. To

give the truth definition of any formula in a given model, we need to introduce

some notations.

Definition 8.16 Given two L>,G-models M and M′, we call M′ is a variant

of M on −→x (written as M′ = M(
−→
d /−→x )), if

1. FM′ = FM; and

2. σM′ = σM(
−→
d /−→x ), where σM(

−→
d /−→x ) is a variant of σM on −→x defined as

follows:

σM(
−→
d /−→x )(y) =

{
di , if y = xi, where xi is the i-th element in −→x
σM(y) , otherwise
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The concepts of variant of truth assignment function and of variant

of model are the same as those used in the first order logic. The purpose of

deploying variants of models is to interpret formulas quantified by ∀ or ∃. The

variants are allowed have different assignments on a sequence −→x of variables

instead of a single variable x. This feature is to be used for constructing

intensions of formulas with n free variables −→x .

Definition 8.17 For all term t, the interpretation tM of t in the model M is

ηM(c) if t is a constant c, or σM(x) if otherwise t is a variable x. That it,

tM =

{
ηM(c) , if t is a constant c
σM(x) , if t is a variable x

We will use
−→
t to denote a sequence 〈t1, t2, ..., tn〉 of terms. In addition,

−→
t M stands for

〈
tM1 , t

M
2 , ..., t

M
n

〉
.

Definition 8.18 (Intension abstraction function IM) Given an L>,G-model

M, IM is a function defined on any formula α and the sequence −→x of free

variables in the order of their occurrence in the formula α, and returns the

intension of α in the model M. IM: Form(L>,G) → INT(W,D), satisfying:

IM(−→x , α)(w) = {
−→
d ∈ Dn | w ∈ ‖α‖M(

−→
d /−→x )}, where −→x is the sequence of free

variables occurring in α and ‖α‖M(
−→
d /−→x ) is the set of worlds in M(

−→
d /−→x ) in

which α is true.

‖ϕ‖M will be defined recursively as shown in Definition 8.22. Intro-

ducing the intension abstraction function IM helps to define ‖ϕ‖M when ϕ is
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in the form of N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)
−→
t .

∥∥∥N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)
−→
t

∥∥∥M

is calculated based on

IM(−→x , α)(w) and IM(−→x , β)(w), which are defined in terms of ‖α‖M and ‖β‖M

as shown above. Since α and β are subformulas of N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)
−→
t , and they

are less complex, the definition of ‖ϕ‖M is recursive in nature. This should

not be mistakenly identified as a circular definition from the appearance that

IM and ‖.‖M are mutually defined.

Proposition 8.19 Given an intension abstraction function IM, for each for-

mula α and its free variable sequence −→x , IM(−→x , α) = IM(−→x ,¬α);

Proof. For all w, IM(−→x , α)(w) = {
−→
d ∈ Dn | w ∈ ‖α‖M(

−→
d /−→x )}

= Dn − {
−→
d ∈ Dn | w ∈ ‖¬α‖M(

−→
d /−→x )} = IM(−→x ,¬α).

Proposition 8.20 Given an L>,G-model M, an intension abstraction func-

tion IM, a formula α and its free variable sequence −→x , for each
−→
d ∈ Dn,

[
−→
d , IM(−→x , α)] = ‖α‖M(

−→
d /−→x ).

Proof. w ∈ [
−→
d , IM(−→x , α)] iff

−→
d ∈ IM(−→x , α)(w), by Definition 8.8.

−→
d ∈ IM(−→x , α)(w) iff w ∈ ‖α‖M(

−→
d /−→x ), by Definition 8.18.

Definition 8.21 For an arbitrary lambda expression λ−→x α, the interpretation

(λ−→x α)M of λ−→x α in the model M is IM(−→x , α).

A lambda expression λ−→x α is a predicate level expression. Suppose

that −→x is a sequence of n free variables of α, the interpretation of λ−→x α in the
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model M is like the intension of n-ary predicate, except that this intension is

constructed by the function IM based on α and its free variable sequence −→x as

its two input arguments. We have enough notations to introduce the recursive

definition of a formula being true at the set of possible worlds in a model.

Definition 8.22 For each formula ϕ, symbolism ‖ϕ‖M is used to stand for

the set of worlds in M in which ϕ is true, satisfying:

1. ‖⊥‖M = ∅

2. ‖P n(t1, t2, ..., tn)‖M = {w ∈ W |
〈
tM1 , t

M
2 , ..., t

M
n

〉
∈ ηM(P n, w)}

3. ‖α→ β‖M = (W − ‖α‖M) ∪ ‖β‖M

4. ‖α > β‖M =
⋃
{X | ~(X, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M}

5. ‖∀−→x α‖M
= {w ∈ W | for each

−→
d ∈ Dn, w ∈ ‖α‖M(

−→
d /−→x )}

6.
∥∥∥N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)

−→
t

∥∥∥M

= {w ∈ W | −→t M ∈ N((λ−→x α)M, (λ−→x β)M)(w)}

= {w ∈ W | −→t M ∈ N(IM(−→x , α), IM(−→x , β))(w)}

Proposition 8.23 The following holds, based on the definition of ‖.‖M:

1. ‖G−→x (α; β)‖M
= g(IM(−→x , α), IM(−→x , β))

2. ‖∀−→x (α > β)‖M
= u(IM(−→x , α), IM(−→x , β))
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Proof. Show (1): ‖G−→x (α; β)‖M

= ‖∀−→y (N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)−→y > β(−→y /−→x ))‖M
, by definition of G−→x (α; β)

(Definition 8.2)

= {w ∈ W | for each
−→
d ∈ Dn

M, ~({w}, ‖N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)−→y ‖M(
−→
d /−→y )

) ⊆

‖β(−→y /−→x )‖M(
−→
d /−→y )

, and if ~({w}, ‖N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)−→y ‖M(
−→
d /−→y )

) = ∅ then w ∈

‖N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)−→y ‖M(
−→
d /−→y ) ∩ ‖β(−→y /−→x )‖M(

−→
d /−→y )}, by definition of ‖.‖M

= {w ∈ W | for each
−→
d ∈ Dn

M, ~({w}, [
−→
d ,N(IM(−→x , α), IM(−→x , β))]) ⊆

[
−→
d , IM(−→x , β)], and if ~({w}, [

−→
d ,N(IM(−→x , α), IM(−→x , β))]) = ∅ then w ∈

[
−→
d ,N(IM(−→x , α), IM(−→x , β))] ∩ [

−→
d , IM(−→x , β)]}, by Proposition 8.20

= g(IM(−→x , α), IM(−→x , β)), by definition of g (Definition 8.9).

Show (2): ‖∀−→x (α > β)‖M

= {w ∈ W | for each
−→
d ∈ Dn

M, ~({w}, ‖α‖M(
−→
d /−→x )) ⊆ ‖β‖M(

−→
d /−→x ), and

if ~({w}, ‖α‖M(
−→
d /−→x )) = ∅ then w ∈ ‖α‖M(

−→
d /−→x ) ∩ ‖β‖M(

−→
d /−→x )}, by definition

of ‖.‖M

= {w ∈ W | for each
−→
d ∈ Dn

M, ~({w}, [
−→
d , IM(−→x , α)]) ⊆ [

−→
d , IM(−→x , β)],

and if ~({w}, [
−→
d , IM(−→x , α)]) = ∅ then w ∈ [

−→
d , IM(−→x , α)]∩ [

−→
d , IM(−→x , β)]},

by Proposition 8.20

= u(IM(−→x , α), IM(−→x , β)), by definition of u (Definition 8.10).

The notions of validity and satisfiability are the same as that are given

in Section 3.2.2 for propositional > logics. Let us briefly recall them here:

Suppose that M is an L>,G-model, X is a subset of WM and α is a formula.
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M �X α iff X ⊆ ‖α‖M. In particular, M �WM
α iff M �{w} α for each

w ∈ WM. α is valid, written as � α, if α is true at every world in every model

(i.e., M �WM
α, for each M). α is satisfiable if and only if ¬α is not valid.

8.3 Logic system G

G is a quantificational extension of NSTCUM , which is a logic system

about nonmonotonic inference relation analyzed in terms of the operators >

and >. The system G is intended to formalize generic sentences and to capture

their nonmonotonic inference features. It is the smallest logic containing the

standard propositional calculus (PC), and closed under the following axiom

schemata and rules of inference.

∀− ∀xα→ α(x/t)
∀ → ∀x(α→ β) → (∀xα→ ∀xβ)

>-Bf ∀x(α > β) → (α > ∀xβ), x is not a free variable in α
Ck (α > (β → γ)) → ((α > β) → (α > γ))

>-Mp (α ∧ (α > β)) > β
Id α > α

Tran (α > β) → ((β > γ) → (α > γ))
Ad (α > γ) ∧ (β > γ) → (α ∨ β > γ)
N ∀−→y (N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)−→y → α(−→y /−→x ))

N¬ ∀−→y (N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)−→y → N(λ−→x α, λ−→x ¬β)−→y )
GU G−→x (α; β) > ∀−→x (α > β)

Rules of Inferences:

Mp From α and α→ β, infer β;
Rcea From β ↔ γ, infer (β > α) ↔ (γ > α);
Rn From β, infer α > β;
Rm From α > β, infer (α ∧ γ) > β;
∀+ From α, infer ∀xα.

Recall that we have some derived rules in the system MN. We also have
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them in the system G, as listed below:

Rcec From β ↔ γ, infer (α > β) ↔ (α > γ);
Req From β ↔ γ and α infer α[γ/β], where β is a subformula of α;
Ric From α→ (β > γ), infer (α ∧ β) > γ;
Rck From (β1 ∧ ... ∧ βn) → β,

infer (α > β1) ∧ ... ∧ (α > βn) → (α > β), for every n > 1;
Ram From α→ β and β > γ, infer α > γ.

Regarding the system G, axioms Ck, >-Mp, Id, Tran and Ad are

inherited from the system NSTCUM . Axioms ∀−, ∀ → and >-Bf are to han-

dle quantifiers. In particular, >-Bf is a Barcan formula for the operator >.

Axioms N, N¬, and GU are new and need some explanations. The axiom N

states that any normal instance selected from α’s based on the aspect described

in β must be first of all an instance of α. The axiom N¬ requires that the sec-

ond argument λ−→x β of the N operator does no more than providing an aspect

with respect to which normal instances of λ−→x α are selected. In other words,

the second argument will not impact on the selection of normal instances in

the way that whether or not instances satisfy the depicted property or rela-

tion β is taken into account. Axiom GU allows to enlarge “approximately”

the coverage of the generic quantifier to be the same as what is covered by

the universal quantifier. Thus, generics can be defeasibly understood as uni-

versally quantified statements. This axiom reveals the difference between this

new formalism for generics and Asher and his co-author’s. Whereas they use

∀x(α > β) to define Gx(α; β)1 and view them equivalent, I think that a step of

1For the purpose of comparision, G−→x (α;β) is changed to be a more restrictive form
Gx(α;β). The formalism for generics provided by Asher and his co-authors takes stepwise
generizations, and does not generize over pairs or n-tuples.
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defeasible inference is indeed involved. It is defeasible to imagine an instance

of α as normal as possible. The imagination could turn out to be false in face

of hard fact.

In the system G, we can prove formally, using axioms and rules of in-

ferences given above, some theorems regarding the quantifier G. The following

theorem shows the interaction between the quantifier G and a related negated

form. For example, “birds fly” implies “it is not the case that birds do not

fly”, which sounds correct. The other direction is not a theorem of G. We can

easily show that the reserve of the following theorem G¬G is not valid in the

given semantics.

Theorem 8.24 (G¬G) G−→x (α; β) → ¬G−→x (α;¬β)

Proof.

(1) (N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)−→y > β(−→y /−→x ))

→ ¬(N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)−→y > ¬β(−→y /−→x )) ThMN8

(2) N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)−→y ↔ (N(λ−→x α, λ−→x ¬β)−→y Axiom N¬, PC

(3) (N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)−→y > β(−→y /−→x ))

→ ¬(N(λ−→x α, λ−→x ¬β)−→y > ¬β(−→y /−→x )) (1),(2) Req

(4) ∀−→x (N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)−→y > β(−→y /−→x ))

→ ∀−→x ¬(N(λ−→x α, λ−→x ¬β)−→y > ¬β(−→y /−→x )) (3), ∀+, ∀ →, PC

(5) ∀−→x ¬(N(λ−→x α, λ−→x ¬β)−→y > ¬β(−→y /−→x ))

→ ¬∀−→x (N(λ−→x α, λ−→x ¬β)−→y > ¬β(−→y /−→x )) (4), PC

(6) G−→x (α; β) → ¬G−→x (α;¬β) Definition 8.2, (4),(5) PC
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8.4 Soundness and completeness of G

The proof of the soundness of G is routine. It is expected to show

that axioms are valid under the semantics given in Section 8.2, and rules of

inference preserve the validity of their premises to their conclusions. I will only

prove that axioms specific to G are valid under the given semantics as stated

in Theorem 8.25, since the proofs for the rest of axioms and rules of inference

are very similar to what is done for the soundness proof of the system NSTCUM

and the first order logic.

Theorem 8.25 Axioms >-Bf, N, N¬, and GU are valid.

In order not to distract attentions away from the main stream of pre-

senting ideas, all proof details are left in Appendix B.

The proof for the completeness of G will be similar to but rather more

complex than that for the completeness of predicate modal logic and predicate

conditional logic. The goal is to show that, for all nontheorem formula α, there

is an L>,G-model which is built upon an L>,G-frame and falsifies α. The model

to be constructed is a canonical model. Thus, for the system G, I will prove

the strong completeness theorem. Unlike the weak version of the complateness

theorem that has been proved for the system MN, NID and NSTCUM , the

strong version of completeness theorem is proved because one and the same

canonical model falsifies all non-theorems. The proof towards the completeness

is broken down into two major steps. First of all, a saturated set is defined as
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maximally consistent set in which every existentially quantified formula has

a witnessed instance. These saturated sets are used as possible worlds of the

canonical model. The Henkin strategy of handling quantified formulas, as in

the completeness proof for the predicate modal logic, is re-used. Secondly,

the functions NG and ~G defined in the canonical model are shown to have

properties that are expected for L>,G-frame.

In what follows, I will give related definitions and draw an outline of

how these definitions lead to lemmas, which in turn bring us towards the

completeness of G and eventually get it. The readers are referred to Appendix

B for the detailed proofs.

8.4.1 Henkin set and saturated set

Definition 8.26 (Henkin set) Given a set Γ of formulas and a formula α in

L>,G, we say that Γ is an Henkin set if Γ has the one of the following equivalent

properties:

(OC) If Γ ` α(x/t), for every term t of L>,G, then Γ ` ∀xα(x), for any

variable x.

(OC’) If Γ ∪ {¬∀xα(x)} is consistent, then for some term t of L>,G,

Γ ∪ {¬α(x/t)} is consistent.

Definition 8.27 A saturated set is a maximally consistent Henkin set.

The notions of Henkin set and saturated set are system dependent,

since they involve provability or consistency. Hereafter, the system G is our
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reference system. We will use G Henkin set and G saturated set to indicate

that they are relative to the system G.

Lemma 8.28 If Γ is an Henkin set, then so is Γ∪∆, provided that ∆ is finite.

Lemma 8.29 Any consistent Henkin set Γ of L>,G can be extended to a sat-

urated set.

Lemma 8.30 If Γ is a saturated set which contains ¬(α > β), then Γ∗ = {γ |

(α > γ) ∈ Γ} ∪ {¬β} is a consistent Henkin set.

Lemma 8.31 If Γ is a saturated set which contains ¬(α > β), then Γ∗ = {γ |

(α > γ) ∈ Γ} ∪ {¬β} can be extended to a saturated set in L>,G.

8.4.2 A canonical model of G

Let |ϕ|G denote all G saturated sets that contain ϕ, and WG be the set

containing all G saturated sets of formulas. To prepare for the construction

of the set selection function in the canonical modal, we need to define an

intermediate function ∗ and prove some useful properties in the lemma below.

Lemma 8.32 Let ∗G be a partial function from WG × ℘(WG) to ℘(WG), sat-

isfying ∗G(w, |α|G) =
⋂
{|β|G | (α > β) ∈ w}. Then, for each w ∈ WG and

all formulas α and α′,

1. If |α|G ⊆ |α′|G, then ∗G(w, |α|G) ⊆ ∗G(w, |α′|G)
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2. ∗G(w, |α|G) ⊆ |α|G

3. ∗G(w, |α ∨ α′|G) ⊆ ∗G(w, |α|G) ∪ ∗G(w, |α′|G)

Definition 8.33 The canonical model of G MG = 〈WG, DG,NG,~G, ηG, σG〉

is defined as follows:

1. WG = {w | w is a G saturated set of formulas},

2. DG = {t | t is a term of L>,G},

3. for each w ∈ WG and int1, int2 ∈ INT(WG, DG), NG(int1, int2)(w)

=


{−→t | N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)

−→
t ∈ w} , if there are formulas α and β,

such that int1 = IMG(−→x , α)
and int2 = IMG(−→x , β)

int1(w) , otherwise

4. for each w ∈ WG and X,Y ⊆ WG, ~G(X,Y )

=

 Y ∩ ∗G({w}, |>|G) , if X = {w};⋃
w∈X

~G ({w}, Y ) , otherwise

5. for each constant symbol c, and any n-ary predicate symbol P n,

(a) ηG(c) = c; and

(b) ηG(P n, w) = {〈t1, t2, ..., tn〉 ∈ Dn
G | P nt1, t2, ..., tn ∈ w}

6. for each individual variable symbol x, σG(x) = x

It is easy to see that ~G(X, Y ) = Y ∩ ~G(X, |>|G). Regarding the

function ~G defined above, we can prove the canonical property stated in

Theorem 8.36 below, whose proof depends on two lemmas preceeding it.
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Lemma 8.34 For each w ∈ WG, each φ ∈ L>,G, ∗G(w, |φ|G) = ~G({w}, |φ|G).

Lemma 8.35 For all (α > β) ∈ L>,G and w ∈ WG, ∗G(w, |α|G) ⊆ |β|G iff

w ∈ |α > β|G.

Theorem 8.36 Let MG = 〈WG, DG,NG,~G, ηG, σG〉 be the canonical model

of G. Then, for all (α > β) ∈ L>,G and X ⊆ WG, ~G(X, |α|G) ⊆ |β|G iff

X ⊆ |α > β|G.

Theorem 8.37 Let MG = 〈WG, DG,NG,~G, ηG, σG〉 be the canonical model

of G. Then, for all formulas in the form of N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)
−→
t ∈ L>,G and

each wG ∈ WG, N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)
−→
t ∈ wG iff wG ∈

∥∥∥N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)
−→
t

∥∥∥MG

.

Theorem 8.38 Let MG = 〈WG, DG,NG,~G, ηG, σG〉 be the canonical model

of G. Then for each formula ϕ ∈ L>,G and each wG ∈ WG, ϕ ∈ wG iff

wG ∈ ‖ϕ‖MG. That is, |ϕ|G = ‖ϕ‖MG.

Following from Definition 8.2 and Theorem 8.38, it is easy to get a

corollary below.

Corollary 8.39 Let MG = 〈WG, DG,NG,~G, ηG, σG〉 be the canonical model

of G. Then, for all formulas in the form of G−→x (α; β), and each wG ∈ WG,

G−→x (α; β) ∈ wG iff wG ∈ ‖G−→x (α; β)‖MG.

Lemma 8.40 The following statements hold for all w ∈ WG and Y, Y ′, Yi

⊆ WG:
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1. ~G({w}, Y ) ⊆ Y ;

2. ~G({w}, Y ) ⊆ Y ′ only if ~G({w}, Y ) ⊆ ~G({w}, Y ′);

3. Y ⊆ Y ′ only if ~G({w}, Y ) ⊆ ~G({w}, Y ′);

4. ~G({w},
⋃

i∈I Yi) =
⋃

i∈I ~G({w}, Yi), where I is any set of indices.

Lemma 8.41 The following properties of the ~ function hold for all w ∈ WG

and X, X ′, Y , Z ⊆ WG:

1. If X ⊆ X ′, then ~G(X, Y ) ⊆ ~G(X ′, Y );

2. If ~G({w}, Y ) ⊆ Z for every w ∈ X, then ~G(X, Y ) ⊆ Z;

3. ~G(X, Y ) ⊆ Y ;

4. If ~G(X, Y ) ⊆ Z and ~G(X, Y ′) ⊆ Z, then ~G(X, Y ∪ Y ′) ⊆ Z;

5. If ~G(X,Y ) ⊆ Y ′ and ~G(X, Y ′) ⊆ Z, then ~G(X, Y ) ⊆ Z;

In what follows, I will prove the frame condition that validates axiom

>-Mp. That is, for all X, Y ⊆ WG, ~G(WG, X ∩ Y ) ⊆ ~G(X, Y ). To get

through the proof, I need to introduce a definition and some lemmas as step

stones.

Lemma 8.42 For each w ∈ WG, ~G(WG, {w}) = ~G({w}, {w}).

Definition 8.43 f>(X,Y ) = {w : ~G({w}, X) ⊆ Y }, for all X, Y ⊆ WG.
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Lemma 8.44 The following holds for all formulas φ and ψ and all X,Y, Z ⊆

WG:

1. f>(|φ| , |ψ|) = |φ > ψ|,

2. ~G(f>(X,Y ), X) ⊆ Y ,

3. ~G(Z,X) ⊆ Y only if Z ⊆ f>(X, Y ).

Lemma 8.45 For all X, Y ⊆ WG, ~G(WG, X ∩ f>(X, Y )) ⊆ Y .

Lemma 8.46 For all X, Y ⊆ WG, ~G(WG, X ∩ Y ) ⊆ ~G(X, Y ).

Lemma 8.47 For all int1, int2 ∈ INT(WG, DG), if Y = g(int1, int2), then

~(X, Y ) ⊆ u(int1, int2).

Lemma 8.41, Lemma 8.46 and Lemma 8.47 together lead to the follow-

ing theorem:

Theorem 8.48 Let MG = 〈WG, DG,NG,~G, ηG, σG〉 be the canonical model

of G. ~G satisfies conditions given in Definition 8.11, and hence FG is an

L>,G-frame.
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Chapter 9

Examples and conclusions

9.1 Applying the theory to some examples

We have gone through a great deal to establish the system G, which

provides a formalism of generics via the language L>,G. The ultimate goal is

to explain and support the defeasible behavior of inferences involving generic

statements in the system G. In the discussion below, I will show that exam-

ples of intuitively acceptable inferences involving generics as premises can be

justified under the notion of nonmonotonic inference. Recall Definition 9.1 for

the nonmonotonic inference relation that we are concerned with. The prov-

ability referred in the definition is now relative to the system G rather than

the system NSTCUM . I repeat the definition below with an added subscript to

indicate the current system G with respect to which |∼ is defined.

Definition 9.1 [Φ], Γ |∼ α, where Φ and Γ are sets of formulas and Γ is

finite, iff Φ `G ∧Γ > α.

Since the system G is build upon the system NSTCUM and includes all

of its theorems, the properties of nonmonotonic inference relation |∼ as stated

in Theorem 5.2 and inference patterns studied in Chapter 5 also hold in the
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system G. Besides what is inherited from NSTCUM , the system G has more

axioms like GU to help with proving more theorems as well. We are now

ready to see some analysis of examples in the setting of the system G. For

each example, I will list the sentences in natural language at the left column,

and give their corresponding formalisms in G at the right column. Then I

will justify the inferences by applying appropriate inference patterns to the

premises in a stepwise manner to reach the conclusion.

Example 1 (A conditional conclusion from a generic statement):

Birds fly. Gx(Bx;Fx)
If Tweety is a bird, then Tweety flies. Bt > Ft

We can use axiom GU to prove:

`G ¬(Gx(Bx;Fx) > ⊥) → (Gx(Bx;Fx) > (Bt > Ft)). Here is how

the proof goes:

(1) Gx(Bx;Fx) > ∀x(Bx > Fx) GU

(2) ∀x(Bx > Fx) → (Bt > Ft) ∀−

(3) Gx(Bx;Fx) > (∀x(Bx > Fx) → (Bt > Ft)) (2), Rn

(4) (Gx(Bx;Fx) > (∀x(Bx > Fx) → (Bt > Ft)))

→ ((Gx(Bx;Fx) > ∀x(Bx > Fx)) → (Gx(Bx;Fx) > (Bt >

Ft))) Ck

(5) (Gx(Bx;Fx) > ∀x(Bx > Fx)) → (Gx(Bx;Fx) > (Bt > Ft)) (2),

(3), Mp

(6) Gx(Bx;Fx) > (Bt > Ft) (1), (4), Mp
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(7) ¬(Gx(Bx;Fx) > ⊥) → (Gx(Bx;Fx) > (Bt > Ft)) (5), definition

of > (Definition 3.1)

By the definition of |∼, we have [¬(Gx(Bx;Fx) > ⊥)], {Gx(Bx;Fx)} |∼

Bt > Ft. It is a novel feature of the system G that we are able to defeasi-

bly infer a conditional, which may itself express a habitual reading about a

certain object. The inference being defeasible, the negation of the conclusion

¬(Bt > Ft) is still compatible with the generic statement Gx(Bx;Fx). This

could account for the non-flying-phenomenon of some penguin birds, for each

of which it is not the case that it normally flies.

In the theory of generics given by Asher and his co-authors, this layer

of defeasibility is ignored. Representing a generic statement as ∀x(Bx > Fx),

Bt > Ft monotonically follows from ∀x(Bx > Fx). To claim both ∀x(Bx >

Fx) and ¬(Bt > Ft) runs into a contradiction. Once a generic statement is

asserted, there is no room left to accommodate a negated habitual sentence

regarding some abnormal instance.

I believe that this additional defeasible layer is an advantage of the

enhanced theory over the existing one. This difference between two theories

will be picked up again in the later discussion on the relationship between

generics and conditionals.

The rest of examples are benchmark-like problems. The fact that the

system G can quite easily account for them shows that the upgraded theory

is a promising theory on generics.
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Example 2 (A simple conclusion from a generic statement):

Birds fly. Gx(Bx;Fx)
Tweety is a bird. Bt
Tweety flies. Ft

This example involves both layers of defeasibility. Based on what we

have seen in Example 1, Bt > Ft can be defeasibly inferred from Gx(Bx;Fx).

This leads us to a familiar stage where Ft can be in turn defeasibly inferred

from Bt > Ft and Bt, as we did in the propositional nonmonotonic logics.

Some extra attentions need to be paid on the connecting piont between two

defeasible inferences. We can sketch the whole process in four steps. Let ϕ =

(Bt > Ft)∧Bt∧Gx(Bx;Fx), ψ = (Bt > Ft)∧Bt, and ξ = Bt∧Gx(Bx;Fx).

Step 1: Use Inference Pattern I obtained in the system NSTCUM .

We have [¬(ψ > ⊥)], {Bt > Ft,Bt} |∼ Ft.

Step 2: Apply Inference Pattern III to the result obtained from step

1:

[¬(ϕ > ⊥)], {Bt > Ft,Bt,Gx(Bx;Fx)} |∼ Ft.

Step 3: Use axiom GU, we can prove

[¬(ξ > ⊥)], {Bt,Gx(Bx;Fx)} |∼ Bt > Ft.

Step 4: Apply Cut to the results obtained in Step 2 and Step 3. We

get [¬(ϕ > ⊥)], {Bt,Gx(Bx;Fx)} |∼ Ft.

The following is a proof for Step 3, which is quite similar to the one

that we gave for Example 1. Show : `G ¬(ξ > ⊥) → (ξ > (Bt > Ft))
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(1) Gx(Bx;Fx) > ∀x(Bx > Fx) GU

(2) ∀x(Bx > Fx) → (Bt > Ft) ∀−

(3) Gx(Bx;Fx) > (Bt > Ft) (1), (2), Rn, Ck, Mp

(4) (Bt ∧Gx(Bx;Fx)) > (Bt > Ft) (3), Rm

(5) ¬(Bt ∧Gx(Bx;Fx) > ⊥) →

(Bt ∧Gx(Bx;Fx) > (Bt > Ft)) (4), definition of > (Definition

3.1)

(6) ¬(ξ > ⊥) → (ξ > (Bt > Ft)) (5), abbreviations

By the definition of |∼, [¬(ξ > ⊥)], {Bt,Gx(Bx;Fx)} |∼ Bt > Ft

This explains why Example 2 is a good inference.

Example 3 (A default inference tolerating irrelevant information):

Birds fly. Gx(Bx;Fx)
Tweety is a bird and Tweety is white. Bt ∧Wt
Tweety flies. Ft

The example can be justified similarly to what we did for Example 2,

except that ϕ = (Bt > Ft)∧Bt∧Wt∧Gx(Bx;Fx), and the result in Step 2

is:

[¬(ϕ > ⊥)], {Bt > Ft,Bt,Wt,Gx(Bx;Fx)} |∼ Ft.

Example 4 (between two conflicting defaults, the more specific one wins):

Birds fly. Gx(Bx;Fx)
Penguins do not fly. Gx(Px;¬Fx)
Penguins are birds. Gx(Px;Bx)
Tweety is a bird. Bt
Tweety is a penguin. Pt
Tweety does not fly. ¬Ft
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Let ϕ = Gx(Bx;Fx)∧Gx(Px;¬Fx)∧Gx(Px;Bx)∧(Bt > Ft)∧(Pt >

¬Ft)∧(Pt > Bt)∧Bt∧Pt; ψ = (Bt > Ft)∧(Pt > ¬Ft)∧(Pt > Bt)∧Bt∧Pt;

and ξ = Gx(Bx;Fx) ∧Gx(Px;¬Fx) ∧Gx(Px;Bx) ∧Bt ∧ Pt.

This inference can be justified in four steps:

Step 1: Use the Penguin Principle obtained in the system NSTCUM .

We have [¬(ψ > ⊥)], {ψ} |∼ ¬Ft.

Step 2: Apply Inference Pattern III. We have [¬(ϕ > ⊥)], {ϕ} |∼

¬Ft.

Step 3: Use axiom GU, we can prove

[¬(ξ > ⊥)], {ξ} |∼ (Bt > Ft) ∧ (Pt > ¬Ft) ∧ (Pt > Bt).

Step 4: Apply Cut to the results obtained in Step 2 and Step 3. We

get [¬(ϕ > ⊥)], {ξ} |∼ ¬Ft.

Example 5 (making use of two non-conflicting defaults in serial):

Students are adults. Gx(Sx;Ax).
Adults are employed. Gx(Ax;Ex)
John is a student. Sj
John is employed. Ej

Let ϕ = Gx(Sx;Ax) ∧ Gx(Ax;Ex) ∧ (Sj > Aj) ∧ (Aj > Ej) ∧ Sj;

ψ = (Sj > Aj) ∧ (Aj > Ej) ∧ Sj; and ξ = Gx(Sx;Ax) ∧Gx(Ax;Ex) ∧ Sj.

This inference can be justified in four steps:

Step 1: Use Inference Pattern II obtained in the system NSTCUM .

We have [¬(ψ > ⊥)], {ψ} |∼ Ej.
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Step 2: Apply Inference Pattern III to Step 1. We get [¬(ϕ >

⊥)], {ϕ} |∼ Ej.

Step 3: Use axiom GU, we can prove

[¬(ξ > ⊥)], {ξ} |∼ (Sj > Aj) ∧ (Aj > Ej).

Step 4: Apply Cut to the results obtained in Step 2 and Step 3. We

get [¬(ϕ > ⊥)], {ξ} |∼ Ej.

Example 6 (the independent applicability of multiple defaults):

Students are adults. Gx(Sx;Ax)
Students are not employed. Gx(Sx;¬Ex)
John is a student. Sj
John is employed. Ej
John is an adult. Aj

Let ϕ = Gx(Sx;Ax) ∧ Gx(Sx;¬Ex) ∧ (Sj > Aj) ∧ (Sj > ¬Ej) ∧

Sj ∧Ej; and ψ = (Sj > Aj)∧ (Sj > ¬Ej)∧ Sj ∧Ej; and ξ = Gx(Sx;Ax)∧

Gx(Ax;Ex) ∧ Sj ∧ Ej.

This inference can be justified in four steps:

Step 1: Use Inference Pattern VII obtained in the system NSTCUM .

We have [¬(ψ > ⊥)], {ψ} |∼ Aj.

Step 2: Apply Inference Pattern III to Step 1. We get [¬(ϕ >

⊥)], {ϕ} |∼ Aj.

Step 3: Use axiom GU, we can prove

[¬(ξ > ⊥)], {ξ} |∼ (Sj > Aj) ∧ (Sj > ¬Ej).
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Step 4: Apply Cut to the results obtained in Step 2 and Step 3. We

get [¬(ϕ > ⊥)], {ξ} |∼ Aj.

Example 7: (using as many defaults as possible)

Students are adults. Gx(Sx;Ax)
Students are not employed. Gx(Sx;¬Ex)
Adults are employed. Gx(Ax;Ex)
Adults know how to drive a car. Gx(Ax;Kx)
Peter is a student. Sp
Peter knows how to drive a car. Kp

Let ϕ = Gx(Sx;Ax) ∧ Gx(Sx;¬Ex) ∧ Gx(Ax;Ex) ∧ Gx(Ax;Kx) ∧

(Sp > Ap) ∧ (Sp > ¬Ep) ∧ (Ap > Ep) ∧ (Ap > Kp) ∧ Sp; ψ = (Sp >

Ap) ∧ (Sp > ¬Ep) ∧ (Ap > Ep) ∧ (Ap > Kp) ∧ Sp; and ξ = Gx(Sx;Ax) ∧

Gx(Sx;¬Ex) ∧Gx(Ax;Ex) ∧Gx(Ax;Kx) ∧ Sp.

This inference can be justified in four steps:

Step 1: Use Inference Pattern VIII obtained in the system NSTCUM .

We have [¬(ψ > ⊥)], {ψ} |∼ Kp.

Step 2: Apply Inference Pattern III to Step 1. We have [¬(ϕ >

⊥)], {ϕ} |∼ Kp.

Step 3: Use axiom GU, we can prove

[¬(ξ > ⊥)], {ξ} |∼ (Sp > Ap)∧ (Sp > ¬Ep)∧ (Ap > Ep)∧ (Ap > Kp).

Step 4: Apply Cut to the results obtained in Step 2 and Step 3. We

get [¬(ϕ > ⊥)], {ξ} |∼ Kp.
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9.2 Some conclusive advantages

In the formal system G that I have established, generic statements are

represented by logic formulas and their behaviors in inferences are accounted

for. Here is a brief summary of what the new theory has offered. We started

with giving an object language L>,G, which is an extension of the language

L>. The extension goes towards two directions. One direction is to include

quantifiers and predicates that a quantificational logic requires. The other

direction is to have some operator symbols like N that is specifically for the

formalism of generics.

Generic statements are formulized as G−→x (α; β), which is an abbrevia-

tion of ∀−→x (N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)−→x > β−→x ). The logic system G is extended from the

system NSTCUM , which is a propositional system to characterize nonmonotonic

inference. The axiom GU (i.e., G−→x (α; β) > ∀−→x (α > β)) reduces a generic

statement to a universally quantified formula ∀−→x (α > β). This reduction is

done defeasibly by the connective >. The universally quantified formulas like

∀−→x (α > β) can be instantiated and result in some >-formulas (i.e., formulas

with the > operator as the main connective). Their behaviors in inferences

have already been accounted for in the system NSTCUM . The treatment of

generics has made full use of our researches on the nonmonotonic logics. The

defeasible inference patterns that are obtained from the study of nonmonotonic

logics are all applicable to examples of inferences that involve generics as their

premises. Thus, the exception-tolerating feature of generics is accounted for.

In the meanwhile, I have showed that the appropriate treatment of generics
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is an application area of nonmonotonic logics that are developed in Chapters

3-5.

The semantics for generices is in the framework of possible world seman-

tics. It has two important functions: the ~ function and the N function. The ~

function is responsible for selecting possible worlds and matches the meaning

of “normally” in the canonical form “normal S normally P” for generics with

subject-predicate SP structure. The N function is expected to select normal

objects from all objects of kind S with respect to the aspect expressed by P .

The theorems of soundness and completeness of the system G demonstrate

that the given semantics matches the system G.

To have a complete vision, skipping over the technical details, I would

like to highlight the advantages of this enhanced theory on generics from four

aspects. First of all, the N function, which interprets the N operator, can take

sets of vectors as arguments, and sets of pairs in particular. This means that

we have the capability to handle normal pairs that are not pairs of normals.

Secondly, the so-called drowning problem is solved in the system G. Putting

it in another way, the formalism given for generics in the system G does not

give rise to the drowning problem. Thirdly, our solution to the formalization

of generics is in between the rules and regulationes approach and induction

approach. The semantics provides the core constitutes of what generics are

supposed to mean, and hooks their meanings with their exception-tolerating

behavior in inferences. Some room is left for pragmatics or even non-linguistic

factors to determine what are considered as normal objects and normal en-
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vironments. Finally, based on the new formalism of generics, we can gain a

better understanding of the relation between generics and conditionals. More

discussions will be given in the sections below to elaborate these advantages.

9.2.1 Interpreting relational generics

One of Cohen’s criticism to the work done by Asher and his co-authors

is that they cannot appropriately handle the generic statements that express

relations. Recall Cohen’s example below:

44. Women live longer than men.

According to the semantics of generics given by Asher and his co-

authors, the sentence (44) will be understood as every woman being in a

normal woman possible world lives longer than every man provided that he

is in a normal man possible world. This reading seems stronger than another

reading that Cohen interprets (44). The other reading that seems correct to

Cohen is that, for every normal woman-man pair, the woman in the pair likely

loves longer than the man. Putting Cohen’s probability of likelihood aside,

the major difference between two readings lies in the fact that Asher’s read-

ing ranges over normal objects from two separate sets to form pairs, whereas

Cohen’s reading takes normal pairs directly from the set of pairs. Formally,

suppose that W and M are two sets which contain women and men, and

suppose that Norm is a function which returns a subset of the input set

whose elements are considered as normal instances. The question is whether
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Norm(W ) × Norm(M) = Norm(W × M). In Cohen’s example, a normal

woman-man pair could just consist of a normal woman and a normal man.

Two readings collapse into one and the same reading. Nevertheless, there is

no guarantee that the equation holds for any two arbitrary sets. There could

be situations where two things are not equal.

Eckardt [2000] has a dedicated section on normal pairs and pairs of

normals. The issue is addressed against Asher and his co-authors’ account

when normal pairs over two sets A and B are not the same as pairs of normal

A and normal B. She uses the example stated in (45) to illustrate the point

that she intends to make.

45. Wolves kill men.

The generalization expressed in the sentence (45) reports what normally hap-

pens under those circumstances where the meeting of wolf and man, if they

ever meet, takes place at times when the wolf is very hungry and the human is

either sick or wounded or a child who is of a special kind that is easy to attack.

If the normal pair is not built up from normal individuals of its constitutes,

then the normal function which applies only to a set of individuals will have

difficulties in obtaining the set of normal pairs. Asher and his co-authors’

theory may not be accused of the lack of ability to select normal pairs, since

they do not actually have an explicit stand-alone operator in their syntax or

semantics to select normal objects at all. They put the selection of normal ob-

jects in the background of normal worlds. With respect to the normal worlds,
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it is kind of vague whether they consider the normal pairs or the pairs of nor-

mal individuals. It could be argued that they consider the “normal worlds”

where meetings of wolves and men happen. If the normal meetings of wolves

and men indeed consist of abnormal wolves and unusual weak men, then let

the “normal worlds” be such that they contain normal encounters of abnormal

wolves with unusual weak men. Being said so, they can free from the accuse.

As a refined version of Asher and his co-authors’ account, the newly

developed theory on generics does has an explicit N operator to select normal

objects of a kind. Cohen’s criticism and Eckardt’s proposal have to be taken

into account. I agree with Eckardt that selecting the normal pairs, or in

general n-tuples, is the more broader method, compared with selecting the

normal objects only. Following Eckardt, the N operator in the language L>,G

is allowed to apply to n-ary predicate level expressions λ−→x α and λ−→x β, and

returns an n-ary predicate level expressions N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β), which combines

with an n-tuple to get a complete sentence N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)
−→
t . Though I share

the same intuition with Eckardt on making the operator to be able to select

n-tuples and pairs in particular, the interpretation of the N operator via the

N function is quite different from what Echardt interprets for the N operator

in her semantics. I have made the N operator a binary operator, and the

matching function N in the semantics a binary function. The second argument

is intended to capture the aspect that affects the selection of normal instances.

The arguments that N takes are intensions of predicate level expressions from

the intension space. The intensionality is to express the idea that normal
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instances are normal by nature, rather than accidental. For example, animals

having heart coincide with animals having liver, but normal animals that have

heart could be quite different from normal animals that have liver. In our

world, two superpower countries happen to have names starting with “U”.

However, claiming that normal superpower countries are those whose names

normally start with “U” seems wrong. The binary implementation of the N

operator solves the drowning problem, about which more discussion will come

in the next section.

9.2.2 Solving the drowning problem

The drowning problem arises when a pair of generic statements with

the same antecedents has incompatible consequents, as shown in repeated

examples below:

46a. Lions have manes.

46b. Lions give milk to their young.

If “normal lions” are the same group of lions selected from the kind of lion and

shared by (46a) and (46b), then, no matter how they get selected, they can

make at most one of two sentences true but not both. It is simply because no

single lion which has a mane and gives milk to its offspring will be considered

normal at all. Yet both sentences intuitively seem true. The same thing

happens to sentences (47a) and (47b). The truth of one sentence at the very
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same time destroys the truth of the other. Normal ducks which lay eggs do

not have brightly colored feathers, and vice versa.

47a. Ducks lay eggs.

47b. Ducks have brightly colored feathers.

The solution that I have proposed in the system G is not to have the generics

with the same antecedent share the same group of normal instances. Rather,

each generic sentence is about its own set of normal instances that are related

to its specific consequent. Both (46a) and (46b) sentences are true in virtue

of their own groups of normal instances. So are (47a) and (47b). There is

no race competing with normal objects between two sentences in (46) or in

(47). Normal lions, with respect to the hairy style, have manes. Normal

lions, with respect to the feeding method, give milk to their young. (46a) and

(46b) can both be true in peace. This idea is implemented via the binary

operator N . The second parameter of the N operator is to reflect the aspect

with respect to which the normal instances of the first parameter are selected.

For (47), N(λxDuck(x), λxLay-egg(x)) could be different from, and even do

not overlap with N(λxDuck(x), λxHave-brightly-colored-feather(x)). There

is no problem for (47a) and (47b) to be both true. It may smell circular

that normal ducks for (47a) are just those that lay eggs and for (47b) are

those that have brightly colored feathers. This suspicion is ruled out by the

imposed frame condition on the N function which interprets N . The frame

condition requires that N(int1, int2) = N(int1, int2). This is equivalent to say
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that N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)
−→
t ↔ N(λ−→x α, λ−→x ¬β)

−→
t . To comply with this condition,

(48a) and (48b) are forced to share the same set of normal instances. As a

result, we cannot make both of (48a) and (48b) true, which is expected.

48a. Ducks lay eggs.

48b. Ducks do not lay eggs.

9.2.3 Rules-and-regulations approach and induction approach

Carlson [1995] summarizes two contrasting views of truth conditions

for generic sentences. One view takes induction as its primary model and

attempts to understand generics in terms of the inductive process. The other

perspective takes rules and regulations as its primary mode, and seeks to

understand generics in those terms. The driving intuition behind the in-

ductive approach lies in the conviction that generics essentially express in-

ductive generalizations, where the base of the generalization is some observed

set of instances. The drawback of this approach is that it cannot distinguish

“non-accidental generalization” from the principled patterns that are taken to

support true generics.

The rules-and-regulations approach is on the other side of the fence.

According to this approach, the truth value of a generic sentence depends on

whether or not there is a corresponding structure in the world that supports

the instances of generalization. Under this approach, the paradigm cases of

generics are rules and regulations that we can stipulate, such as “Bishops move
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diagonally”, and “The Speaker of the House succeeds the vice president.” The

fundamental difficulty for the rules-and-regulations approach remains how to

deal with weak and descriptive generalizations.

The canonical form “Normal S normally P” that has been proposed

for subject-predicate structured generics combines both views of induction

and rules-and-regulations. “Normal” distinguishes some prototypes of a kind

from the rest of not-so-normal individuals, and “normally” picks up normal

worlds with respect to the normal S under consideration. It guarantees that

true generics are supported by principled patterns, rather than some purely

accidental convergencies. Whether an individual or a world is normal is not

not to be determined arbitrarily. This is on the conceptual level supported by

rules and regulations. Having avoided the weak side of inductive approach,

the canonical form nevertheless keeps its core idea. The truth of a generic

sentence in its essence still comes from an inductive process over all normal

instances.

I agree with Cohen on the point that the meaning of generic statements

cannot be understood in an isolated manner. There are some pragmatic or

even culture factors that shape the exact meaning of a generic statement in a

given context. As a matter of fact, it is true in general for a meaning theory of

any kind of sentences. The enhanced theory of generics presented in this thesis

states what are the core meaning constitutions of the generic statements, but

leaves some room to plug in other factors from the pragmatic perspectives.

The meaning of a particular generic statement can then be customized for a
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given context. The selection functions to select normal instances and normal

worlds/environments/circumstances are corner stones of the semantics. Tech-

nically, they are well defined functions and serve to spell out a formal meaning

theory on generics. Conceptually, more investigation could be done to reveal

how people decide what is normal versus what is not in the reality. Though it

is an interesting topic to pursue, it is not intended in the scope of this thesis.

Yet the point is that, no matter what stand-alone theory on normal objects

and normal worlds is to be developed, it will work together with the framework

of the semantics presented in this thesis for generics.

Besides providing the core constituents of what generics mean, another

major task that the semantics is designed to carry out is to justify the defeasible

inference patterns that involve generics. Speaking of the justifications for

these patterns, all sorts of models with various selection functions that satisfy

the frame conditions are taken into account. A specific value of a certain

selection function is not sufficient to determine the validity or acceptability

of an inference pattern. Unlike Cohen’s theory, the pragmatic factors like

presupposition and focus etc. play such a crucial role to determine the set of

alternatives, without which the meaning of, even the core part of the meaning

of generics, is quite in the air. It seems that the pragmatic factors overtake

the outcomes expected from the semantics.

When I claim that theories on normal objects and normal worlds can

be developed independently, one may question about whether there should be

two theories, one for determining normal objects and another one for selecting
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normal worlds, or whether one and the same theory should be responsible

for the dual duty. After all, possible worlds could be viewed as a kind of

abstract objects. Why do we need to re-invent the wheel to have a theory on

normality specifically for possible worlds, while there is a generic one available

for all other objects? The questions related to the layout of the semantics for

generics that is developed in this thesis are: What is the purpose of having

both normal world selection function ~ and normal object selection function

N? What is the added values of doing things in this way? I will answer these

questions in the following section.

9.2.4 Normal worlds and normal objects

Viewing possible worlds as a class of abstract objects, conceptually

there is no obvious reason why the notion of normality applying to possible

worlds should be so different from the notion of normality that applies to

other kinds like lions or ducks etc. On a very simple-minded level, when we

talk about normal objects, the normality puts a restriction upon the kind of

objects that these normal objects belong to. The direct effect is that some

members of this kind are excluded and the scope of the extensions of this kind

shrinks from the original one that is not prefixed by “normal”. An analogy can

be drawn between normal objects and normal worlds. Given a set of objects

of kind A, the expected normal function is supposed to return a subset of it.

In parallel, given a set of possible worlds at which a certain sentence α is true,

the normal function should give back a subset of this set of possible worlds.
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The question is what factors should be taken into account during the selection

of a specific subset from a given set. Will these factors and main principles

be different when the given set consists of possible worlds or other kind of

objects?

I have argued that the normal function that picks up normal objects

within a given kind is relative to some aspect in question. Thus, the normal

function is a binary function. The same argument seems to apply to the

selection of normal worlds. Gabbay [1972] advocates a similar idea that the

interpretation of the > operator in the conditional logics against the possible

worlds semantics framework should not only depend on its antecedent, but

also its consequent. Here is a quotation from what Gabbay writes:

The essential difference between a conditional statement α > β

and ordinary (material) statement α→ β is that the speaker does

not want to assert that merely not α or β (or α arrow β) holds, but

that β follows from α under certain conditions. These conditions

depend on the meaning of α and β and on the properties of the

world in which α > β was uttered.

The interpretation of > to which Gabbay refers is a selection function

that singles out presumably normal possible worlds from those worlds where α

is true. The intuition at the bottom line is that to select normal α-worlds from

α-worlds, an aspect with respect to which the selection is done should be pro-

vided by an additional source β. This is exactly the point that I addressed in
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making the interpretation of the N operator be a binary function. Besides the

kind A of objects from which normal objects are to be selected, the parameter

of a certain aspect, I think, is necessary to complete the selection. Gabbay

mentioned a third parameter in his diagram, which is the current world in

which the conditional is uttered. The interpretation of N that I gave does

implicitly have this third parameter as well. The N operator is interpreted

via the N function in the semantics. The function N requires that inputs are

intensions of expressions, though it takes only two arguments. Focusing on

the current world, that is, supplying with a world argument w, the N function

gives the extension of normal objects of the kind in the current world w.

Contrast to the ternary interpretation of > given by Gabbay, the road

map of N is a little complex, but they converge to the same end. N is lifted to

take intensions of expressions as arguments, and then the returned intension

by N is applied to a specific world to get a selected set of normal objects. It

is not apparent that Gabbay’s ternary interpretation of > and the N function

reflect the same intuition about how normal things (possible worlds or other

objects) in principle should be selected, but the similarity can be revealed after

some technical manipulations. Thus, my answer to the above raised question

is positive. It is feasible that there is one and the same normal function,

regardless of whether the inputs are sets of possible worlds or some other

kinds, to provide a uniform way of selecting the subset of normal objects from

the input set. However, I did not choose that direction. Rather, I introduced

two operators > and N in the language L>,G and have two separate functions
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~ and N to interpret them in the semantics. I decide to do that for the reasons

that will be explained below.

When the truth value of conditionals is concerned, it sounds convincing

to take the consequent into account for the selection of normal worlds, as

Gabbay argued. If the > operator is intended to capture the nonmonotonic

inference relation, then Gabbay’s view has a disadvantage: it fails to validate

an inference rule Rck, which seems to be a reasonable rule of inference.

Rck: From (α1 ∧ α2 ∧ ... ∧ αn) → β,

infer (γ > α1) ∧ (γ > α2) ∧ ... ∧ (γ > αn)) → (γ > β), where n ≥ 0

Because of this, Nute [1980] answers negatively to Gabbay’s proposal. He

thinks that it is not necessary to have the consequent got involved in the

interpretation of >, at the price of sacrificing the inference rule Rck. My

intention is to investigate the inference behaviors of generics against there

more global background where a general study on nonmonotonic inference is

conducted. As a theory of nonmonotonic inference in general, the rule Rck of

inference is valuable. So, I have not imposed the involvement of the consequent

on the selection function ~ that is responsible for selecting normal possible

worlds. To solve the drowning problem that occurs specifically in the inferences

involving generics, I have employed a binary N function for the selection of

normal objects. With two separated and independent normal functions, we

are able to gain the flexibility to fit the generic reasoning in a uniform and

global treatment of nonmonotonic inference, and also to address their special
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needs.

If one and the same normal operator were used to formalize the generic

statements, then the formalism that we would have obtained for “birds fly”

would be something like this:

49. ∀w∀x(N(λwTrue(w,B(x)), λwTrue(w,F (x)))(w)∧

N(λxB(x), λxF (x))(x) ∧ In(w, x) → F (w, x))

The formula can be roughly read as, for each normal world w and each normal

bird x which is in the world w, x flies in w. Little room is left for building

up a connection of this formalism toward the nonmonotonic logics that have

been developed. There seems to have no clue of how the defeasible behavior of

generics in inferences could be depicted. The other alternative to collapse two

operators may be thought of using > in the place of N , yet it seems difficult to

be worked out, too. The first difficulty is that > is a sentential operator, but N

is a predicate operator. Moreover, even though we may overcome this difficulty,

we will still face the unsolved drowning problem, since the interpretation of >

is basically inherited from the traditional one in the literature, instead of the

Gabbay version.

I have argued that it is the intension of predicate expressions (the con-

cept expressed by the predicates) that influences what normal objects are. The

normality function returns a concept (i.e., an intension of a predicate expres-

sion) of what normal objects are supposed to be. Then this returned concept
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is used to determine its extensions under various possible worlds. Elements

in its extensions under a certain circumstance are viewed as normal objects.

This is how the normality function N gets to select normal objects. As long

as this level of intensionality is introduced, the support of the possible worlds

from the semantics side is in need. Otherwise, it would not be easy to spell

out the intension of a predicate expression. It comes naturally to use a portion

of the existing well developed intensional logic, which is sufficient to provide

inputs for the normality function N.

Since there is already a need to have possible worlds in the semantics

to handle the intentionality of the inputs for the normality function N anyway,

it is easy to get the intension of propositions via a modal operator with a

little effort. The option of using one function to select both worlds as well

as other objects will force us to throw out possible worlds onto the surface

of the syntax, as shown in (49). The imaginable alternative semantics will

squeeze possible worlds into the same domain as that of other objects. Then

this domain of possible worlds mixed with all sorts of other objects will have

little in common with the set of possible worlds used in the semantics for

modal logics and conditional logics. I believe that it is more beneficial to stay

with the standardized possible world semantics and re-use the notion of the

intensionality defined in such a framework. My strategy is to integrate the

unique research on generics to pieces of existing research results in other areas

like modal logics, conditional logics and intensional logics, and to plug in the

missing part (e.g., the normality function N to select normal objects) to serve
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the special needs that are called for by the study of generics.

A minor point that may also help to argue in the favor of the split

treatment of normal objects and normal worlds is the syntax and semantics

distinction. Bringing the notation of possible worlds into the logical forms

like (49) makes the translation from generic statements in natural language to

logical forms be a more complex task. The compositionality of the translation

mechanism will be less traceable.

Conceptually, I agree that there is one notion of normality which can

be applied both to the selection of normal possible worlds and the selection of

normal objects. Technically, I found it is much more convenient to split the

duty of selecting normal worlds and normal objects into two separate functions.

This split treatment results in two smaller modules, and enables us to reuse

one module regarding the normal worlds from the existing nonmonotonic logics

in the vein of modal conditional approach. The module for the selection of

normal objects appears as an add-in especially for generics. Thus, the study

of generics is placed in a more global background of the traditional possible

worlds semantics, which supports other branches of logics like modal logics,

conditional logics and the recent work on nonmonotonic logics presented in

chpaters 3-5.

9.2.5 Generics and conditionals

I have claimed that the theory of generics developed in this thesis is an

enhanced and refined version of the work done by Asher and his co-authors.
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The major improvement is that generics whose subjects are plural noun phrases

are shown to have two layers of genericity. Asher and his co-authors flat two

layers out to be just one layer. They do intuitively talk about generalization

over normal objects, though. The piece of “normal objects” is not explicit

in their theory. I isolate “normal objects/n-tuples of objects” from “normal

doings” as an independent layer of normality that supports the generalization

over objects/n-tuples of objects. The enhanced theory is more complex. Based

on the principle of Ockham’s razor, if everything between two theories is equal,

the simpler one wins. The burden to justify why the complexity is worth being

paid for is mine. With no doubt, I will be challenged by the question like what

exactly are the places, if any, where the new theory of generics are better.

Two layers of normality in the system G is to catch two directions of

exceptions that may occur. This in turn is to support two types of defea-

sible conclusions that may follow from generics. Let us use a loose notation

Gen(α(x), β(x)) which is not specific to either theory, to stand for a generic

statement like α’s are β’s. Both theories will defeasibly predict β(t) from

Gen(α(x), β(x)) and α(t), regardless of the fact that the interpretations for

Gen(α(x), β(x)) are different. For example, given that “Birds fly” and “Tweety

is a bird”, both parties are able to defeasibly infer that Tweety flies. They

tie up on this match. Nevertheless, the new theory shows its advantage in

the capability of defeasibly inferring α(t) > β(t) from Gen(α(x), β(x))(i.e.,

Gx(α(x); β(x)), in the language L>,G) via Example 1 in Section 9.1.

Asher’s theory loses this layer of defeasibility due to the fact that it
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interprets Gen(α(x), β(x)) as ∀x(α(x) > β(x)). The latter is not compatible

with ¬(α(t) > β(t)). This result is not surprising, for they do not explicitly

take care of normal objects. They push the selection of normal objects to be

handled in the normal worlds. Their > operator has the dual responsibilities

for the selection of normal objects as well as normal worlds which could other-

wise be separated. They mix two layers of defeasibility into one. The mixture

of two in one prevents them from viewing generic statements whose subject

are plural noun phrases as generalizations over normal objects, each of which

exhibits the same patterns of behavior. If we quantitatively measure the de-

feasibility of a conclusion in terms of how many times the defeasible inference

patterns are used in order to obtain it, then we will get the same degree of

the defeasibility in the inference from Gen(α(x), β(x))(i.e., ∀x(α(x) > β(x)),

in their system) and α(t) to β(t) as that of inferring β(t) from α(t) > β(t)

and α(t). If these two inferences are measured in the system G, their degrees

are different. The former is lower than the latter, which means that to infer

β(t) from Gen(α(x), β(x)) and α(t) has a longer defeasible chain to go through

than from α(t) > β(t) and α(t). Our intuition seems to vote for this difference

in degree since α(t) > β(t) is more directly related to β(t) given α(t), whereas

Gen(α(x), β(x)) is a much general statement.

People many argue that as long as β(t) is considered, we can defeasibly

infer it from Gen(α(x), β(x)) anyway with the help of asserting α(t). The dif-

ference in how we get there is not important. Yet the difference sounds crucial

when it is a known fact that the antecedent is false and our concern is on
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conditionals, particularly in this case counterfactuals indeed. Generic state-

ments are supposed to describe some law-like and nomic rules and regulations.

Their scope goes beyond the existing objects in our real world. It should be

permitted to derive hypothetical statement regarding some imaginary objects

from the stated generics. Let us look at some examples to illustrate this point.

50a. Birds fly.

50b. If I were a bird, I would fly.

50c. It might not be the case that, if I were a bird, I would fly. (I could be a

penguin bird)

Apparently, I am not a bird. After claiming that birds fly, it sounds

legitimate to think that, if I were a bird, I would fly. Thus, (50a) infers (50b).

Nevertheless, this counterfactual conclusion is not firm and certain. There is

room for exceptions. I might still not fly even if I were a bird, because I might

unfortunately be a penguin bird. Since (50a) is compatible with (50c), the

inference from (50a) to (50b) is defeasible. Another example could run like

this:

51a. Rich people send their children to private schools.

51b. If John were rich, then he would send his children to private schools.

51c. It might not be the case that, if John were rich, he would send his

children to private schools. (John could teach his children at home.)
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(51b) looks like an acceptable conclusion from (51a), but it does not

have to be an unavoidable conclusion. Imagine that John were a fundamen-

talist who would value very much certain religious ideas and would like his

children to carry on these values. John could let his children have home school.

It might still be possible to say that, even if John were rich, yet he would not

send his children to private schools.

More examples can be found where we look for the defeasibility of

counterfactuals. The enhanced theory provides a formal foundation to pursue

in the direction that counterfactuals are defeasibly linked to the corresponding

generics.
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Summary

This dissertation has provided a formalism for those generics that trig-

ger nonmonotonic inferences. The formalism has carried out three tasks: (1)

to represent generics in a certain logical form, (2) to interpret the meaning of

generics in a formal semantics, and (3) to axiomatize nonmonotonic features

of inferences that use generics. The logic representation of generics and its

corresponding semantic interpretation reflects two major features of generics:

intentionality and exception tolerance. The meaning of generics interpreted

in the semantics closely links to and also accounts for the nonmonotonicity

that emerges in the generics related inferences. The emphasis is laid on the

axiomatization of generic reasoning that encode nonmonotonicity.

The goal of capturing the nonmonotonic features of inferences involving

generics is achieved by taking a modal conditional approach to formalize the

nonmonotonic reasoning in general at the level of object language. Having

set up this fundamental base, it is extended towards the specific application

in the overlapping area between generics and nonmonotonic reasoning. In

the analysis of nonmonotonic reasoning in general, I abstracted a two-step

mechanism that is common to all nonmonotonic inferences. At the first step,

rules like Modus Ponens are admitted to infer whatever can follow from the

given premise set. The second step works like a filter to leave out conclusions
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that cause inconsistency. With respect to this two-step mechanism, two binary

propositional operators > and > are introduced to simulate these “going forth”

and “drawing back” phases combined in a nonmonotonic inference. The

operator > is primitive, and the > operator is defined in terms of > coupled

with a consistency check.

The force of “going forth” is driven by Modus Ponens for the > operator

(>-Mp): (α ∧ (α > β)) > β, which is taken as an axiom. To express

the frame condition that validates the >-Mp axiom in the semantics, the

selection function ∗ that is used by many authors like Asher and Morreau

etc. is lifted to be a set selection function ~. The ~ function takes two

propositions as inputs and returns another proposition in comply with some

frame constraints. It is proved that, given a model M, ~(‖α > β‖M , ‖α‖M) ⊆

‖β‖M holds, which suggests that the ~ function “applies” the proposition of

α > β to the proposition of α, and “obtains” the proposition of β.

All inference relations (monotonic or nonmonotonic) are argued to be

unified under a ternary notation [Φ], Γ |∼ α, where Φ is a guard to control when

this pattern is applicable. Monotonic inference patterns captured in classic

logics are a special case where Φ is a tautology, and hence their applications are

not restricted. Nonmonotonic inference patterns do not have a trivial guard

Φ, and their applicability, which depends on whether the guard is satisfied,

has always to be checked when the context changes. The form of the guarded

inference reflects the fact that nonmonotonic inference is context sensitive.

A serial of logic systems — MN, NID, NCUM , NSTCUM — are con-
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structed in an increasing order of the strength of the characterized nonmono-

tonic inference relation. These systems are shown to be sound, complete with

respect to certain classes of frames defined in the semantics. They are decid-

able as well. The nonmonotonic inference relation “[Φ], Γ |∼ α” is defined in

the system NSTCUM as it holds if and only if Φ `NSTCUM
∧Γ > α, where Φ and

Γ are sets of formulas and Γ is finite. As the definition does not rely on any ex-

ternal meta-level procedure, the nonmonotonic inference relation is captured

by the system written in the object language. Under this definition, some

widely discussed nonmonotonic inference patterns such as Defeasible Modus

Ponens, Defeasible Transitivity, the Penguin Principle, the Nixon Diamond,

Defeasible Strengthening of Premise with Irrelevant Information etc. are jus-

tified. The specificity rule that is required for the justification of the Penguin

Principle is not an external mechanism to impose a precedence ordering over

conflicting defaults. It is not taken as an axiom which brings about a complex

frame condition, either. Rather, it is proved to be a theorem of the system

NSTCUM . The impact of negated defaults in an inference is also investigated

and accounted for.

As to what logical form is suitable to represent generics, this thesis

first of all examines a subclass of generics — habituals. It is claimed that

habituals have a layer of genericity introduced by the generic tense. Generics

that have plural noun phrases as their subjects have an additional layer of

genericity that comes from the plural noun phrases. Based on this analysis,

a canonical form to read off generics is proposed: All generic sentences with
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subject-predicate (SP ) structure can be re-written into their canonical form

S (normally P ). If S is a plural noun phrase, it can be further refined to

be (normal S) (normally P ). Having this working thesis, “Birds fly” can be

read as “Normal birds normally fly.” The logic representation of generics is a

formalism corresponding to this canonical form. For instance, the formalism

for “Birds fly” is ∀x(N(λxBx, λxFx)x > Fx). In the language L>,G, with

which generics are formalized, the N operator is interpreted as “normal” and

the > operator is a counterpart for “normally”.

The interpretation of the N operator in the semantics takes the inten-

sions of the subject term and the predicate term as inputs. This is to say that

normal birds are selected based on the meaning of “being birds” and of “fly-

ing”. The second parameter provides an aspect with respect to which certain

objects of a kind are considered normal.

The use of the binary operate N solves the drowning problem, which

arises in verifying two generics with the same antecedent but conflicting con-

sequents. Since normal ducks for laying eggs can be different from normal

ducks for having brightly colored feathers, both “Ducks lay eggs” and “Ducks

have brightly colored feathers” can be true in the semantics presented in this

thesis. Thus, the drowning problem vanishes.

The inference behaviors of generics are axiomatized in the system G,

which is a quantificational extension of the system NSTCUM . The nonmono-

tonic inference patterns that are justified in the system NSTCUM are inher-

ited by the system G and applied to examining some benchmark examples of
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generic inferences. All defeasible features demonstrated by these examples

are supported by the system G in a formal manner. The system G is proved

to be sound and complete with respect to the class of L>,G-frames.
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Appendix A

Proposition 3.8 For each X ⊆ WM, M �X α → β iff X ∩ ‖α‖M ⊆ ‖β‖M.

In particular, M �WM
α→ β iff ‖α‖M ⊆ ‖β‖M.

Proof. (if part): Suppose that X ∩ ‖α‖M ⊆ ‖β‖M. Since X =

(X − ‖α‖M) ∪ (X ∩ ‖α‖M), X ⊆ (W − ‖α‖M) ∪ ‖β‖M = ‖α→ β‖M. So,

M �X α→ β

(only if part): Suppose that M �X α → β. Then X ⊆ ‖α→ β‖M =

(W − ‖α‖M) ∪ ‖β‖M. Then X ∩ ‖α‖M ⊆ ((W − ‖α‖M) ∪ ‖β‖M) ∩ ‖α‖M =

‖β‖M ∩ ‖α‖M ⊆ ‖β‖M.

Theorem 3.12 Here is a list of valid formulas regarding >:

1. (α > (β → γ)) → ((α > β) → (α > γ))

2. ((α > β) ∧ (α > γ)) → (α > (β ∧ γ))

3. (α ∧ (α > β)) > β

4. (α > ⊥) → (α > β)

5. (α > β) → ((α � ¬β) ∨ (α > ⊥))

6. ((α > ¬β) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ ¬β)) → ((α � β) ∨ ((α > ⊥) ∧ ¬(α ∧ β))
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Proof. 1: Show that (α > (β → γ) → ((α > β) → (α > γ))) is valid.

Given any L>-model M and any {w} ⊆ WM, suppose that M �{w}

α > (β → γ) and M �{w} α > β. By Proposition 3.7(5), ~({w},‖α‖M) ⊆

‖β → γ‖M = (W −‖β‖M)∪ ‖γ‖M and ~({w},‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M . Thus, ~({w},

‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖γ‖M . By Proposition 3.7(5) again, M �{w} α > γ.

2: Show that (α > β) ∧ (α > γ) → (α > (β ∧ γ)) is valid.

Given any L>-model M, suppose that M �{w} (α > β) ∧ (α > γ), for

any {w} ⊆ WM. By Proposition 3.7(2) and 5, ~({w}, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M and

~({w}, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖γ‖M . Thus, ~({w}, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M ∩ ‖γ‖M = ‖β ∧ γ‖M .

By Proposition 3.7(5) again, M �{w} α > (β ∧ γ).

3: Show that (α ∧ (α > β)) > β is valid.

Given any L>-model M, according to the Definition 3.4(4), ~(‖α > β‖M ,

‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M . By Definition 3.2(2c), ~(WM, ‖α > β‖M ∩ ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M .

By the Proposition 3.7(5), M �WM
(α∧ (α > β)) > β. So, (α∧ (α > β)) > β

is valid.

4: Show that (α > ⊥) → (α > β) is valid.

Given any L>-model M, suppose that M �{w} α > ⊥, for any {w} ⊆

WM. By Proposition 3.7(5), ~({w}, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖⊥‖M = ∅. Thus, ~({w},

‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M where β is any formula. By Proposition 3.7(5) again, M �{w}

α > β.

5: Show that (α > β) → ((α � ¬β) ∨ (α > ⊥)) is valid.
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It is equivalent to prove that ((α > β)∧ (α > ¬β)) → (α > ⊥) is valid.

Given any L>-model M, suppose that M �{w} α > β and M �{w} α > ¬β,

for any {w} ⊆ WM. By Proposition 3.7(5), ~({w}, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M and

~({w}, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖¬β‖M = W − ‖β‖M . Then ~({w}, ‖α‖M) = ∅ ⊆ ‖⊥‖M .

So, M �{w} α > ⊥.

6: Show that ((α > ¬β) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ ¬β))) → ((α � β) ∨ ((α >

⊥) ∧ ¬(α ∧ β)) is valid.

It is equivalent to prove that ((α > ¬β) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ ¬β)) ∧

(α > β)) → ((α > ⊥) ∧ ¬(α ∧ β)). Given any L>-model M, suppose that

M �{w} ((α > ¬β) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ ¬β))) ∧ (α > β), for any {w} ⊆ WM.

By Proposition 3.7(2) and (5), ~({w}, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖¬β‖M and ~({w}, ‖α‖M) ⊆

‖β‖M . Hence ~({w}, ‖α‖M) = ∅ and M �{w} α > ⊥. Since M �{w} (α >

⊥) → (α ∧ ¬β), M �{w} α ∧ ¬β. Then M �{w} ¬(α ∧ β). Therefore,

M �{w} (α > ⊥) ∧ ¬(α ∧ β).

Theorem 3.13 Here are a list of valid formulas involving >:

1. (α ∧ (α > β)) > β

2. ((α > β) ∧ (α � ⊥)) → (α > β)

3. ((α ∧ (α > β)) � ⊥) → ((α ∧ (α > β)) > β)

4. (α > ¬β) → (α ≯ β) (but (α ≯ β) → (α > ¬β) is not valid)

5. (α ∧ (α > ¬β) ∧ (α > β)) ≯ β
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Proof. 1: Show that (α ∧ (α > β)) > β

Given any L>-model M, according to the Proposition 3.5(5), ‖α > β‖M

property 1 and Definition 3.2(2a), ~(‖α > β‖M , ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M . By Defini-

tion 3.2(2c), ~(WM, ‖α > β‖M ∩ ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M . By the Proposition 3.7(5),

M �WM
(α ∧ (α > β)) > β. So, (α ∧ (α > β)) > β is valid.

2: Show that ((α > β) ∧ (α � ⊥)) → (α > β)

Given any L>-model M, suppose that M �{w} (α > β) ∧ (α � ⊥),

for any {w} ⊆ WM. Then M �{w} α > β and M �{w} α � ⊥. Then,

by Definition 3.4(4) and Proposition 3.5(2), ~({w}, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M , and

~({w}, ‖α‖M) * ‖⊥‖M = ∅. So, it is trivially true that if ~({w}, ‖α‖M) = ∅

then {w} ⊆ ‖α ∧ β‖M . By Proposition 3.5(4), M �{w} (α > β).

3: Show that ((α ∧ (α > β)) � ⊥) → ((α ∧ (α > β)) > β) is valid.

Given any L>-model M and {w} ⊆ WM. Suppose that M �{w} (α ∧

(α > β)) � ⊥. Then, ~({w}, ‖α ∧ (α > β)‖M) * ‖⊥‖M = ∅. So, it is triv-

ially true that if ~({w}, ‖α ∧ (α > β)‖M) = ∅ then {w} ⊆ ‖α ∧ (α > β) ∧ β‖M .

In addition, since M �WM
(α ∧ (α > β)) > β (proved in the first item of this

theorem), ~({w}, ‖α ∧ (α > β)‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M . Thus, by Proposition 3.5(5),

M �{w} (α ∧ (α > β)) > β.

4: Show that (α > ¬β) → (α ≯ β)

The unfolded version of this formula via Definition 3.1 is ((α > ¬β) ∧

((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ ¬β))) → ((α � β) ∨ ((α > ⊥) ∧ ¬(α ∧ β))). The validity of

this formula is proved in Theorem 3.12(6).
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5: Show that (α ∧ (α > ¬β) ∧ (α > β)) ≯ β is valid.

Given any L>-model M and {w} ⊆ WM. We will show that ~({w},

‖α ∧ (α > ¬β) ∧ (α > β)‖M) = ∅ via ~({w}, ‖α ∧ (α > ¬β) ∧ (α > β)‖M) ⊆

‖β‖M on the one hand and ~({w}, ‖α ∧ (α > ¬β) ∧ (α > β)‖M) ⊆ ‖¬β‖M on

the other hand. By the first item that is proved in this theorem, M �WM

(α ∧ (α > β) > β). Then ~(WM, ‖α ∧ (α > β)‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M , by Propo-

sition 3.7(5). Then ~(‖(α > ¬β)‖M , ‖α ∧ (α > β)‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M , by Defi-

nition 3.2(2a). Then ~(WM, ‖(α > ¬β)‖M ∩ ‖α ∧ (α > β)‖M) = ~(WM,

‖α ∧ (α > ¬β) ∧ (α > β)‖M) ⊆ ~(‖(α > ¬β)‖M ,‖α ∧ (α > β)‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M , by

Definition 3.2(2c). ~({w}, ‖α ∧ (α > ¬β) ∧ (α > β)‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M , by Defini-

tion 3.2(2a) again. We can get that ~({w}, ‖α ∧ (α > ¬β) ∧ (α > β)‖M) ⊆

‖¬β‖M in a similar way.

By the proved item 4 in this theorem, ‖(α > ¬β) ∧ (α > β)‖M = ∅.

Since ‖α ∧ (α > ¬β) ∧ (α > β)‖M ∩ ‖β‖M ⊆ ‖(α > ¬β) ∧ (α > β)‖M = ∅,

{w} * ‖α ∧ (α > ¬β) ∧ (α > β)‖M ∩ ‖β‖M . Therefore, M �{w} (α ∧ (α >

¬β) ∧ (α > β)) ≯ β.

Theorem 3.14 We can prove the following theorems of MN regarding >:

ThMN1 (α > ⊥) → (α > β)

ThMN2 (α > β) → ((α � ¬β) ∨ (α > ⊥))

ThMN3 (α > ¬β) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ ¬β)) → ((α � β) ∨ ((α > ⊥) ∧ ¬(α ∧ β))
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Proof. of ThMN1:

(1) ⊥ → β PC

(2) (α > ⊥) → (α > β) (1), Rck

Proof. of ThMN2:

(1) (α > β) ∧ (α > ¬β) → (α > (β ∧ ¬β)) Cc

(2) (β ∧ ¬β) → ⊥ PC

(3) (α > (β ∧ ¬β)) → (α > ⊥) (2), Rck

(4) (α > β) ∧ (α > ¬β) → (α > ⊥) (1),(3), PC

(5) (α > β) → ((α > ¬β) → (α > ⊥)) (4), PC

(6) (α > β) → ((α � ¬β) ∨ (α > ⊥)) (5), PC

Proof. of ThMN3:

(1) (α > ¬β) → ((α � β) ∨ (α > ⊥)) ThMN2

(2) ((α > ¬β) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ ¬β)))

→ (((α � β) ∨ (α > ⊥)) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ ¬β))) (1), PC

(3) (((α � β) ∨ (α > ⊥)) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ ¬β)))

→ ((α � β) ∨ ((α > ⊥) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ ¬β))) (2), PC

(4) ((α � β) ∨ ((α > ⊥) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ ¬β)))

→ ((α � β) ∨ ((α > ⊥) ∧ (α ∧ ¬β)) (3), PC

(5) ((α � β) ∨ ((α > ⊥) ∧ (α ∧ ¬β))

→ ((α � β) ∨ ((α > ⊥) ∧ ¬(α ∧ β)) (4), PC
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(6) ((α � β) ∨ ((α > ⊥) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ ¬β)))

→ ((α � β) ∨ ((α > ⊥) ∧ ¬(α ∧ β)) (4), (5), PC

(7) (((α � β) ∨ (α > ⊥)) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ ¬β)))

→ ((α � β) ∨ ((α > ⊥) ∧ ¬(α ∧ β)) (3), (6), PC

(8) ((α > ¬β) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ ¬β)))

→ ((α � β) ∨ ((α > ⊥) ∧ ¬(α ∧ β))) (2), (7), PC

Theorem 3.15 We can prove the following theorems of MN involving >:

ThMN4 (α > β) ∧ (α � ⊥) → (α > β)

ThMN5 (α > β) ∧ (α ∧ β) → (α > β)

ThMN6 (α ∧ (α > β)) > β

ThMN7 ((α ∧ (α > β)) � ⊥) → (α ∧ (α > β) > β)

ThMN8 (α > ¬β) → (α ≯ β)

ThMN9 (α ∧ (α > β) ∧ (α > ¬β)) ≯ β

ThMN10 α ≯ ⊥

ThMN11 ((α > β) ∧ (α > γ)) → (α > (β ∧ γ))

ThMN12 (α > (β ∧ γ)) → ((α > β) ∧ (α > γ))

Proof. of ThMN4:
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(1) (α � ⊥) → ((α � ⊥) ∨ (α ∧ β)) PC

(2) (α � ⊥) → ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ β)) (1), PC

(3) ((α > β) ∧ (α � ⊥)) → ((α > β) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ β))) (2), PC

(4) ((α > β) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ β))) → (α > β) Definition 3.1

(5) ((α > β) ∧ (α � ⊥)) → (α > β) (3), (4), PC

Proof. of ThMN5:

(1) (α ∧ β) → ((α � ⊥) ∨ (α ∧ β)) PC

(2) (α ∧ β) → ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ β)) (1), PC

(3) ((α > β) ∧ (α ∧ β)) → ((α > β) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ β))) (2),PC

(4) ((α > β) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ β))) → (α > β) Definition 3.1

(5) ((α > β) ∧ (α ∧ β)) → (α > β) (3), (4), PC

Proof. of ThMN6:

This can be proved by Definition 3.1, axiom >-Mp and rule Rm.

Proof. of ThMN7:

This can be proved by ThMN4 and ThMN6.

Proof. of ThMN8:

This can be proved by Definition 3.1 and ThMN3.

Proof. of ThMN9:

(1) ((α∧ (α > β)∧ (α > ¬β)) > ⊥)∧ (¬(α∧ (α > β)∧ (α > ¬β)∧β))

→ ((α ∧ (α > β) ∧ (α > ¬β)) ≯ β) Definition 3.1
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(2) (α ∧ (α > β)) > β ThMN6

(3) (α ∧ (α > β) ∧ (α > ¬β)) > β (2), Rm

(4) (α ∧ (α > ¬β)) > ¬β ThMN6

(5) (α ∧ (α > β) ∧ (α > ¬β)) > ¬β (4), Rm, PC

(6) (α ∧ (α > β) ∧ (α > ¬β)) > ⊥ (3),(5), Cc, Rck, PC

(7) (α > ¬β) → (α ≯ β) ThMN8

(8) ¬((α > β) ∧ (α > ¬β)) (7), PC

(9) ¬(α ∧ (α > β) ∧ (α > ¬β) ∧ β) (8), PC

(10) (α ∧ (α > β) ∧ (α > ¬β)) ≯ β (1), (6), (9), PC

Proof. of ThMN10:

(1) ((α > ⊥) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → α ∧ ⊥)) → ⊥ PC

(2) ¬((α > ⊥) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → α ∧ ⊥)) (1), PC

(3) α ≯ ⊥ (2), Definition 3.1

Proof. of ThMN11:

(1) (α > β) ∧ (α > γ) → (α > (β ∧ γ)) Cc

(2) (((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ β)) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ γ)))

→ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ β ∧ γ)) PC

(3) (α > β) ∧ (α > γ) → (α > (β ∧ γ)) (1),(2), PC, Definition 3.1

Proof. of ThMN12:
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(1) (α > (β ∧ γ)) → ((α > β) ∧ (α > γ)) Cr

(2) ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ β ∧ γ)) → (((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ β))∧

((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ γ))) PC

(3) (α > (β ∧ γ)) → (α > β) ∧ (α > γ) (1),(2), PC, Definition 3.1

Theorem 3.16 (Soundness) Given any formula α, if `MN α then � α. In

particular, Rcea, Rn and Rm preserve validity.

Proof. Let α, β, and γ are any formulas. Consider Rcea. Suppose

that for any given MN-model M, M �WM
β ↔ γ. Then ‖β‖M = ‖γ‖M and

hence ~(X, ‖β‖M) = ~(X, ‖γ‖M), for each X ⊆ WM. So, �WM
(α > β) ↔

(α > γ).

Consider Rn. Suppose that for any given MN-model M, M �WM
β.

Then ‖β‖M = WM and hence ~(WM, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M . So, �WM
α > β.

Consider Rm. Suppose that for any given MN-model M, M �WM
α >

β. Then ~(WM, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M , by Proposition 3.7(5). Since ‖γ‖M ⊆ WM,

by Definition 3.2(2a), ~(‖γ‖M , ‖a‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M . Then ~(WM, ‖γ‖M∩‖α‖M) ⊆

‖β‖M , by Definition 3.2(2c). Therefore, M �WM
(α ∧ γ) > β, by Proposition

3.7(5).

Lemma 3.19 If Γ is a consistent set of formulas of L> that contains the

formula α � β, then {γ | α > γ ∈ Γ} ∪ {¬β} is consistent.

Proof. Let Λ = {γ | α > γ ∈ Γ} and assume that Λ ∪ {¬β} is not

consistent. So there are β1, ... , βn of Λ such that ` ¬(β1 ∧ ... ∧ βn ∧ ¬β).
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So, by the classical propositional logic, ` β1 ∧ ...∧ βn → β. By Rck, we have

` α > β1∧...∧α > βn → α > β. So, ` ¬(α > β1∧...∧α > βn∧(α � β)). This

means that {α > β1, ... , α > βn, α � β} is not consistent, which contradicts

with the premise that Λ ∪ {(α � β)} ⊆ Γ is consistent.

Theorem 3.20 Let SMN = 〈WMN ,~MN〉 be the canonical structure for MN.

Then for each α > β ∈ L> and each X ⊆ WMN , ~MN(X, |α|MN) ⊆ |β|MN iff

X ⊆ |α > β|MN .

Proof. Assume that X ⊆ |α > β|MN . If w ∈ ~MN(X, |α|MN), by the

definition of ~MN , w ∈ {w′ ∈ W | {γ | X ⊆ |α > γ|MN } ⊆ w′}. In particular

β ∈ w, and so w ∈ |β|MN . Thus, ~MN(X, |α|MN) ⊆ |β|MN .

Conversely suppose that X * |α > β|MN . Then there is w ∈ X and

w /∈ |α > β|MN . Since w is a maximally consistent, (α � β) ∈ w. By

Lemma 3.19, {γ | α > γ ∈ w} ∪ {¬β} is consistent. Since w ∈ X, {γ | X ⊆

|α > γ|MN} ⊆ {γ | w ∈ |α > γ|MN} = {γ | α > γ ∈ w}. Thus, {γ | X ⊆

|α > γ|MN}∪ {¬β} is consistent as well. By the Lindenbaum’s lemma, it has

a maximally consistent extension w1 such that and {γ | X ⊆ |α > γ|MN} ⊆ w1

and ¬β ∈ w1. By the definition of ~MN , w1 ∈ ~MN(X, |α|MN). Nevertheless,

since ¬β ∈ w1, w1 /∈ |β|MN . Thus, ~MN(X, |α|MN) * |β|MN .

This theorem applies to any system that is an extension of MN.

Theorem 3.21 The canonical structure SMN = 〈WMN ,~MN〉 satisfies:
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1. If X ⊆ X ′ ⊆ WMN , then ~MN(X, |α|MN) ⊆ ~MN(X ′, |α|MN).

2. If ~({w}, |α|MN) ⊆ |β|MN for every w ∈ X ⊆ WMN , then ~(X, |α|MN) ⊆

|β|MN .

3. If ~MN(|γ|MN , |α|MN) ⊆ |β|MN then ~MN(WMN , |γ|MN ∩ |α|MN) ⊆

|β|MN .

Proof. 1: Suppose that X ⊆ X ′, and w ∈ ~MN(X, |α|MN). Let

X ′ ⊆ |α > β|MN , where β is an arbitrary formula. Since X ⊆ X ′, X ⊆

|α > β|MN . Since w ∈ ~MN(X, |α|MN), by Definition 3.18(2), β ∈ w. Thus,

{β | X ′ ⊆ |α > β|MN} ⊆ w. By Definition 3.18(2), w ∈ ~MN(X ′, |α|MN).

2: Suppose that ~({w}, |α|MN) ⊆ |β|MN for every w ∈ X ⊆ WMN and

that ~(X, |α|MN) * |β|MN . There must be some w0 ∈ X such that w0 /∈

|α > β|MN (that is, {w0} * |α > β|MN). By Theorem 3.20, ~({w0}, |α|MN) *

|β|MN , which contradicts our assumption.

3: Suppose that ~MN(|γ|MN , |α|MN) ⊆ |β|MN and that w ∈ ~MN(WMN ,

|γ|MN ∩ |α|MN). By Theorem 3.20, |γ|MN ⊆ |α > β|MN . Then |γ|MN =

|γ|MN ∩|α > β|MN . Then |γ ∧ α|MN = |γ|MN ∩|α|MN = |γ|MN ∩|α > β|MN ∩

|α|MN = |α ∧ (α > β) ∧ γ|MN . Since (α ∧ (α > β)) > β is an axiom of

MN, by the rule Rm, (α ∧ (α > β) ∧ γ) > β is a theorem of MN. Thus,

WMN ⊆ |((α ∧ (α > β) ∧ γ)) > β|MN = |(γ ∧ α) > β|MN . By Definition

3.18(2), β ∈ w since w ∈ ~MN(WMN , |γ|MN ∩ |α|MN).

Proposition 3.33 Here are some properties of functions f and f−1:
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1. For any XMN , X ′
MN ⊆ WMN , if XMN ⊆ X ′

MN then f [XMN ] ⊆ f [X ′
MN ]

2. For any XΓ, X ′
Γ ⊆ WΓ, XΓ ⊆ X ′

Γ iff f−1[XΓ] ⊆ f−1[X ′
Γ]

3. For each XΓ ⊆ WΓ, f [ f−1[XΓ]] = XΓ

4. For each XMN ⊆ WMN , XMN ⊆ f−1[ f [XMN ]]

5. For any XΓ, X ′
Γ ⊆ WΓ, f−1[XΓ ∩X ′

Γ] = f−1[XΓ] ∩ f−1[X ′
Γ]

6. For each XΓ ⊆ WΓ, f−1[XΓ] =
∣∣ϕX

Γ

∣∣
MN

7. f [|ϕXΓ
|MN ] = f [f−1[XΓ]] = XΓ

8. WMN = f−1[WΓ] = |ϕWΓ
|MN

9. For any XΓ, X ′
Γ ⊆ WΓ, |ϕXΓ

|MN ∩ |ϕYΓ
|MN = |ϕXΓ∩YΓ

|MN

10. For each α ∈ CCL(Γ), f−1[|α|Γ] = |α|MN

11. For each α ∈ CCL(Γ), f [|α|MN ] = f [f−1[|α|Γ]] = |α|Γ

Proof. 1: Suppose that wΓ ∈ f [XMN ] for any wΓ ∈ WΓ. By the

definition of f , there must be some wMN ∈ XMN such that f(wMN) = wΓ.

Since XMN ⊆ X ′
MN , wMN ∈ X ′

MN . By the definition of f again, wΓ ∈ f [X ′
MN ]

and hence f [XMN ] ⊆ f [X ′
MN ].

2: Suppose that XΓ ⊆ X ′
Γ and wMN ∈ f−1[XΓ] for any wMN ∈ WMN .

By the definition of f−1, there must be some wΓ ∈ XΓ such that f(wMN) = wΓ.
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Since XΓ ⊆ X ′
Γ, wΓ ∈ X ′

Γ. By the definition of f−1 again, wMN ∈ f−1[X ′
Γ]

and hence f−1[XΓ] ⊆ f−1[X ′
Γ].

To prove the other direction, suppose that f−1[XΓ] ⊆ f−1[X ′
Γ] and

wΓ ∈ XΓ for any wΓ ∈ WΓ. Since {wΓ} ⊆ XΓ, according to what have been

proved above, f−1[{wΓ}] ⊆ f−1[XΓ]. Thus, f−1[{wΓ}] ⊆ f−1[X ′
Γ]. By the item

1 that have been proved, f [f−1[{wΓ}]] ⊆ f [f−1[X ′
Γ]]. By the definition of f−1,

f−1[{wΓ}] = {wMN ∈ WMN | f(wMN) = wΓ}. Then, f [f−1[{wΓ}]] = {wΓ}. In

addition, f [ f−1[X ′
Γ]] ⊆ X ′

Γ (for the details, please refer to the proof for item

3 below). So, {wΓ} ⊆ X ′
Γ and hence wΓ ∈ X ′

Γ.

3: Suppose that wΓ ∈ f [ f−1[XΓ]] for any wΓ ∈ WΓ. By the definition

of f , there must be some wMN ∈ f−1[XΓ] such that f(wMN) = wΓ. Then, by

the definition of f−1, wΓ ∈ XΓ. So, f [ f−1[XΓ]] ⊆ XΓ.

On the other hand, suppose that wΓ ∈ XΓ. By the definition of f−1,

f−1[{wΓ}] = {wMN ∈ WMN | f(wMN) = wΓ}. Thus, f [f−1[{wΓ}]] = {wΓ}.

Since {wΓ} ⊆ XΓ, according to the item 1 and 2 that have been proved

above, f [f−1[{wΓ}]] ⊆ f [f−1[XΓ]]. So, {wΓ} ⊆ f [f−1[XΓ]] and hence wΓ ∈

f [f−1[XΓ]]. Thus, XΓ ⊆ f [ f−1[XΓ]].

4: Suppose that wMN ∈ XMN . Then, f(wMN) ∈ f [XMN ]. By the

definition of f−1, f−1[{f(wMN)}] = {w′
MN ∈ WMN | f(w′

MN) = f(wMN)}.

Thus,wMN ∈ f−1[{f(wMN)}]. Since {f(wMN)} ⊆ f [XMN ], according to the

item 2 that have been proved above, f−1[{f(wMN)}] ⊆ f−1[f [XMN ]]. So,

wMN ⊆ f−1[f [XMN ]] and hence XMN ⊆ f−1[ f [XMN ]].
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5: Since (XΓ ∩ X ′
Γ) ⊆ XΓ and (XΓ ∩ X ′

Γ) ⊆ X ′
Γ, according to item 2,

f−1[XΓ ∩X ′
Γ] ⊆ f−1[XΓ] and f−1[XΓ ∩X ′

Γ] ⊆ f−1[X ′
Γ]. Then, f−1[XΓ ∩X ′

Γ] ⊆

f−1[XΓ] ∩ f−1[X ′
Γ].

Suppose that wMN ∈ f−1[XΓ] ∩ f−1[X ′
Γ] for any wMN ∈ WMN . By

the definition of f−1, there must be some xΓ ∈ XΓ such that f(wMN) = xΓ

and x′Γ ∈ X ′
Γ such that f(wMN) = x′Γ . Since f is a function, xΓ = x′Γ and

xΓ ∈ XΓ ∩ X ′
Γ. By the definition of f−1 again, wMN ∈ f−1[XΓ ∩ X ′

Γ]. So,

f−1[XΓ] ∩ f−1[X ′
Γ] ⊆ f−1[XΓ ∩X ′

Γ].

6: Suppose that wMN ∈ f−1[XΓ] for any wMN ∈ WMN . By the

definition of f−1, there must be some xΓ ∈ XΓ such that f(wMN) = xΓ. By

the definition of f , xΓ ⊆ wMN . Since wMN is a maximally consistent set of

MN, ϕx
Γ
∈ wMN . Hence, ϕX

Γ
∈ wMN . So, f−1[XΓ] ⊆

∣∣ϕX
Γ

∣∣
MN

.

Suppose that wMN ∈
∣∣ϕX

Γ

∣∣
MN

for any wMN ∈ WMN . Then ϕX
Γ
∈

wMN . Since wMN is a maximally consistent set of MN, there must be some

xΓ ∈ XΓ such that ϕx
Γ
∈ wMN . Hence, xΓ ⊆ wMN and f(wMN) = xΓ. Thus

wMN ∈ f−1[XΓ]. So,
∣∣ϕX

Γ

∣∣
MN

⊆ f−1[XΓ].

7: It follows from item 3 and 6.

8: By the definition of f−1, it is trivially true that f−1[WΓ] ⊆ WMN . On

the other hand, by definition of f , f [WMN ] ⊆ WΓ. By item 2, f−1[f [WMN ]] ⊆

f−1[WΓ]. By item 4, WMN ⊆ f−1[f [WMN ]]. Thus, WMN ⊆ f−1[WΓ].

f−1[WΓ] = |ϕWΓ
|MN follows from item 6.

9: It follows from item 5 and 6.
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10: Let XΓ = |α|Γ. By the definition of ϕX
Γ
, ϕX

Γ
↔ α. Thus,∣∣ϕX

Γ

∣∣
MN

= |α|MN . By item 6, f−1[XΓ] =
∣∣ϕX

Γ

∣∣
MN

. So, f−1[|α|Γ] = |α|MN .

11: It follows from item 3 and item 10.

Lemma 3.34 Given a set of formulas Γ, we can construct a frame FΓ =

〈WΓ,~Γ〉, where ~Γ is a function ℘(WΓ)× ℘(WΓ) −→ ℘(WΓ), satisfying: for

any XΓ, YΓ ⊆ WΓ, ~Γ(XΓ, YΓ) = f [~MN(|ϕXΓ
|MN , |ϕYΓ

|MN)]. ~Γ satisfies

conditions 2(a)-2(c) in Definition 3.2.

Proof. First of all, let us show that, for any XΓ, X ′
Γ, YΓ ⊆ WΓ,

if XΓ ⊆ X ′
Γ then ~Γ(XΓ, YΓ) ⊆ ~Γ(X ′

Γ, YΓ). Suppose that XΓ ⊆ X ′
Γ.

Then |ϕXΓ
|MN ⊆

∣∣ϕX′
Γ

∣∣
MN

. By Theorem 3.21(1), ~MN(|ϕXΓ
|MN , |ϕYΓ

|MN) ⊆

~MN(
∣∣ϕX′

Γ

∣∣
MN

, |ϕYΓ
|MN). f [~MN(|ϕXΓ

|MN , |ϕYΓ
|MN)] ⊆

f [~MN(
∣∣ϕX′

Γ

∣∣
MN

, |ϕYΓ
|MN)], by Proposition 3.33(1). Then, ~Γ(XΓ, YΓ) ⊆

~
Γ
(X ′

Γ, YΓ), by the definition of ~Γ.

Secondly, we show that, for anyXΓ, YΓ, ZΓ ⊆ WΓ, if ~Γ({wΓ}, YΓ) ⊆ ZΓ

for every wΓ ∈ XΓ, then ~Γ(XΓ, YΓ) ⊆ ZΓ. Suppose that ~Γ({wΓ},YΓ) ⊆

ZΓ for every wΓ ∈ XΓ. By the definition of ~Γ and Proposition 3.33(2),

f−1[~Γ({wΓ},YΓ)] ⊆ f−1[ZΓ] for every wΓ ∈ XΓ. By the definition of ~Γ and

Proposition 3.33(4), (6), ~MN(
∣∣ϕ{wΓ}

∣∣
MN

, |ϕYΓ
|MN) ⊆ f−1[f [~MN(

∣∣ϕ{wΓ}
∣∣
MN

,

|ϕYΓ
|MN)]] = f−1[~Γ({wΓ},YΓ)] ⊆ f−1[ZΓ] = |ϕZΓ

|MN for every wΓ ∈ XΓ.

For any wMN ∈ |ϕXΓ
|MN , there must be some w′

Γ ∈ XΓ such that wMN ∈∣∣ϕ{w′
Γ}

∣∣
MN

. By Theorem 3.21(1), ~MN({wMN}, |ϕYΓ
|MN) ⊆ ~MN(

∣∣ϕ{wΓ′}
∣∣
MN

,

|ϕYΓ
|MN) ⊆ |ϕZΓ

|MN . By Theorem 3.21(2), we have ~MN(|ϕXΓ
|MN , |ϕYΓ

|MN)
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⊆ |ϕZΓ
|MN . By Proposition 3.33(1), f [~MN(|ϕXΓ

|MN ,|ϕYΓ
|MN)] ⊆ f [|ϕZΓ

|MN ]

= f [f−1[ZΓ]]. ~Γ(XΓ, YΓ) ⊆ ZΓ, by the definition of ~Γand Proposition

3.33(3).

Finally, it can be shown that, for any XΓ, YΓ, ZΓ ⊆ WΓ, if ~
Γ
(XΓ, YΓ) ⊆

ZΓ then ~Γ(WΓ, XΓ∩YΓ) ⊆ ZΓ. Suppose that ~Γ(XΓ, YΓ) ⊆ ZΓ. By the defi-

nition of ~Γand Proposition 3.33(2), (4), and (6), ~MN(|ϕXΓ
|MN , |ϕYΓ

|MN) ⊆

|ϕZΓ
|MN . By Theorem 3.21(3), we have ~MN(WMN , |ϕXΓ

|MN ∩ |ϕYΓ
|MN) ⊆

|ϕZΓ
|MN . Since WMN = |ϕWΓ

|MN and |ϕXΓ
|MN ∩ |ϕYΓ

|MN = |ϕXΓ∩YΓ
|MN ,

~MN(|ϕWΓ
|MN , |ϕXΓ∩YΓ

|MN) ⊆ f−1[ZΓ]. By the definition of ~Γand Propo-

sition 3.33(3) and (1), ~Γ(WΓ, XΓ ∩ YΓ) ⊆ ZΓ.

Lemma 3.35 Given a set of formulas Γ, we can construct a model MΓ =

〈WΓ,~Γ, σΓ〉, where σΓ is an assignment function satisfying: for each proposi-

tional variable p, σΓ(p) = {wΓ ∈ WΓ | p ∈ wΓ}. Then, for each ϕ ∈ CCL(Γ),

we have ‖ϕ‖MΓ = |ϕ|Γ. That is, for any XΓ ⊆ WΓ, MΓ �XΓ
ϕ iff XΓ ⊆ |ϕ|Γ.

Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on ϕ.

Case 1: ϕ is a propositional variable p. By the definition of ‖ϕ‖MΓ ,

σΓ(p) and |ϕ|Γ, ‖ϕ‖MΓ = ‖p‖Γ = σΓ(p) = |p|Γ.

Case 2: ϕ is in the form of ¬α. ‖ϕ‖MΓ = ‖¬α‖Γ = WΓ − ‖α‖Γ. By

the induction hypothesis, ‖ϕ‖MΓ = WΓ − |α|Γ = |¬α|Γ = |ϕ|Γ.

Case 3: ϕ is in the form of α → β. ‖ϕ‖MΓ = ‖α→ β‖Γ = (WΓ −

‖α‖Γ) ∪ ‖β‖Γ. By the induction hypothesis, ‖ϕ‖MΓ = (WΓ − |α|Γ) ∪ |β|Γ =

|α→ β|Γ = |ϕ|Γ.
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Case 4: ϕ is in the form of α > β. ‖ϕ‖MΓ = ‖α > β‖Γ =
⋃
{XΓ ⊆

WΓ | ~Γ(XΓ, ‖α‖Γ) ⊆ ‖β‖Γ}. By the induction hypothesis, ‖ϕ‖MΓ =
⋃
{XΓ ⊆

WΓ | ~Γ(XΓ, |α|Γ) ⊆ |β|Γ}. By the definition of ~Γ, ‖ϕ‖MΓ =
⋃
{XΓ ⊆ WΓ |

~MN(|ϕXΓ
|MN , |α|MN) ⊆ |β|MN}. By Theorem 3.20, ‖ϕ‖MΓ =

⋃
{XΓ ⊆

WΓ | |ϕXΓ
|MN ⊆ |α > β|MN}. By definition of f and Proposition 3.33(1),

‖ϕ‖MΓ =
⋃
{XΓ ⊆ WΓ | f [|ϕXΓ

|MN ] ⊆ f [|α > β|MN ]} =
⋃
{XΓ ⊆ WΓ | XΓ ⊆

|α > β|Γ]} = |α > β|Γ = |ϕ|Γ.

Theorem 4.1 The following formulas are theorems of NID:

ThNID
1 (α ∧ β > α)

ThNID
2 (Restricted >-Id) (α ∨ (α � ⊥)) → (α > α)

ThNID
3 α ≯ ¬α

ThNID
4 ⊥ ≯ α

ThNID
5 (α ∧ ¬β ∧ (α > β)) ≯ β

ThNID
6 (α ∧ (α > ¬α)) ≯ ¬α

Proof. of ThNID
1:

(1) α > α Id

(2) β → (α > α) (1), PC

(3) (β ∧ α) > α (2), Ric
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(4) (α ∧ β) > α (3), Req

Proof. of ThNID
2:

(1) ((α > α) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → α ∧ α)) → (α > α) Definition 3.1

(2) ((α > ⊥) → α) → (α > α) (1), Id

(3) ((α � ⊥) ∨ α) → (α > α) (2), PC

Proof. of ThNID
3:

(1) ((α > ⊥) ∧ ¬(α ∧ ¬α)) → (α ≯ ¬α) Definition 3.1

(2) ((α > ⊥) ∧ ¬α) → (α ≯ ¬α) (1), PC

(3) (α ∨ (α � ⊥)) → (α > α) ThNID
2

(4) (α > α) → (α ≯ ¬α) ThMN8

(5) (α ∨ (α � ⊥)) → (α ≯ ¬α) (3), (4), PC

(6) (α ≯ ¬α) (2), (5), PC

Proof. ThNID
4:

(1) ⊥ > ⊥ Id

(2) ¬(⊥ ∧ α) PC

(3) (⊥ > ⊥) ∧ ¬(⊥ ∧ α) (1), (2), PC

(4) ¬((⊥ > ⊥) → (⊥ ∧ α)) (3), PC

(5) ¬((⊥ > α) ∧ ((⊥ > ⊥) → (⊥ ∧ α))) (4), PC

(6) ⊥ ≯ α (5), Definition 3.1
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Proof. ThNID
5:

(1) ((α ∧ ¬β ∧ (α > β)) > ⊥) ∧ (¬(α ∧ ¬β ∧ (α > β) ∧ β))

→ (α ∧ ¬β ∧ (α > β)) ≯ β Definition 3.1

(2) (α ∧ (α > β)) > β ThMN6

(3) (α ∧ ¬β ∧ (α > β)) > β (2), Rm

(4) ¬β > ¬β Id

(5) (α ∧ ¬β ∧ (α > β)) > ¬β (4), Rm, PC

(6) (α ∧ ¬β ∧ (α > β)) > (β ∧ ¬β) (3), (5), Cc, Rck, PC

(7) (β ∧ ¬β) → ⊥ PC

(8) (α ∧ ¬β ∧ (α > β)) > ⊥ (6), (7), Rck, PC

(9) ¬(α ∧ ¬β ∧ (α > β) ∧ β) (7), PC

(10) (α ∧ ¬β ∧ (α > β)) ≯ β (1), (8), (9), PC

Proof. ThNID
6:

(1) ((α ∧ (α > ¬α) > ⊥)) ∧ (¬(α ∧ (α > ¬α) ∧ ¬α))

→ (α ∧ (α > ¬α)) ≯ ¬α Definition 3.1

(2) (α ∧ (α > ¬α)) > ¬α ThMN6

(3) α > α Id

(4) (α ∧ (α > ¬α)) > α (3), Rm, PC

(5) (α ∧ (α > ¬α)) > (α ∧ ¬α) (2),(4), Cc, PC

(6) (α ∧ ¬α) → ⊥ PC

(7) ((α ∧ (α > ¬α)) > (α ∧ ¬α)) → ((α ∧ (α > ¬α)) > ⊥) (6), Rck
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(8) (α ∧ (α > ¬α) > ⊥) (5), (7), PC

(9) ¬(α ∧ (α > ¬α) ∧ ¬α) (6), PC

(10) (α ∧ (α > ¬α)) ≯ ¬α (1), (8), (9), PC

Theorem 4.6 The following formulas are theorems of NCUM :

ThNCUM
1 ((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → (α > ¬β)

ThNCUM
2 ((α > β) ∧ ((α ∧ β) > ⊥)) → (α > ⊥)

ThNCUM
3 (Cmon) (α > β) → ((α > γ) → ((α ∧ β) > γ))

ThNCUM
4 (Cut) (α > β) → (((α ∧ β) > γ) → (α > γ))

Proof. of ThNCUM
1:

(1) ⊥ → ¬β PC

(2) ((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → ((α ∧ β) > ¬β) (1), Rck

(3) ¬β > ¬β Id

(4) (α ∧ ¬β) > ¬β (3), Rm

(5) ((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → ((α ∧ ¬β) > ¬β) (4), PC

(6) ((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → ((α ∧ β) > ¬β) ∧ ((α ∧ ¬β) > ¬β) (2), (5), PC

(7) ((α ∧ β) > ¬β) ∧ ((α ∧ ¬β) > ¬β)

→ (((α ∧ β) ∨ (α ∧ ¬β)) > ¬β) Ad

(8) ((α ∧ β) ∨ (α ∧ ¬β)) ↔ α PC

(9) (((α ∧ β) ∨ (α ∧ ¬β)) > ¬β) ↔ (α > ¬β) (8), Req
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(10) ((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → (α > ¬β) (6),(7),(9),PC

Proof. of ThNCUM
2:

(1) ((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → (α > ¬β) ThNCUM
1

(2) (α > β) → (α > β) PC

(3) ((α > β) ∧ ((α ∧ β) > ⊥)) → ((α > β) ∧ (α > ¬β)) (1), (2), PC

(4) ((α > β) ∧ (α > ¬β)) → (α > (β ∧ ¬β)) Cc

(5) ((α > β) ∧ (α ∧ β > ⊥)) → (α > ⊥) (4), Req

Proof. of ThNCUM
3 (Cmon):

(1) ((α > β) ∧ (α > γ)) → ((α ∧ β) > γ) Wmon

(2) ((α > β) ∧ ((α ∧ β) > ⊥)) → (α > ⊥) ThNCUM
2

(3) ((α > β) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ β)) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ β))

∧((α ∧ β) > ⊥)) → ((α > ⊥) ∧ ((α > ⊥)

→ (α ∧ β)) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ β)) (2), PC)

(4) ((α > β) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ β)) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ γ))

∧((α ∧ β) > ⊥)) → (α ∧ β ∧ γ) (3), PC

(5) ((α > β) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ β)) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ γ)))

→ (((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → (α ∧ β ∧ γ)) (4), PC

(6) ((α > β) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ β)) ∧ (α > γ)

∧((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ γ))) → (((α ∧ β) > ⊥)

∧(((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → (α ∧ β ∧ γ))) (1), (5), PC
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(7) (α > β) ∧ (α > γ) → ((α ∧ β) > γ) (6), Definition 3.1

Proof. of ThNCUM
4 (Cut):

(1) (α > β) → (((α ∧ β) > γ) → (α > γ)) Wcut

(2) (α > β) → ((α > ⊥) → ((α ∧ β) > ⊥)) Wmon

(3) (α ∧ β ∧ γ) → (α ∧ γ) PC

(4) (((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → (α ∧ β ∧ γ))

→ (((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → (α ∧ γ)) (3), PC

(5) ((α > β) ∧ (((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → (α ∧ β ∧ γ)))

→ (((α > ⊥) → ((α ∧ β) > ⊥))

∧(((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → (α ∧ γ))) (2), (4), PC

(6) (((α > ⊥) → ((α ∧ β) > ⊥)) ∧ (((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → (α ∧ γ)))

→ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ γ)) PC

(7) ((α > β) ∧ (((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → (α ∧ β ∧ γ)))

→ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ γ)) (5), (6), PC

(8) ((α > β) ∧ ((α ∧ β) > γ) ∧ (((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → (α ∧ β ∧ γ)))

→ ((α > γ) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ γ))) (1), (7), PC

(9) (α > β) ∧ (α ∧ β > γ) → (α > γ) (8), Definition 3.1

(10) (α > β) ∧ (α ∧ β > γ) → (α > γ) (9), PC, Definition 3.1

Theorem 4.7 The following formulas are theorems of NSTCUM :

ThMTSCUM1 (Tran) (α > β) → ((β > γ) → (α > γ))
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ThMTSCUM2 (Rmon) (α ≯ ¬β) → ((α > γ) → (α ∧ β > γ))

ThMTSCUM3 (Specificity) (β > α) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ) → (α > ¬β)

Proof. of ThNSTCUM
1 (Tran):

(1) (α > β) → ((α ∧ β > γ) → (α > γ)) Wcut

(2) (β > γ) → ((α ∧ β) > γ) Mon

(3) (α > β) → ((β > γ) → ((α ∧ β) > γ)) (2), PC

(4) (α > β) → ((β > γ) → (α > γ)) (1), (3), PC

Proof. of ThNSTCUM
2 (Rmon):

(1) (α > γ) → (α ∧ β > γ) Mon

(2) ((α > γ) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ γ)))

→ (((α ∧ β) > γ) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ γ))) (1),PC

(3) (α > γ) → ((α ∧ β) > γ) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ γ))(2), Definition 3.1

(4) ((α ≯ ¬β) ∧ (α > γ))

→ ((α ∧ β) > γ) ∧ (α ≯ ¬β) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ γ)) (3), PC

(5) (α ≯ ¬β) → ((α � ¬β) ∨ ¬((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ ¬β))) Definition 3.1

(6) ((α ≯ ¬β) ∧ (α > ¬β)) → ((α > ⊥) ∧ (¬α ∨ β)) (5), PC

(7) ((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → (α > ¬β) ThNCUM
1(uses Id, Ad)

(8) ((α ≯ ¬β) ∧ ((α ∧ β) > ⊥)) → ((α ≯ ¬β) ∧ (α > ¬β)) (7), PC

(9) ((α ≯ ¬β) ∧ ((α ∧ β) > ⊥)) → ((α > ⊥) ∧ (¬α ∨ β)) (6), (8), PC
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(10) ((α ≯ ¬β) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ γ)) ∧ ((α ∧ β) > ⊥))

→ (((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ γ)) ∧ (α > ⊥) ∧ (¬α ∨ β)) (9), PC

(11) ((α ≯ ¬β) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ γ)) ∧ ((α ∧ β) > ⊥))

→ (α ∧ β ∧ γ) (10), PC

(12) ((α ≯ ¬β) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ γ)))

→ (((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → (α ∧ β ∧ γ)) (11), PC

(13) ((α ≯ ¬β) ∧ (α > γ))

→ (((α ∧ β) > γ) ∧ (((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → (α ∧ β ∧ γ))) (4), (12), PC

(14) ((α ≯ ¬β) ∧ (α > γ)) → ((α ∧ β) > γ) (13), Definition 3.1

(15) (α ≯ ¬β) → ((α > γ) → ((α ∧ β) > γ)) (14), PC

Proof. of ThNSTCUM
3 (Specificity):

(1) (α ≯ ¬β) → ((α > γ) → ((α ∧ β) > γ)) ThNSTCUM
2 (Rmon)

(2) (β ≯ ¬α) → ((β > ¬γ) → ((α ∧ β) > ¬γ)) ThNSTCUM
2 (Rmon)

(3) ((α ≯ ¬β) ∧ (β ≯ ¬α)) → ((α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)

→ ((α ∧ β) > ⊥)) (1), (2), PC, ThMN11

(4) ((α ≯ ¬β) ∧ (β ≯ ¬α)) → ¬((α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)) ThMN10

(5) ((α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)) → ((α > ¬β) ∨ (β > ¬α)) (4), PC

(6) (β > α) → ¬(β > ¬α) ThMN8

(7) (β > α) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ) → (α > ¬β) (5), (6) PC

Theorem 4.8 The following formulas are probable in the extended system of

NID with Tran and Ad.
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1. (Mon) (α > β) → ((α ∧ γ) > β)

2. (Rmon) (α ≯ ¬β) → ((α > γ) → ((α ∧ β) > γ))

3. (Cmon) (α > β) → ((α > γ) → ((α ∧ β) > γ))

4. (Cut) (α > β) → (((α ∧ β) > γ) → (α > γ))

Proof. of 1 (Mon):

(1) ((α ∧ β) > α) → ((α > γ) → ((α ∧ β) > γ)) Tran

(2) (α ∧ β) > α ThNID
1

(3) (α > γ) → ((α ∧ β) > γ) (1), (2), PC

Proof. of 2 (Rmon):

The proof is the same as the one given for ThSTCUM2 in Theorem 4.8.

Proof. of 3 (Cmon):

(1) (α > ¬β) → (α ≯ β) ThMN8

(2) (α > β) → (α ≯ ¬β) (1), PC

(3) (α ≯ ¬β) → ((α > γ) → ((α ∧ β) > γ)) Rmon

(4) (α > β) → ((α > γ) → ((α ∧ β) > γ)) (2), (3), PC

Proof. of 4 (Cut):

(1) (α > β) → (α > β) PC
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(2) (α > β) → (α > α) Id, PC

(3) (α > β) → (α > α) ∧ (α > β) (1), (2), PC

(4) (α > α) ∧ (α > β) → (α > (α ∧ β)) Cc

(5) (α > β) → (α > (α ∧ β)) (3), (4), PC

(6) (α > (α ∧ β)) → (((α ∧ β) > γ) → (α > γ)) Tran

(7) (α > β) → (((α ∧ β) > γ) → (α > γ)) (5), (6), PC

(8) (α > ⊥) → ((α ∧ β) > ⊥) Mon

(9) (((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → (α ∧ β ∧ γ)) → ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ β ∧ γ))(8), PC

(10) (((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → (α ∧ β ∧ γ)) → ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ γ)) (9), PC

(11) (α > β) → (((α ∧ β) > γ) ∧ (((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → (α ∧ β ∧ γ))

→ ((α > γ) ∧ ((α > ⊥) → (α ∧ γ)))) (7), (10), PC

(12) (α > β) → (((α ∧ β) > γ) → (α > γ)) (11), PC, Definition 3.1

Theorem 4.10 Given SNSTCUM
= 〈WNSTCUM

,~NSTCUM
〉, ~NSTCUM

satisfies

1. If ~NSTCUM
(X,|α|NSTCUM

) ⊆ |γ|NSTCUM
and ~NSTCUM

(X,|β|NSTCUM
) ⊆

|γ|NSTCUM
then ~NSTCUM

(X,|α ∨ β|NSTCUM
) ⊆ |γ|NSTCUM

;

2. If ~NSTCUM
(X,|α|NSTCUM

) ⊆ |β|NSTCUM
and ~NSTCUM

(X,|β|NSTCUM
) ⊆

|γ|NSTCUM
then ~NSTCUM

(X,|α|NSTCUM
) ⊆ |γ|NSTCUM

.

Proof. 1: Suppose that ~NSTCUM
(X,|α|NSTCUM

) ⊆ |γ|NSTCUM
, and

that ~NSTCUM
(X, |β|NSTCUM

) ⊆ |γ|NSTCUM
. Then, by Theorem 3.20, X ⊆

|α > γ|NSTCUM
and X ⊆ |β > γ|NSTCUM

. Since (α > γ)∧(β > γ) → ((α∨β) >

γ) is an axiom of NSTCUM , X ⊆ |(α > γ) ∧ (β > γ) → ((α ∨ β) > γ)|NSTCUM
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= WNSTCUM
. Thus, X ⊆ |(α ∨ β) > γ|NSTCUM

. By Theorem 3.20 again,

~NSTCUM
(X, |α ∨ β|NSTCUM

) ⊆ |γ|NSTCUM
.

2: Suppose that ~NSTCUM
(X, |α|NSTCUM

) ⊆ |β|NSTCUM
and ~NSTCUM

(X,

|β|NSTCUM
) ⊆ |γ|NSTCUM

. Then, by Theorem 3.20, X ⊆ |α > β|NSTCUM
and

X ⊆ |β > γ|NSTCUM
. Since (α > β) → ((β > γ) → (α > γ)) is an axiom of

NSTCUM , X ⊆ |(α > β) → ((β > γ) → (α > γ))|NSTCUM
= WNSTCUM

. Thus,

X ⊆ |α > γ|NSTCUM
. By Theorem 3.20 again, ~NSTCUM

(X,

|α|NSTCUM
) ⊆ |γ|NSTCUM

.

Lemma 4.11 Let FΓ = 〈WΓ,~Γ〉, where ~Γ is a function from ℘(WΓ) ×

℘(WΓ) to ℘(WΓ), satisfying: for any XΓ, YΓ ⊆ WΓ, ~Γ(XΓ, YΓ) =

f [~NSTCUM
(|ϕXΓ

|NSTCUM
, |ϕYΓ

|NSTCUM
)]. ~Γ satisfies:

1. If ~Γ(XΓ, YΓ) ⊆ ZΓ and ~Γ(XΓ, Y
′
Γ) ⊆ ZΓ then ~Γ(XΓ, YΓ ∪ Y ′

Γ) ⊆ ZΓ;

2. If ~Γ(XΓ, YΓ) ⊆ Y ′
Γ and ~Γ(XΓ, Y

′
Γ) ⊆ ZΓ then ~Γ(XΓ, YΓ) ⊆ ZΓ.

Proof. 1. Given any XΓ, YΓ, Y ′
Γ, ZΓ ⊆ WΓ, suppose that ~Γ(XΓ,YΓ) ⊆

ZΓ and ~Γ(XΓ,Y ′
Γ) ⊆ ZΓ. According to the definition of ~Γ and properties of

f and f−1, we have ~NSTCUM
(|ϕXΓ

|NSTCUM
,|ϕYΓ

|NSTCUM
) ⊆ |ϕZΓ

|NSTCUM
and

~NSTCUM
(|ϕXΓ

|NSTCUM
,
∣∣ϕY ′

Γ

∣∣
NSTCUM

) ⊆ |ϕZΓ
|NSTCUM

. Then, by Theorem 4.10,

we can get ~NSTCUM
(|ϕXΓ

|NSTCUM
,
∣∣ϕYΓ

∨ ϕY ′
Γ

∣∣
NSTCUM

) ⊆ |ϕZΓ
|NSTCUM

. By the

property of f in Proposition 3.33, f [~NSTCUM
(|ϕXΓ

|NSTCUM
,∣∣ϕYΓ

∨ ϕY ′
Γ

∣∣
NSTCUM

)] ⊆ f [|ϕZΓ
|NSTCUM

] = f [f−1[ZΓ]] = ZΓ. By the defini-

tion of ~Γ, ~Γ(XΓ, YΓ ∪ Y ′
Γ) ⊆ ZΓ.
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2. Given any XΓ, YΓ, Y ′
Γ, ZΓ ⊆ WΓ, suppose that ~Γ(XΓ,YΓ) ⊆ Y ′

Γ

and ~Γ(XΓ,Y ′
Γ) ⊆ ZΓ. According to the definition of ~Γ and properties of f

and f−1 in Proposition 3.33, we have ~NSTCUM
(|ϕXΓ

|NSTCUM
, |ϕYΓ

|NSTCUM
) ⊆∣∣ϕY ′

Γ

∣∣
NSTCUM

and ~NSTCUM
(|ϕXΓ

|NSTCUM
,
∣∣ϕY ′

Γ

∣∣
NSTCUM

) ⊆ |ϕZΓ
|NSTCUM

. Then,

by Theorem 4.10, ~NSTCUM
(|ϕXΓ

|NSTCUM
, |ϕYΓ

|NSTCUM
) ⊆ |ϕZΓ

|NSTCUM
. Then

f [~NSTCUM
(|ϕXΓ

|NSTCUM
, |ϕYΓ

|NSTCUM
)] ⊆ f [|ϕZΓ

|NSTCUM
] = f [f−1[ZΓ]] = ZΓ,

by the property of f . By the definition of ~Γ, ~Γ(XΓ,YΓ) ⊆ ZΓ.

Theorem 5.2 |∼ is cumulative.

1. Inclusion: [∧Γ � ⊥], Γ |∼ α for any α ∈ Γ.

2. Cautious non-monotony: if [Φ1], Γ |∼ β and [Φ2], Γ |∼ γ, then [Φ1∪Φ2],

Γ ∪ {β} |∼ γ.

3. Cut: if [Φ1], Γ ∪ {β} |∼ γ and [Φ2], Γ |∼ β, then [Φ1 ∪ Φ2], Γ |∼ γ.

Proof. Inclusion:

Suppose that α ∈ Γ. Then,

` ∧Γ > α, by ThNID
1. Then,

` (∧Γ � ⊥) → (∧Γ > α) ∧ ((∧Γ > ⊥) → (∧Γ ∧ α)). Then,

` (∧Γ � ⊥) → (Γ > α), by Definition 3.1.

Since ` (∧Γ � ⊥) → (Γ > α), by Definition 9.1, [∧Γ � ⊥], Γ |∼ α.

Cautious Monotony:
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Suppose that [Φ1], Γ |∼ β, and that [Φ2], Γ |∼ γ. By Definition 9.1,

we have ` ∧Φ′
1 → (∧Γ > β) and ` ∧Φ′

2 → (∧Γ > γ), where Φ′
1 and Φ′

2 are

finite subsets of Φ1 and Φ2 respectively. Then ` ∧Φ′
2 → (∧Γ ≯ ¬γ). By

ThNSTCUM
2 (Rmon) and PC, we can get ` ∧(Φ′

1 ∪Φ′
2) → ((∧Γ∧ β) > γ). By

Definition 9.1 again, [Φ1 ∪ Φ2], Γ ∪ {β} |∼ γ.

Cut:

Suppose that [Φ1], Γ ∪ {β} |∼ γ, and that [Φ2], Γ |∼ β. By Definition

9.1, we have ` Φ′
1 → ((∧Γ ∧ β) > γ) and ` Φ′

2 → (∧Γ > β), where Φ′
1 and Φ′

2

are finite subsets of Φ1 and Φ2 respectively. By ThNCUM
4 (Cut) and PC, we

can get ` ∧(Φ′
1 ∪Φ′

2) → (∧Γ > γ). By Definition 9.1 again, [Φ1 ∪Φ2], Γ |∼ γ.

Lemma 5.3 ((α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)) → ((α ∧ β) > ⊥)

Proof. :

(1) (α > γ) → ((α ∧ β) > γ) Mon

(2) (β > ¬γ) → ((α ∧ β) > ¬γ) Mon

(3) ((α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ))

→ (((α ∧ β) > γ) ∧ ((α ∧ β) > ¬γ)) (1), (2), PC

(4) (((α ∧ β) > γ) ∧ ((α ∧ β) > ¬γ)) → ((α ∧ β) > (γ ∧ ¬γ)) Cc

(5) ((α ∧ β) > (γ ∧ ¬γ)) → ((α ∧ β) > ⊥) (4), REQ

(6) ((α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)) → ((α ∧ β) > ⊥) (3), (4), (5), PC
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Lemma 5.4 ((α ∧ β) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)) > ⊥

Proof. :

(1) (α ∧ (α > γ)) > γ ThMN6

(2) (β ∧ (β > ¬γ)) > ¬γ ThMN6

(3) (α ∧ (α > γ) ∧ β ∧ (β > ¬γ)) > ⊥ (1), (2), Lemma 5.3

(4) ((α ∧ β) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)) > ⊥ (5), PC, Req

Lemma 5.5 ((α ∧ β) ∧ (β > α) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)) > ¬γ

Proof. :

(1) ⊥ → ¬γ PC

(2) (((α ∧ β) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)) > ⊥)

→ (((α ∧ β) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)) > ¬γ) Rck

(3) ((α ∧ β) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)) > ⊥ Lemma 5.4

(4) ((α ∧ β) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)) > ¬γ (2), (3), PC

(5) ((α ∧ β) ∧ (β > α) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)) > ¬γ (4), Rm

Lemma 5.6 ((β > α) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)) → ¬γ

Proof. :

(1) ((β > α) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)) → ((β > α) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ ((α > ⊥)

→ (α ∧ γ)) ∧ (β > ¬γ) ∧ ((β > ⊥) → (β ∧ ¬γ))) Definition 3.1
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(2) (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ) → ((α ∧ β) > ⊥) Lemma 5.3

(3) ((β > α) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)) → ((β > α) ∧ ((α ∧ β) > ⊥)) (2),

PC

(4) (β > α) → (((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → (β > ⊥)) ThNCUM
2, Definition 3.1,

PC

(5) ((β > α) ∧ ((α ∧ β) > ⊥)) → (β > ⊥) (4), PC

(6) ((β > α) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)) → (β > ⊥) (3),(5), PC

(7) ((β > α) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ) ∧ (β > ⊥ → β ∧ ¬γ))

→ ((β > ⊥) ∧ (β > ⊥ → β ∧ ¬γ)) (6), PC

(8) ((β > ⊥) ∧ ((β > ⊥) → (β ∧ ¬γ))) → ¬γ PC

(9) ((β > α) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)

∧((β > ⊥) → (β ∧ ¬γ))) → ¬γ (7), (8), PC

(10) ((β > α) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (β > ¬γ)) → ¬γ (1), (9), PC, Definition 3.1

Theorem 5.7 ϕ→ (ϕ > ¬γ)

Proof. :

(1) ϕ→ ¬γ Lemma 5.6, PC

(2) ϕ→ (ϕ ∧ ¬γ) (1), PC

(3) ϕ→ ((ϕ > ⊥) → (ϕ ∧ ¬γ)) (2), PC

(4) ϕ > ¬γ Lemma 5.5, Rm

(5) ϕ→ (ϕ > ¬γ) (4), PC

(6) ϕ→ (ϕ > ¬γ) ∧ ((ϕ > ⊥) → (ϕ ∧ ¬γ)) (3), (5), PC
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(7) ϕ→ (ϕ > ¬γ) (6), Definition 3.1, PC

Theorem 5.10 In the system NSTCUM , we have:

1. ` ((ϕ > ψ) ∧ ((ϕ ∧ ξ) � ¬ψ)) → ((ϕ ∧ ξ) > ψ);

2. If ` ϕ→ ⊥, then ` (ϕ ≯ ψ);

3. If ` (ϕ ∧ ξ) → ¬ψ, then ` (ϕ > ψ) → ((ϕ ∧ ξ) ≯ ψ).

Proof. of 1.:

(1) (ϕ > ψ) → ((ϕ ∧ ξ) > ψ) Mon

(2) ⊥ → ¬ψ PC

(3) ((ϕ ∧ ξ) > ⊥)) → ((ϕ ∧ ξ) > ¬ψ)) (2), Rck

(4) ((ϕ ∧ ξ) � ¬ψ)) → ((ϕ ∧ ξ) � ⊥)) (3), PC

(5) ((ϕ > ψ) ∧ ((ϕ ∧ ξ) � ¬ψ))

→ (((ϕ ∧ ξ) > ψ) ∧ ((ϕ ∧ ξ) � ⊥))) (1), (4), PC

(6) (((ϕ ∧ ξ) > ψ) ∧ ((ϕ ∧ ξ) � ⊥))) → ((ϕ ∧ ξ) > ψ) Definition 3.1

(7) ((ϕ > ψ) ∧ ((ϕ ∧ ξ) � ¬ψ)) → ((ϕ ∧ ξ) > ψ) (5), (6), PC

Proof. of 2.:

(1) ϕ→ ⊥ assumption

(2) ϕ↔ ⊥ (1), PC

(3) ⊥ ≯ ψ ThNID
4
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(4) ϕ ≯ ψ (2), (3), Req

Proof. of 3.:

(1) (ϕ ∧ ξ) → ¬ψ assumption

(2) (ϕ ∧ ξ) > ¬ψ (1), Rin

(3) (ϕ > ψ) → ((ϕ ∧ ξ) > ψ) Mon

(4) (ϕ > ψ) → ((ϕ ∧ ξ) > ⊥) (2), (3), PC, Cc

(5) ¬((ϕ ∧ ξ) ∧ ψ) (1), PC

(6) (ϕ > ψ) → (((ϕ ∧ ξ) > ⊥) ∧ ¬((ϕ ∧ ξ) ∧ ψ)) (4), (5), PC

(7) (ϕ > ψ) → ¬(((ϕ ∧ ξ) > ⊥) → ((ϕ ∧ ξ) ∧ ψ)) (6), PC

(8) (ϕ > ψ) → ((ϕ ∧ ξ) ≯ ψ) (7), Definition 3.1, PC

Theorem 5.11 The followings are provable in the system NSTCUM :

1. (α ∧ (α > β)) � ⊥ ` (α ∧ (α > β)) > β

2. (α ∧ (α > β) ∧ (β > γ)) � ⊥ ` (α ∧ (α > β) ∧ (β > γ)) > γ

3. If ϕ � ⊥ ` ϕ > β, then (ϕ ∧ ψ) � ⊥ ` (ϕ ∧ ψ) > β

4. ` ((ϕ ∧ ψ) � ⊥) ↔ ((ϕ � ⊥) ∧ (ϕ ≯ ¬ψ))

5. ` ((α ∧ β) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ ((α ∧ β) ≯ γ)) > ⊥

6. If ϕ � ⊥ ` ϕ > β, then {(ϕ � ⊥), ϕ, ψ, (ψ > ⊥), (ψ ≯ ¬β)} ` (ϕ∧ψ) >

β
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7. {α, α > β,¬β} ` (α ∧ (α > β) ∧ ¬β) > ¬β

Proof. of 1.:

By ThMN7, `MN ((α ∧ (α > β)) � ⊥) → ((α ∧ (α > β)) > β). So,

(α ∧ (α > β)) � ⊥ ` (α ∧ (α > β)) > β.

Proof. of 2.:

(1) (α ∧ (α > γ)) > γ >-Mp

(2) (α ∧ (α > γ) ∧ (α > β) ∧ (β > γ)) > γ (1), Rm

(3) (α > β) ∧ (β > γ) → (α > γ) Definition 3.1, Tran, PC

(4) (α > β) ∧ (β > γ) ↔ (α > γ) ∧ (α > β) ∧ (β > γ) (3), PC

(5) (α ∧ (α > β) ∧ (β > γ)) > γ (2), (4), Req

(6) (((α ∧ (α > β) ∧ (β > γ)) � ⊥)

→ ((α ∧ (α > β) ∧ (β > γ)) > γ) (5), ThMN4, PC

So, (α ∧ (α > β) ∧ (β > γ)) � ⊥ ` (α ∧ (α > β) ∧ (β > γ)) > γ

Proof. of 3.:

(1) (ϕ � ⊥) → (ϕ > β) Assumption

(2) (ϕ > β) → (ϕ > β) Definition 3.1

(3) (ϕ > β) → ((ϕ ∧ ψ) > β) Mon

(4) (ϕ � ⊥) → ((ϕ ∧ ψ) > β) (1), (2), (3), PC

(5) (ϕ > ⊥) → ((ϕ ∧ ψ) > ⊥) Mon

(6) ((ϕ ∧ ψ) � ⊥) → (ϕ � ⊥) (5), PC
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(7) ((ϕ ∧ ψ) � ⊥) → (((ϕ ∧ ψ) � ⊥) ∧ ((ϕ ∧ ψ) > β)) (4), (6), PC

(8) ((ϕ ∧ ψ) � ⊥) → ((ϕ ∧ ψ) > β) Definition 3.1

So, (ϕ ∧ ψ) � ⊥ ` (ϕ ∧ ψ) > β

Proof. of 4.:

(1) (ϕ > ⊥) → ((ϕ ∧ ψ) > ⊥) Mon

(2) ((ϕ ∧ ψ) � ⊥) → (ϕ � ⊥) (1), PC

(3) (ϕ > ¬ψ) → ((ϕ ∧ ψ) > ¬ψ) Mon

(4) (ϕ ∧ ψ) > ψ ThNID
4

(5) (ϕ > ¬ψ) → (ϕ ∧ ψ > ⊥) (3), (4), Cc, Req, PC

(6) (ϕ ∧ ψ � ⊥) → (ϕ ≯ ¬ψ) (5), Definition 3.1, PC

(7) ((ϕ ∧ ψ) � ⊥) → ((ϕ � ⊥) ∧ (ϕ ≯ ¬ψ)) (2), (6), PC

(8) ((ϕ � ⊥) ∧ (ϕ ≯ ¬ψ)) → (ϕ � ¬ψ) Definition 3.1, PC

(9) ((ϕ ∧ ψ) > ⊥) → (ϕ > ¬ψ) ThNCUM
1

(10) (ϕ � ¬ψ) → ((ϕ ∧ ψ) � ⊥) (9), PC

(11) ((ϕ � ⊥) ∧ (ϕ ≯ ¬ψ)) → ((ϕ ∧ ψ) � ⊥) (8), (10), PC

(12) ((ϕ ∧ ψ) � ⊥) ↔ ((ϕ � ⊥) ∧ (ϕ ≯ ¬ψ)) (7), (11), PC

Proof. of 5.:

(1) ((α∧β)∧(α > γ)∧((α∧β) ≯ γ)) ↔ (((α∧β)∧(α > γ)∧((α∧β) �

γ)) ∨ ((α ∧ β) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ ¬(((α ∧ β) > ⊥)

→ (α ∧ β ∧ γ)))) Definition 3.1, PC
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(2) (α > γ) → (α > γ) Definition 3.1

(3) (α > γ) → ((α ∧ β) > γ) Mon

(4) (α > γ) → ((α ∧ β) > γ) (2), (3), PC

(5) ((α > γ) ∧ ((α ∧ β) � γ)) → ⊥ (4), PC

(6) ((α ∧ β) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ ((α ∧ β) � γ)) → ⊥ (5), PC

(7) ((α ∧ β) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ ((α ∧ β) � γ)) > ⊥ (6), Rin

(8) ((α ∧ β) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ ¬(((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → (α ∧ β ∧ γ))) → ¬γ PC

(9) ((α ∧ β) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ ¬(((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → (α ∧ β ∧ γ))) > ¬γ (8),

Rin

(10) (α ∧ (α > γ)) > γ ThMN6

(11) ((α ∧ β) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ ¬(((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → (α ∧ β ∧ γ))) > γ (10),

Rm, PC

(12) ((α ∧ β) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ ¬(((α ∧ β) > ⊥) → (α ∧ β ∧ γ))) > ⊥ (9),

(11), Cc, PC

(13) ((α ∧ β) ∧ (α > γ) ∧ ((α ∧ β) ≯ γ)) > ⊥ (1), (7), (12), Ad, Req

Proof. of 6.:

(1) (ϕ � ⊥) → (ϕ > β) Assumption

(2) (ϕ � ⊥) → (ϕ > β) (1), Definition 3.1, PC

(3) (ϕ > β) → ((ϕ ∧ ψ) > β) Mon

(4) (ϕ � ⊥) → ((ϕ ∧ ψ) > β) (2), (3), PC

(5) ((ϕ � ⊥) ∧ ϕ ∧ ψ ∧ (ψ > ⊥) ∧ (ψ ≯ ¬β)) → (ϕ ∧ ψ > β) (4), PC

(6) ⊥ → ¬β PC
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(7) (ψ > ⊥) → (ψ > ¬β) (6), Rck

(8) (ψ ≯ ¬β) → ((ψ � ¬β) ∨ ¬((ψ > ⊥) → (ψ ∧ ¬β))) Definition 3.1

(9) ((ψ > ⊥) ∧ (ψ ≯ ¬β)) → ¬(ψ ∧ ¬β) (7), (8), PC

(10) (ϕ ∧ ψ ∧ (ψ > ⊥) ∧ (ψ ≯ ¬β)) → (ϕ ∧ ψ ∧ β) (9), PC

(11) ((ϕ � ⊥) ∧ ϕ ∧ ψ ∧ (ψ > ⊥) ∧ (ψ ≯ ¬β))

→ ((ϕ ∧ ψ > ⊥) → ϕ ∧ ψ ∧ β) (10), PC

(12) ((ϕ � ⊥) ∧ ϕ ∧ ψ ∧ (ψ > ⊥) ∧ (ψ ≯ ¬β))

→ ((ϕ ∧ ψ) > β) (5), (11), Definition 3.1, PC

So, {(ϕ � ⊥), ϕ, ψ, (ψ > ⊥), (ψ ≯ ¬β)} ` (ϕ ∧ ψ) > β

Proof. of 7.:

(1) (α ∧ (α > β) ∧ ¬β) > ¬β ThNID
1

(2) (α ∧ (α > β) ∧ ¬β) → (α ∧ (α > β) ∧ ¬β ∧ ¬β) PC

(3) (α ∧ (α > β) ∧ ¬β) → ((α ∧ (α > β) ∧ ¬β) > ⊥ → (α ∧ (α >

β) ∧ ¬β ∧ ¬β)) (2), PC

(4) (α ∧ (α > β) ∧ ¬β) → ((α ∧ (α > β) ∧ ¬β) > ¬β) (1), (3),

Definition 3.1 PC

So, {α, α > β,¬β} ` (α ∧ (α > β) ∧ ¬β) > ¬β
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Appendix B

Theorem 8.25 Axioms >-Bf, N, N¬, and GU are valid.

Proof. Consider Bf. Suppose that M is an arbitrarily given L>,G-

model, and w is any possible world in WM. If w ∈ ‖∀x(α > β)‖M then w ∈

‖α > β‖M(d/x) for any d ∈ D. That is, for any d ∈ D, ~({w}, ‖α‖M(d/x)) ⊆

‖β‖M(d/x). Since x is not a free variable in α, ‖α‖M = ‖α‖M(d/x). Then

~({w}, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖β‖M(d/x) for any d ∈ D. Then, ~({w}, ‖α‖M) ⊆ ‖∀xβ‖.

Thus w ∈ ‖α > ∀xβ‖M. Therefore, M �WM
∀x(α > β) → (α > ∀xβ).

Consider N. Suppose that M is an arbitrarily given L>,G-model, w is a

possible world in WM, and any
−→
d ∈ Dn. Let w ∈ ‖N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)−→y ‖M(

−→
d /−→y )

.

Then, w ∈ {w ∈ W |
−→
d ∈ N(IM(−→x , α), IM(−→x , β))(w)}. By Definition 8.7,

N(IM(−→x , α), IM(−→x , β)) ⊆ IM(−→x , α). It follows that w ∈ {w ∈ W |
−→
d ∈

IM(−→x , α)(w)}. By Proposition 8.20,
−→
d ∈ IM(−→x , α)(w) iff w ∈ ‖α‖M(

−→
d /−→x ) =

‖α(−→y /−→x )‖M(
−→
d /−→y )

. So, w ∈ ‖N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)−→y → α(−→y /−→x )‖M(
−→
d /−→y )

for any

−→
d ∈ Dn. Therefore, w ∈ ‖∀−→y (N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)−→y → α(−→y /−→x ))‖M

.

Consider N¬. Suppose that M is an L>,G-model, and w is any pos-

sible world in WM, and any
−→
d ∈ Dn. Let w ∈ ‖N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)−→y ‖M(

−→
d /−→y )

.

Then, w ∈ {w ∈ W |
−→
d ∈ N(IM(−→x , α), IM(−→x , β))(w)}. By Proposi-

tion 8.19, IM(−→x , β) = IM(−→x ,¬β). N(IM(−→x , α), IM(−→x , β)) = N(IM(−→x , α),
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IM(−→x ,¬β)), by Definition 8.7. Then w ∈ {w ∈ W |
−→
d ∈ N(IM(−→x , α),

IM(−→x ,¬β))(w)} = ‖N(λ−→x α, λ−→x ¬β)−→y ‖M(
−→
d /−→y )

. So, for any
−→
d ∈ Dn, w ∈

‖N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)−→y → N(λ−→x α, λ−→x ¬β)−→y ‖M(
−→
d /−→y )

. Therefore, by the inter-

pretation of ∀, w ∈ ‖∀−→y (N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)−→y → N(λ−→x α, λ−→x ¬β)−→y )‖M
.

Consider GU. Suppose that M is an L>,G-model. By Proposition

8.23(2), ‖G−→x (α; β)‖M
= g(IM(−→x , α), IM(−→x , β)). So, ~(WM, ‖G−→x (α; β)‖M

) =

~(WM, g(IM(−→x , α), IM(−→x , β))). According to Definition 8.11(7), we have

~(WM, g(IM(−→x , α), IM(−→x , β))) ⊆ u(IM(−→x , α), IM(−→x , β)). ‖∀−→x (α > β)‖M
=

u(IM(−→x , α), IM(−→x , β)), by Proposition ??(1). Then ~(WM, ‖G−→x (α; β)‖M
) ⊆

‖∀−→x (α > β)‖M
. So, WM ⊆ ‖G−→x (α; β) > ∀−→x (α > β)‖M

. Therefore, M �WM

G−→x (α; β) > ∀−→x (α > β).

Lemma 8.28 If Γ is an Henkin set, then so is Γ ∪ ∆, provided that ∆ is

finite.

Proof. Suppose that Γ is an Henkin set. To show that Γ ∪ ∆ is an

Henkin set, let us assume that Γ ∪∆ ` α(x/t) for all term t. It follows that

Γ ` ∧∆ → α(x/t) for all terms t, where ∧∆ is the conjunction of the members

of ∆. Since Γ is an Henkin set, it follows that Γ ` ∀x(∧∆ → α(x)) for any

choice of variable x we like. If we choose a variable x flesh to ∧∆, it follows

that Γ ` ∧∆ → ∀xα(x), and so Γ ∪ ∆ ` ∀xα(x). It follows, then, that

whenever Γ∪∆ ` α(x/t) for all term t, then Γ∪∆ ` ∀xα(x), and so Γ∪∆ is

an Henkin set.
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Lemma 8.29 Any consistent Henkin set Γ of L>,G can be extended to a

saturated set.

Proof. We construct a saturated extension of Γ. Let Γ = M0. Sup-

pose that the set Mi plus ¬∀xα(x) is consistent, so that we are to form Mi+1

by adding ¬∀xα(x) and an instance ¬α(x/t) to Mi. When Γ is an Henkin set,

it follows by Lemma 8.28 that Mi is an Henkin set as well. (Mi is formed by

adding only finitely many sentences to Γ.) Since Mi∪{¬∀xα(x)} is consistent,

it follows by formulation (OC’) of Henkin set that Mi ∪ {¬α(x/t)} is consis-

tent for some term t of L>,G. So ¬α(x/t) can be consistently added to Mi

for this choice of t, and since ¬α(x/t) entails ¬∀−→x α(x), the result of adding

both these sentences to Mi remains consistent. Once instances ¬α(x/t) are

consistently added in this way, it is straightforward to verify that
⋃∞

i=0Mi is

a saturated extension of Γ.

Lemma 8.30 If Γ is a saturated set which contains ¬(α > β), then Γ∗ =

{γ | (α > γ) ∈ Γ} ∪ {¬β} is a consistent Henkin set.

Proof. The proof of the consistency of Γ∗ is the same as that is given

in Lemma 3.19. Here we will only show that Γ∗ is an Henkin set.

By Lemma 8.28, Γ∗ is an Henkin set if {γ | (α > γ) ∈ Γ} is. Assume

that {γ | (α > γ) ∈ Γ} ` ϕ(x/t) for any term t. Then, there are γ1,

γ2, ... , γn such that ` (γ1 ∧ γ2 ∧ ... ∧ γn) → ϕ(x/t). By rule Rm, we

have ` (α > γ1) ∧ (α > γ2) ∧ ... ∧ (α > γn) → (α > ϕ(x/t)). Since
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(α > γ1), (α > γ2), ... , (α > γn) ∈ Γ, Γ ` (α > ϕ(x/t)). We can choose a

variable x which is fresh to α, and get Γ ` ∀x(α > ϕ(x)). By Axiom Bf>,

Γ ` α > ∀xϕ(x). Thus, α > ∀xϕ(x) ∈ Γ. ∀xϕ(x) ∈ {γ | (α > γ) ∈ Γ}.

Hence, {γ | (α > γ) ∈ Γ} ` ∀xϕ(x). So, {γ | (α > γ) ∈ Γ} is an Henkin set.

Lemma 8.31 If w is a saturated set which contains ¬(α > β), then Γ∗ =

{γ | (α > γ) ∈ Γ} ∪ {¬β} can be extended to a saturated set written in L>,G.

Proof. By Lemma 8.30, Γ∗ is a consistent Henkin set. By Lemma

8.29, it can be extended to a saturated set in L>,G.

Lemma 8.32 Let ∗G be a partial function from W×℘(W ) to ℘(W ), satisfying

∗G(w, |α|G) =
⋂
{|β|G | (α > β) ∈ w}. Then,

Lemma B.1 1. If |α|G ⊆ |α′|G, then ∗G(w, |α|G) ⊆ ∗G(w, |α′|G)

2. ∗G(w, |α|G) ⊆ |α|G

3. ∗G(w, |α ∨ α′|G) ⊆ ∗G(w, |α|G) ∪ ∗G(w, |α′|G)

Proof. Show (1). Since w is a G saturated set of formulas, w is closed

under rule Ram. It follows from |α|G ⊆ |α′|G that {β | (α′ > β) ∈ w} ⊆ {β |

(α > β) ∈ w}. Then,
⋂
{|β|G | (α > β) ∈ w} ⊆

⋂
{|β|G | (α′ > β) ∈ w}. By

the definition of ∗G, ∗G(w, |α|G) ⊆ ∗G(w, |α′|G).
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Show (2). Since α > α is an axiom of G, (α > α) ∈ w. Then, by the

definition of ∗G, ∗G(w, |α|G) ⊆ |α|G.

Show (3). By definition, we know that for each formula α, ∗G(w, |α|G) =⋂
{|β|G : (α > β) ∈ w}. Now suppose that x /∈ ∗G(w, |α|G) ∪ ∗G(w, |α′|G).

Then there must be β and β′ such that (α > β) ∈ w and x /∈ |β|G, and such

that (α′ > β′) ∈ w and x /∈ |β′|G, from which it follows that x /∈ |β ∨ β′|G.

By Rck, (α > (β ∨ β′)) ∈ w and (α′ > (β ∨ β′)) ∈ w, and hence by Ad,

((α ∨ α′) > (β ∨ β′)) ∈ w, and thus ∗G(w, |α ∨ α′|G) ⊆ |β ∨ β′|G. Since

x /∈ |β ∨ β′|G, x /∈ ∗G(w, |α ∨ α′|G).

Lemma 8.34 For each w ∈ WG, φ ∈ L>,G, ∗G(w, |φ|G) = ~G({w}, |φ|G).

Proof. According to Lemma 8.32(1) and Lemma (2), we know that

∗G(w, |φ|G) ⊆ ∗(w, |>|G) and ∗G(w, |φ|G) ⊆ |φ|G. Hence, by the definition

of ~G given in Definition 8.33(4), ∗G(w, |φ|G) ⊆ ~G({w}, |φ|G). Suppose that

x ∈ |φ|G∩∗(w, |>|G). Then x ∈ ∗G(w, |φ ∨ ¬φ|G) ⊆ ∗G(w, |φ|G)∪∗G(w, |¬φ|G).

Because x ∈ ∗G(w, |¬φ|G) only if x ∈ |¬φ|, contrary to our supposition, it then

follows that x ∈ ∗G(w, |φ|G). Then by the definition of ~G, ~G({w}, |φ|G) ⊆

∗G(w, |φ|G).

Lemma 8.35 For all (α > β) ∈ L>,G and w ∈ WG, ∗G(w, |α|G) ⊆ |β|G iff

w ∈ |α > β|G.

Proof. Assume that w ∈ |α > β|G. If w ∈ ∗G({w}, |α|G), by the
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definition of ∗G, w ∈
⋂
{|β|G | (α > β) ∈ w}. In particular, w ∈ |β|G. Thus,

∗G({w}, |α|G) ⊆ |β|G.

Conversely suppose that w /∈ |α > β|G. Since w is a saturated set and

hence a maximally consistent set as well, ¬(α > β) ∈ w. By Lemma 8.31,

{γ | (α > γ) ∈ w} ∪ {¬β} can be extended into a saturated set w1 such that

{γ | (α > γ) ∈ w} ∪ {¬β} ⊆ w1. Thus {γ | (α > γ) ∈ w} ⊆ w1 and

¬β ∈ w1. By the definition of ∗G, w1 ∈ ∗G(w, |α|G). Nevertheless, since

¬β ∈ w1, w1 /∈ |β|G. Thus, ∗G(w, |α|G) * |β|G.

Theorem 8.36 Let MG = 〈WG, DG,NG,~G, ηG, σG〉 be the canonical model

of G. Then for all (α > β) ∈ L>,G and X ⊆ WG, ~G(X, |α|G) ⊆ |β|G iff

X ⊆ |α > β|G.

Proof. For each x ∈ X, by Lemma 8.35, we have ∗G(w, |α|G) ⊆ |β|G iff

w ∈ |α > β|G. Thus, by Lemma 8.34, ~G({w}, |α|G) ⊆ |β|G iff w ∈ |α > β|G.

Then,
⋃

w∈X

~G ({w}, |α|G) ⊆ |β|G iff X ⊆ |α > β|G. That is, by Definition

8.33(4), ~G(X, |α|G) ⊆ |β|G iff X ⊆ |α > β|G.

Theorem 8.37 Let MG = 〈WG, DG,NG,~G, ηG, σG〉 be the canonical model

of G. Then for all formulas in the form of N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)
−→
t ∈ L>,G and each

wG ∈ WG, N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)
−→
t ∈ wG iff wG ∈

∥∥∥N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)
−→
t

∥∥∥MG

.

Proof. N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)
−→
t ∈ wG iff

−→
t ∈ {−→t | N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)

−→
t ∈

wG} = NG(IM(−→x , α), IM(−→x , β))(wG), by definition of NG (Definition 8.33-

(3))
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iff
−→
t =

−→
t MG ∈ NG(IM(−→x , α), IM(−→x , β))(wG), by definition of ηG and

σG (Definition 8.33-(5) and (6)) and Definition 8.17

iff wG ∈
∥∥∥N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)

−→
t

∥∥∥MG

, by definition of ‖.‖M (Definition 8.22)

theorem 8.38Let MG = 〈WG, DG,NG,~G, ηG, σG〉 be the canonical structure

for G. Then for each formula ϕ ∈ L>,G and each wG ∈ WG, ϕ ∈ wG iff

wG ∈ ‖ϕ‖MG. That is, |ϕ|G = ‖ϕ‖MG.

Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on the complexity of ϕ.

Case 1: ϕ is an atomic formula P nt1, t2, ..., tn. By the definition of ηG

and σG, P nt1, t2, ..., tn ∈ wG iff 〈t1, t2, ..., tn〉 ∈ ηG(P n, wG). Since t1 = tMG
1 for

each ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n),
〈
tMG
1 , tMG

2 , ..., tMG
n

〉
∈ ηG(P n, wG). This is equivalent to

wG ∈ ‖P nt1, t2, ..., tn‖MG .

Case 2: ϕ is in the form of ¬α. ¬α ∈ wG iff.α /∈ wG, since wG is

a maximally consistent set. By the induction hypothesis, α /∈ wG iff wG /∈

‖α‖MG iff wG ∈ ‖¬α‖MG .

Case 3: ϕ is in the form of α → β. (α → β) ∈ wG iff.¬α ∈ wG or

β ∈ wG, since wG is a maximally consistent set. By the induction hypothesis,

¬α ∈ wG or β ∈ wG iff wG ∈ ‖¬α‖MG or wG ∈ ‖β‖MG iff wG ∈ ‖¬α ∨ β‖MG =

‖α→ β‖MG .

Case 4: ϕ is in the form of α > β. ‖ϕ‖MG = ‖α > β‖MG =
⋃
{X ⊆

WG | ~G(X, ‖α‖MG) ⊆ ‖β‖MG}. By the induction hypothesis, ‖ϕ‖MG =
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⋃
{X ⊆ WG | ~Γ(X, |α|G) ⊆ |β|G}. By Theorem 8.36, ‖ϕ‖MG =

⋃
{X ⊆

WG | X ⊆ |α > β|G} = |α > β|G.

Case 5: ϕ is in the form of N(λ−→x α, λ−→x β)
−→
t . This case is proved in

Theorem 8.37.

Case 6: ϕ is in the form of ∀xα. If ∀xα ∈ wG, then, for any t ∈ DG,

α(t/x) ∈ wG since wG is a G saturated set. By the induction hypothesis,

wG ∈ ‖α(t/x)‖MG = ‖α‖MG(t/x) for any t ∈ DG. So, wG ∈ ‖∀xα‖MG . If

∀xα /∈ wG, then ¬∀xα ∈ wG. Since wG is a G saturated set, there is some

t0 ∈ DG such that ¬α(t0/x) ∈ wG. By the induction hypothesis, wG ∈

‖¬α(t0/x)‖MG = ‖¬α‖MG(t0/x). So, wG ∈ ‖¬∀xα‖MG .

Lemma 8.40 The followings hold for all w ∈ WG and Y, Y ′, Yi ⊆ WG:

1. ~G({w}, Y ) ⊆ Y ;

2. ~G({w}, Y ) ⊆ Y ′ only if ~G({w}, Y ) ⊆ ~G({w}, Y ′);

3. Y ⊆ Y ′ only if ~G({w}, Y ) ⊆ ~G({w}, Y ′);

4. ~G({w},
⋃

i∈I Yi) =
⋃

i∈I ~G({w}, Yi), where I is any set of indices.

Proof. (1) is trivial, by Definition 8.33(4). (2) Let ~G({w}, Y ) ⊆ Y ′.

Then by Definition 8.33(4). (2), ~G({w}, Y ) = ~G({w}, Y ) ∩ ∗G(w, |>|) ⊆

Y ′∩∗G(w, |>|) = ~G({w}, Y ′). (3) follows from (1) and (2). (4) By Definition

8.33(4), ~G({w},
⋃

i∈I Yi) = (
⋃

i∈I Yi) ∩ ∗G(w, |>|) =
⋃

i∈I(Yi ∩G ∗(w, |>|)) =⋃
i∈I ~G({w}, Yi).
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Lemma 8.41 The following hold for all w ∈ WG and X, X ′, Y , Z ⊆ WG:

1. If X ⊆ X ′, then ~G(X, Y ) ⊆ ~G(X ′, Y );

2. If ~G({w}, Y ) ⊆ Z for every w ∈ X , then ~G(X, Y ) ⊆ Z;

3. ~G(X, Y ) ⊆ Y ;

4. If ~G(X, Y ) ⊆ Z and ~G(X, Y ′) ⊆ Z then ~G(X, Y ∪ Y ′) ⊆ Z;

5. If ~G(X, Y ) ⊆ Y ′ and ~G(X, Y ′) ⊆ Z then ~G(X,Y ) ⊆ Z;

Proof. (1) and (2) are trivial, by Definition 8.33(4). (3), (4) and (5)

follow from Definition 8.33(4), Lemma 8.40(1), (4) and (2), respectively.

Lemma 8.42 For each w ∈ WG, ~G(W, {w}) = ~G({w}, {w}).

Proof. Assume that ~G(WG, {w}) = {w}. Then there is an x such

that ~G({x}, {w}) = {w}, i.e., w ∈ ∗G(x, |>|). For each φ, ∗G(x, |>|) =

∗G(x, |φ|∪|∼φ|) ⊆ ∗G(x, |φ|)∪∗G(x, |∼φ|), and thus either w ∈ ∗G(x, |φ|) ⊆ |φ|

or w ∈ ∗G(x, |∼φ|) ⊆ |∼φ|. It is easy to see that w ∈ ∗G(x, |φ|) iff w ∈ |φ| ,

and hence

{φ : w ∈ ∗G(x, |φ|)} = w. ((i))

Also, we know that > ∈ w and {> > φ : (> > φ) ∈ w} 6= ∅. Consider

any φ such that (> > φ) ∈ w. We know that > ∧ (> > φ) ∈ w, and then

by (i) and axiom >-Mp, w ∈ ∗G(x, |> ∧ (> > φ)|) ⊆ |φ|. It follows that
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w ∈ ∗G(w, |>|) =
⋂
{|φ| : (> > φ) ∈ w}, and hence by Definition 8.33(4),

~G({w}, {w}) = {w} ∩ ∗G(w, |>|) = {w}.

Lemma 8.44 The following holds for all formulas φ and ψ and all X, Y, Z ⊆

WG:

1. f>(|φ| , |ψ|) = |φ > ψ|,

2. ~G(f>(X,Y ), X) ⊆ Y ,

3. ~G(Z,X) ⊆ Y only if Z ⊆ f>(X, Y ).

Proof. (1) By Definition 8.43 and Theorem 8.36, w ∈ f>(|φ|, |ψ|) if

and only if ~G({w}, |φ|) ⊆ |ψ|, which is equivalent to w ∈ |φ > ψ|. (2) and

(3) follow from Theorem 8.36 and (1).

Lemma 8.45 For all X, Y ⊆ WG, ~G(WG, X ∩ f>(X, Y )) ⊆ Y .

Proof. We know by Lemma 8.44 that ~G(f>(X, Y ), X) ⊆ Y , and

thus by Lemma 8.41(1) ~G(f>(X, Y ), X ∩ f>(X, Y )) ⊆ Y . It then suffices to

let w /∈ f>(X, Y ) and show that ~G({w}, X ∩ f>(X, Y )) ⊆ Y . Assume that

there is an x ∈ ~G({w}, X ∩ f>(X, Y )) = X ∩ f>(X, Y ) ∩ ∗G(w, |>|). Since

x ∈ X ∩ f>(X, Y ),

~G({x}, X) = X∩∗G(x, |>|) = X∩{x}∩∗G(x, |>|) = X∩~G({x}, {x}) ⊆ Y ;

((ii))
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and since x ∈ X ∩ ∗G(w, |>|), X ∩ ∗G(w, |>|) = X ∩ ~G(w, {x}) ⊆ X ∩

~G(WG, {x}), and then by 8.42, X ∩ ∗G(w, |>|) ⊆ X ∩ ~G({x}, {x}). It

follows from (ii) that ~G({w}, X ∩ f>(X, Y )) = X ∩ f>(X,Y ) ∩ ∗G(w, |>|) ⊆

X ∩ ∗G(x, {x}) ⊆ Y .

Lemma 8.46 For all X, Y ⊆ WG, ~G(WG, X ∩ Y ) ⊆ ~G(X, Y ).

Proof. Let Z = ~G(X, Y ). Because ~G(X, Y ) ⊆ Z, X ⊆ f>(Y, Z)

by Lemma 8.44(3), and thus ~G(W,X ∩ Y ) ⊆ ~G(W,Y ∩ f>(Y, Z)) ⊆ Z by

Lemma 8.45.

Lemma 8.47 For all int1, int2 ∈ INT(WG, DG), if Y = g(int1, int2), then

~(X, Y ) ⊆ u(int1, int2).

Proof. Let Y = g(int1, int2). Case 1: There are formulas α and

β, such that int1 = IMG(−→x , α) and int2 = IMG(−→x , β), where −→x is a vec-

tor of free variables x1, x2, ..., xn that occur in α and β. Then, by Theo-

rem 8.38 and Proposition 8.23, |G−→x (α; β)|G = ‖G−→x (α; β)‖MG = g(int1, int2)

and |∀−→x (α > β)|G = ‖∀−→x (α > β)‖MG = u(int1, int2). Since WG is the set

of all saturated sets of system G, which contains axiom GU (G−→x (α; β) >

∀−→x (α > β)), WG = |G−→x (α; β) > ∀−→x (α > β)|G. ~G(WG, |G−→x (α; β)|G) ⊆

|∀−→x (α > β)|G, by Theorem 8.36. For any X ⊆ WG, ~G(X, |G−→x (α; β)|G) ⊆

~G(WG, |G−→x (α; β)|G) ⊆ |∀−→x (α > β)|G, which follows ~G(X,Y ) ⊆ u(int1, int2).
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Case 2: There is no formula α such that int1 = IM(−→x , α), or there is no

formula β such that int2 = IM(−→x , β). By Definition Definition quasi CM(3),

NG(int1, int2) = int1. Then, by Definition 8.9 and Definition 8.10, g(int1, int2) =

u(int1, int2). By Lemma 8.41(3), ~G(X, Y ) ⊆ Y = u(int1, int2).
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